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Let This Be An
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Electrical

g

Make up your mind to make this
an Electrical Year. Resolve to take

advantage of the countless opportunities to live
better, more comfortably and economically that

Electricity, in its many applications, affords you.

Start Right By Securing Your Copy of
This Book of Things Electrical

Here at ELECTRIC SHOP is a splendid, complete'
exhibit of over 2000 Things Electrical-moderately
priced and of splendid quality. Our handsomely
illustrated, mail-order catalogue containing

-

complete descriptions, prices and all other necessary
information-gives out-of-town residents the oppartunity to buy satisfactorily from this complete
display. If you have not a copy of this catalogue, write for yours now.

\

.

ELECTRIC: SHOP
Corner Michigan and
Jackson Boulevards

CHICAGO

ue

1

5 ?till

176997

Bound
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.
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Attend My School and Become

Qualified For A Splendid Position

.

tags

.

Enlarge your outlook, increase your income in the oldest, most successful and
'largest school of the kind in America-expert instructors.. Two large modern buildings
with railroad and Western Union wiresand complete $3,000.00 Marconi Wireless Station installed.
A course at my school should assure you of a bright future and continuous, remunerative employment. The Morse Railway and Commercial Telegraph and
Station agency work offers excellent opportunities. The radio (wireless) work is congenial,
entertaining. instructive and Intensely interesting, and offers great possibilities. I have a
contract with the Marconi Company whereby my graduates are given preference for
positions on the Great Lakes and Gulf of Mexico.
My school is endorsed by Railway, Western Union and Marconi officials. Established 40 years. Annual enrollment exceeds 6IJ0 students. Investment exceeds 125,0011.00. TuI.
tion and living expenses very low. Can earn livingezpenses. Corrrspiudence courses also.
All graduates assisted. Send for my free illustrated catalog. GEORGE M. DODGE, President
Dodge's Telegraph Railway & Wireless Institute, 21st. Street, Valparaiso, Ind.

offers many special advantages for a course in

The Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter combined with
standard key and sounder. Sends you

WIRELESS

telegraph messages at any speed

just as an expert operator would.
Five styles, $2 up; circular free.
OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39

H

Cortlandt Street

New

Our day and evening courses Include regular inspection trips to the Rig
Gov. Station at Arlington. U. S. Navy Yard and the Wireless Experimental
laboratories at the U. S. Bureau of Standards.
Theory, Code, Practise and Laws of Radio Communication taught thoroughly.
New classes begin on January 5th, April 8th and July 6th, 1915.
Regular classes now in session.

York

TELEGRAPHY
PAINE

NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL

Railroad, commercial and
wireless telegraphy taught
day and evening. The
Uptown BUSINESS SCHOOL.
Send for
1931 Broadway. New York. N. Y.. Cor. 65th St.
Catalogue P.

No. 1405 U -St., N. W.
U. S. Savings Bank Bldg.
Circular bent on request. Pbooe, N2153

.`.k

WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS
Constant demand. Devote
all or spare time.

Motor driven fire department apparatus in New York
has proven so efficient and satisfactory that in the
future this department will buy no more horses.
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WASHINGTON, D. C.

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
in the shortest possible time.
`9

Enroll

Correspondence literary
Course Not Required.
ability unnecessary.
Past experience and
DETAILS FREE.
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Ridpath's History World
SHE

We will mail our beautiful 46 -page free booklet of sample pages to all interested in our offer,
and without any obligation to buy. A coupon for your convenience is printed in the corner of this advertisement. We offer the remaining sets, brand new, beautifully bound in half morocco

At LESS than even DAMAGED SETS were ever sold

direct letters to those sending us the Coupon below. Tear off the
before you forget It. Dr. Ridpath's
Coupon, write name and address plainly, and mall to us now
widow derives her support from his history, and to print our price broadcast, for the sake of more
quickly selling these few sets, would cause great injury to future sales.
We will name our price only in

The Present
European War

Ridpath takes you back to the dawn of history
before the Pyramids of Egypt were built;
The great monarchies long
down through the romantic troubled times of Chalof Europe are now en- dea 's grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babygaged in the greatest trag- lonia's wealth and luxury; of Greek and Roman
edy of human history. If splendor; of Mohammedan culture and refineyou would know the underly- ment; of French elegance and British power,
ing causes which have led up to
this great conflict, the deep, ra- to the dawn of yesterday, He covers evcial antipathies, t h e mutual
jealousies. the commercial rivalries, the sting of past defeats,the vaulting ambitions for
world Empire. then you should
glace Ridpath's History of
the World in y'ur home.

e

Six Thousand Years of History

.1
15

FREE
COUPON
WESTERN
NEWSPAPER
ASSOCIATION

H. E. SEVER,
140 So. DearbornPrest.
Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mall, without cost to
me. sample pages of Ridpath's
History of the World, containing
phnlnttravtlres of Napoleon and Caesar, Slap of Panama Canal, etc., and
write me full particulars of your spe-

ery race, every nation, every time
and holds you spellbound by its wonNothing more
derful eloquence.
interesting, absorbing and inspircial
ing was ever writen.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics

offer to Modern Mechanics readers.
NAMFI
ADDRESS

when writing to Advertis3rs.
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the founders of the New York
Electrical
had some slight
EN YEARS AGO conception ofSchool
what the development
of electricity would mean. But even though they saw only
a single spark of what has since developed, it was sufficient,
even at that time to convince them that the progress that would
be made in electrical development would demand trained Ines.

The Reason
for the
New York

Electrical
School

They foresaw that the day would come (and the day has come)
when men who had only a smattering of electrical knowledge
would be unable to stand the proficiency test.
They saw the need for a training by actual practice which would
enable a man to go forth and meet and master any problem which
might confront him in the electrical field.
So they founded this school. Today it is recognized not only as
the Pioneer, but conceded to be the Premier of advanced resultful
educational methods.
There are no "classes".

the School.
Go through its many
departments and be
"shown" what it can
do for YOU and what
it has done for hundreds of other men
from 16 to 60.
Drop a line or
'phone for free Cata-

Every "learner" goes ahead as fast
as he shows proficiency, and graduates lust as soon as he
has proved by what he has done that he knows how to do it!
That's why this school-this actual -practice -electrical -workshop
is in such high standing ín the educational world.

Visit

log.

the New York Electrical School
40 West 17th St.

SPECIAL EVENING COURSE IN
WIRE AND
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH OPERATING
Opens Feb 1, 1915-closes June 2, 1915 at
ttBLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
No.48 Takoma Ave.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Thoroughly capable operators are in
demand. Twenty-one years' experience as a Technical Training School
is a guarantee that you will obtain
here just the knowledge you require to qualify you for a position
as Operator.
Catalog on request.
Experienced Instructors
First Class Equipment

BRYANT SCHOOL FOR STAMMERING trDemen

New York

'Phone Chelsea 2623

A

DRAFTSMA

i

Big demand everywhere for draftsmen. Salaries from $125 to
1 will personally instruct you to become a competent draftsman-I am an exert and can
easily and quickly train you fully-experí- 'rin
ence
ry. Earn while you learn
spare time.
- a
Complete $17.60 Drafting
Free Outfit outfit
I
furnished free.
and
name
Your
Write for Free Book addreae
e s1
ems®'s
poet card. I will send you my big free book 44
"The Road to Success" and free offer. No obligations.
$200 monthly.

c(

-7

+

Chief Engineer, Chicano Engineering Works,

407 Cass St,

Chicago,111.

Sit at This Table and Earn $200 a Month
LEARN TO BE A DRAFTSMAN

a4,1

..,;...

or

speech impediments; over twenty years' experience; convenient fot
Eastern students. Principal, a physician and a cured stammererknows how to relieve others. Interesting booklet free. References.
NEW YORK CITY.
26M West 40th St.,

We will show you how you can do
it. Write us and we will send you
full particulars. No enrollment.
No first payment. Your owe ability is what counts. No $10 down,
810a month game. Just write and
find out. Circular 6 free.
THE T -SO. dl. TRIANGLE CO.
30-32 CLINTON ST.. NEWARK. N. J.

CAN
DRAW
to
weekly If
and earn
like drawing and
FREE BOOK ON MOTORING YOU
learn from Jack Smith,
$25

,

ÁNt* OFTEACHIN1

Explain. how we

aaDEESDYK'SNWIEA

assist
Busius as
BYHAIL:AorrAtoMeechnlcian

WITH

YOU In the Auto

with

DYKE'S

'WORKING MODELS 4
-.,

WORKING MODEL SYSTEM of teaching b
wail and our new idea EMPLOYMENT PLAN
Let um tell you the names of some of out

students and the salaries they ere drawing.
'.0Don't miss it ---SEND FOR BOOKLET NOWT
2hie is the origins and only system of its kind
in the world. Model* made in London.

prWMNTS. 00$a

Beware of imitators.

!tj

''

1

Box 2,
Roe Bldg., St. Louis, MO.
DYKE'S SCHOOL OF MOTORING.
All Eleetrie Starters, Lighting Systems sad Magnetos Sissolifled.

The Best

Evening

$160

you

famous cartoonist w h o
shows e real recordon the
NEW YORK HERALD
world's greatest papers.
He teaches you with bis
lh
own pencil by mail bis seend methods which
rem Voritpn's0 crets
he guarantees will make
you draw perfect expresWAewmGTOn'ÑcRAIA
action pictures.
PHILADELPHIA RECORD sioa and
Send 6c postage for valuable free lessons, cartoon booklet and explanation.
JACK SMITH'S OWN CARTOON SCHOOL
1398 Broadway.

AUeelteá Math

Ilnbe

Course in Wireless in New York

live nearby and wish to hold your present position, while studying at night. Complete equipment1. twelveIf youinstructors.
Prepare for a government license-under a Marconi Engineer

Y. M.

Day Courses in Operating and Construction
Spanish for Operators
Evening Courses In Engineering, Operating, and Drafting
New Class in Engineering starts soon
143 East 86th Street, NEW YORK
C. A. TELEGRAPH SCHOOL

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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PLEASANT LIFE JOB
CONTINUALLY TRAVELING
2,349 Extra Railway Mail Clerks to be
' appointed before June 30
$75 to $150 a month for life
OVER

230,000

U. S. GOVERNMENT POSITIONS ARE
OPEN TO COMPETITION
-

s

Over 2.000 appointments are made each month
WAR-PROOF-PANIC-PROOF-SURE-PAY JOBS

COUPON

queetionr"

This coupon, filled out as directed, entitles the sender to free weeclmen
Country residents and city residents stand the same chance for
e free copy of our copyrighted book, "Government Poeitioru
immediate Sppointment. Common-sense education sufficient
filet of positions now available sad to
and How, Lo Obtain Them
Write immediately for schedule showing the places and dates ofA. conelderetton for Free Coaching for the examination here checked.
the examinations announced January 15 in your neighborhood. ' 4' R ittayMailClerk($900to$1800)..Cust.miaorint.Rev.Positions(Ml0otosr800)
- ($800 toit600)
Bookkeepn
- ($900 to $I800)...Steno9raphe. - - Don't delay. Every day you lose means the loss of Just so
the Ile aetmente
P. u Carrieru t.
d1Y00)...Cterk
much coaching before the rapidly approaching examinations. 4O . City
($800to$1500)
at »G.asl'in, n
Rwrol Mail Carrier - ($600 to $1800)
...l0.inan.a Canal Clerk-($;.00t..+IVOO).. Canadian Greernn.eat Potit,vne.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. 0111 Rochester, N. Y.
Name
011l
.

Um this before youd losee it.

Writs plainly,

Hów to Make it
Morgan's new book tells the story with an appeal you
can't resist. The first book to satisfy the creative and
constructive instinct inborn in every live boy.

Partial Contents:

Partial Contents:

Magnets and Magnetism;

Michrophones and Telephones;
Induction Coils;

Static Electricity;
Static Electric

Ma-

chines;
Cells and Batteries;
Electro -Magnetism and
Magnetic Induction;
Electrical Units;
Electrical
Appurtenances;
Electrical
Measuring

Instruments;

Bells, Alarms and An-

nunciators;
Electric Telegraphs.

Transformers;
Wireless Telegraphy;
A Wireless Telephone;
Electric Motors;
Dynamos;

Electric Railway;
Miniature Lighting;
Miscellaneous Electrical
Apparatus.
Etc., Etc.
An

SEND US YOUR ORDER TODAY

MODERN MECHANICS
BOOK DEPARTMENT
32 Union Square
::
::
New York City.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.

MODERN MECHANICS AND POPULAR ELECTRICITY
32

New York

Union Square
A CONSOLIDATION

OF:

I

Popular Electricity and the World's Advance
Modern Electrics and Mechanics
Electrician and Mechanic
ORLAND

J. RIDENOUR, President

Volume XXX.

AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA,

JANUARY, 1915

Editor

No.

1

CONTENTS
An
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Page

Snake Discovered in

California
The American Workshops of Santa CIaus
Apparatus for a Spectacular Vaudeville Act
Application of Various Currents
Automatic Artillery in Military School
Book Reviews
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Deadly Aerial Bomb
EIectric Equipment of the Panama Canal
EIectric Lighting for Motorcycles
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Hawkins, Library of

ELECTRICL.
A PRACTICAL.
EL.,ECTR'I,CAL

5

.EDUCATION

1r>tSix ,Volurtmés

1Per Volume
..Po'cket Size

Leather Boúnd

You Don't Pay
Until You Examine the
Books-Return to Us
If Not Satisfactory
Endorsement of

-111wkins Electrical

`de Satisfied'. Users

It is a work of education,
explanation a n d encouragement.
It is a royal road to a practical knowledge of Electricity.
It answers your electrical
questions in concise, practical
and easily understood language.
It covers thoroughly the
elementary principles as well
as the most approved practice.
All important points are
fully illustrated by drawing or
a full descriptive illustration,
which adds greatly to the clearness and value of the work.
It contains the correct and

most up-to-date safety rules
for installing Modern Electric
Machinery and Appliances.

It gives complete explanation on Electrical Construction. It is a practical, authoritative comprehensive guide
for all desiring a working
knowledge of Electricity.
No catalogue description

can do justice to the work; it
contains too many thousand
points; only the important
headings are shown in the list
of contents.
Bound in handy pocket -book
size to carry in your pocket,
fine leather cover and the gilt
edges in keeping with the
valuable contents.
There is no series of books
of useful information ever
published which will demand
the same recognition.
Don't wait until weeks and
months pass, but get the full
value of these great Guides at
once.

"After a thorough examination we find they are
the best that have ever been
published on this particular
subject. I am thoroughly
convinced that after examination these books can sell
themselves."-Triumph Elec-

tric Co. (H. H. Panschar),
Cincinnati, O.
"I wish to say that I have
been doing Electrical Work
for 15 years, and have upwards of $100 worth of Electrical books, but I consider
the Hawkins Electrical
Guides the best ever for the

practical electrician."-O, A.

Armfleld, Mulberry, Fla.
"They are the most complete set of books on the sub-

ject for that price that I have
ever seen. Perfectly satisfactory; they cover the subjects in a way that can easily
be understood by anyone."J.W. Clledhill,Vineland, N.J.
"The Hawkins Electrical
Guides seem to me to be the
best and most complete set of
Electrical books that I have
ever hcul the opportunity to
-T. J. Messinger,
find."
Columbus, Pa.
"It is useless .for me to take
up your time telling you how
delighted I was to find them
so good,-above all expectations. My most heartfelt
thanks for such grand
books."

-M. W. Canaday,

Nowata, Okla.
"I am a student at
Schools, but I have found I
can get more out of Hawkins
Electrical Guides than I
could from Text Books at
eight times their cost. They
are the best I have ever

HERE is a set of books that no man in the
ELECTRICAL FIELD should do without.
This is the ELECTRICAL AGE in which we
live ; ELECTRICITY now controls more trades,
directs more men, offers more opportunities than
any other power that man has yet discovered. Do
you wish to know the underlying principles of
MODERN ELECTRICAL PRACTICE ?
If so, HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES will
give you the information. In reality they are a school
within themselves, containing a complete study
course with QUESTIONS, ANSWERS AND ILLUSTRATIONS, written in plain everyday language so
that a practical man can understand.

The HOW, WHEN and
WHY of ELECTRICITY
Read over the titles shown on the back of each
volume, and note the scope of each book. They
are handsomely bound in flexible black leather with
gold edges and will readily go in the pocket. THEY
ARE NOT ONLY THE BEST, BUT THE CHEAPEST WORKS PUBLISHED ON ELECTRICITY.
Each book is complete in itself and will be
supplied $1.00 per copy, but we believe that
the complete set is the best bargain.
The books can speak for themselves
and a careful examination, page by
Please
submit me
page, and illustration by illustrafor examination ItAWKINS
tion, will convince you of their
ELECTRICAL
GUIDES
big value.
(Price $1 each).
Ship
at
once
prepaid
If you will fill out the
the 6 numbers; if satisfactory I agree to send
following coupon giving
you $1 within seven days
all the information
and to further mail you 1
each month until paid.
requested, we will
submit the six
SIGNATURE
volumes for examination on
OCCUPATION
conditions

named.

BUSINESS ADDRESS

RESIDENCE

studied."

x.>r. JAN
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you change your address notify us promptly, giving
When
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postmaster, as it often happens that our mailing list is
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Power of Will
Why is this man master ? He is unarmed. The
lion has the physical strength to tear him to shreds
-his mouth is watering, yet he dares not. He is
cowed-cowed by the man's POWER OF WILL
P

1111111,111,1191111.111
The Law of Great Thinking.
The Four Factors on which
It depends.
How to develop analytical
power.
How to think "all around"
any subject.
How to throw the mind into
deliberate, controlled, productive thinking.
Detailed directions for Perfect Mind Concentration.
How to acquire the power of
Consecutive Thinking, Reasoning, Analysis.
How to acquire the skill of
Creative Writing.
How to guard against errors
in Thought.
How to drive from the mind
all unwelcome thoughts.
How to follow
lines of
thought with keen, concentrated Power.
How to develop Reasoning
Power.
How to handle the mind In
Creative Thinking.
The secret of Building Mind
Power.
How the Will la made to act.
How to test your Will.
How a Strong Will is Master
of Body.
What creates Human Power.
The Sir Principles of \Vill

training.

Definite Methods for developing Will.
The NINETY-NINE METHODS for using Will -Power
in the Conduct of Life.
Seven Principles of drill In

Mental, Physical, Personal
power.

FIFTY-ONE

MAXIMS for
Applied power of Perception, Memory, Imagination, Self Analysis, Cannot.
slow to develop a strong, keen
gaze
How to concentrate the eye
upon what is before youobject, person, printed page.
work.
How to become aware of
Nerve Action.
How to keep the body well poised
How to open the Mind and
Body for reception of incoming power.
How to exercise the nerves.
How to throw off Worry.
How to overcome the tyranny
of the Nervous System.
How to secure steady nerves.
How to maintain the Central
Factors of Body health.
Difficulties
1n
Mastering

Harmful Habits.

The Law of Will -Power In

Habits.

The Mental Law of Habit
Cure, etc., etc., etc.

Anyone Can Have An Indomitable Will
It has long been known that the will can be trained
into wonderful power-like memory, or like any one of
the senses-by intelligent exercise and use. The trouble
with almost every one is that they do not use their
wills. They carry out other people's wills. or drift
along with circumstances.
If you held your arm in a sling for two years, the
muscles would become powerless to lift a feather. That
is exactly what happens in most people, to the faculty
we call "will -power." Because we never use the Will,
we finally become unable to use it.
We degenerate into beings little more than slaves-

unhappy, discontented, envious, hoping blindly that "some
day"-without any effort-we will attain what we most
want in life
"Power of Will," by Frank Channing Haddock, Ph.D.,
M.S., is a scientific course in Will -Training which has
helped over 40,000 people. This great work provides a
thorough course in Will -Training, consisting of 28 lessons. It reveals the secrets as to how great men train
their wills into wonderful power.

For Master -Men
"Power of Will" provides the shake-up that ninetynine out of every hundred people need. Master-Men like
Judge Ben B. Lindsey; Supreme Court Justice Parker;
Wu Ting Fang, ex -U. S. Chinese Ambassador; Lieutenant-Governor McKelvie of Nebraska; General Manager
Christeson of Wells -Fargo Express Co.; Asst. PostmasterGeneral Britt; E. St. Elms Lewis, Vice-President Art
Metal Construction Co.-and literally thousands of other
men of action and ambition like them-read, use, and
praise "Cower of Will."
its readers talk of it as of a Bible. It has made decisive men of action out of the most miserable "downand -outs." It has cured victims of drink and other
vices. It has made big men bigger by showing them how
to use their brains better. It is a goad to old and
young alike. It has re -awakened ambition in men and
women who have been turned from their life purposes,
and shown its students how to carry forward their ambitions into consummation.
Is YOUR Will Dormant ?
Look back upon your life. Once- upon a time, no
doubt, you weaved great dreams of what you were going
to make of yourself. Are they accomplished now
Why
are they not accomplished? Is it not because you lacked
a strong, powerful, dominating, inflexible WILL? You
allowed others to control and influence you to their ends.
instead of controlling others yourself. You
let insignificant daily incidents everlastingly turn you from your purpose. Gradu-
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lever have I purchased any
books that I have been more
'

satisfied to pay for. They
can achieve wonders If their
teachings are closely followed."-Geo. P. H, McVay.
Dept. of Finance, City of
New York.
"The first thing I happened
upon when I opened this book
was 'Some diseases of the
Imagination' and I tell you
that chapter alone is worth
ten times the price of the
book. I wish ouch a volume
had come Into my possession
25 years ago."-Thos. O'Connor, 270 Preoita Ave., San
Francisco.
"It is the greatest book I
ever looked Into. The testi-

monials regarding It are inadequate as to Its merits. It
has startled me alreadythough I have read only a

chapters."-Rev.

few

Turkington,

A.

Blanchester,

Ohio.
If you had all the corre-

spondence courses on the
market and if you atudied
them for ten years you could
not succeed in mastering the
syatem discovered and laid
bare by this twentieth cent u r y Genius."-Wm. W.
Long, Cleburne Springs, Ark.
"I find that this book Is
really more than you claim
It to be and I consider that
I have received a bargain."H. R. Johnson, Guaranty
Trust Co. of New York. N.Y.
"I shall not call this a 'book'
-but a 'universal key to the
latent elements of the human

mind.'

-

"-P.

E.

Hasson, Public
Accountant.
Hanover Bank
Building.
N. Y. City.

ally-like

so many of us-you allowed
this God-given faculty of will to become
scotched and DORMANT in you.
Dr.
Haddock has a message for you-a real
message of emancipation from the blasting
human curse of indecision and blind habit
message which every man from 20 to
6o years old should get.
Send No Money-Examine Book First

Pelton
Pub. Co.,
6 Pelton Bldg.,
Meriden, Conn.
A

-a

The nriee of the book-although it is re, llv a complete course
in Will -Training--is only $3.00. The
will gladly
send a copy free, for five days' inspection. Send no money
now. Merely mail the cocoon below, enclosing your hilliness
card, or giving a reference. If you decide to keep the book
send the money. If not, mail the book back. Tear out and
fill in the coupon now, before you turn this page.

6

PELTON PUBLISHING CO.

Pelton Building

Meriden, Conn.

Gentlemen:
Please send rre a copy
of "Power of Will" without
charge. I agree to remit $3.00
or remail the book in 5 days.
Name
Address
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yearssuccessful teaching.

518.00
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anted
Meter Engineers

$Now CARDS?
teach you

an

Earn

Held everywhere.

to

$45.00 A WEEK

Mr. Eckert.(Pa.) says: "Each lesson so Interesting I can hardly wait for next.' Postal brings
particulars and new literature

_

DETROIT SCHOOL OF LETTERING

Chas. J. Strong. Founder.

Dept. 9U1, Detroit, Mich.

Designing
Drafting
positions-big
Structural, mechanical, architectural, electrical,
drafting and designing. We are experts and
give you actual drafting room experi- p
ence. Use your spare time to quickly
qualify for high salary. Write.. fordescriptive catalog. Books and tools free

students.
' 9,1
Columbia Cor. School, Dept. M., Phila. .14r

ing the coming

'

t

year over b00,000
new meters are go.....-...-..
ing to be installed.
If you are ambitious we will train you-in your own homeduring your spare time to become a competent
Meter Engineer. Send the free coupon.

t' ;
ta',
,
..,

538 Genuine Stamps, Incl. Rho Alb um with
Stamp
desia, Congo It ger), China (dragon:,
Tasmania (landscape), Jamaica
We Buy

Stamps.

(waterfalls), etc.

-

HUSSMAN STAMP CO.,

List Free.
St. Louis, Mo.

10e.

-

Salary $125 to
$225 Per Month

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Railroad

Commercial

Classes form monthly. Fall Term begins Sept. 14th. The oldest
and largest school in the East.
Write for Catalogue.

Meter Engineering is one of

"You Know Us-Let Us Know You"
Correspondence Courses

Boston School of Telegraphy
f
b

18 Boylston Scree
BOSTON, MASS.

when I can cure you ? Write/or free booklet No. 1.
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Hundreds of good positions now open. No experience
required to get one of them. Write today for list of
openings offering opportunities to earn Big Money
selling goods while you learn and testimonials from
hundreds of onr students who are earning 3100 to 100
a month. Address nearest office. Dept.619
NATIONALSALESMEN'S TRAININGASSOCIATION
Chicago.

Kansas City,

New York.

San Francis°.

The New Profession

I

The profession of Electrical Meter En-

gineering is now in its infancy. It is calling for
men. The Electric Lighting Stations
must have Meter Engineers. Thou-

,

1

sands of positions are now open.

Lawyers earn $5.000 to t10 000 ,early}
-afforded greatest possibilities of sil.

Opportunities Open
Big firms now need Lawyers

for their
regular staff at large salaries. You can
learn at bon44 by malt in spare time by
our.implifie4 method. Course written
In plain language bygreatest professors. BECOME ANN L.B. Course prepares
you to pass all sjects required in bar examinations. Ws guarantee to Weal
you free until successful. Coco lete Law Librar Furnl
If you enroll now
COIRSE
tten by D;. Freti- IN PUBLIC SPEAKING
pad nah;kb
Carer. Remarkable offer. Write for facts. Everything sent FRF.8.

COMPETE

S

ó

Put your nameand address on the

coupon
in
once.
will send you absolutely free and
prepaid our big new book on Meter
Engineering. Tells you about the
wo iderful opportunities you will
have in the New Profession.
Ft.WayneCorrespondenceSchool
Explains exactly how you can 1
DepL 1401, FL Wayne, lad.
study at home during your

Book Coupon

VE'NTRILOQUI

Almost anyone can learn It at borne. Small cost. Send
today 2 -rent stamp for particulars and'proot.
U. &.SMITII,BoosW 344823 Bigelow hi, PEORIA,ILL.
'

GOOD

POSITION

with UNCLE SAM la most desirable. Life positions, pleasant surroundings, good pay, steady work, short hours, promotions on merit.
}loth sexes. No political pull. Thousands of appointments yearly.
Most thorough preparation $5. Returned if not appointed. Full
Information and questions used by the Civil Service Commission free.
AMERICAN CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL

`' FREE

Free Coupon
and send it
at
We,

Send the

LaSalleEztensionUniversity, Dept. F-382, Chicago, Ill.

A

Special Offer

alimited time
Meter Engineers are now so scarce For
we are making a
that the Electric Lighting Sta- special reduced
in order
tions are willing to pay huge sums priceoffer
to induce men to
for competent men. YOU can get start
the study of
Engineerinto the profession. It is calling Meter
ing
right
away.
you. Write at once for full particu- Send the Coupon.
lars of this special offer.

Offers YOU Success

FREE

the best

paying professions in the electrical industry.
We can show you hundreds of men who are
making better than $3,000 a year. Here is
your chance to get the practical instruction
right in your own home. You get a diploma
and can become a full-fledged Meter Engineer without giving up the job you now
hold. Then you get the big job-the fat pay
envelope. Write today.

WHY STAMMER
SAMUEL D. ROBBINS,

Meter Engineers
somewhere. Dur-

Qa

to

We have got
to find more

tá.

salaries

Good

11

spare time and get your
Gentlemen:-Please send me
diploma. Absolutely no obabsolutely free and prepaid
ligations of any kind
your
new book on Meter Engetting this book. Send
gilleering. Also tell me about
your name and address
on free coupon or lotyour great special offer. It is dister or postal card.
tinetly understood that I assume
But send today.
no obligations of any kind.

in

Ft. Wayne Correspondence School
Dept. 1401
Ft Wayne, Ind.

* Name

APAddress............ ...... ......... ...... _________

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Do You Like to Draw?
That's all we want to know

We will not give you any grand
prize or a lot of free stuff if you an-

swer this ad. Nor do we claim to make
you rich in a week. But if you are
anxious to develop your talent with a
successful cs'xtoonist, so you can make
money, send a copy of this picture with 6
cents in stamps for portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson plate and
let us explain.

j

THE W. I.. EVANS SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
825 Leader Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
Artist De Ball of this Magazine was a former pupil

-

Be a Dóctor of (í.

CHIROPRACTIC-

Learn at Home and In Class Q
Millions of people prefer drugless
healing

to medicine-there is a big demand for Doctors of
practic-the new drugless science. CapitalizeChiroyour
apare time, learn this lucrative profession-earn

Be a Signal Engineer

$3,000
to $5,000 Yearly nóui'eé
profusely illustrated; also big free charts and

a spinal

14

column-makes study fascinating-easy. Fees earned
quickly pay for course.
as.C-snier
for FREE sample lessons, illustrated
Lessons Write
catalog, names and addressee of successful
graduates and big book by ELBERT HUBBARD.

Free

National School of Chiropractic, Dept. 16

Ideas Wanted

421 S. Ashland:Bird., Chicago

For Photoplays

At;10 to $500 Each

Your "happy thoughts"
aro as good as anybody's
and may bring you $10 co
$500 each, according to merit, for a few hours work in apure time at
home. Special education not necessary. I show you how awl

I Guarantee You $10 For Your First Photoplay
Thia means you. Tremendous demand caused by 30,000 movie theatres
changing program daily accounts for this unusual offer. It costs nothing
to investigate. Send po"t card or letter at once, while this offer lasts,
for free booklet "How to Write Photoplayn " -Elbert Moore, Box 772ga. Chicago.

By THOMAS W. POPPE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER AND CONTRACTOR
Absolutely new and up to the minute, describing
and illustrating all up-to-date methods of installing
Electric Light Wiring according to the latest rulings
of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. All
systems of wiring are covered, including the three wire system now so much in use. Practical diagrams and illustrations are given to show just how
the work is done.

It Solves All Problems
POR THE PRACTICAL WIREMAN ÓR AMATEUR
and in fact contains all the essential information
for the successful wiring of a building.
Among the subjects covered are-Planning and
Meter
laying out the work Locating the Meter
Connections-Feed Wires-Switches-Plug RecepFlexible
ConFixtures
tacles-Brackets-Ceiling
duit System-Rigid Conduit System-Steel Armored
Various
Knob and Tube System
Cable System
Switching arrangements explained and diagramedThe easiest method of testing Three and Four-way
circuits explained and illustrated-Current carrying

-

capacity of Wires-Etc.
103

Pages, 74 Illus.

Yes, that is what your salary will be when you are a
full fledged Signal Engineer, $2,500 a year to start.
Many men making much' more than that. Even while
you are learning you can hold one of the positions
under a Signal Engineer paying you a handsome salary.
Here is your opportunity. Be the man who tells the other

MORE MEN
NEEDED

House Wiring

-

Earn $2,500 a Yet

fellows what to do. Send in the free coupon for full particulars.

The Latest On

-

Thé profession of Signal Engineering is only in its
infancy. Thousands of men are needed. At the present
time, scarcely more than 25% of the railroads are
equipped with automatic electric block signals. We must
find more Signal Engineers to superintend the installation of the new systems and the maintenance of the ones
that are already installed. Big money is being paid. You
can get just the kind of instruction you need to hold one
of the big jobs in your own home-during your spare
time. Send the coupon now for the big new book on
Signal Engineering. Find out how you can be the boss
and the man who gets the fat pay envelope. Write today.

Flexible Cloth Cover, Pocket Size

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS POSTPAID
Money refunded if not. satisfactory
MODERN PUB. CO., BOOK DEPT.
32 Union Square, New York, N. Y.

Railroads are constantly looking
for competent Signal Engineers.
There are not enough men to fill

TOWUOTFI
BIGTS

FREE

Complete Signal Engineer's
Outfit and Complete Draftsman's Outfit given away absolutely free to students.
The Engineer's Outfit consists
of a miniature railroad system
of tracks, locomotive, signals,
light., ware. bets switches,
etc.. etc. 'the Draftsman's
outfit is complete, consisting of
drawing inatruments,T square,
drawing board, triangles, etc.,
etc. Actual working Instruments. On this great special
offergiven away to you abs olut
free. Bend the coupon.

the positions. Thousands and
thousands of miles of track are
now being equipped with automatic
signals. More Signal Engineers
are needed to superintend the
work. Hundreds of new positions
will be open. And them are no
men to take them. Electric
Signal Engineering is one of the
most fascinating of professions. As
a- railroad man you travel from
coast to coast without it costing
you a penny. You can be the man who knows. You can be the man
who tells the other fellow what to do. You can be the man who gets
the fat pay envelope and free transportation. Here is your chance.

''

r'

Send the FREE Coupon
for Big New Book

eoo

COUPON

Just put your name and address on the
Department of
free coupon and send it in to us at once.
Signaling
Absolutely no obligations of any kind.
Room 1401
We will send you the big new Signal
2810 Wilson Ave.
book absolutely free. Tells you all
about this most fascinating proles.
Chico
Ill.
sion. How you can get into the
Q
Pisses send
$2,500 class. The book is free,
me absolutely free and preGeto
name and address in
paid
at

ncyoure.

Department of
Signaling

/
Chicago,
Room 1401
1810WilsonAve,

Ill.

''

,
/

your big new Signal
Also full particulars
about your great special free
outfit offer. It is distinctly understood that I assume no obligations
of any kind.
book.

Name

Address

Ag

gosEp7,LEMEIP,

Occupation
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A "Steel
Trap" Memory
that takes
ENGINEERING
Mechanical Electrical Civil
Save a year's time. Full standard course gist
in 3 years of 48 weeks each. Enter
any tin.
Special One -Year Courses
Electrical Engineering -Designed especially to
prepare young men for responsible positions
superintending of smaller electric power and
lighting stations power plaits, etc. Dipion.a.
Steam Engineering-Qualities young men to
take charge of steam power or heating plants
and to run stationary engines.
Machinists' Course-For those who want to become machinists in the shortest time. Plenty of
shop work, not much text -book study.
Automobile Machinists' Course-Arranged especial), for those who want to secure a position
in an automobile factory or to manage a garage.

;

One
a tight grip on
facts, figures, names, details
of every kind and hangs onto
them through life-that's
the kind of memory you
ought to have and the kind
you can have i f you will give
me ten minutes of your
apare time daily for a few
weeks. I will make your
mind an infallible classified
index of the things It is to
your advantage to remember-give you power to concentrate, overcome self-consciousness.enable you to think
on your feet, and address
an audience intelligently without hesitancy and without notes.

,

'

,

-

s P

-,

`[

i

,

}

1

k *r,

-r

'
'Henry

I've had this test copyrighted-it's the most in en ions and moat
conclusive test for the memory ever devised. I'll send it to you,
free, also a copy of my book "How to Remember" and tell you
bow to obtain a copy of my De Luxe edition, "How To Speak In
Public," a handsomely illustrated $2 book absolutely free. Don't
be handicapped with a poor memory any longer-write me today.
Address me personally.

.

¿.R ..,..,..-+

.

Get My Remarkable Memory Teat Free

.e.-

.r,.s

.

distances his forgetful rival. The demands of commercial and
professional life are so exacting in their details of facts and
figures to be remembered, that to succeed or even hold your
own you simply must possess a good memory.

74M11.r»

ti,+.+x...."1-0,,,-s, . :. -

ti1w

'

Moines, Iowa
`

r
k:

Dickson,
Principal.
Dickson
School of
a
During the past 29 years I have trained Memory
thousands of people to STOP FORGETTING-aided them to
greater business and social success-I know positively that the
person with a strong, tenacious memory, though he be far behind
at the beginning of the race for success, advances and soon out-

Highland
Park College
Des
~y

..-

The Key to Succests 1
: _it!__1t

Special Courses in Gas. Automobile and
Traction Engineering
3 months each. Students work in shops, engine
house and garage; repair and drive engines al.d
automobiles. Lowest tuition fees and living
expense. For catalog address
GEORGE P. MAGILL, President,

.

a.

HENRY DICKSON. Principal.

l'..

Dickson School of Memory,

929 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT for COUNTRY HOUSES

\

.

t":"En

,.4
,

a

1.

The convenience and safety of electricity both as an illuminant and as a domestic
labor -saver appeal as strongly to the isolated farmer or country resident as to the city
dweller. Heretofore, there has always been the obstacle of remoteness from an electric
power line; this has now been overcome by the advent of inexpensive and easily installed
private electric plants.

Electric Light for the Farm, by N. H. Schneider

Contains practical information on small low voltage electric plants operated by storage batteries and
gasolene engines, giving full details for wiring a house according to the Underwriters'
Rules, tells you
just bow to start about the wiring, what wire to use, how to estimate the materials required
complete the installation. Tables and rules are given for estimating the number and size of lightsand
required
and the outfit necessary to supply the current.
No technical knowledge is necessary to install or operate these outfits except what may be learned
from this book.
-

172 Pages

PRICE $1.00 POSTPAID

Modern Pub. Co., Book Dept.,

66 Illustrations

32 Union Square, ,New York City

411.1~~=1101.1~1.
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New Illustrated

Book F

The easiest, quickest and surest road
to success is along the route of greatest
possibilities. Everywhere, at all times,
people are sick and ailing. Millions upon
millions of dollars are spent every
month by people seeking health; millions have tried all sorts of medicines and methods without relief
-they keep on trying. The
most rational healing
method today-

E
a

Drugless
Healing

offers wonderful opportunities to practitioners
everywhere-it is indeed a boon to the
sick and ailing. We
want you to under-

-

i
/

Watch For This Cover
on the news-stands December 15th. It will
be in full color and is something new in
magazine cover arrangement.

The Contents of All Outdoors
is in keeping with the cover-something
new and different for outdoor people in
each issue.

The January All Outdoors
is seasonable. Winter Sports. Hunting
and Shooting. Outdoor Photography.
Wilderness Life. Adventure Stories.
Dogs. Fish and Fishing, etc. All, are
covered.

The Anglers Art Calendar
is included in every copy. More than 150
articles. More than 100 illustrations. All
selected for your service and entertainment
-now. If you do anything out-of-doors
you will like All Outdoors.

At your nearest newsdealer
better use the coupon.

15

cents-or

P.E.
ALL OUTDOORS, Inc.,
145 West 36th St., New York.
Send me ALL OUTDOORS for six months
on trial. 50 cents is enclosed- ($1.00 for a
year.)

Name
Address

\\

stand the full meaning of this grand and noble healing power. Think what
it means to master Mechano-Therapy. We want to show
you how in your spare time and for a trifling sum you
can learn and become a master of the art of

Mechano-Therapy

When a person holds a diploma as a Mechano-TTherapist, that person possesses a healing method by which
he or she can become rich, influential and independent.
Will be sought after by all. It is the most remarkable
drugless healing method ever conceived, founded upon
the very principles of human existence-truly a boon
to mankind. Send for the free demonstration today.

11 Lessons FREE

To a limited number and for a short time only we are
giving eleven complete Lessons in Mechano-Therapy absolutely free-there are thirty lessons in the full course.
This is a remarkable demonstration of proof of the
invincible powers of Mechano-Therapy, which no one
can dispute. Send your name and address today. No
experience whatever needed. You must only be able
to read and have an ambition for success. We also give a

$1S.00 Set of:' Eight'
Anatomical- Charts

FREE

Each chart 301/2x22 inches, litho -1
graphed in many colors-shows 70
diagrammed illustrations of different
organs and parts of the anatomy. Given free for a short
time only-Limited offer. Regular $15 set of Charts.

Big--Quick=-Success!

Thousands of Mechano-Therapists throughout the
United States are making big success. Let us tell you
about them. Let us prove how you
can easily make $200 to $500 perAm
MI.1111111
month and more.

Write while
American College of
this special 11 free lessons''
is open. Send free
Mechano-Therapy,
Coupon, or your name
81 W. Randolph St.,
Dept, 81 .
address on postal today,
Chicago. Illinois
eee
tiful
tiafd
Without cost or obligation, send
ul Colored anatomical Chart,
me free your New Illustrated Book on
New Illustrated
Drugless Healing, Colored Anatomical
essk on Drgss
Chart and your offer of 11 Free Lessons.
le Healing,
which makes
everything
clear.

and'

beau-'

/
'

_.0" City

State
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MODERNFORMERLY
MECHANICS
POPULAR ELECTRICITY AND MODERN MECHANICS

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements accepted in these columns at the rate of 10 cents per word net. Remittance,
in the form of currency, check, money order or stamps, must accompany the copy. Advertisements for the February issue must reach us not later than January lst in order to insure their
appearance under the headings desired. In counting words, name and address must be included.
Through the consolidation of the three leading publications-"Popular Electricity and the
World's Advance," "Modern Electrics and Mechanics" and "Electrician and Mechanic"- a most
excellent and inexpensive advertising medium is presented in these columns. Over 750;000
advertisements appearing in MODERN MECHANICS,
readers may be appealed to by classified
per word-undoubtedly the most economical, high grade,
at the very moderate cost of 10 cents
result -producing medium to -day. Why not try it I
MODERN MECHANICS, 32 Union Square, New York.

ADVERTISERS

AGENTS WANTED

ADVERTISE: In Barkley's Magazine 1
cent word. Barkley's Magazine, 401, Blairsville, Pa.

AGENTS: Here's a winner. The Midget
Vest Pocket Garment Hanger-sells on
sight.
The most attractive proposition
150% profit. No competiever offered.
tion, as article is fully protected by U. S.
and Foreign patents. Address Dept. "E,"
The Silvex Company, 171 Madison Ave.,
New York.
THE Tappan Ideal Sanitary Brushes
Sell Everywhere. Highest quality, largest
profits.
Tappan Brush Company, 252
Fourth Ave, South, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
WILL pay reliable man or woman $250.00
for distributing 2,000 free p..ckages perfumed soap powder In your town. No
money required. S. Ward & Co., 214 Institute Pl., Chicago.
AGENT: Great opportunity to be permanent representative largest manufacturers
high grade soaps and toilet goods. $25-$75
weekly. Write for immediate appointment.
E. M. Davis Co., R-51 Davie Bldg., Chi-

AUTOMOBILE

SCHOOLS

LEARN the Auto Business by Mail. You
pay after you get a position. Particulars
Fiske Auto School, New Bedford,
free.
We have more graduates holding
Mass.
positions than all other schools in this
section combined.
AUTOMOBILES AND ACCESSORIES
AUTOMOBILE Cylinders Rebored, including pistons and rings, $7 to $11. Sterling
Engine Co., 331 S. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.
FLEXIBLE ?letal Tubing for automobiles, carburetera, wire covering, tire inflating, speedometers, oil conveyors, etc. Wire
covering, complete for any car, forty-five
feet flexible metal tubing and connectors,
$4.50. Hot Air Carbureter stove with two
feet flexible tubing, $1.00. Get catalog.
Breeze, Newark, N. J.

AGENTS WANTED
ANYBODY can earn $30 weekly selling
our household and office specialtiea. L.
Shore Mfg. Co., Michigan City, Ind.
AGENTS: Snappiest Household Line on
Earth. Red Hot Sellers, steady repeaters.
Over 100% profit.
Goods 'uaranteed.
Write quick-hurry. E. M. Feltman, Sales
Mgr.. 663 Third St., Cincinnati, O.
AGENTS: To sell Colman's Cleaning
Write for particulars. Col Compound.
man's Newsstand, 731 Collinsville Ave., East
St. Louis, Ill.
AGENTS: If you want to receive many
desirable propositions to select from, tell
Canvassing
us what line you prefer.
Agents' Registration Bureau, 124 Hart St.,
Providence, R. I.
FIRST Dozen Free to Agents, Men.
Women, demonstrate 25c Household article.
Quick seller, exclusive territory: constant
repeater. M. P. King, Coudersport, Pa.
400% PROFIT selling our high grade
gnoda. Samples free. Gordon Co., Northwestern Bldg., Chicago.
EASY pleasant work for Mechanics. Shop
men. Clerks during spare hours will add
many dollars to tbeir salaries. Also \.ant
Big
assured. Novelty Cutlery Co., 27 Bar St.,
apersons
Canton. O.
AGENTS making $35 weekly ¡end up sell
1.35 dozen.
Sample 20c.
Sebeckroeeopes.
M. Plavcan, Box 232, Broderick, Cal.

whogive

cago.
AGENTS to take orders for visiting and
business cards. Urge profits; outfit free.
L. D. Wilkinson, 119 Paris St., South Bend,

Ind.

MAKE and Sell Your Own Goods. Our
Information Bureau tells how. Fine Formula Catalog for stamp. E. Mystic Company,
National Union Building, Washington, D. f.
AGENTS! Sell Decarbonizer. A liquid
poured through engine removes carbon.
Once tried, autoists must have it. Send
dime for 25c package and proposition.
Flake, 119 Smith St., New Bedford, Mass.
THERMOZONE la a Family Necessity.
Proven universally successful by over 25
years' use. It appeals to all classes-is out
of the rut-field uncrowded and unlimited
money -saver for Its owner-a big moneymaker for the Agent who controls sale of
it. $37.50 will start you. Write Thermo zone, Oneida, N. Y.
AGE.N7S--To sell the newest electric ap
pliance on the market; sold everywhere
there la electricity, in the home and office;
liberal profits; sales -driving sample, weigha
a pound; no experience or knowledge of
electricity required; it shows how to use
one light instead of two and get the same
results; sells for $3.60 and saves the purchaser an investment of $25; write for particulars. The Handy Light Co., 23 Handy
Light Block, Cincinnati, O.
AGENTS, Dealers, etc., wanted to push
sale of improved shoelace fasteners (patented). No tying of lace, no knots. Samples 12c pair. postpaid. De Bry, 932 21st
St., Ogden, Utah.
AGENTS-A Money-maker for cold days.
Clear-Vision absolutely prevents show -windows from frosting or "sweating." Liberal
commission. Sample 20o. Wayne Thomas,
Ithaca. N. Y.

-a

AGENTS WANTED

STOP Here-Agents, Salesmen-Just Out
new invention.
Splendid seller.
Deflector for Automobile Headlights-puts
light on the road instead of in other people's eyes. Not a dimmer-makes driving
light stronger. Endorsed everywhere. No
knobs to turn-no adjustments-lasts as
long as the car. Simple, easy to put on.
Wanted on every car-sells like lightning.
Nothing like it-patented.
Big profitsListen:-Johnson, Ohio, made $22 first day.
Harris, N. Y., made $66 one week. Walker,
Iowa, cleared $58 in three days. Hurrywrite for details-Sales guaranteed-no
charge for territory. Address the Hickmyer
Deflector Company. 433 S. & B. Bldg.. Toledo, O.
$61.59 WEEKLY introducing and selling
a new gas light burner for kerosene lamps.
Beautiful light. No chimney. No mantle.
Perfectly safe.
Simple in construction.
Nothing to get broken or out of order. Will
not bum out.
Durable. Will last for
years. Low price. Easy to sell. 200 per
cent profit.
Experience not necessary.
Sample free. Why not try one on your
lamp? Beware of imitations. No branch
offices.
Luther Manufacturing Co., Dept.

-Brand

389, Cincinnati, O.

OUR new "Safety" Key Holder, "Kant
lose keys," fastens at belt or trouser top.
Easy seller, big profit
Holds Scissors,
Watches, Bags or Keys. 60c dozen, $5.25
groas. Sample 10c. Atmore Co., 858 Belmont, Chicago.
OPPORTUNITY
for
reliable person,
permanent income $15 to $50 weekly with
Flora Stone, wonderful Oriental fragrant
stone. New, big seller, full or spare time.
experience unnecessary. Write quick. Art
Stone Co., 453 W. 27th St., New York
City.
AGENTS! Earn $1.09 or more an hour.
All or spare time. "Try -it -before-you -buy It" plan sells Climax Automatic Razor
Sharpener to every man -150 per cent.
profit.
Write for exclusive territory and
guaranteed sales proposition. Victor Specialty Co., 19 Victor Bldg.. Canton, O.
$60 WEEKLY to deliver "KeroSafe"
lamp. Burns common coal oil (kerosene),
Portable
300 candle power-Low Priced.
light. Costa 1-3 cent per hour to operate.
Big profits for
Every home needs one.
agents. No experience needed. No capital
required. Credit given. !Erikson sold 24
first week, West 3 first night. Write today for terms of free sample. Thomas
Mfg. Co., 1161 Nest St., Dayton, O.
BOOKS AND

PERIODICALS

THE Roadmen's Guide. Best book published.
Price $1.00. Order today. No
fake. Circular free. Wald Specialty Co.,
Dept. A, Belmont, N. Y.
"HYDE'S Telephone Troubles and How
to Find Them" (1914 edition), 25e. Hyde
Publishing Co., 183 Fifth St., Milwaukee,
Wis.
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BOOKS ANO PERIODICALS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CAMERAS. PHOTOGRAPHY & SUPPLIES

7ONDERFUL book on Hypnotism, peragpal magnetism, magnetic healing and occult science sent free to anyone. Send
your address to -day. M. D. Betts, Sta. 129,
Jackson, Mich.
SECOND-HAND BOOKS; half prices on
every conceivable subject; now 25 per cent.
discount; books bought; catalogues free.
Foyle, 121 Charing Cross Road, London,

BE Your Own Master. Stop wage slavery.
Formulas and instructions for manufacturing six big sellers, and 100 business opportunities. Sent for 10c. H. B. Essex, Box
476, Baltimore, Md.
MANUFACTURERS, Promoters and Patent Buyers are invited to write ua stating
the line of invention in which they are
interesed, as we can supply their wants
In any class of patents. Victor J. Evans
& Co., 152 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
I MADE $50,000 in five years with a
"mall mail order business; began with $5;
send for free booklet; tells how. Heacock,
Box 605, Lockport, N. Y.
MONEY Making Ideas may help you
make more money. Every issue clucked
full of good ideas. 50c a year; 3 months
on trial, 10c. A. H. Kraus, 4 Kraus Bldg.,

25 FORMULAS for latest fads in
tography, 25e. Includes disappearing Phophotos. Phosphorescent photos, Trick pictures,
simple enlarging apparatus.
Transferring
to cloth, chinaware, etc. Satisfaction or
money back. A. E. Benson, Stewartville,
Minn.
KODAK films developed, 5c, any size;
prints, 3c each, every size.
Johnson's
Studio, 100 West Bridge St., Oswego, N. Y.
KODAKS, Grafiex, Cameras, LensesEverything photographic; get bargain list;
you can save money by sending your order
to Willoughby, Broadway and 11th St.,
New York.
HAVE you a Camera? Write for sah3
plea of my magazines, American Photography and Popular Photography, which tell
you bow to make better pictures and earn
money. F. R. Fraprie, 104 Pope Bldg.,
Boston.

England.
BE Successful) Develop Magnetic Force.
Send for "Why Men Succeed." It's Free.
I. Marsden Otto, 57 East Van Buren, Chicago.
MR. ELECTRICIAN:

Do you know all
about wireless diagrams and descriptions?
If not, you need this book, which is the
latest one on the subject, "Modern Wiring
Diagrams and Descriptions," by Henry C.
Horstmann and Victor H. Tousiey. 16mo.,
Full leather
300 pages, 225 Illustrations.
binding, size 4 x 6 inches, pocket edition.
Price. $1.50 postpaid. It explains dynamos
and motors, alternating current and direct
current, ground detectors and storage batteries, installations, etc. Modern Publishing Co., 32 Union Sq., East, New York
City.

MR. AMATEUR I To learn electricity
you should start from the beginning. You
should know all about the minor details
before you take on the big ones, and here
is the book that is going to take you all
the way through. "Elementary Electricity
Up -to -Date." by Sydney Aylmer Small.
M.A., I.1s.E., 12mo, cloth, 500 pages, 200
illustrations. Price $1.25 postpaid. This
book starts on the primary characters of
electricity and goes clear through to the
end. Tells you all about storage batteries,
condensers, flow of current, power of effiModern Publishing Co., 32
ciency, etc.
Union Sq., East, New York.
YOUR library is not complete without a
copy of Bound Volume No. 4 of "Modern
Electrics," containing 958 pages, with over
1,000 illustrations and 1,200 questions and
answers on topics of vital importance to
you. Elegantly bound in black cloth; gold
stamped. Our supply is limited, so order
to -day while you think of it ánd you will
Price, $2.00; 40c
not be disappointed.
extra by mall in U. S.: 75c extra in CanPublishing
Modern
Co., 32 Union
ada.
Square, New York, N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$75.00 CAPITAL will start very profitable
,business in your town. Up-to-date Advertising Company, 110, Winnipeg, Canada.
MAKE $1,000 to $2,000 per year growing
mushrooms in your backyard. Particulars
10c. Pomona Nurseries, Dade City, Fla.
WRITE Moving Picture Plays; $50 each;
all or spare time; correspondence course
unnecessary. Details free. Atlas Publishing Co., 3066, Cincinnati, O.
WE pay 25c each for farmers' names.
Send dime for contract. "C -Sun,' Leroy,

Mich.
HOW to Operate a Mail Order Business.
30 Big Profit Plans and year's mailing service sent for 10c. Mail Dealers Wholesale
House, 632 Franklin Bldg., Chicago.
WOULD you like to own a good paying
mail order business? We have a line that
gets repeat orders all the time; you can
start in spare time; invest a dollar or two
a week and you own a nice business of
your own. Write for particulars. Nadico,
1871 Belmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.
LET the Parcels Post help you, Add
($15 to $25 weekly) to your present aalary
or income. Start during spare time and

build up a permanent mail order business
of your own. We show you how and help
you make good. No canvassing. Experience unnecessary. The Parcels Post makes
success doubly sure. Our new ideas and
up-to-date plana bring the money. No socalled "Course of Instruction" to sell. We
give that free.
Write to -day.
Address
Pease Mfg. Co., Inc., Dept. B, 70 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
SONG POEMS WANTED-Big money
writing song poems. Send us your verses
or melodies to -day or write for instructive
booklet-it's free. Marks -Goldsmith Co.,
Dept. 74, Washington, D. C.

Milwaukee, Wis.
OPERATE profitable Mail Order Book
Business.
700% clear profit each sale.
Descriptive
Gives
perfect satisfaction.
folders. Rollins & Co., Dept. I. Boston.
START a Profitable Mail Order Book
Business.
Complete information aent for
stamp. J. M. Sheridan Co., 417 E. 151st
St., New York.
START Mail Order Business. Hundreds
of opportunities. Send 25c for one year'g
subscription to the Phildiva Monthly, 510
East 120th St., New York.
WANTED-An Idea i Who can think of
some simple thing to patent? Protect your
Ideas, they may bring you wealth. Write
for "Needed Inventions" and "How to Get
Your Patent and Your Money." Randolph
& Co.,' Patent Attorneys, Dept. 34, Washington, D. C.
$25 WEEKLY collecting all kinda names
Send
and addresses.
No canvassing.
stamp. Superba Co., W-61, Baltimore, Md.
ARTIFICIAL marble, sanitary flooring,
ornamental casting, concrete, plaster, papiermache, composition, interior, exterior decorations, garden furniture, statuary, life
casting, etc. Making elastic moulds, complete instructions $1. Particulars and 200
illustrations free. Mahler, 117 Russell St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
MOULDS, models and material for sale
(aa numbered in Mahler'a instructions)
Roth, 45 Frost St.,
Particulars free.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
$100 MONTHLY may be made mailing
circulars. Particulars free. A. H. Kraus,
4 Kraus Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
WE Start You in Business, furnishing
everything; men and women, $30.00 to
$200.00 weekly operating our "New System
Specialty Candy Factories" home or small
Opporroom anywhere; no canvassing.
tunity lifetime; booklet free. H. Ragsdale
East
Orange,
N.
J.
Co.,
FREE for Six Months-My special offer
to introduce my magazine, "Investing for
Profit." It is worth $10 a copy to anyone
who has been getting poorer while the rich
richer. It demonstrates the REAL earning
power of money, and shows how anyone,
no matter how poor, CAN acquire riches.
"Investing for Profit" is the only progressive financial journal published. It shows
Write NOW
how $100 grows to $2,200.
and I'll send 1t ate months free. H. L.
Barber, 423, 20 W. Jackso:i Blvd., Chicago.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

«m1~111

SELL your photographs. There's a big
market for prints-make your camera pay.
"Instruction by an Expert" sent free.
Write for it. If you send 10c we will include list of 39 buyers and prices paid
by each.
A. S. Dudley, Publisher, Box
775-P, Philadelphia.
PHOTOGRAPHS ENLARGED

YOUR Photo Enlarged Lifelike, size
inches, only 50c postpaid. Groups
same price. Worth $3. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Photos returned
unharmed. Send photo and 50c. Circulars
free. Agents Wanted. Greene Art Co.,
Dept. 59, 25 Third Ave., New York.
11 x 14

COINS ANO STAMPS

FREEI Stamp catalog 50c to applicants
for approvals. Riedel), Schenectady, N. Y.
STAMPS-100 (all different), free; postage, 2c; mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
$15 PER 1,000 paid for certain cancelled
postage stamps. Send stamp for price list
paid. Acme House, 409 Chestnut SL,
Milwaukee, Wia.
OLD coins bought and sold. Fall catalogue list of coins for sale, free to collecto
oily. Buying catalogue quoting prices.
I pay 10 eta. William IIesslein, 101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
BUFFALO Nickels: 25c each paid for
them and Lincoln penniea, certain kinds.
Highest prices paid for old coins. Send
loe for coin catalog and particulars. Means
$$ to you. Jones, Coin Dealer, Dept. 60,
Newton, Ill.
$4.25 PAID for 1856 flying eagle cent;
$25 for 1858 silver dollar.
Hundreds of
other coins bought. Send 10c for buying
catalog.
A. H. Kraus, 4 Kraua Bldg.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
OLD COINS BOUGHT

$2 TO $600 paid for hundreds of old
coins dated before 1895. Send 10 cents at
once for new illustrated coin value book,
size 4 x 7.
It may mean your fortune.
SEVEN lots in Corte Madera Woods, Clarke & Co., Coln Dealers, Box 76, Le
Marin County, California, $245. Three lots Roy, N. Y.
near Redwood City, California, $450. Ten
YOU can turn your apace time into 'dolacres in Lake County, near Lake View, Ore- lars
subscriptions from your
gon, $500. This property is clear of incum- friendsby andtaking
You as a regbrance and taxes paid. What have you? ular reader acquaintances.
of "Popular Electricity and
George Mayerle, Optician, 960 Market St., Modern Mechanics"
know its good points
San Francisco, CaL
and can present its attractive features in a
way which will readily make subscribers of
EXPORT BUSINESS
your friends and acquaintances. Convince
me that you are in earnest and willing to
send me the endorsement of
EXPORT Your Goods and Increase Your push things;
responsible business men who are
Business. We can tell you how. Ask us. three
vouch
willing
to
for your fitness and I'll
Send for valuable booklet. Martin Lopez
gladly send you your official appointment
& Co., 'San German, Porto Rico.
papers, together with full particulars as to
how to go about the work, and bow much
MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
there is in it for you. Don't delay until
some one else in your territory has secured
"BUSINESS By Mall." Only real maga- the appointment. Write your application
zine that exposes the Mail Order Business. to -day. M. C. Cooney. Manager Local
4 months 10c. 503 Masonic Hall, Browns-. Agents Department, Modern Publishing CO'
ville, Ky.
32 Union Sq., East, New York City,

LANDS-FOR CASH

OR

TRADE
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ELECTRICAL

GUMMED LABELS

BLUE -PRINT-8 connections Dynamos,
Motors, 10c. Harry Kaser, Mansfield, O.
50 -LIGHT Dynamo, $55; monthly payments. Box 31. 'Troy, O.
SELENIUM Cells: New bulb type. Extremely sensitive to Fght variations. R,112;
bells, Are guns, telephone, etc., over a
beam of light, $5.90 each. H. W. Wight man, Washington, Pa.
AMATEUR'S Electric Heating Apparatus.
Complete parts semi -finished for rlecuic
Iron or Toaster, $1.75 each; both 13.00.
Farnworth, Bespeler, Ontario, Can.
"CONSTRUCTION of Induction Coils and
Transformers" is a valuable bock, containH.
ing 100 pages and 72 illustrations, bywithW. Secor; you cannot afford to be
on
work
out this book, which is the latest
transconstruction of induction coils andPublishModern
25c postpaid.
formers.
ing Co., 32 Union Square, New York.
most valuHERE is .the very latest and amateur
or
able work on electricity for the "Easy
Elecpractical electrician published:
Make
to
trical Experiments and How 220
pages,
Them," by L. P. Dickerson,
binding.
cloth
12mo.,
illustrations.
110
Publishing
Price, $1.00 postpaid. Modern
Co., 32 Union Sq., East, New York.
DO you want this book which tells you
how to test and operate all different kinds
and
of electrical apparatus from generators
motors to lamps and bells? Only $1.50
"Electricians' Operating and
postpaid.
Horstmann
Testing Manual," by Henry C. full
leather,
16mo.,
and Victor H. Tousley. right
of Inforkind
and chuck full of the readily mastered
by
mation, which can be
experienced
the layman as well as the
Union
32
Co.,
man. Modern PublishingCity.
Square, East, New York

YOUR name on 200 gummed labels, 10c.
Star Co., Clintonville, Conn.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
6
FOR SALE-Hydro-Electric Dynamos,
for elecvolts 4 amperes. Furnish current
tric trains, motors, etc. W. N. Mfg. Co.,
Manchester, Conn.

EXCHANGE-FOR SALE

PRINTING Exchanged for Merchandise.
Union
Send in list of what you 81have.
Dover St.,
Printing Co., Mr, Kline,
Somerville, Mass.
FOR SALE

ELECTRIC Generators used for shocking machines, ringing bells, etc.; 50c. Send
for list of experimental supplies. Columbia
Telephone Co., Columbia, Pa.
FLORIDA Alligators, $3.00 each. Write
to -day. Pomona Nurseries, Dade City, Fla.
FORMULAS

DRY Cell Batteries Renewed for 1 cent
each. Two guaranteed Formulas, 15c each,
or both for 25c. Cheapest for operating
Electric Bells, etc. L. M. Kachel Co.,
Whitewater, Wis.
25c silRECIPES, Formulas, guaranteed, LaboraStandard Process
tory, t 5 Lake Ave., Racine, Wis.
MAKE Money. Renew old dry batteries
for 1 cent. Formula 15c. Consolidated
Laboratories, Geneva, N. Y.

ver, 3 for 50c.

FIREARMS WANTED
i

FIREARMS wanted. Buy, sell or exchange all sorts. Stephen Van Rensselaer,
Dept. 17, West Orange, N. J.
FOR MEN

"SEXUAL Philosophy," 12c. Clear, specific, authoritative, complete, best, satisfies,
!red. P. Kaesamann, Lawrence, Masa.
SENI) 25c (coin) for classy Stick -pin,
Clarence
Tie -clasp, or pair. Cuff -links.
Bright, 29 Wakeman Ave., Newark, N. J.

GUMMED Labels -3,000, $1.00.
38 -pp.
catalogue, 2c. MacTaggart, 1.235 Arch
Philadelphia, Pa.
I

`f

MOTORCYCLES

MOTORCYCLE Sidecars complete $67.50.
Anybody can attach
them. Send for circulars. Buy direct. National Cycle Accessory Company, Aurora, Ili.
EAGLE Motorcycle for sale, $75. Joseph
Krohn, International Falls, Minn.

Fit any motorcycle.

VCNTOI23 AflD I:JYENTIOi.S

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

CAN You Invent? Why not sell your invention for cash'? Write Adam Faller Mtg.
e'o., 169 Fisher Bldg., St. Louis, Mo,
INVENTORSI-I should like to become
acquainted with you and advise you honestly about patents. F. V. Winters, Patent
Lawyer, 125 East 23d St., New York City.
INVENTORS Attention! Fortunes can be
made and saved by proper Information and
assistance to unexperienced inventors, Write
Inventors Information Bureau, 1647 Hudson
Ave. Chicago, Ili.
THIS Electrical Dictionary will Just At
in your vest pocket. Carry it around with
"Handy Vest
you while you ame at work.
Pocket Electrical Dictionary," by Wm. L.
of 4,800
upwards
M.E.,
Weber,
containing
words, terma and phrases employed In the
electrical profession with their definitions
given In the most comprehensive manner.
Full leather cover, 50c postpaid. Modern
Publishing Co., 32 Union Square, New
York,

WRITE moving picture plays, $50 each;
all or spare time; correspondence courso
unnecessary; details free. Atlas Publishing Co., 306, Cincinnati, O.
CASH for /loving Picture Plays, Stories,
Poems, etc. Write Photoplay Publishing
Co., D169, St. Louis, Mo.

INSTRUCTION

ENGINE CASTINGS

MAKE Big Money Opening Safes and
Setting Combinations. Wayne Strong, Box

GASOLINE Engine Castings, with drawings. Cheap. Catalog for stamp. Novelty
Manufacturing Company, 854 West Sixth
St., Cincinnati, O,

1430, Los Angeles, Cal.
LEARN Tartaric Mirror Slivering-It
Pays! Long, closely guarded secret of big
factories. Particulars free! Barstow Co.,

MOTORS, ENGINES, GENERATORS, ETC.

LOT

Small

Generators-all

new-110

$6.50 and $8.00; 8 lights,
Several larger.
$10.00; 10 lights, $12.
Johnston, Evans Ave., Ingram, Pa,
Current,
Alternating
GUARANTEED
single phase Rebuilt Motors in stock. Ali
sizes from one -thirtieth to Ave horsepower
at a saving of 20% to 50.%. Tell us your
Motors bought, sold, repaired
needs.
Send for bargain sheet of electrical supvolta, 6 light,

plies. Hyre Electric Company, 609-E S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

MUSIC AND SONGS

st., Oakland, Cal.
FREE Tuition by Mail-Civil service
SONG -POEMS Wanted. Cash or royalty
mechanical drawing, stationary engineering, to you. Write Needham Music Co., 111C9,
electric wiring: agriculture, poultry, nor- St. Louis, 111o.
mal, bookkeeping, shorthand, and typewritEXPERIENCED composer and arranger
ing courses: for free tuition, apply Carnegie will
compose music to poems and melodies
College, Rogers, O.
and arrange for publication immediately.
H. K. Dugdale, Studio 1035, Washington,
514 23rd

MAGIC GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

TRICKS, Puzzles, Jckes, Magic Goods.
Sensational Escapes, and Illusions. Big
catalogue Free. Oaks Magical Co., Dept.
127, Oshkosh, Wis.
MAGICIANS-Amateur and professional,
we can save you money in the magic line;
send for our illustrated catalogue. Northwestern Supply Co., 2215 Fourth Ave., N.
Minneapolis, Minn.
LEARN to hypnotize and make fun and
money. Send for free book to M. D. Betts,
Sta. 129, Jackson, Mich.
MAGIC pocket trick-worth 25c free wit',
illustrated catalog of 250 tricks, Illusions,
from 6c stamps. Magic Co., Sta. 17, 24
West 38th St., New York.
PLAYS, vaudeville sketches, monologues,
dialogues, speakers, minstrel material, jests,
recitations, tableaux, drills, entertainments.
Make-up goods. Large catalogue free. T.
S. Denson & Co., Dept. 26, Chicago.
MAKE. PEACE.
BREAK UP WAR.
Greatest puzzle of the age, 25c. J, F.
Ellis, Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.
BE a Magician! Travel with show. My
hook teaches how. Book and Magic Cards,
M. Plavcan, Broderick, Cal.
59c.
MACHINERY MODELS AND TOOLS

MODELS made for inventors; general
machine work; designing and perfecting;
developing automatic devices and machinery; in a position to do all kinds of li^ht
tool and machine work; prices reasrnabl":
estimates cheerfully given. Ideal Machine
Works, 61 Ann St., New York City.
MOTORCYCLES

SUPPIIES--Write for big catalog wit't
prices lower than you now pay. Meco,
Hammondsport, N. Y.
CONVERT your bicycle into a motorcycle
at small cost by using Shaw Motor Attachment, Catalrg free. Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept.
68, Galesburg, Kans.

D. C.
SONG POEMS

WANTED-For publication. Past experience unnecessary. Our
proposition positively unequalled. Send us
your song poems or melodies to -day or
write for instructive booklet-it's free.
Marks -Goldsmith Co., Dept. 21, Washington, D. C.
OPTICAL GOODS, MICROSCOPES,

ETC:

WE buy, sell and exchange: Bargains in
microscopes, telescopes, binoculars, ca:nnras,
Opetc.; bargain list sent. Kahn & Son,
ticians, No. 54 John St., New York. Established 63 years.
PATENTS

v'TEE Equitable Plan for Patenting an
Invention" sent on request. Geo. It. Hamlin, Inventive Ago Bld3., Washington, D. C.
PATENTS secured or fee returned. Send
sketch for free search. Latex and most
for
complete patent book ever published Atfree distribution. George P. Kimmel,
torney, 214 Barrister Building, Washington,
D. C.

"PATENTS and Patent Possibilities" is
a 72 -page treatise which tells all toabout
sell
patents, what to invent and where
and
it. It gives honest advice to Inventors,
informainteresting
and
is full of valuable
tion. Write for it to -day! It is Free. H.
S. Hill, 929 McLachfen Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

PATENTS without advance attorney's
send
fees; not d. a until patent allowed; Frank
sketch for free report; books free.
Fuller, Washin^ten, D. C.
in
THE Patentomre is free. An educationAnchtaining patents. Established 1865. Washderson & Son, Attorneys, 712 7th St.,

ingen. D.

C.

writIDEAS wanted-Manufacturers are Three
me.
ing for patents procured throughwanted
sent
books w'trt list 200 inventions
free. Advice Free. I get patent or no fee.
R. B. Owen, 44 Owen Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

to Advertisers.
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PATENTS

POULTRY AND PETS'

MAIL ORDER SCHOOL

C. L. PARKER, Patent Attorney, 8 McGill Bldg., Washington, D. C. Inventors'
handbook, "Protecting, Exploiting and Selling Inventions," sent free upon request.
PATENTS--Trade-Iarks. Send for my
free boas, "How to Get Them." It's full
Joshua
of information you should know.
R. II. Potts, 8 S. Dearborn St., Chicago;
929 Chestnut St., Philadelphia; 805 G St.,
Washington.
PATENT you/ inventtcn. $10,000 offered
for inventions wanted. Booklet and opinion free. Milo B. Stevens & Co. Established 1864. 640 F St., Washington; 351
Monadnock Block, Chicago.
SEND for free booklet, All About Patents and Their Cost. Shepherd & Campbell, Patent Attorneys, 50013 Victor Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
PATENTS at cost. Patents and Patentable ideas sold on commission basis. R.
Fuller, Electrical Engineer, 500 Fifth Ave.,
New York.

POULTRY Paper, 44-124 page periodical,
up to date, tells all you want to know
about care and management of poultry, for
pleasure or profit; four months for 10 cents.
Poultry Advocate, Dept. 146, Syracuse,

"BO\V to Make Money in the Mall Order
Business," interesting, Instructive pamphht
free. Fact stories of men woo have made
fortunes from small beginning. I started
small a few years ago, and built up second
largest mail order business of its kind in
the world. The new parcel post means
tremendous increase in mail order business. Learn how to start big paying business of your own. Write for my free Lterature to -day. Randolph Rose, 194 Pine
St., Chattanooga, Tenn.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

CONSULTING Engineer-A. M. American
Practical
Institute Electrical Engineers.
advice; ideas, inventions perfected. Maximilian E. Weil, 2 Rector, New York.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

PATENT Your Invention-Send sketch for
free expert search and report as to patentability. Books on inventions and reference
book sent free. John S. Duffle & Co., 604
F St., N. W., Washington, 1). C.
PATENT-Advice and book free; highest
references; best results. I procure patents
that protect. \Vatson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 622 F St., N. W., Washington,
D. C.

N. Y.

Write your name on a postal for our new
112 -page, 1915 Book on Poultry Raising.
Full of practical helps-how to breed, feed
and rear. Tells which breeds lay and pay
best-gives plans for poultry houses, 'etc.
Prairie
Worth dollars-free for writing.
State Incubator Co., 310 Main SL, Homer
City, Pa.
PRINTING,

MULTIGRAPHING

&

EN-

GRAVING

SPECIAL designed Letterheads for your
business. Agents Wanted. D. Freeburn,
Hicksville, O.
GOOD Printing at low prices; 1,000 good
letter heads, envelopes, cards, biliheads,
labels, circulars, $2.50; samples free; catalogues, booklets and circulars our specialty.
Ernest L. Fantus Co., 523 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago.
1 x 2
GUMMED Labels, 3,000-$1.00.
inches. Printed to order. Catalogue, 2c.
Helmers Company, Hoboken, N. J.
ALL for $1.25 Postpaid-100 Letterheads,
100 Envelopes, 20 -lb. Bond, 100 Business
Cards. Printed to order. Samples Free.
Carter Company, 61 State, Rochester, N. Y.
DUPLICATING
MAROON-SLOPER

DEVICES

Duplicating

Compo-

sition-Refills your pans and trays, saves
your money, saves your time. Satisfactory,
cheapest; lasts longest. 50c pound. Duplicators complete. 4% x 7, $1.00, or C. O.
D. postpaid. Fisher Co., 113 Amsterdam
Ave., New York Ciy.

BUSINESS goes where invited and stays
where well treated. My 27 years of personal attention has procured patents for
successful inventors and manufacturers.
Grasp this opportunity to get the same serWrite and send sketch. Vernon E.
vice.
Dodges, 631 Barrister Bldg., Washington,

GRIND, hone any blade, 2c.
Oshkosh, \Vis.

WANTED New Ideas. Write for List
of Inventions Wanted. $1,000,000 in prizes

FINEST In the World -12 for $1.00.
Very handsome-choice Marine shells for

D. C.

Our Four Books
offered for inventions.
cent free upon request. Victor J. Evans &
Co., 155 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
PENNANTS,

PICTURES & POSTCARDS

PANAMA AND CANAL.
Also coins,
minerals, curios, novelties. 5c for list.
Willoughby Culbertson,
Cristobal.
72M,
Canal Zone.
REAL. I'hotos, foreign models. Catalog
end samples, 10c. De Vitto (6), New Dorp,
N. Y.
44

LOVERS' cards and book of toasts,
Kraus, 4 Kraus Bldg., Milwau-

10c. A. H.
kee, Wis.

25 COMIC postcards and book of flirtations, 10c. A. H. Kraus, 4 Kraus Bldg.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
RARE Photographs of girls in snapshot
poses. Four postcards, 50c; ten postcards
and 50 others in folder, postpaid, $1.00.
Nothing free. Den Photo Works, 441 Times
Bldg., Chicago.
RECEIVE pretty Postcards from far and
near; best club; membership 10c. Jolly
Card Exchange, Box 126-A, Decatur, Ind.
20 PHOTOS of beauties taken from life,
for 10c.. Kay I. Co., Box 67, Ottawa, Ill.
BETTER than "September Morn"! Two
new pictures by same painter. These and
Importer, Box
"September Morn" 25c.
592, Minneapolis, Minn.

PERSONAL
GFiI' Valuable Mail. Whole year thirty
cents. Paul Cornish, Schenectady, N. Y.
NAPANEE Foot Powder will cure the
worst case of blistered, chafed or sweaty
feet. Send for free sample. Napariee Toilet
Co., Gregory, Mich.
STOP Tobacco without harmful drugging.

Quickly-Secretly-Pleasantly.

Booklet Free.
ville, N. C.

Interesting

J. B. Bradford, 696, Ashe-

RAZORS-BLADES SHARPENED
Keenedge,

FINE LAND SHELLS den.

Send for circulars.

Walter F. Webb,

202 Westminster Road, Rochester, N. Y.

SALESMEN WANTED

SALESMEN: Side Line. Electric Sign;
flashes changeable wording in radiant,
sparkling beams of colored electric light:
outselling everything at $10; terms thirty
days: $100 weekly profits. Flashtrlc Sign
Works, Chicago.
MANUFACTURER
requires
general
agents for patented demand of centuries.
Three minute demonstration convinces. A
financial independence to acceptable parties. Samuel C. Osborn, Masonic Temple,
Chicago.
SCHOOLS

CILIROPRACTIC adjusters make big Incomes; be independent; work for yourself;
complete correspondence course, includ'ng
disploma, only $30. National College Chiropractic, 123 Monroe Ave., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

TELEGRAPHY

TELEGRAPHY-Morse and WirelessAlso Station Agency taught. R. R. and
Western Union Wires and complete Marconi Wireless Station in school. Graduktts
assisted. Marconi Co. employs our wireless graduates. Low living expenses--eas:ly
earned.
Largest school-established 40
years. Investment, $25,000.00. Correspondetnce courses also.
Catalog Free. Dodge's
Institute, 16th St., Valparaiso, Ind.
TYPEWRITERS AND SUPPLIES

RARE bargains, Reminton, Smith Premier. Densmore, Hammond, $19. Oliver.
Underwood, $15. Others as low as $5; all
guaranteed; shipped 15 days' free trial.
Send for our proposition and catalogue.
Typewriter Exchange, 217 West 125th St.,
New York City.

WIRELESS
BOOK "Making and Using Wireless," 10c.
Philip Edelman, Minneapolis, Minn.
TESTED-Hook-ups.
Attractive blueprinted wall -charts. Sending or receiving,

Both 25c. Consolidated Laboratories,
Geneva, N. Y.
BARGAIN list good second-hand apparatus for one cent stamp. Save mcney.
Radio Apparatus Co., 383 Maxfield St.,
New Bedford, Mass.
$10 COMMERCIAL Keys for Dire Dollars. Massie Wireless Telegraph Co., Providence, R. I.
15c.

BARGAIN-Stranded aerial wire,

100 ft.,
Sample 5c.
Sebbens, Vine St.,
Worcester, Mass.
3000 OHM, double head aets; six foot
cord and leather covered head band.
Price, complete, $7.00. Geo. C. Birch,
South Portland, Me.
FOR Sale:
K. W. Sending and Receiving Station, cheap. Arthur Magnuscn,
Box 198, Two Harbors, M iin.
F7\PERIMENTERS:
Practically
new
Wireless Instruments for sale at rock bottom prices. Write me what you want. L.
B. Stanley, 52 Burrlll SL, Swampscott,
Mass.
GOOD second hand receiving instruments
cheap. Stamp for list. Frank Keiling, Jr.,
405 Seventh Ave., Newark, N. J.
STATIC Electric Experimental Set. Containing apparatus and directions with
which many interesting and educational
experiments can be performed. Made of
hard rubber and hard wood neatly finPrice $1.00 per set postpaid. H.
ished.
L. Hermann Co., 226 Clayton St., San
Francisco, Cal.
WANTED-One good hot wire ammeter,
also one good wave meter. Both instruments must be in first-class condition.
Must have privilege of examination. Address Wireless, P. O. Drawer 4, Hartford.
Cenn.
WIRELESS Operators, professional and
amateur, wanted to sell the latest and best
handbook to the language of Latin -America:
Spanish -in -a -Week. Sells at aight. Liberal discounts. Operators can learn Spanish without a teacher. Sample copy, fifty
cents, postpaid. W. H. & W. S. Bristol,
Publishers, Vergennes, Vt.
THIS Electrical Dictionary will just fit
in your vest pocket. Carry It around with
you while you are at work. "Handy Vest
Pocket Electrical Dictionary," by \Vmr. L.
Weber, M.E., containing upwards of 4,800
words, terms and phrases employed in the
electrical profession with their definitions
given in the most comprehensive manner.
Full leather cover, 50e postpaid. Modern
Publishing Co., 32 Union Square, New
York.
"\VIRELES Hook -Ups," containing 96
pages and 100 hook-ups, is full of diagrams fully illustrating every possible wireless connection.
This book will enable
wireless men to get excellent results. Sent
postpaid for $0.25. Modern Publishing Co.,
Book Dept., 32 Union Square, East, New
York City.
FIRST Steps in Electricity, cr Electricity
for the Beginner! Doesn't that title sound
interesting? It is just what it denotes, or
maybe more, because it starts eif with the
development of electricity, explaining fully
in a purely descriptive manner how to
perform simple experiments with as little
expense as possible. 283 pages, 114 í11uº_
trations, pocket sire, cloth cover. Price,
$1.00 postpaid. Modern Publishing Co., 32
Union Square, East, New York City.

75c.
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HELP WANTED

WIRELESS
"kkOW to Make Wireless Instruments."

by 20' wireless experts, containing 96 pages
and 75 Illustrations, written expressly for wireless amateurs, and Is a book that you
cannot afford to be without. Price, 25c
postpaid. Modern Publishing Co., 32 Union

Square. New York City.

THIS Electrical Dictionary will just lit

in your vest pocket. Carry it around with
"Handy Vest
you while you are at work.
Pocket Electrical Dictionary," by Wm. L.
Weber, M.E., containing upwards of 4,800
words, terms and phrases employed in the
electrical profession with their de1initiona
given In the most comprehensive manner.
Full leather cover, 50o postpaid. Modern
Publishing Co., 32 Union Square, New
York.

HELP WANTED
COLLECTOR Wanted, in every town.
Send atamp fur particulars. Creditors Natome! Collection Service, Evansville, Ind.
WANTED -1n every town, reliable man
to distribute circulars, samples, papers,
tack signs, etc.; good pay: no canvassing;
inclose stamp. Chao. L. Sims, Rosebank,

N. Y.
ANY intelligent person may earn steady
Income corresponding for newspapera. Expcricuce unnecessary. Address Press C'orrevpoudents' Bureau, Washington, D. C.
WRITE Moving Picture Plays; $50 each;
all or spare time; correspondence course
unnecessary. Details free. Atlas Publishing ('o., 3065, Cincinnati, O.
BE a Detective-Earn $150 to $300
monthly. Easy work; travel; we show you.
Write Wagner, 1243 Lexington Ave., New
York. Dept. 395.
$65.05 TO $150 Month Paid Men and
Women.

Government

Life

Jobs.

Common

2,000 appointments
education sufficient.
Write immediately for freo
every month.
list of positions. Franklin Institute, Dept.
N-50, Rochester, N. Y.
BE Detectives. Earn Big Money. Study
under Licensed, Bonded, State Detective.
Retired Member New York Police Department. Write John J. Gilles, New Rochelle,
N. Y.
WRITERS wanted at once to send us
We can
poema or melodies for new songs.
compose music and arrange for publication
immediately. Dugdale Co., Dept. 13, Washington, D. C.
$20 WEEKLY earned making Olympia
Lights at home. Experience unnecessary.
Write for details. A. Bennett Co., Pine
St.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Annually;
YOUR
Co-operation-$500
commercial information wanted; confidenEMC
Information
Co.,
Commercial
tial.
Peru, Ind.
MEN to refinish lighting fixtures, brass
beds, etc. Ali or apare time. No capital
unnecessary.
Etsperience
or canvassing.
Write for particulars. Gunmetal Co.. Decatur, Ill.
BOYS: You can earn Five Dollars cala+,

YOU can turn your spare time into dollars by taking subscriptions from your
friends and acquaintances. You as a regular reader of "Popular Electricity and
Modern Mechanics" know its good points
and can present its attractive features In a
way which will readily make subscribers of
your friends and acquaintances. Convince
me that you are in earnest and willing to
push things: send me the endorsement of
three responsible business men who are
willing to vouch for your fitness and I'll
gladly send you your official appointment
papers, together with full particulars as to
how to go about the work, and how much
there is in it for you. Don't delay until
some one else in your territory has secured
the appointment. Write your application
N. C. Cooney, Manager Local
to -day.
Agents Department, Modern Publishing Co.,
32 Union Square, East, New York City.

APPARATUS EXCHANGE
HAVE for exchange: 1 tuning coil, d
slide, new Universal detector, new 1 in.
spark coil, 60 amp. lighting switch, and 1
Want a Chambers
cat. whisker detector.
helix or typewriter. M. G. Barrick, JohnVa.
W.
County,
son, Barbour
volt 50 A. H.
6
FOR exchange: One
Witherbee storage battery, one 4 volt 1-20
H. P. motor, one acetylene generator, 3
light capacity, one 14 H. P. steam engine.
What have you? Would like loose coupler
and head phones. G. D., 44 Siedler St.,
Jerse; City, N. J.
WANTED: Packard or Blitzen transformer, rotary gap, key, switches and binding posta. Have large set boxing gloves
loose couplers, variables and '1000 ohm
double pole receiver, cost $2.50. Write me
at once. Alfred Stellman, P. 0, Box 78,
N. Hackensack, N. J.

WILL exchange: One static machine in
good condition, complete with the exception
of both leyden jars, worth $4 when new,
Knapp

"J"

Voltamp dynamo motor,
dynamo motor type "S," or a

for a type

Mesco pony dynamo motor, 10 volts.

Ches-

ter Crowl, Mt. Hamll, Iowa.

WILL exchange complete wireless set
and set of telephones for a gasoline engine, any horse power. (has. F. Metzler,
330 East 85th St., New York City.
FOR exchange: Loose coupled receiving
transformer of the standard eliding tube
type for one of the Blitzen type. Want.
Blitzen to be used In a portable motor
cycle set. Also have wireless detectors and
telegraph Instruments in exchange for variable condensers of the Mascot type, as well
as complete 250 watt transformer, helix,
condenser, open gap and key in exchange
for Ya or 1 K. W. Thordarson transformer
and condenser and rotary spark gap for
same.
Carl Robeson, 742 Willard St., Toledo, O.

WHAT have you to exchange for double

Thousands of vacancies every year.
vice.
There is a big chance here for you, sure
and generous pay, lifetime employment.
Just ask for booklet S-047. No obligation.
Earl Hopkins, Washington. D. C.
DO you want this book which tellia you
how to test and operate nll different kinds
of electrical apparatus, from generators and
motors to lamps and bells? Only $1.50.

double throw switch, snap switch,
motor, 1,000 foreign stamps, spark gap,
fuse and base, key, and electrolytic detector, valued at $2.50? M. H. Evelyn, 44
J`odd St., Bloomfield, N. J.
EXCHANGE: Would like to hear from
those who have technical books, wireless apparatus, chemicals, etc., to exchange. Have
telephone, telegraph, and wireless apparatus:
also a large amount of various electrical
apparatus to exchange. Send for list. Also
a lot of various electrical and chemical
All letters answered.
magazines to ex.
Ralph Hatcher. Toledo, Iowa.
EXCHANGE: Photos of wireless station
with other Iowa amateurs. Will send a list
of stations and calls of Iowa amateurs for
similar list of stations in neighboring states,
Hollis Sets, Toledo, Iowa.
WOULD like to correspond with anyone
who is shout to organize a local wireless
chili. Have a lot of pins, blanks, etc., to
exchange. Ralph Botcher, Toledo, Iowa.

full of the right kind of information, which can he readily mastered by
the layman as well as the experienced man.
Modern Publishing Co., 32 Union Square.
Fast, New York City.

HAVE a one-half K. W., open core
transformer of reliable make and in good
condition to exchange for a .22 rifle, single
ahot, Winchester or Savage make. Rifle must.
be In good condition with adjustable peep
rear sight. F. R. Gooding, 1511 1V. 17th
St., Wilmington, Del.

F. ~co,
Particulars free.
Bldg., New York.
MAKE money with us. Amount depends
No canvassing.
upon the time devoted.
Ambitious local men wanted. Address Ostrander, Dept. 17, 12 W. 31st St., New
York.
WANTED-Circular Distributors send 10e
IBnrkley's Disfor Application Contract.
tributing Agency, 401. Blairsville. Pa:
FREE Illustrated Book tells of about
300,000 protected positions in U. S. serHavemeyer

"Electricians' Operating and
Testing Manual." by Henry C. Horstmann
and Victor H. Tousley. l6mo.. full leather,
postpaid.

and chuck

pole,

You Are

Reading
This Ad.
Because

It InterestsYou
Thousands and thousands
of live readers are also
reading these classified
columns for live opportunities. Why not send
your order along for our
February issue going to
press December 25th.

That our classified advertising columns are producing results is verified
by the long time orders
given by our advertisers.
If you have a proposition
that you want to place
before

150,000
Readers
98% of whom are men and
boys, here is your chance.
Remember, only 1Oc a
word with no limit on the
number.
Address
Department
Advertising
Classified

MODERN MECHANICS
32 Union Sq.,

New York City
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POPULAR ELECTRICITY

APPARATUS EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT
Advertisements under this heading will be inserted at a rate of 214e per word.
This department is for the use of subscribers of record only, to enable them to exchange
technical articles for which they have no further need, for other articles or apparatus which
they prefer.
The right is reserved to rewrite or reject any advertisement which will not be for the best
interests of our readers.
Advertisements of articles intended for sale cannot be accepted, as a regular classified department is conducted for advertising of this character at loo per word.
Advertisements should be addressed to "Apparatus Exchange Department,"
MODERN MECHANICS, 82 Union Square, New York.

WILL trade for Motorcycle: Remington
typewriter, large 110 V. A. C. motor,
$25.00 worth wireless and electrical goods.
Marble Game Getter gun and two cameras.
All goods nearly new and in tine shape.
Prefer chain drive. Write Byrnes Walker,
Fayetteville, Ark.
WILL Exchange the following: 1 in.
spark coil, adjustable condenser, homemade loose coupler and receiving condenser
for deak telephone complete. Harold H.
Hurah, Medical Springs, Ore.
WHAT have you to trade? Join my Bureau of Trades; have over 200 members
now; trades arranged anywhere. Send for
free particulars. 3820 Lee Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

WE can furnish any book on wireless
Write Book Dept., Modern
published.
Publishing Co., 32 Union Square. New
York.

HAVE % in. spark coil, electrolytic detector, sounder, key, all practically new.
Want variable condenser. M. Henry Weber,
Box 420, Mt. Rainier, Md.
MOTORCYCLE wanted in exchange for
the following: Telegraph instrument, bicycle,
typewriter, or complete instruction in shorthand and typewriting by expert with twenty
years experience in court reporting.. E. C.
Winger, Point Pleasant, W. Va.
WANTED: Bound volumes L C. S.
Have I. C. S.
Steam -Electric course.
Chemical course, 9 vols.; Machine Shop
Practice. 4 vols.; Electrical Engineering, 4
vols.; No. IA Eastman folding kodak in
case; or slide rule with instruction book.
Write to E. Barnott, 41 McCauley St., Edmonton. Alta., Canada.
WHAT do you offer me for an oscillation
transformer, standard rotary condenser, and
Arthur
factory -made silicon detector?
Backe, Closter. N. J.
I WILL exchange a Mechanical Drafting
Outfit, complete, including oak drawing
table, for a visible typewriter, Royal preferred. Henry G. Smith, 577 Second St.,
Albany, N. Y.
FOR exohange: Remington 22 cal. repeating rifle, 44 cal. single shotgun, 25 bar
chromatic hard maple xylophone, and 2
three bar telephone generators. Want 2 in.
spark coil, Tula transformer, Wimahurst
static machine. C. P. Kelly. Irving. Ill.
WHAT have you to exchange for $125
Marconi Type E receiving set or $25 transformer receiving set? Lee Henry, Bennington, Kans.
FOR exchange: One complete wireless receiving and transmitting outfit and other
electrical supplies for a motorcycle or supplies. B. E. Hutchins, Paducah, Texas.
HAVE 8 x 10 View camera, new (no
lens), and lot of photographic material; I
want Ferron or Silicon detector, loose coupler, and head 'phones, or what have you?
F. W. Doty, Mehoopany. Pa.
HAVE 160 ohm telegraph relay, worth
$7.50, and a Meccano set, worth $10. Want
rotary spark gap or receiving set. Barrett
Cosby, 358 Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles, CIL
WILL exchange small motors and generators of all kinds for lathes and small engines. etc. Charles Johnston, West End,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
TO Trade: Yale single motorcycle and
Want Graflex or
electrical apparatus.
other high grade camera. Write W. M.
Blair, 818 Walnut, Ottawa: Kars.

WILL exchange 34 -kilowatt transmitting
and 2,000 -mile receiving sets, complete or
separately. Edward Palmer, Rosebank. N.Y.
loose-ooupier, like
H. V.
Butterworth, 89 Wallabout St, Brooklyn.
WILL exchange

$15

new, for a 3-A kodak or offers.
N. Y.

WILL Exchange: Five horsepower, two
cycle marine engine, complete Schebler
carburetor in first-class condition, worth
$85; 110 volt A. C. are lamp, worth $14,
and 1-30 horsepower 110 volt. 80 cycle A. C.
motor, develops 1900 r.p.m. Just the thing
for rotary gap, also 0. to 10 D. C. ammeter.
Want one-half or one -quarter K. W. transformer, rotary gap, sending condensers and
audion detector. Will consider any fair
offer. Edwin Pautke, Grosse Point, Mich.
WILL exchange L C. S. Course in Electrical Engineering, including 5 bound volumes and complete drafting outfit for upto-date wireless set. Total cost of course.
etc., $130. Address A. 8. Bradbury, 808
College Ave., Athens, Ga.
WILL exchange one magneto worth
and secondary for
allele tunin g coil,
inch Ospark col ,
wireless sending key and galena detector for
sending or receiving instruments, motor
(battery or 110 volt) in good condition, or
what have you? W. J. Robinson, 42 Hargrave St., Winnipeg, Man., Canada.
FOR exchange: A 2 K. W. open core
transformer for a % or 1 K. W. closed core
transformer; prefer a Thordaraon wireless
transformer. Edward Johnson, P. O. Box

$17two222, Slater, Mo.

FOR exchange:

Oliver typewriter, Yale

"7" motorcycle, mechanical drawing set.

for first-class wireless goods, or what have
Write quick. T. R. Vandervort.
you?
Hamden, O.
HAVE for exchange: One $6 printing
press and one pair of Spaulding's No. 11
hockey skates in good condition; would like
a loose coupler of reputable make. Kenneth
F. Crumble, 48 No. Parsons Ave., Flushing,
I.. I.
HAVE for Exchange: A lathe of 4"
swing, a small drill press, wireless parts,
complete wireless apparatus, tools, etc.
What have you? Write M. Jennings, care
E. Toone. 209 Dyckman St., New York City,
N. Y.
HAVE an I. C. 8. course in Electric Wiring, brand new; will exchange for books on
pharmacy, chemistry and a good microscope.
Roy F. Heath. 225 Locust St., Butte, Mont.
FOR exchange: 22 calibre Stevens Crack shot rifle. almost new, cost $3.50. Want
Electro Importing Co.'s No. 1500 Interstate
receiving outfit or Nichols Electric Co.'s
No. 202 receiving oufit, or anything in wireWill pay difference. Talmage
less line.
MacLeod, 3 Owens Pl.. Quincy, Maas
OLD pre-Revolutionary War relic. An
old pistol used before the war for independence, for exchange for a motorcycle.
Must be first-class. Value of relic about
$200. Wee' offered $150, but refused It. I
will send a photograph of It if you will do
same of your machine. This relic will increase in value if taken now. Lyle Scott;
Two Harbors. Minn.
WILL exchange wireless sending and receiving set. also wireless books. Want telescope and astronomy books, and books on
drawing. F. Henvú, 328 E. Broad St.,
Richmond. Va.

FOR Exchange: One helix for i4 KW.
transformer, one condenser for i4 KW.
transformer coil, three-slide tuning coil,
one 30-30 Stevens rifle. new, one Germania harp; list price of the harp is
$20.00. Want Brandea trans -Atlantic or
Holtzer-Cabot receivers, 34 KW. transformer
coil, audion detector or anything of equal
value for all or any part of the above
instruments. All are in perfect condition.
G. L. La Plant, St. Anthony, Iowa.
WANTED: Chemical laboratory, microscope, X -Ray tubes and telescope in exchange for 1000 ohm head set, loose coupler, loading coil, ferron detector, telegraph
sounder and key, parts for Edison primary
battery, wire, raw material, books, a quantity of electrical and "Boys' Life" magazines.
Write giving description of apparatus you have. William A. Differ, Jr., 71
N. Brown St.. Titusville, Pa.
WILL exchange: 150 ohm relay, cost $8,
and D. C. electric motor, cost $18; want
gasoline engine, lathe, complete wireless, or
what have you? H. C. Lingle. Anna, Ill.
FIRST Steps in Electricity, or Electricity
for the Beginner! Doesn't that title sound
interesting? It is just what it denotes, or
maybe more, because It starts off with the
development of electricity, explaining fully
in a Purely descriptive manner how to perform simple experiments with as little expense as possible. 283 pages, 114 illustrations, pocket size, cloth cover. Price, $1.00
postpaid.
Modern Publishing 'Co., 32
Union Sq., East, New York City.
HAVE voltmeter, standard type, 55 volts,
What
In good condition for exchange.
have you? Write Wm. E. Meyer, 181 West
83d St., New York City.
FOR Exchange: Complete receiving outfit
costing $20, consisting of Superior receivers, rotary condenser, loose coupler, Perikon
detector, D. P. D. T. switch and 500 ft.
No. 14 copper wire for aerial. Went E. I.
Co.'s X -Ray Outfit and Testa Transformer
or anything of equal value. Hubert Ivey,
Lenoir, N. C.
HAVE for Exchange: One changeable
color motor, $1.25; one large electric engine, $1.50; one telegraph sounder, $1.00;
one electrio bell, $.50, and two mechanical
toys, $.75. Would like one-inch spark coil
and E. I. Co. receiver or what have you?
Charles Reynolds, 25 Sturges St.. Binghamton, N. Y.
DO you want this book, which tells you
bow to test and operate all different kinds
of electrical apparatus, from generators
and motors to lamps and bells? Only $1.50
"Electricians' Operating and
postpaid.
Testing Manual," by Henry C. Horstmann
and Victor H. Toualey. 16mo., full leather,
and chuck full of the right kind of Information, which can be readily mastered by
the layman as well as the experienced man.
Modern Publishing Co., 32 Union Sq..
East, New York City.
WILL exchange the following for jewelers'
lathe or other jewelers' tools: Portable receiving set consisting of large loose coupler,
fixed condenser, detector and 1000 ohm
phone and $15 cornet. L. H. Reed, 118
Conewango Ave., Warren, Pa.
FOR exchange: Three brand 'new Teal -as.
If you are in need of one here is your
chance. I also have a 1 in. and a 34 in.
spark coil, a 50 to 600 volt pole indicator,
experimental battery motor outfit and a lot
of other wireless dope. Send your proposition to Howard Funk, Shullsburg, Wla.
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Hanson -Bennett
Ma atine Bargains
-....
.

u
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NATIONAL.
SPORTS

I

-
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Modern
Mechanics

Collier's
Weekly
National
Sportsman

Modern Mechanics

....

All Three

r

One Full
Year

i

-a

$3.85
(Personal Checks
Accepted)

$1.501 Both

.

.$1.501 Both

Modern Mechanics

Pearson's
1.50($2.25 Collier's Weekly, (Illus.) 2.50f$3.00
All Subscriptions are for ONE FULL YEAR, and may be sent to one or
separate addresses. Subscriptions may be either New or Renewals.
___

Ladies' Home Journal AnyTwo $3.00 Modern Mechanics
Saturday Evening Post
Review of Reviews
The Country Gentleman All Three 4.50
Modern Mechanics....
Cosmopolitan
AnyTwo
$3.00
Harper's Bazar
Baseball Magazine
Hearst's Magazine }
Three 4.50 Modern Mechanics
Good Housekeeping
The Youth's Companion -including the rest of Puck (Weekly)
this year, 1914, free, the 52 issues of 1915
and the 1915 Desk Calendar, all for
$2.00 Modern Mechanics
,llloaern Mechanics... $1.50 All Three Leslie's Weekly (or Judge)
Everybody's
to one) 1.50 }
Delineator
Modern Mechanics
$3.25
1} address f
1.50
«Modern Mechanics... $1.50 All Three Field and Stream
McClure's
*Woman's Home Comp'n 1.50
$3.25
*American
1.50
Modern Mechanics
*These two must go to -one address.
The World's Work
Modern Mechanics...1 $1.05
All Four Modern Mechanics
McClure's
1.50
Pearson's
Everybody's
1.50
$4.90
National Sportsman
American
1.50

Anyh

$1.50
3.00

}Both
$3.00
Both

$1.50

$2.50

1.50

Both

$1.50
5.00

} $5.75

Both

$1.50
5.00

} $6.25

$1.5o

All Three

1.50
1.50

$3.55
Both

$1.50
3.00

} $3.25

$1.5o

All Three

1.50
1.00

$3.10

Low Priced TWO YEAR OFFERS:
American
Baseball Magazine
Christian Herald
Cosmopolitan
Delineator
Everybody's
Field and Stream
Good Housekeeping
Harper's Bazar

Ur Ask for

ANY ONE

OF THESE MAGAZINES

TWO YEARS

Two Dollars ($2.00)

Our Complete 44 -Page

Catalog of All
IT'S FREE.

Address au
Orders to

YOU SAVE 331/3 PER CENT

Club Offers for 1915.

Hearst's Magazine
McClure's
Mother's Magazine
Pearson's
Modern Mechanics
Women's Home

Companion

AllPublishers, The Commercial Agencies
References:

Fort Dearborn National Bank, Chicago, 111.
First and City National Bank, Lexington, Ky.

Agency,
1. M. Hanson -Bennett Magazine
g

100 Brooks Bldg.
CHICAGO, ILIti

mDON'T FORGET TO ASK FOR OUR LARGE CATALOG. IT'S FREE.
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Tobacco Habit
BANISHED in
aeto7xHours

t-g,sont

t ,tR

Ziw%17%

No craving for tobacco in any form
after the first dose.
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit unaided.
It's a losing fight against heavy odds and means a
serious shock to the nervous system. Let the tobacco habit quit YOU. It will quit you. if you will
just take Tobacco Redeemer. according to directions for two or three days. It is the most marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable remedy for the
tobacco habit the world has ever known.

r;

Not a Substitute

Tobacco Redeemer is absolutely harmless and
contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind. It is
in no sense a substitute for tobacco. After finishing
the treatment you have absolutely no desire to use
tobacco again or to continue the use of the remedy.
It quiets the nerves, and will make you feel better
in every way. It makes not a particle of difference
how long you have been using tobacco, how much
you use or in what form you use it-whether you
smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut
or use snuff, Tobacco Redeemer will positively
banish every trace of desire in from 48 to 72 hours.
This we absolutely guarantee in every case or
money refunded.
Write today for our free booklet showing the deadly
effect of tobacco upon the human system and positive proof
that Tobacco Redeemer will quickly free you of the habit.

Is

1

e
1
1

1
1

Newell Pharmacal Company (
Dept. 304
St. Louis. Mo.

___-:1__.Ma

r

ILEt ME

REDO YOUR` CHARACTER

from your handwriting. Mind you get areauy GOOD reading that wit I help you in love, health, business and domestioaffairs. Price 1 00. Sure to please you. Money back it
dissatisfied. W.O. BEA UCHAMP2átl2C 1o. Ave. biewYork City
to Stop Stammer

oMy
s
r

S

AM

E

b000w

in¢" treatise on "Scientific Txlkin
$1.00. School literature FKE

price

M. L. HATFIELD, 1918 Grove Sired. Oaklana. Ca.

Make Your Apparatus
eta inn.
Put np your own wireless

It

is characterized (among other symptoms) by
bleeding, discolored gums, receding gums, sensitive teeth, bad breath and finally loosening
and dropping out of the teeth.

DO YOU KNOW that 90 per
cent of the people have it in the
first, second or third stageDO YOU KNOW what causes
it or know what a terrible menace
it is to your healthYou should know how to recognize Pyorrhea
when you see it and how to prevent and overcome it.

SEND ME YOUR NAME

in
Most anythingynu want ie
'EXPERIMENTS" by P. E. Edelman
---motors--transformers---ultra-violet
exploded mince---higb
raya
frequency--welding--photo- micrography--aert lane. --gyroscopes, etc. 256
pp.. 200111s., 84 chapts, many giving
more than eeparste books. $1.60,
BOTH BOOKS PREPAID 182.86.' Beat
Investment. Modern Mechanics reader
could make." Circular Free.
P. E. EDELMAN. Minneapolis,
St. Paul, Mum.
1926 Ashland Av..

and without obligation of any kind I
will send you FREE my illustrated
booklet about this most common but
dreadful disease of the gums. Also
testimonial letters from hundreds of
people who have treated themselves
at home under my simple directions,
avoiding pain, loss of time and expense of dental chair treatment and
false teeth. 23 years' success.

---wireless

11,572 -Word
F' Business Book Free
Simply send us a postal and ask for our free illustrated 11,572word Business Booklet which tells bow priceless Business Experience, squeezed from the lives of 173 big, broad, brainy business
men, may he made yours-yours to boost your salary. to increase your
profits. This free book deals with
-How to manage a business
-How to sell goods
-How to get money by mail
-How to buy at rock -bottom
-How to collect money
-How to stop cost leaks
-Row to train and handle men
-How to get and hold a position
-How to advertise a business
-How to devise office methods
Sending for this free book binds you to nothing, involves you in no
obligation: yet it may be the meanie of starting yno on a breeder career. Surely
the
of postal
you
not
Send to o
pennyl Simply say. Send on yourga 11 6T2-worrdo1BBooklet
A. W. Shaw Company, Dpt. MM 3 Wabash Ave. and Madison St., Chicks*

.

Is Pyorrhea
(Sometimes coiled Riggs Disease)

Edelman's "Experimental Wireless

TunStations" Rirea all instruments. Telesystem, W
ing. operating new systems.
phony, etc. 224 pp. ill.. New
81.5..
iven

.

The Dread of Dentistry

.

DR. F. W. WILLARD
A511

Powers Bldg.,

Chicago, Ill.

If more convenient simply use the apace and
margin below and I will send you my book and
full particulars.

Name

Address
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SHORTHAND

,
ti

.

DAYS_

I

We absolptely guarantee to teach shorthand complete in
U only thirty days. You can learn in spare time in your own
home, no matter where you live. No need to spend months
as with old systems. Boyd's Syllabic System is easy to

rryil

v

learn-easy to write-easy to read. Simple. Practical.
Speedy. bare. No ruled lines-no positions-no shading
as in other systems. No long lists of word signs to confuse. Only nine characters to learn and you have the entire English language at your absolute command. The
best system for stenographers, private secretaries, newspaper reporters and railroad men. Lawyers, ministers
teachers, physicians, literary folk and business men and
women may now learn shorthand for their own use. Does
not take continuai daily practice as with other sys ,ems.
' Our graduates hold high grade positions everywhere.
end to -day for booklets testimonials, etc.

,>

1:1

I!

Ell

i1

My Magazine "Investing

II

Big Money

FREE for Six

in

The electrical field affords a wonderful
opportunity to boys with a liking for
electrical work. The salaries paid are
large-promotion rapid, and, best of all,
the profession is not overcrowded.
The International Correspondence
Schools of Scranton can make you an
expert in the line of electrical work you
like best. Hu n d re d s of boys have
already won success through I. C. S.
help. You can do the same. Everything is made so clear that you can
learn in your spare time, regardless of
where you live or what you do. No
books to buy. See your parents about
it-they want you to succeed.
There's big money in electricity.
Get after it by marking and mailing
the attached coupon to -day. Finding
out costs you nothing.

ZEE EN

Civil Engineer

Textile Xannfaetnring

Stationary Engineer
Telephone Expert
Meehan. Engineer
eehanleal Draftsman 4
Arehlteetnrat Draftsman

Ij
I

Electrical Engineer
Elea Lighting Supt.

Poultry Farming

Name

HOME-STUDY Books
ON

!Street and No.
f

=ti -- - - -

Electricity, Engineering, Carpentry,
Building, Painting, Business
Check the subjects you are interested in
and mail with your name and address. We
will send full particulars by return mail.
Metiers Picture Oparatinr
....Electrical Engineering
,,,,Elec. Light and Power Supt.
,.,,Electrical Wiring
,.,,Telephone Expert
,,..Arehlteet
....Ballding Contractor

Arebiteetorat Draftsman
,.,,Concrete Engineer
.,,,Mechanical Draftsman
.,..Steam Engineer

...,Stationary Eminent
....Telegraphy

I Present Occupation

- -.State

r.

Large Illustrated Catalogue of

I

Chemist
Languages
Commercial Engllsb
Building Contractor
Industrial Designing
Commercial Illustrating
Window Trimming
Show Card Writing
Advertising Man
Stenographer ,4
Bookkeeper

=I

FREE-Send for This

i

Pinmbing.Steam Fitting
Coaerete Construetioa

Months

Worth at Least $10

without further obligation on nit part, low'
IExplain
I can qualify for the position before which I mark X.

Mine Foreman

for Profit"

to every Investor-perhaps a fortune Send your memo and address
now mention this paper and get a Free introductory subscription.
Conditions may preveut repeating this offer Better take It now.
You'll be willing to pay lOc a copy after you have read it six months.
H. L. BARBER, Pub .R414, 30 W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago

------------

Antomobil Running
Mine Superintendent

all MI

FREE. Every copy is

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

1

MN

Send me your name and address right NOW and
I will send you Investing for Profit magazine absolutely free for six months. It tells how to get the
utmost earnings from our money-how to tell good
investments-how to pickthe most profitable of sound
investments, It reveals how bankers and capitalists make
$1.000 grow to $22,000-in fact gives you the vital investing information that should enable you to make your
money grow proportionately. I have decided this month
to give 500 six month subscriptions to Investing for Profit

Electricity

Box 11o9-11 SCRANTON. PA.

.

T.CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
.`049
Advertising Building, Chicago, 111. 1 1

ta

,:41

1

,,,.Gas Engine Engineer
,,,,Automobile Mechanician
.,,.Bookkeeper
Pinmber

....Mason and Bricklayer

..Carpenter

Painter, Signs and Card Writing

,,.,Letter Writing
....Railroading
Motorman

Traction Farming
....0ív11 Service

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.
D

10-1325 Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Be Traffic Manager
r__t,

x._.

-,
I
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Address ...........««...

man who directs and the man who gets the fat pay envelope. Thousands of positions are open in the Traffic
Profession. Few men have the training they need to hold
the bigjobs. But you can get it. Yes, you will get just the
kind of training you need-right in your own borne.

Interstate Traffic School
Dept. 1401. Ft.Wayne, lad.

:- Send me absotuultiea

Gentlemen

lately free and prepaid,
44 Your new book that tells
n
í1:2Y
rev Á MA
me about
opporfor
oney in the Traffic
.1 From $1,500 to $10.000 a year is not out of the ordinary for a
yProfession.
Traffic Man. It frequently happens that the profits of the whole concern depend upon his knowledge. And men are needed. Every day
calls are being made for men who have the proper training.

Salaries

Offered

,
Send the Free Coupon for New Book
-

i

Get into the profession where men
are in demand. Be the man who knows-the

25

"

- .. -.
`*cs12'

Put your name and address on the coupon or on a letter or a postcard and get the big new traffic book absolutely free.
No obligations. Find out about the golden opportunities that await you. Act now Immediately. Don't delay. Write today sure.
INTERSTATE TRAFFIC SCHOOL
Dept. 1401
FT. WAYNE, IND.
1

FAEEs

rdVEARER;TtiAN ANYTHING TO. EVERYTHING

CHRISTMAS DINNERS
Iy

Will You Help

+d

THE

LCN 1DT
W''"r\PEN NA.AVE.&.1ST
ST.,

º4

;-VIIASIiiNGTON,

.

C.

SALVATION
ARMY

r

LASSIES

t°

Throughout the
United States to

:1-.

'

.r;.;
a

XK '

supply

300,000
Poor People

il`

with

CHRISTMAS
DINNERS.

OVERLOOKING U.S. CAPITOL AND

PEACEMONUMENT-

Send Donations to
COMMANDER

THREE MINUTES FROM UNION STATION,t
GEOP GETOWN, 14 TH. & DECATUR ST. CARS
PASS DOOR.

MISS BOOTH

118 W. 14th Street, New York City
Western

Educational
Books

IN

for

AT

Modern Electricity

.

Illustrations-practical and reliable
-covers electricity from A to Z.

Study

WASHINGTON

NEWEST FEATURE, ELECTRIC GRILL
POPULAR PRIGES,BAR AND GROTTO,:
MUSIC.

By Henry and Hora, a handy manual of electrical aclence for the
electrician, mechanic and experimenter; 355 pages with over 150

Home

SERVICE UNEXCELLED

DINING

Dept.. Commissioner Estill. 108 N.DearboriSt..Chicago

'

-'

Cloth, sprinkled edges
Full leather marbled edges

The Modern Motor Car
By

$1.00
$1.50

Practical Compend of
Electricity

j

EUROPEAN .PLAN.
RATES WITH BATtt 4 2.00'PER DAY AND UP
WITHOUT
.I.50 .'
. .
AMERICAN PLAN
RATES WITH BATH
3.50 PER DAY AND UP
WITHOUT, a
3.00

DAVIDCOliEN; LESSEE.
SAMUEL GOODACRE,MANAGER
WRITE FOR'GUIDE ToWASHINGTON,D.C.

H. P. Manly. A book
for ready reference covering
all parts of an automobile.
A handy book for the elector the owner, repairman,
tricot man, described in
driver, student or salesman.
plain and practical lanShows more than 400 troubles
guage; covers electricity in
and complete directions for
all its branches and applitheir remedy. 512 pages, 217
cations. 272 pages, 119 11 illustrations.
lustratfons.
Bound In full leather,
2% z 51
inches. full
flexible cover
$2.50
leather, gilt edges.... 50c
SEND POST CARD FOR FREE CATALOGUE
LAIRD & LEE, Inc., 1732 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 'IL

COPY THIS SKETCH

'

and let me see what you can do with it. You can
earn $20.00 to $I25.00 or more per week, as illustrator
or cartoonist. My practical system of personal individual lessons by mail will develop your talent.
Fifteen years successful work for newspapers and
magazines qualifies me to teach you.
Send me your sketch of President Wilson with 6c
In stamps and I will send you a test lesson plate, also
collection of drawings showing possibilities for YOU.
of Illustrating
The Landon School and
Cartooning

1451. Schofield Building, Cleveland. O.

'
earn Wireless
10

/

'',.
It

fu.

I

At the ONLY School in New England
Specializing in Wireless Telegraphy

Our instructors have seen SERVICE with the U.
S. Government, Fessenden
and Marconi Wireless Tel. Companies. Therefore we
assure you of a PRACTICAL day or evening course. Fall classes commence
Sept. 8th. Reserve
your seat early. Call, write of phone.

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE, 899-A Boylston St., BOSTON,
MASS.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics
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Where Money
Earns 35%
Why not put your money where it's safe, absolutely,
and where income is greater than from stocks of
leading banks? T'r,e average yearly income of 621
American Stock Fire Insurance Companies is shown
by statistics to be 35 %. Forty-six of these companies
earned 65 3/4 %, while ten of the wealthy "old timers"
show percentages of 72 2/5. No business in the world
protects stockholders with such legislative bulwarks,
and such earnings as above appeal to every wise
investor in the land.
The European War has brought
Big Investment great changes. Untold millions
of premium dollars that have
Opportunity
hitherto gone abroad will now
remain here to go as profits to American lines.
Practically all the great foreign concerns have stopped
writing "Surplus line". American business and their
discomfiture is our golden opportunity and YOURS.
Chicago, through force of habit, but for no valid
reason, has been side-tracked and self-divested of its
share of the insurance it creates. Less than 1%
of the four hundred million dollars of premiums
(Chicago and nearby) ever reaches Chicago banks
as deposits. "Lesserlight" insurance cities in Massachusetts, New Jersey and Connecticut, have long
been abnormally prosperous through local enterprises
these deposits have financed.
The Merchants National Fire Insurance Co. will be organized
Merchants
January 1, 1915. It will be an
National Fire Illinois Corporation, and made
by most stringent laws. Six
Insurance Co. safe
hundred thousand dollars (approximately) will be the capital and surplus, and a
first year's business of three-quarters of a million
dollars is actually in sight. Being the first big local
company, it will get first chance at the new Home
Business"-business forced to be placed here to the
extent of $29,000,000 in premiums, by withdrawal of
foreign concerns.
The earnings of the "Merchants National" at the
outset, should certainly equal the 35% average of
American companies. What the ultimate earnings
may be is convincingly shown in our literature. That
the Merchants' National will be a phenomenal moneymaker is a statement beyond gainsaying. Prudent
investors everywhere are invited to participate in this
great investment on the strength of unquestioned
proofs.
First issue of stock is being
First
rapidly taken by investors at $25
per share. This price will be
Stock
Issue
raised as soon as the organization
is completes so act quickly and get maximum profits
from your investment in the shares of this new company. \Ve send statements of leading men which
cannot fail to convince you.
Looki nto this at once; get our literature now. SW,
"giltedged", "ground -floor" opportunities for fortune
bringing investment are few and far between.

Merchants National Fire Insurance Co.
29 So. La Salle St.

WHY,.

Dept. E,

CHICAGO

NOT -BE AN4ARTIST?

drawing at home under Expert Faculty.
STUDY
We have successful students in every part of
world.
Turn your Talent Into money. (fur
the
Students areftiing high salaried positions. 14 years
successful teaching. Endorsed by high authorities.
18 Courses in Commercial and Illustrative Drawing,
Teachers' Normal and Applied Art. Profit or Culture.
Thoroughly Equipped Residence School
Artist'. Outfit FREE to Emoted Student.

SCHCOL OF APPLIED ART, 776Applied Art

N

jÍ,.:L..
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Make Artcraft
Electric Lamps
This Book Will Show You How
A splendid series of designs.with com-

plete directions for building the different
type lamps that are used in a homefrom the hall lamp shown above to a
complete chandelier.
These lamps are very attractive, employing wood,
art glass and metal in their makeup; still their
construction is so simple as to require only ordinary tools and workmanship.
Also contains general directions for working
copper and brass with a design for a hammered
copper table lamp.
Clear, concise instructions and large working
drawings are features of this book.

Twenty-Five Cents
Modern Pub. Co., Book Dept.
32 Union Square, N. Y. C.

Bldg.,Battle Creek,IMIch.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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Are you satisfied on pay day?
When your pay envelope is
handed you do you feel there's
more than enough there to
make both ends meet? In
other words, does your salary
grow with your needs?
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Grow With Your Needs.
.;-R.-

Does Your Salary

'

..

Do you want to earn more ? You CAN.
Do you want to
secure a better position ? You CAN, Do you want to follow some
line of work that really appeals to you ?
You CAN.
In your own
home and spare time do you want to acquire the training that will make all
this possible ? You CAN.

The thing for you to do to learn how
you can, is to mark the attached coupon
and mail it today to the International
Correspondence Schools. Without charging
you a penny or placing you under any obligation the I. C. S. will explain just how you
can become proficient in some chosen, well paid occupation.

I
'

Thousands of other ambitious men have
won success through I. C. S. help. Salary
increases due to I. C. S. help are
voluntarily reported at the rate of over
400 a month. The I. C. S. didn't
care where these men lived, what
they did, what they earned, what
little schooling, cash, or spare
time they had-so long as they
could read and write, and
were ambitious, the
Twenty-one
years of
I. C. S. way was
unparalleled success
open-just as it
In raising salaries proves
is open to you.
the ability of the I. C. S. to
make YOUR salary outgrow your
needs. The first step is YOURS-.mirk and mall the coupon now.

International Correspondence Schools
Box

1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how
I can qualify for a larger salary and advancement to the
position, trade, or profession before which 1 have marked X.
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineer
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Draftsman
Electric Railways
R. IL Construction
Electrician
Concrete Construction
Electric Car Running
Architect
Dynamo Foreman
Contracting and Build'g
Wireman
Architectural Draftsman
Mining Engineer
Plumbing and Heating

Telephone Expert
Surveyor
Civil Engineer
Automobile Running
Agriculture

Chemist
Bookkeeper
Advertising Man
Civil Service Exams.
Salesmanship

Nam.
St. and No

City

State

Present Occupation

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics

when

writing to Advertisers.
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lierYOUR
Stud

(Fit

Yourself to
Meet the Big w

Demand

nr
$iI

TRAINED
ELECTRICIANS

FREE

5 Scholarship

s

in Mechanical Drawing given
away with other courses. It's
up to you to hew out your
own success. Drafting leads
to big things. You can fit
yourself during your spare
hours for highest positions in Structural. Mechanical,
Architectural and Electrical Drafting and Design and in all
Engineering branches. The trained man wins. Let us train
you by the 'Chicago Tech." new, quick Home Study plan.
Study the same lessons as hundreds are studying daily in
the College. and under the
OUTFIT
same instructors. using blueprint plans of buildings and
machinery in actual con- W I % p BLOBT3
struction. No books to buy.
no old book plates to study from. In addition to Free
Scholarships. the College furnishes drawing instruments.
blue prints. etc., free to each student.
If you cannot enter College. you can study successfully
at home. Write us today. State whether College or
Home Study Courses desired.

Chicago Technical College

1013 Lake View Bldg.

Chicago. Ill.

LANGUAGES

Quickly Learned
AT HOME

German-French-English-Italian-Spanish

Original

or any other language learned quickly and easily
by the Cortina -Phone Method at home.

Cort I aaA

R1dtS.y

of t3roadw,

Corner 45th Street New York

THE man who knows how to go ahead

and do things in the electrical field is
always sure of a steady job with a fat pay
envelope. Don't "stick along" at underpaid, unskilled drudgery. Train yourself
at our school to hold down a responsible,
high -salaried position as an electrical expert. You can do it. No matter what
your education, we start you where you
are able to begin and advance you as rapidly as possible. Our diploma is the passport to employment with big companies at
big pay.

'

Individual instruction

/
i
¡

Earn Money to Pay Your Way Through
By working afternoons and Saturdays you can
pay a big part of your expenses through our Day
School. If you need to earn more money, attend
our Evening Classes. We guarantee to find you
a job if you are 21 years old or over.

t

V$

181

DOUBLE THROAT 10c Fits roof of mouth.

-

iltt,

T11-11

E WAR

in EUROPE creates enormous demand for
AMERICAN MANUFACTURE, perfect
device and sell it now-valuable improvements
and free sketches sent upon request. We design
machinery and perfect inventions at reasonable
prices. Ask about our cooperative plan.

rut

American Drafting Bureau. 329 So. LaSalle St., Chicago
a

I

=ID=

Stroh Building, Milwaukee, Wis.

.Zilii.zis.i...,..4'

COUPON

BE A BANKER

1,

;

1

of Milwaukee

,/

tr

Stroh Bldg.
Please send me by return mail, and without obligation, Free Catalog of your school.
181

Name
Address
City

i'
/
o

'

State

w...s-í: :.:.._...
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Schoolof Engineering

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF BANlING,139 Motene Bldg., Columbus, Ohio

1

rlaux=v

Greatest thing out. Astonish and mystify your friends. Make
dogs or cats talk. Neigh like a horse sing like a canary. Imitate
any bird or beast of field or forest. Brice lOc; 4 for 25c postpaid.
National Co., Dept. 42, 3422 Lyndale St., Chicago, Ill.

Learn a profession at home that will give you standing and independence. Splendid opportunities. Pleasant work, short
hours, all holidays off, yearly vacation with pay, good salary.
Diploma in six months.. Catalog free. EDGAR G. ALCORN, Pres.

4

January Classes Now Forming
School of Engineering of Milwaukee

0NpOEMS
r

N

Tells all about school, courses. instructors,
equipment, positions open to gradultes, terms,
etc. Sign and mail coupon below-we'll send
you this interesting book promptly,

for publication. You
WAFTED may
write a big song
hitl Experience unnecessary. Publication
guaranteed if acceptable. Send us your verses or
melodies today. Write for free valuable booklet.
MARKS -GOLDSMITH CO., Dept. 92, Washington, D. C.

9.q a

.

Get Our Illustrated Catalog-FREE

R AW I'N

w.

1

experts-men who

by the

CORT I NQ P H O N E

FINE ARTS INSTITUTE, Studio 851 Omaha, Nab.

by

have filled big jobs and know how to train you
right. Finely -equipped laboratory. You put what
you learn into practice under actual working con
ditions-actually wind armatures, assemble parts,
build switchboards, do wiring and testing and
design electrical equipment. Enter at any timeno entrance examinations.

Mphic
ethod

Learn by mail. Cartooning, Newspaper. Magazine and Commercial niustrating. Water Color and Oil Painting. Free
Scholarship Award. Write for Illustrated Art Annual.

`

We Teach by Practical Methods
All Branches of Electricity

o°

Phono.

Cylinder or Disk Cortina-Reerds.
Write for free booklet today ; easy
payment plan.
Cortina Academy of I.anadway.

-
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Hotel Aberdeen
32nd Street, between 5th Avenue
and Broadway

fluRRowEs
me..
Fib

Magnificent Fireproof
mercial Hotel

i

B i,lsl á rd

loo

.

DOWN

A few cents a day will soon make you

the owner of a handsome Burrowes Table.
You can play on the Table while paying for
it. No special room is needed. Burrowes Tables
can be mounted on dining nr library table nr nn their own
legs or folding stand. Put up or taken down In a minute.
Sizes range up to 41 x 9 ft. (standard).

Location usurpassed; three minutes from Pennsylvania Station
and very close to all high-class
department stores and theatres.

A

,-

Tá bl e

NEW YORK CITY

29

Used by Experts
Burrowee Table* are splendidly made aid correct in every detail,
Some of the leading profesaiooela use them f 'r home practice. Term.
are very easy-$I or more down (depending upon size and style selected), and a small amount each month. Prices from $15 ap. Ouse,
balls, etc., free.

Com.

FREE TRIAL-NO RED TAPE
receipt of Srst Installme t we will ship Table. Play on it one
week. If unsatisfactory return It and on its receipt we will refund
poor deposit. This ensures you a free trial. Write today for iilastrated catalog giving prices terms, etc.
On

giving the highest class accomodations at the most moderate rates.
This hotel has every known improvement and has no equal for
its service and attention.

E. T. BURROWES CO., 192 Spring St., Portland,Me.
BURROWES

Rustles In-

Demand BURROWES Folding
Card Tables --sold by Good

sect Screens are WorldStandard.

Furniture Dealers

Every Room with Private Bath
$1.50 Per Day and $2.00
Special Rates by Week, Month or
Season

EARN $25 to $75 A WEEK
_BE YOUR OWN BOSS
OPEN TO 1 MAN IN A TOWN
OFFER
I will start you
in a

tomorrow
permanent, big money
making business in your home town or any town without interfering with your present work. You begin making money the first day. A hostler can double his income
the first 60 days. I teach you the business, show you how
to get trade, give you a

Free Course in Salesmanship

and push you towards success. You don't need capital nor
a stock of goods to get a start. Some men I started earn
as high as $5000 a year after a few years. One ma n writes us

"I made $27 in two days"
I started thousands the past years. I want to start you
22

in the jewelry business, the first step being to teach you,
free of cost, how to repair watches, clocks and jewelry,
so simple any man soon learns, a few tools is all you need.
This is a remarkable offer. You have everything to gain,
so investigate it.
Write for Free Offer today before !close up your town
C. F. ELMORE, Prin. Watchmaking College, Wabash & Madison. Chlca o

Don't Wear
a Truss!

I

Brooks' Appliance, the modern scientific invention, the
wonderful, new discovery that
cures rupture, will be sent on
trial. No obnoxious springs
pads. Has automatic
n, or
Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts
C. E. BROOKS, the Discoverer together as you would a
broken limb. No salves. No plasters. No lies.
'Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it.
Catalogue
C. E.

and measure blanks mailed free. Send name and address today.

BROOKS,

1748 State St.,

Boys, You Can Earn $5.00
In a Few Hours!

Send us your name and address
and we'll send you a copy of the
very latest issue of THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE. We authorize you to
sell 25 six months' subscriptions
at 40c each. You collect $10.00.
Send us $5.00 and keep $5.00 for
your trouble.
The regular subscription price
y
for THE BOYS' MAGAZINE for
r`kl
0.120.b.:-.
six months is 50e. These subscriptions sell like hot cakes at 40o
OYER 100.000
C1RCulATHH(
1
each, as you save each subscriber
-10c on his subscription.
When you get the copy we send you, show it to all likely
subscribers. You'll be surprised to find how easy it is to
sell subscriptions at the special reduced price. Go to your
aunts, uncles, cousins, neighbors and friends and tell
them you are trying to earn some money for yourself. If
they have no boys of their own, they'll be glad to subscribe
for some boy in whom they are particularly interested.
This is a teal opportunity. Write us today.
BOYS MAGAZINE

4

1-

_
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THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.,

718 Main Street, Smethport, Pa.
(THE BOYS' MAGAZINE at all newa-stands, for a copy).

LOTS OF FUN

Pita roof of mouthy always
Ventriloquists Double Throat invisible;
gramme thing yet
Astonish and mystify your friends Neigh like a horse;
ilk, a
puppy; sing like a canary and imitats birds and beats shins
of Said Lad
brut. LOADS OF FUN. Wonderful Invention. Price.

dozen for a dime and a 2 -cent stamp. Big Bargain.
DOUBLE THROAT CO., D.pi.23. Frenchtown, N. J.
1

NDYANDY[t:LL
OM[

ELECTRIC AN
ATTACN N[N

J

Handy
Lantern
Andy Electric
ATTACHMENT

Attached to Common Dry Battery No myeterioue
connections. Turn the switch. A big,
white
light.tten Scientists are
ppbright,
Latta form
for months Battery
lasts year or more. Not a toy but a real Electric
Lantern. No Oil, Dirt or smoke. Sate Always. Can
be bought of Hardware, Electrical and Batte Dealers.
prepaid direct to
Special
$1.00 sent
you vta Parcel Poet.
Agencies Open. 100 Electne.l Bargains.

tlSyÉiáÁSpecial
DRY BATTERY

Price

RANDY ANDY ELECTRIC CD..1048 Lawreeee Av., Cblcago.III.
Marshall, Michigan
For our Mutual Advantage, mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers,
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The Latest is Now Out

!

THE book which thousands of electrical
workers have been waiting for, is acclaimed as the "last word" on applied electricity, up-to-date, present minute.

Practical Applied Electricity
By DAVID PENN MORETON, B. S., E. E.

Contains 450 Pages, illustrated with 273
line drawings and 50 half tones; 20 full pages
of valuable tables. The index, one of the vital
factors of any handbook, is complete and unsurpassed. Bound in flexible black leather,
434 x 7X, printed title on cover in gold letters.
All interested in electricity, old or young,
artisan or amateur, expert or experimenter,
should own this positive authority. It answers
questions, and enables you Io figure those

Here's Your Chance
TO BECOME AN

Expert Electrician
$15000 to

r-

$2259

a Month

complicated calculations.

Price, $2.00

Thousands of trained men are needed in
this great, fascinating field of ELECTRIC-

By mall extra 12e.

ITY. Big jobs paying $150.00 a month and up
are NOW OPEN. YOU can qualify for one of
these prize positions through our expert guidance
and training. We teach you, in a surprisingly short
time, under actual working
conditions;
No
needless
theory; Expert Instructors:
Tools and material furnished FREE.

MODERN

32 UNION SQ.,

THROW YOUR VOICES''

Into the next room, under the bedill

down cellar, or anywhere. Fool yourr

teacher, parents or friends. LOTS of FUN.
VentriloisalittleInstrument:t
that fits the roof o1 f
the mouth, out of sight. Boys or Girls car
use it. Sample with instructions in the ant
of VENTRILOQUISM, with our big cataloFi;
for I nets.
of Novelties, books, games etc, All by mail
ROYAL NOV. CO., Desk A, So. Norwalk, Conn.

The

classes conducted a n d
every assistance given
those w h o
wish to earn
way

their
through

Unlimited Possibilities

Wealth!
For Power, Prestige,
is to -day the great motive
ELECTRICITY

power of the world. Its use has extended to
every phase of life. Your fondest hopes may
now be realized in this lucrative work. POWER,
PRESTIGE and WEALTH in abundance await
men who start their electrical careers NOW.
THOMAS EDISON says that the field of ELECTRICITY
la only in ita Infancy, that electrical workers of the future
wil' accomplish undreamed -or wonders. YOU may become
a second EDISON. Start TO -DAY to prepare yourself
for the big rewards that are to come.
4f.111.4

L. L. C OO KE.
COO
Director

BOOK
VALUABLE
to Become an Expert Elecirician"
"How
to -day: quick! Get
SENT FREEI Write
this remarkable book

starts you RIGHT; tells how YOU
may become an expert Electrician
pable of earning 1150.00 to
ca $300.00 a month. Tht, book and
full Information now sent
FREE Mail coupon to -day:
now: while youtbinkofit.
L. L. Cooke, Dlrer.'or

which

COYNE NATIONAL
TRADE SCHOOLS
Dept. 1401
51 E. Illinois St., CHICAGO

/fA

Without cost of obligation to
me, send me your book. "How to ' .7r ,
Become an Expert Electrician:" an
also tell me how I can become and

"expert" under your simplified
practical training.
Name

>.

COYNE NATIONAL
TRAOE SCHOOL

MI
Dent.E.
1

+no+f

st.

Ill.
9chicago

NEW YORK CITY

-

Earn While
You Learn
E It ening

School.

PUBLISHING CO.

I

SEND FOR

I1

OUR NEW CATALOG OF ELECTRICAL
AND MECHANICAL BOOKS IS READY

MODERN MECHANICS
Sq., New York

Book Dept.

32

Union

Troubles
Telephone
HOW TO FIND THEM
By W. H. HYDE
Treats entirely on how to locate and remedy all
telephone troubles. 1913 edition contains special
chapters on phantom circuits and cable troubles
never before published.

Price 25c Postpaid
An invaluable book for repairmen, as well as anyone who, uses telephones on private or rural lines.

56 Pages.

Illustrated

MODERN PUB. CO., BOOK DEPT.
New York, N. Y.
32 Union Square

Address

when writing to Advertisers.
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NEW 1914 EDITION SHIPPED FREE

.

Send today for your set of the greatest electrical reference library of modern
times. The new 1914 edition, just off the press, is recognized by big men in
the electrical field as the most practical work of its kind ever published. Covers
completely the generation and use of electricity for power, light, transportation

and communication. including the construction and operation of dynamos and motors. central station
engineering and telephone work, as well as wireless telegraphy and telephony and land and submarine
telegraphy. Particularly helpful in its exhaustive treatment of electrical "troubles" and their remedies.

Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
.-iühCA N

!OM CAL

Contains 3,500 pages, 7x10 inches; 3,000 illustrations, full page plates,
diagrams, etc.; hundreds of valuable tables and formulas; carefully crossindexed for quick, easy reference. The books are substantially bound in half
red morocco, gold stamped, and are printed in_large, clear type on special
quality paper.

a week

The complete seven volumes,
not a sample volume, will be
sent, express prepaid, for
seven days' free examination; returnable at our expense if they
fail to meet with your expectations. If you keep them, pay $2
seven days after receipt and then $2 a month until you have paid
the special introductory price of $19.80, saving $15.20, as the reguacceptlar price of this new and enlarged edition is $35.00. As this offer is for immediate
ance only, fill in and mail the coupon today. It won't cost you a cent to examine
these books, so get them into your home, shop or office and look them over at your leisure.
Remember. if you don't like them they may be returned at our expense and you won't be
out a penny. This is one of the most liberal offers ever made. You can't afford
to pass it by.
l

O 1:*

5Oc

I

with every set is in-

What These Books Cover

-

-

Electrical
Elements cf Eleetrleity
Measurements
Underwriter's Elee.
triad Requirements-Theory, Calenlation, Design and Construction of Direct
Current Generators and Motors-Types
of Generators and Motors-Management
lee trle
of Eleetrleal Machinery
Lighting Alternating Current Ms.
ehínery-Power Transm lesion -Elea.
trio Rallways-SelfPropelled Railway
Cars-Trackless Trolleys-Power Sta.
Lions-Switchboards and SwitchingApplied Eleetro.
Storage Batteries
chemistry -Eleetrle Elevators Elect.
trio Welding and Hcating-Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony-Land and
Submarine Telegraphy.

-E

-

-

-

FREE -.,COUPON

Consulting Service Free cluded absolutely free Worth :$15..2.0 _to. you

a year's Consulting Membership, regular value $12, entitling
Society
you to the advice of a staff of electrical experts. These men IAmerican Technical
Chicago. U. S. A.
are nó further from you than your nearest mail box. They 'Please send me Cyclopedia
of Applied Electricity
tor seven days' free examination. If I keep the
stand ready to solve your perplexing problems, to offer sugges- IIbooks,
days and $2 a '
within
will
seven
send
tions, to point out the things you should avoid. Absolutely no month until $19.80$2has been paid, when $35 books
will
be mine.
$12 consulting membership
limit to their assistance-ask as many questions as you wish for and
Otherwise will notify you and hold books sub)ect
than
to your order. Title not to pass until Cully said.
a whole year. This service alone will be worth more to you
the entire cost of the books.
POP. ELEC. I15
Don't wait. This means $15.20 saved if you act now. Remem- HAMS
ber, you take no chances whatever-it costs nothing to inspect and
i1
you are nothing out if you do not care to buy. This offer may I ADDRESS
As I hare had no previous dealings with you, I'
mean your success, so mail the coupon today-now-before you refer
you to
turn the page.
American Technical Society, Chicago, U. S. A. Lmama fiMIRI=f,ft,

MIti
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Dependable Public Utilities
Appeal to Prudent Investors
unusual conditions, the earning power of
dependable, public utility companies generally remains
normal. Conservative investors recognize this as one
feature that makes public utility stocks desirable.
EVEN under

4

Commonwealth Edison Stock Has
"A High Cúmulative Value
Not only does Commonwealth Edison Company serve the
largest clientele of residence customers of any electric light
and power company in the world-not only is the manage-

ment of the company unusually competent-but its stock
has an uncommonly high cumulative value.
For instance, ten shares of Commonwealth Edison stock
bought now will amount to 53 shares in about 34 years, if the
dividends as often as received are re-invested.
The last quotation on Commonwealth Edison stock was about
$134 a share.
It is paying dividends of 81 to shareholders.

If you wish, we will send you further
particulars about the advantages of
an investment ' in Commonwealth
Edison securities. An inquiry places
you under no obligation.
EDWARD P. RUSSELL

WALTER S. BREWSTER

C. L. PENISTON

RUSSELL, BREWSTER & CO.
116 West Adams Street, Chicago
111 Broadway, New York

Members:
New York Stock Exchange and Chicago Stock Exchange

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers,
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Get a Full Measure of Light
If you could measure the candlepower your carbon
lamps are giving you'd find every one of them two-thirds
short.
For every 4 candlepower you get from a carbon lamp
you can have a dozen or more from a NATIONAL MAZDA
lamp with exactly the same current.
You won't take four eggs for a dozen-why take less
light than you pay for?
The current's the same, the bill is the same. The difference is in the lamp.

N TI 0NAJL
T II-II II;

11.'sO II.

IIT U'

II,

A PII IP

We

guarantee

that

every

NATIONAL MAZDA lamp will give

at least three times and in the
larger sizes six times as much
light as a carbon lamp using the
same quantity of electricity.
Both lamps have equal life, but
the NATIONAL MAZDA lamp stays
bright longer, won't blacken so
readily with age, fits any socket,
burns in any position and makes
better light.

UiItV

Zio)
tbIIfirliLTTE:

E AT

A 1du II;
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C
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Think of the silent, nightly, yearly waste of current in
carbon lamps-current that can either be saved entirely
or converted into three times as much light in NATIONAL
MAZDA lamps.
Think of the choice of sizes you get in NATIONAL
MAZDA lamps-from 10 to moo watts-a lamp for every
socket and every purpose.

Triple Light Guaranteed

1.a1$at

t.

New Low Prices
Measure your light and get
your money's worth. Stop twothirds of your current waste by
putting a NATIONAL MAZDA lamp
in every socket. Buy lamps in
the Blue Convenience -Carton
from Lighting Companies and
stores everywhere. Use Hylo
Mazda turn down lamps in your
bathroom, bedrooms, halls, nursery. Write for unusually instructive booklet "National Index of Mazda Lamps."

'

,. .,

1

National Lamp Works

$

..1.,4i

y

Vl°,

iglu

of General Electric Company
39 Nela Park, Cleveland, First City in Electric Lighting
Any of these labels is a guaranty of National Quality

C)00090
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THE FOURTH ANNUAL OFFICIAL

WIRELESS BLUE BOOK
OF THE

WIRELESS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Contains a list of the Radio Stations of the United States, including
Merchant Vessels, Revenue Cutters, Vessels of the U. S. Navy,

U. S. AMATEUR STATIONS
and Map of the United States showing locations of Government and
Commercial Stations.

Send

15

cents for your copy today to

MODERN MECHANICS' BOOK DEPT.
32 UNION SQ., NEW

YORK

The Recognized Authority on Wiring and Construction

Standard Wiring for Electric
Light and Power As adopted
by the Fire Underwriters of the United States
The only book on Wiring and Construction
kept strictly up-to-date
..

What the 1914 Edition Contains

gWI1
"

eh
"

T1N:1)

ti

rG

Handy Size
for the Pocket
Black Limp Leather
Gold Embossed

The latest rulings of The National Board of Flre Underwriters, explained and Illustrated with line cuts and half -tones of the most modern
and approved methods.
Directions for installing and operating Dynamos, Motors, Arc Lamps.
Switchboards, etc.
Full details on outside wiring and construction for both telephone
and power lines.
The simplest and most approved methods of inside wiring for light,
heat and power, with examples worked out for both direct and alternating current for all systems-especially prepared for "Standard Wiring"
by the greatest electrical engineering company in the world.
The latest data on Carbon, Gem, Tantalum, Tungsten and Mazda
incandescent lamps.
All the necessary tables for every requirement of the Constructing
Engineer, Contractor, Central Station and Wireman.
The Standard Symbols for wiring plans.
A special chapter on the treatment of electrical injuries, by Chas. A.
Lauffer, M.D., of the Westinghouse Co.
Definitions of electrical units.

Price $ 1.00 Postpaid

Modern Pub. Co., Book Dept., 32 Union Sq., N. Y. C.
FQr our Mutual AdvantagA mention Modern Mechanics when

writing to Advertisers.
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Do not use your magneto for lighting.
When your engine runs fast your lamps are
liable to burn out ; when your engine runs slow
your lamps are dim ; when your engine stops
you have to resort to oil or acetylene. With a
0

,

is

I
r
b

II-

M .'

Pr
IA'
,

and small storage battery in your automobile you can have brilliant
lights at all times with minimum expense and trouble.
You can use the storage battery for ignition at starting instead of dry
batteries. Dry batteries are always a source of trouble on an automobile.
A Wagner Rectifier will charge your storage battery at night without
attention. It will solve your ignition and lighting problem.
Let us send you bulletin

Too

describing, in detail, this trouble -saving device.

1
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1

Manufaaurink Company,

St Louis,Mo.

7
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Ever Published

Cloth binding.

It covers every detail of the trol-

ley and third -rail systems, their
construction and operation. power
generation and distribution, the
electric locomotive, etc. Price,
$1.00

a

s.

.

-

$1.00 to $4.00

Simply written and containing numerous illustrations, diagrams,
formulas, etc., for home study and self -instruction.
They are of as great value to the experienced worker as to the
beginner, and compose the most helpful, reliable and comprehensive series of Electrical Engineering handbooks ever, before
placed upon the market.
176 pp., 125 illus.

t

ai

The. Greatest Electrical Handbooks

By
RAILWAYS.
ELECTRIC
James R. Cravath, Western
Editor, Street Railway Journal.

vW^o'6

cn"1*

JJ

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.
By Chas. Thom Chief Quadruplex Department, Western. Union
Telegraph Co., and A. Frederick
Collins, Author of "Wireless Telegraphy, Its History, Theory, and
Practice." 160 pp., 81 illus. Cloth
binding. Simple apparatus; codes;
the Morse code; messages; press
service; cipher messages, etc.;
abbreviated telegraphy; railway
telegraphy; forms; junction stations; switchboard; batteries; systems; single-line repeaters; multiplex telegraphy; duplex; the quad;
phonoplex; wireless telegraphy;
construction of apparatus; wireless systems. Price
$1.00
POWER STATIONS AND TRANSMISSION. By George C. Shaad,
E. E., Professor of Electrical
Engineering, University of Kansas.
176 pp.. 100 illus. Cloth
binding. A manual for Electrical
Engineers and Electrical Workers
in general: Price
$1.00
ELECTRIC WIRING AND LIGHTING. By Charles E. Knox, E.
E., consulting Electrical Engineer,
and George C. Shaad E. E., Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering. Massachusetts Ins3itute of Technology. 208 pp., 150
illus. Cloth binding. Price $1.00

PRACTICAL LESSONS IN ELECocker,
TRICITY. By F. B.
E. M., Ph. D., Head of Department of Electrical Engineering,
Columbia University, Past President, American Institute. Electrical Engineers; H. C. Cushing,
Jr., Consulting Electrical Engineer, and Lawrence K. Sager, S.
B., M. P. L., Patent Attorney and
Electrical Expert. 272 pp., 128
illus. Cloth binding. A practical
guide for Electrical Workers.
Price
$1.50
MACHINELECTRIC
DYNAMO ERY. By F. B. Crocker, E. M.,
Ph. D., Head of Department of
Electrical Engineering. Columbia
University, Past President, American Institute Electrical Engineers. 256 pp., 260 illus. Cloth
binding. A complete and authoritative treatise on the theory, constructive details, calculation, and

design of dynamo -electric machin$1.50
ery. Price

ALTERNATING - CURRENT MACHINERY. By William Esty,
S. B., M. A., Head of Department of Electrical Engineering,
Lehigh University. 462 pp., 400
illus. Half Morocco binding. An
authoritative and up-to-date work
adapted to the needs of all classes
of Electrical Workers. Price, $3.00.
TELEPHONY. By Kempster B.
Miller, M. E., and Samuel G.
McMeen,
Consulting Electrical
Engineers and Telephone Experts.
A complete
960 pp., 671 illus.
working guide to modern tele$4.00
phone practice. Price

Sent postpaid, to any address upon receipt of price.

MODERN PUBLISHING CO:
32 UNION SQUARE

NEW YORK CITY
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Westinghouse Electric Small Motors
"Power in a Nut -Shell"
ATCH an electric addressing
machine doing the work of half
a dozen nimble -fingered,

girls-

all with a little Westinghouse Motor
rated at but one -twelfth of a horse-

power.

Think of ventilating a large modern
office with one of the new wonder -fans,
the sirocco blower-keeping up efficiency
of employees with a constant supply of
fresh vitalizing air-and all the power
necessary to use coming from a tiny one eighth horse -power Westinghouse Motor.
T

Westinghouse Motors are "power in a nutshell." Owing to their careful designing and

the conscientious workmanship put into them,
they accomplish the greatest amount of work
with the smallest consumption of electric current.
When you buy adding machines, calculating
machines, coin counters, duplicating machines,
electric typewriters, envelope sealers, erasing
outfits, labeling machines, package -tying machines, paper -folding machines, pin -ticket attachers ; look for the name of the electric
motor that runs the machine. "Westinghouse"means long life and perfect operation with
the minimum of care.
Office managers in the market for any of
these machines should write us. We will get
you full information and put you in touch with
the manufacturers who supply the best. Address Dept. H. F.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
East Pittsburgh, Penna.

Sales Offices in 45 American Cities

Representatives All Over the World

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers,
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FEDERAL
SAFETY FIRST

Electric Hand Lamp
A bright, powerful elec-

sa"

tric light right in your
hand. No smoke-no
heat-no oil can to fill and
spill. Wind and rain proof.
Not a pocket flasher. Touch
of switch gives either intermittent flash or steady light.
A Very Desirable Gift

This Federal Safety First
Electric Hand Lamp stands
or hangs in any position; fine for

farmers, mechanics, plumbers, night

watchmen, janitors, stablemen; good
emergency light for automobiles, motor
boats; a handy bedside lamp. Strong;
handsomely finished. Uses ordinary dry
cells-obtainable anywhere. Price complete, ready to use, only $2. prepaid.

If you cannot obtain
FEDERAL appliances at
your electrical dealers,
write us direct for catalog and nearest dealer's
name: Special inducements to new dealers.
FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM (ELECTRIC)

LAKE AND DESPLAINES STREET
.

Offices in Principal Cities

Y

You will find use for it
every business day

CHICAGO

CATALOG 22

We'd like to have every Electrician and Mechanic (practical or
amateur) read our Booklet about
Lamp Socket Cookery. We call it

P & S Handy Electric
Wiring Devices

"The Dainty Way
to Keep House"

Eighty pages describing the P & S
Line of time, trouble and money savers.
Substantially bound and printed in
colors to show special metal finishes.
Discount tables facilitate figuring net
prices. A very complete list gives the
P & S Outlet Box Receptacles to be
used with different makes of conduit
fittings and also indicates the interchangeability of various P & S Devices.
There is no need to go outside of
the P & S Line for devices to meet any
permanent or temporary lighting scheme.
Use the new catalog to secure all necessary information,

Write for your copy at once

PASS & SEYMOUR, Inc.
234 Boyd Avenue

SOLVAY, N. Y., U. S. A.

WE SEND IT FREE
UPON REQUEST

many housewives begin with a
rated
SIMPLEX Toaster, as
A good

herewith.l
Costs a cent a meal to operate and makes
the only perfect toast. Get our booklet.

Simplex Electric

Heating Co.
St.
Cambridge, Mass.
86 Sidney

-------.,
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Safety First
"Diamond H"

No expense has been spared in the manufacture. of
"Diamond H" Switches and Receptacles. That is why
They are guaranteed for five years.

They are safest.
They cost a trifle more.
The additional expense of using "Diamond H" Switches and
Receptacles is such a small percentage of the total wiring cost
that it pays to use the best. Insist on them for homes, stores,
offices and public buildings.

Ask your

contractor-he knows

Reduce Insurance Cost
Central Station Men!
Fire in your plant would entail more than im.
mediate private loss. It would mean costly
interruption of an important public service as
well. This, and the fact that your annual insurance premiums can be decreased from 10 to 50
per cent, suggest the necessity for reducing fire
hazard to a minimum.

Our Engineering and Inspection
Service Shows You How-It's Free
Without a penny of expense to you, one of our insurance engineers will inspect your plants, recommend
simple methods for reducing the fire risk and we will
then write your insurance at the lowest possible rate for
the best indemnity.
Some of the largest central stations in the country have availed
themselves of this expert counsel and as a result are securing their
insurance at rock -bottom rates. From Montreal to Mexico City, from
Portland, Maine, to Portland, Oregon, we are extending this service
and handling insurance for public service companies.
The first step toward getting this information as to how to safeguanl
your properties and cut down your premium cost is to write us TODAY.

Marsh & McLennan
Insurance Exchange
BRANCH OFFICES

:

New

Chicago

Switches & Receptacles

"The Next
Time Your
Selling
Problems
stare you hard in the face, remember there's lots of red blooded salesmanship that wears a postage stamp
for a hat, that goes everywhere
that Uncle Sam delivers mail and
makes friends and books orders."
If you have something to sell, send
for the booklet-"Extending the
Firing Line."
Write for it on your business sta-

tionery-IT'S FREE.

WM. D. McJUNKIN ADV. AGENCY
35 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

York, Duluth, London, Minneapolis

TESTED APPARATUS

MEANS THE ELIMINATION OF FAULTS IN YOUR PRODUCT

Electrical and photometrical tests of every description. Checking electrical instruments of all
kinds and classes. Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material at
factories and after installation. Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made any, where. Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil. Illumination
tests made anywhere. Secondary standards of candle-power furnished. Facilities furnished
to experimenters and investigators.
We have recently added to the above, Coal Testing, and are now prepared to make proximate analyses and calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80TH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
AND EAST END AVENUE

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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$20'°° SAVED

OUR PRICE NOT $60.00
BUT $40.00 COMPLETE
Full
Cypress
Tub

We impregnate a high grade
wool waste with hot TULC.
We have a customer whose
machines run from 33o to 36o
miles per day, tes.ing tires and
fabrics. He packs the universal
joints of his cars with TULC
WOOL WASTE. He told us
that he did not think it possible
to get such perfect lubrication
in this particular place.

Lovell
Ball Bearing
Reversible
Wringer

The Barnes
1-10 H. P.

Induction

Mofor. Tub
and Motor
fully guaranteed. A post
card brings
our circulars,
Agents

Warted.

.

BARNES MFG. CO.

107

Belmont St., Susquehanna, Penn.

THHE:

t-'

UNIVERSAL LUBRIC1tTING

SG1110t1ELD B111LD111'Gó

é
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Banish Wash Day Drudgery
The

KING

Electric

Wringer
Washer
is the

J

1

j

«

Simplest Cylinder
Washing Machine
with Reversing
Wringer ever made

With a "Safety First" electrit. washer. It forces the hot
soapy water through and through the clothes. Does not
injure the fabrics by rubbine and pounding.

"SAFETY FIRST" ELECTRIC WASHER

is the simplest and most efficient of all washers. Both
Write today for
washer and wringer work automatically.
special introductory offer.
CAPITAL ELECTRIC CO. Dept, 1, 400 So. Hoyne Av. CHICAGO, ILL.

ra4J,

is easiest and
safest to operate; and the
most durable.

Continuous, even sluicing
Interior View of

saves wear, and insures
The King snow-white clothing.

Lasts a lifetime.
Guaranteed. Electricity costs less
than 5cts. for one family wash.
Four sizes-four styles of each size.
Low in cost.

Double King Washer handles .two washes of 16
35 shirts at one time.
10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Let the King prove its money -saving value to you.
Write us. Free Booklet.

sheets or

Rex Manufacturing Company
Dept. A.

JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Cleans clothes by the harmless air pressure and vacuum process. Has gas attachment for heating water while electricity operates washer and wringer. Runs
Ice cream freezer too.
Most practical combination of conveniences ever assembled for the home. Ask
for booklet, "EASY Monday."

s

That means it

THE EASY MOTOR WASHER

'

Dodge & Zuill, 5085 E. Water St, Syracuse, N.Y.

DO YOU HAVE KNIVES TO GRIND; SILVER
TO POLISH, SMALL TOOLS T9. OPERATE.
.WASHING NACHJNES OR -WRINGERS TO, RUN?

LET- THE- RED DEVIL`'

DO ..-*é
YOUR -WORK /)_

Attached to any water faucet will develop up to 3 Horse
Power according to size of pipe and water pressure. Only
perfect small motor made. Improved bucket
wheel construction.
61n. Motor for Mechanics and i adeernen. Washing Machin. 54 H. P. on 14 in. pipe. 80ibe. water
pressure; 1'H. P. on 60 lba. pressure. 2 in. pipe.
Net price $5. cash with order.
No. 1492-4 In. Motor for grinding, polishing.
fans, sewing machines; for Doctors, Dentists,
Druggists, etc., with emery, butting wheel.
silver polish and pulley, $3.
No.1493-4 In. Motor and pulley
only $2.50, cosh with order.
Money back for any
reason. Order your
Only
motor from dealer or
Motor
from ua. Send your water
pressure and size of supply
to do
wanted.
pips. Active
this

Catalo3.,
Ag

work

?a

6 In.
Motor

ntstrio

DIVINE WATER MOTOR CO
DEFT E. ' UTICA, N.Y.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers,
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SOMETHING FOR NOTHING?
WE THINK SO; WHAT IS YOUR OPINION?
Viking Bell Ringing Transformers have been re -designed with the following results :
MORE THAN 200 PERCENT. INCREASED CAPACITY !
MORE THAN 200 PERCENT. INCREASED EFFICIENCY !
Reduced the weight and improved the appearance, so we are offering to you SOMETHING
FOR NOTHING as we have NOT INCREASED THE COST !
The above statement seems impossible, but it is an ACCOMPLISHED FACT nevertheless.

THE NEW VIKING BELL RINGERS

:

43ins.f..
&.+
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TYPE B

TYPE A

TYPE EW

Volts Sec.

.

-

Volts Sec.

8

List $2.50
Let us prove to you, what

.

i

8-14-22

Volts Sec.

List $5.00
List $3.50
we believe to be a fact, that our New Line of
VIKING BELL RINGING TRANSFORMERS is the MOST EFFICIENT on the market today.

Write for liberal discounts and bulletin giving full information.

VIKING ELECTRIC CO.
MANUFACTURERS

150 CHAMBERS ST.

NEW YORK

RING
BELLS
the alternating current

No More Bell Troubles

from

You don't need to tinker with a balky bell
system. Just get a

Thordarson Bell RingingTransformer
It supplants bothersome, expensive batteries.

Operates door bells and signals direct from
A C. Lighting Circuit. Can't get out of
order. Guaranteed.

Write for Descriptions and Prices
THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
505 S. Jefferson St..

-

LIGHTING CIRCUIT
by the

use of a little transformer and do
away with batteries and battery troubles.
The transformer will last a life time and
needs no attention, Write for particulars.
VINDEX ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

S. S. "Texas" Equipped with Electric Ovens
The newest addition to the United States Navy in
the way of dreadnaughts is equipped exclusively with
electric ovens in the galleys. The equipment of the
Texas consists of fifteen ranges and two bakers'
ovens, and the old-time coal range has been displaced
entirely by electric cooking appliances.

AURORA, ILL

BOY ELECTRICS

Chicago. Ill

U.

THE

KNAPP

LEADER-THE

BEST

PRICE

$2°5°
anaraat.d as
Reprmatd

BUY THE BEST
GOETTMANN'

-6-

S

TOY

TRANSFORMERS
For operating electric toys
from your A.C. lighting circuit. 110 to 120 volts.
Bell ringing transformers for operating bells
from 2W to 12". Write for catalog and prices.
I

525 Ohio

.. s

O. J. GOETTMANN
St. E., N. S. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Many other motors at all prices.
Live dealers everywhere.
Order direct or ask your dealer to show you
the Knapp line and insist on getting Knapp goods.
Dealers not already handling the Knapp line
should ask for prices.
Catalogue illustrating full line of dynamos,
motors and electrical novelties on request.
Knapp Electric & Novelty Co.,

St.
511 Wt

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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Prices

A serviceable Flannel Shirt with style!
You've always wanted a good flannel shirt that you could wear for work
or pleasure-and here it is-the Signal Flannel Shirt. Built for serviceand gives it, yet stylish as a shirt for dress -up service. Guaranteed to
wear better than any other flannel shirt you've ever had.

-

Railroad men especially appreciate a good warm shirt-more and
more they are buying Signal Flannel Shirts. Everyone who has
sworn a Signal Shirt is an ardent booster-you will be, too, after
you discover the comfort and wear that these shirts give,
without sacrificing style.

I'

..

UNION MADE
Wear well-keep their style-last a long while. Big
armholes that will never bind, roomy elbows, extra long
sleeves, wide cuffs. Snug -fitting, non-irritating military
collar that fits comfortably. Three-inch over-lapping
flaps in front. Combination watch and handkerchief
pocket, with a flap you can button. Extra button at
bottom of breast plait to prevent gapping. Prices $1.50
and up. Signal Flannel Shirts are also made closed
style in a large variety of styles and patterns-military,
plain or detachable.
You get in Signal Flannel Shirts the same quality, style
and service that made Signal Overalls and Workshirts
the universal favorites with railroad men.

--

d
.

Ask your dealer for Signal Flannel
Shirts. If he hasn't them induce him
to send for sample, mentioning your name, and with his first order
we willinclude a shirt for you absolutely without charge,

Flannel Shirt Free

.ti

Always look for this trademark-it's the "Safety First"
Sign in .buying Shirts and
Overalls.

Hilker-Wiechers Mfg. Co.1248 Mound Av., Racine, Wis.

Manufacturers ofthe famous Signal Overalls, Coats and Shirts

.
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Motórs That

The

ELECTRIC BLANKET

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER

FOR OUTDOOR SLEEPING

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
The Junior No. 1 Equipment
GASOLINE

COMPLETE SWITCHBOARD,

16 -CELL "AMERICAN" STORAGE BATTERY

265
1

The most complete, reliable equipment ever
offered at this price. We want a representative In every county.

r
cz

Est.

t ..

°-`

.0--

8 /2 Pound

1

myanyb,

Electric
Vacuum
Cleaner

The UOVUZ

/

f

Days Free Trial ZSar kfe, th. Free. wrir.
The MORROW CO.. Dept 1401 ,Waukegan. HI.

10

-

i:11

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

CHICAGO

,

.

iHold-He.etBlankeT

BATTERY CO.

1143 Fulton St.,

Special redoced price. New Improvements. Aby solut.3ly guaranteed. Endorsed by Good HouseY keeping Institute. At last a vacuum cleaner a
,
woman can handle as easily as a carpet sweeper.
-,t As powerful as
big unwieldy machines.
-

,. r

1889

i
J

Chicago, 111.

DIRECT CONNECTED DYNAMO,

11

Never Backfire

The Roberts Motor Co,,Y. o

The Pierce Model Works

AMERICAN

STATIONARY

In Which Motor Are You Interested?

Write for catalog of gears and model sopplles,

ENGINE SET.

yr -

AUTOMOBILE.

We make working models of any der
scription and material, also dies, tools
and sheet metal stampings. Send your
drawing or sample for estimate.

3405 Pierce Ave.,

o13ER1
Ms
.t

MODELS AND SUPPLIES,

...tt

...

CLEM

Engines of both 2-oycle and 4-oyele typés H.P.
for boats of all sizes. Material and
vas
workmanship absolutely guaranteed.
MIME
We are largest builders of 2-cycle
OOTHT
marine engines in the world and there are over MO dealers who Bell Gray En. .ña sasn.. IIn
gines and give Gray service. Write to-- 10451{ Mae"'a
day forourthree valuable books about Gray Motors and complete
Motor Boats. GRAY MOTOR CO., 194 Ors, Miter slde.,0stnit,Mish.
i

3,

>

SIGNALFlannel
Coatshirts

FOR BOA
GRA.4'Y7-----T'S-1:MOTORS-

$1.50
Up

I

Sleep in comfort for health on the coldest night. A',Hold-Heet blanket Is warmer
than four ordinary blankets. Practical for
ApCost little to operate.
every bed.
proved by Good Housekeeping Institute.

Outdoor sleeping book FREE.

Dept. 5455,

141 West Austin Ave..

Chicago

YOUR FRIEND

might also be interested in a magazine like

MODERN MECHANICS
why not give him this copy when
you have read it?

cod Territory Still Open-Agents and Dealers Z1'rit
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$5.00

BUY THE ENGINE
WITH A GUARANTEE,
PROFITABLE
We will sell you an
engine on 60 days trial
o without you spending a
dollar. We take all the
risk. Get the full facts
about our new Guaranteed "Bull's Eye' Engine before you buy.
$27.00 UP BUYS A "BULL'S EYE" ENGINE
Write today for our new, free book, No. PE2
on Gas Engines-full of valuable information
and big engine values.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.

POWER

Clock removable from
and set.

9] here to wind

Supports

allow space back of
switch for wires.
Switch set by move meat of lever to this
position.

Iron Cover removable for;
wire connections.

Switch may be manually
operated by this button
time
independent of
switch mechanism.

45

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

ONE -DAY TIME SWITCH
TYPE "A" PATENTED

For a Short Time Only
At the above price for cash with order,
one of these Automatic Electric Time
Switches. Turns lights either on or off.
Approved by underwriters.
Stocked by Principal Jobbers.
-COUPON

------

CAMPBELL

--

-ELECTRIC

LYNN, MASS.

Small Engines

CO.

Enclosed find $5.00 for which please send me one Type
Time Switch.
No.

"A"

4

1

forte Frarm

Gasoline

1

and Shop are the

engines made,

NAME

..

f..
ADDRESS

'

d.'

because

specialize on them.
The
at $19.50 will run a washing machine,
grinder or any sinall machine. Buy one for
your Boyl Shipped on triaL Send stamp
for Booklet and Special Offer.
SIEYERKROPP ENGINE CO.,

24

For use on city gas or gasoline are the logical
answer for power in and about the home. Frr
washing machines, pumps, small electric light
plants, or general experimental work requiring power, they are inexpensive, reliable anil
durable.
Any woman or child will make a successful

watt dynamo -motor $3.00
e

40
Send 2 cent stamp

"

3.85
5.25

C5,-0

for catalog of wireless apparatus.

trains,electrical supplies.novelties, tools and books.
LOOMIS ELECTRIC COMPANY
1429 N. Artesian Ave.
Chicago, 111,

Redemotor engineer.

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLET M. M.
ELGIN WHEEL & ENGINE COMPANY.
ELGIN, ILL.

ELECTRIC

HOME. STORE. FARM & THEATRE LIGHTING PLANTS.
LIGHTS. DYNAMOS. MOTORS. ENGINES. TELEPHONES.
STORAGE & MEDICAL BATTERIES. BELTS. BELLS. BOOKS.
BICYCLE. CARRIAGE. NECKTIE. Xmas Tree & FLASH LIGHTS.
MOTION PICTURE. OZONE, TATTOO & MASSAGE MACHINES.
Pal, WAYS. RECTIFIERS. TRANSFORMERS. Catalog 3 cents.

OHIO

ELECTRIC WORKS,

CLEVELAND,

1222 18th St.. RACINE, WIS.

REDEMOTORS

DYNAMO -MOTOR,

As a dynamo it will operate induction coils, light
lamps, charge storage batteries, electroplate,
etc., makes an ideal machine for experimenting,
As motors they will operate heavy models, emery
wheels, and other useful appliances.
1S

lbestE small'
wenSIEVERKROPP

OHIO.

Small Gasoline and Steam Engines
Electric Light Plants
Everything Electrical and Mechanical. for the Practical Man and
the Experimenter.
Big Toy or Mechanical
Catalogue Free

DEPT.

AMATEUR MECHANICS SUPPLY CO.

First National Bank Bldg., Chicago

2

K. & D. MOTORS REX MOTOR
Motor
Price, $5.00

No. 11 Juno

Our line of battery motors and
small generators is very com.
plete. All machines are high
grade construction and designed
for practical work.

Very popular with the boys.
Runs

efficiently

on one dry cell.

Price $1.00
Our measuring instruments are
inexpensive but well made and
designed for practical work.

For Sale by all dealers.
Send for our new catalog, No. 10-A. All dealers
should write for catalog and prices on this line.

KENDRICK & DAVIS CO., E:NO;RE
For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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LEIMAN BROS.

FOR CLEANING
R E S I DENCES,
I N STITUTIONS,

HOTELS, OFFICE BUILDINGS, DEPARTSTORES
MENT
OTHER
AND
STRUCTURES

PUMPS
-Take

_40

INTERIOR VIEW

View of
Showing
Simple ConstrucOperation
tion
Is Anti -clockwise

Inside
Pump

-

i

J

Up Their
Own

Wear

o

,
. ,

;71

l+...Á

..'.c

Outfit

..

Manu-

by
factured
the
Backus
Co., Newark,
N.
J.,
to
whom all inquiries
regarding complete outfits
should be sent

o

Outfit meant for use in large residences, schools, factories, department stores, churches,
theatres, halls and institutions. \Ve only supply the pumps. Anyone mechanically inclined
can make up a vacuum cleaner. Pumps made in many sizes. An outfit could be mounted on
a wagon, automobile or hand truck for moving about. Can be operated with electric motor,
gasoline engine or any other available power.

oz. to 10 lbs.

ALSO USED IN CONNECTION WITH AUTOMATIC

MACHINES,

1

to

20

inches

MILKING, MAILING, PRINTING,
TING
FOR BLOING AS IN
SOLDRINVG, BRAZI GEL T STING.

VAC U U M
PRESSURE
LEIMAN BROS., 62 AU John Street, New York
NEALING,ETC.

The unique " Porcupine " drive on the

Carleton Generator
6 Volts 8 Amperes(48 C.P.)
solves the lighting problem.
*0,
11ade especially for Fords but
,t
applicable to any car, cycle,
boat or miniature stationary
Highest quality and
plant.
moderate price. Also Automatic Cutouts, Storage Bat41,14*,,_
teries, Governors and AmDescriptive Bulletin
meters.
explains.
Local demonstrating agents wanted
where there are no dealers.
°''
h` (rarttton
178 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

y

Electric Power
For the Farm

-trik

F

LIGHT a
,WITHOUT COST,SE
YOU OWN A tiO,

ELECTRIC

POWER

No gasoline to buy;
no fire risk; no engine to get out of

order

;

always

ready; two-year guarantee; patented. Every
farmer can -afford it. Six hours' work of the
horse makes electric light for a week or more.
Write for prices and circulars. Farmer
agents and dealers wanted everywhere.

The Electric Horsepowers Co., Mfgrs.
906 Elm St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers,
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Should
r
ReasOns Why You
S
the
Investigate
SAN D OW

20

K erosene.stationary
erosene.siara ENGINE
It rune on kerosene (coal oil), gasoline, distillate

and alcohol without change in equipment-starts
without cranking-rune in either direction-.
throttle governed-hopper and tank -cooled
speed controlled while running-no cams-no
valves-no gears-no sprockets-only three mov.
ing parts-light weight-easily portable-great
power-starts easily at forty degrees below zero
-complete ready to rnn-children operate them
-low factory prices based on enormous output,
30 Day Mosey -Back Trial -10 Year hided 6sanstee
Sizes 1 1-8 to 18 horse power Send a postal
today for free catalog which tells how Sandow will be useful to you. No go-betweens.
Pocket agent's and middlemens' coo";
missions by dealing direct with factory.

=

re:

Detroit Motor Car Supply Co.

142 CANTON AVE.

601

Power for any purpose at a cost per H -P to buy
that no other manufacturer of strictly high grade
engines has so far been able to meet, and at the
lowest possible fuel cost per H -P for the userthat is my off er to every buyer of a WITTE Engine.

DETROIT. MICH

THE

There are 3 reasons for my low prices. A natural gas well gives us free power, heat and light
big saving in cost of production. My enlarged
and up-to-date factory, one of the largest and best
equipped in America,hasreduced my manufacturing cost to the lowest present day point. My customers get the benefit of all this saving and byselling direct from factory to the user I further save
him an average of $6 to $20 per H -P on any size I make.

-a

STORM KING LANTERN
t

j
1

b

,

Wind & Rain Proof-200 Candle Power
Operates 15 hours on
cent per hour.
one filling of gasoline or kerosene. The
highest powered, most economical, and
safest lantern ever made, for farmers.
dairymen, contractors, sportsmen, watchmen, and for shows, boats, railroad yards
and way stations. Automatically cleaned,
cannot clog. No wicks to trim, no chimneys to wash, no smoke, no smell, no
dirt. A quick and profitable seller for
dealers and agents. If you want one for
your own use, ask your nearest hardware
dealer to send for one on trial. If you
want the agency write for our Special
Lantern Proposition.

National Stamping

&

WITTE
Kerosene, Distillate,
Naphtha and Gas

rSold Only Direct From
My Factory To Users
Every WITTE Engine is guaranteed to give ita
full rated H-P on
minimum amount
of fuel. Easy
to start and run
whether you
understand engines
or not. Detachable
cylinders 4-ring pistons,
automobile style vertical valves
automobile ignition, spark shift for easy starting, double
weight. extra sensitive positive governors-these and
other merits place the WITTE conspicuously in the front
rank of gas and liquid fuel engines.

Electric works

408 S. Clinton Street, Chicago.

PRACTICAL BOOKS!

ENGINES

-

Dynamo Building for Amateurs
By Arthur J. Wood. This book gives a general description, with many illustrations, of a 50 -watt dynamo and
describes its building in detall, telling of the tools and
materials required. Price, paper, 50c; oloth, $1.00.
Model Balloons and Flying Machines
By J. M. Alexander. Indispensable to all who desire to
construct a model airship or flying machine. Five folding plates of working drawings are given, each sheet containing a different sized machine. 127 pages, with folding
plates. $ 1.50.
Wiring a House
Br Herbert Pratt. Gives all information needed for the
successful wiring of a house. Price 25e.
Henley's Twentieth Century Receipt Book
Edited by Gardner D. Hiscox. Most complete book of
receipts ever published, giving thousands of receipts for
the manufacture of valuable articles for every day use.
Tells thousands of ways of making money. Get a cosy.
One receipt may be worth many times the value of the
Price $3.00.
book to you. 300 octavo pages.
[isotrio Toy Making, Dynamo Building, and Eteetrio Motor

5 -Year

2 H -P,$34.95 4
12 H -P, $219.98

1

Guarantee-Easy Terms
H -P, $69.75 6 H-P,í97.75
16 H -P, $298.80

8 H -P, $139.65
22 H -P. $399.65

Portable and Saw -rig Styles Proportionately Low
Most Valuable Engine Book Published-FREE
Tells you how to judge engine qualityhow to decide what size and style engine is
best suited to your work. This bookie worth
dollars to you. Mail coupon today.

ED. H. WITTE.
.;'

Witte iron Wks. Co.
22210akland Av.
Kansas City, Mo.

I

-

I

Construction
Prof. Sloane. This work treats of the making at
home of electrical toys, electrical apparatus, motors, dynamos, and instruments in general, and is designed to bring
within the reach of young and old the manufacture of
135 pages.
genuine and useful electrical appliances.
Price $1.00.
Eisotrlcity Simplified
By Prof. T. O'Conor Sloane. The object of "Electricity
Simplified" is to make this subject
plain as possible
and to show what the modern conception of electricity is.
Pride $1.00.
Any of the above books sent prepaid on receipt of grim
_By

aa

u

I
I
I

MODERN PUBLISHING CO.
32 UNION SQUARE,

á..G1

y

Send For
Free Book

FREE BOOK COUPON
ED. H. Wl1T , Witte Iron Works Co.,
2221 Oakland Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Without cost to me, and with no obligation on my

Name
Address

NEW YORK

part, I

should like to receive your latest and finest Engine Book, and
to investigate your New Liberal Selling Plan.

4
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Electric Holiday Goods at
Cut Prices

EXPERIMENTERS
ATTENTION!

Christmas Tree Outfits, Lionel
Trains and Electrical Toys
CHRISTMAS TREE OUTFITS

SOLD OUT

One-half regular price. Quality
the best. 8 light battery outfit,
complete with 3 dry batteries.
Same with tungsten lamps
$2,90
Same with fruit & flower lamps
3.65
FOR 110 VOLT CIRCUITS
With assorted colored lamps.
8 Light.... $2.40
16 Light
$4.80
24 Light ... 7.20
10.40
32 Light
With fancy fruit and flower lamps

2.35

8

Light.... $3. 80

16

.

Light...

Our entire stock of Old Formula wire has
been disposed of. To those who desire to
secure more wire we are offering, for a
limited time only, our regular stock of
high grade Enameled wires at the following prices :
No. Per lb. No. Per lb. No. Per lb.

$7.60

Light ...11.40
32 Light... 15.20
Birds extra. .45
Santa Claus .35
Snowman, clown, monkey, cat, fish, lions,
frogs, dogs, etc
30c
24

a 1.0 ,k_
r.$r
r-

i..

fgw

14
17

20
23
26
29
32

o.c
`g`

n 0

No. 2 Complete Electric Train Outfit with Headlight consisting of locomotive, tender, 2 trailers and set of track. Will operate on 2 or 3 dry cells.
Complete (less batteries) by express. $2.65.
No. 9 larger outfit than No. 2, larger trailers. Headlight. Complete less
batteries. $4.35.
Extra track. 1 foot lengths, curved or straight, 1 Sc.
Get our Ives and Lionel Catalog.

.27C

15

.28c

.3o

18

.31

.33
.36
.42
.55

2I

.34
.38

24
27
3o
33
36
39

.78

35

I.2I

38

2.00

.47
.61

.88
1.42

2.40

.29e

16
19
22
25
28
31
34

1.04o

37
40

2.90

.32
.35
.40

.5o
1.68

Get your order in early before this offer
closes. Cash with order and no order
taken for less than $1.00. Add postage.

WIRELESS BARGAINS
We are Western Agents for ELECTRO IMPORTING
CO. on Wireless Goods. Same Catalog. Same
Prices. E. I. Co.'s Wireless lessons, 1 lesson (numbers from 1 to 20 and cover) furnished with each $1.00

AMERICAN ENAMELED MAGNET
WIRE COMPANY

purchase. The complete set with $20.00 order.
Send 4c in stamps for our 3 c.mplete catalogs and bargain sheet of raw
material, and lesson coupons.
ote
LA SALLE LIGHT CO., 134-136 N. La Salle St.. Chicago
Ifsaiie

Michigan

Muskegon

Op;ryp

In order to make rural communities acquainted with
the varied uses of electricity, a San Francisco concern is making use of a demonstration car fitted with
a small power plant and various lighting, cooking and
small power utensils.

,,ELEC:RCITY
SEND

-

80 PAGE BOOK ON

THIS
ROOKO

FRE E VIBRATORY MASSAGE

of opportunities -I28

pages of
cuts, complete description and prices of
latest Electrical Apparatus -Motors, Dynamos, Rheostats, Transformers, Induction
Coils, Batteries, Bells, Telephone Sets,
Big line of miniature
Telegraph Outfits.
Electric Railways and parts. Toys, Novelties and Electrical Books. This catalog.
and valuable coupon sent only for 6c in
stamps (no postals answered).
Voltamp Electric Mfg. Co.
FOR.,Brimful

Park Building,

Send for it at once and team how you can
regain health and strength by Vibratory Massage
with Arnold Massage Vibrator and all details of
our FREE Trial Offer.
STANDARD ELECTRIC WORKS
1259 West 12th

Baltimore, Md.

RACINE, WIS.

St.

LOOSE COUPLER

1200 Meter Loose Coupler, 8 point switch on secondary, hard
rubber heads. $7.50. Money refunded if you do not find our

Send for catalogue.

goods to be the best for the price.

A. W. BOWMAN & CO.,

55 1-2 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

The Gem Electric Lantern
The Neatest, Most Compact Electric Lantern
Made -Marvelous -Tungsten Bulb-Extrsordinary Candle Power -Throws light in" every
direction. Price $1.50, via Parcel Post Prepaid.

LOW VOLTAGE DYNAMOS
for charging batteries.

LOW VOLTAGE MOTORS
STORAGE BATTERIES

Agents wanted for 100 Electric Devic.J

Handy Andy Electric Company r
Bargain Sheet Free,

COMMUTATORS
ARMATURE DISCS
and all parts for motors and dynamos

.

1048 Lawrence Ave.,Ch:_..igo

!!LOOK DAD !!
" Esankay" Special

ra

Here's where you get oft
cheap. A complete wire less receiving station
.4finished in dark mahogany
'S
.9_
and polished brass. Will
%,.;
receive up to 600 miles, a
Our
y thee.lowestnon
the market, $2.00 complete. Send stamp for circular.
Exceotlonal wireless apparatus"
S. & If Electric & Mfg. it r 440 COURT STREET. BROOKLYN, N.Y.
w-

AT FACTORY PRICES

le

`d

.

SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE

positie
velenuine

FRED R. HEILMAN, 442 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
a
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CATALOG

EXPERIMENTER'S REFERENCE- BOOK
THIS IS POSITIVELY

TEIE

MOST

VALUABLE

AND

INTERESTING CATALOG offered
to those interested in mechanics and
electricity. Our enormous business
has been built up by manufacturing
and selling reliable apparatus at
money saving prices.
EFFICIENT

DESIGN.

REASONABLE
MnTERIALS,
WORKMANSHIP and
PROMPT DELIVERY are all yours when
COST.

EXCELLENT

SKILLFUL
you buy

ROTARY VARIABLE
CONDENSER
17 Plates. Price, $2.25

AMCO APPARATUS
FULLY ILLUSTRATED

iur,of

the latest Electrical and Experimental
Apparatus-Storage Batteries, Rectifiers, Transformers, Induction Coils, Wireless Apparatus,
Lamps, Flashlights, Meters. X-Rays,
Books, Tools, Electric Railways.
Steam Engines, Water Motors,
Dynamos, Motors, Telegraphs, Telephones, Electrical Supplies, Model
Aeroplanes and Parts for building
your own apparatus. FREE with
each catalog a Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy, telling how to put
up an aerial, connect apparatus, together with a Call list and Wiring
Diagram, FREE with every catalog.
be in stamps will bring you this
wonderful book. The best catalog
of wireless apparatus, etc., published.

ROTARY VARIABLE
CONDENSER

Plates.

ARE YOU BUILDING SOMETHING?
YOU HAVE BEET LOOKING FOR.

IT TODAY

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS-

Chapco Scientific Instruments, apparatus, material and
supplies for the scientist, instructor, experimenter,
chemist, agriculturist, botanist and physicist are used
ana endorsed by the Science Departments of thousands of American Schools, Colleges and UniversiChapco instruments are sold direct at rock bottom prices. Illustrated catalog free on request-

'

-.
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ROTARY VARIABLE
CONDENSER
Hard Rubber Top and Bottom
Transparent Case

Plates. $4.00

43

SEND 5 CENTS FOR OUR CATALOG

ADAMS-MORGAN CO.,

no,tobligation.

Price, $3.00

$3.00

Our No. 6 CATALOG shows several hundred parts and sets of materials for
building
your own apparatus at home which have never
before been listed. We do all the
difflcult work in our factory and then you put them together.
We have JUST WHAT

DO

Plates.

17

Complete description and prices of

p,,.111111h

31

ROTARY VARIABLE
CONDENSER
Hard Rubber Top and Bottom
Transparent Case

Write for your copy-Today.

CHICAGO APPARATUS CO.

on St.,

ú

Chicago, III.

X

YOU NEED

IT

DEPT. D.

Upper MONTCLAIR, N. It.

INSTJLATIO
IN
Bakelite

-

-Dilecto

For Wireless and other
High Voltage Work

Vulcanized Fibre
For Ordinary
Purposes

THE CONTINENTAL FIBRE COMPANY
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
McCormick Bldg. NEWARK,DEL. Woolworth
Bldg.

Make Your Set More Efficient
Pa.,

Howard L. Vail, M. D., of Dalton,
writes in part: "The transformer is working fine. Scranton,
Pa., only 13 miles away -,ever interferes.
I could not ask for a better instrument."
In order to advertise our unique
instrument more extensively we are shipping
our regular $10.00 transformer
for only $5.00 during month of December. Send
2 cent stamp for literature.
COLBY'S TELEGRAPH SCHOOL,
..
Auburn, N. Y.

Patented.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics
when writing to Advertisers.
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DeFOREST AUDION DETECTORS
Incomparably Superior to Any Other
Known Type

kr

es.

Type RJ5 Audion Detector

Type RJ4 Audion Detector

If you desire long distance receptión of messages, you must have an Audion
Detector. Tests of the Bureau of Standards show it to be the most sensitive
and reliable detector ever invented. It stays in adjustment even where a
transmitting set is used, and can be depended upon, absolutely, at all times.
The above types are regularly furnished with regular, or "S" grade, tantalum
filament Audion Bulbs. Fitted with other grade bulbs at the difference of price
of bulbs as listed below. A 4-volt storage battery or three dry cells are needed
to light the filaments of the detectors, but are not furnished at these prices.
Bulbs are sold only for purposes of renewal, and then only upon return of
the old bulb.

Price List, F. O. B. New York
Type RJ4 Audion Detector, with regular "S" grade bulb
Type RJ5 Audion Detector, with regular "S" grade bulb

$i8.00 net
25.0o net

Renewal Bulbs
Type
Type
Type
Type

$3.5o
Regular Grade Audion Bulb (Tantalum Filament)
5.00
Extra Sensitive Audion Bulb (Tantalum Filament)
5.00
Filament)
Regular Grade Audion Bulb (Hudson
á.5o
Filament)
(Hudson
Bulb
Extra Sensitive Audion
Hudson Filament Bulbs have a very long life, between Boo and i,000 operating hours, which is about three times the life of tantalum filament bulbs.

"S"
"X"
"S"
"X"

net
net
net
net

All reliable wireless dealers handle Audion Detectors and renewal Bulbs.
If you do not know your local dealer, we will give you his name.
For further information, see your dealer, or write us.

DeForest Radio Telephone & Telegraph Co.
101 PARK AVE.

NEW YORK

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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D Tuner De Luxe
In offering our product we
seldom talk price ; we prefer to
talk quality ; but, the reduction
in price of our Type D Receiving Transformer from $55.00 to
$25.00 merits your consideration.
The primary is varied by a sixty
point switch, secondary thirty
point switch, both of edgewise
instrument type. Windings are
cf silk covered wire in slotted
hard rubber rings mounted on a
marble base. This is an instrument to which we are proud to
attach the name Clapp-Eastham
Co.

A New Catalog of

Clapp - Eastham Apparatus
Our new catalog just from the press shows an unusually large number of
changes, improvements and additions to our line as well as a number of important
price reductions without change of quality. Send 4c stamps for your copy to -day.

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO.
143

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Main Street

New Blitzen Rotary

.

Variable Condenser
Capacity .00i M.F.-43 plates
of genuine aluminum; metal
shaft of highest grade tool steel;
separators are machined to an
accuracy of .0005 inch. The top
and knob are moulded from a
special insulating material which
will not lose its high polish or
color. Binding posts are of the
same material and the case is of
the clearest and toughest flint
glass mounted on an aluminum
base giving a beautiful finish to the instrument and allowing the operating parts
to be seen at all times. Remember we manufactured and marketed the first
rotary variable condenser in this country. Price $4.00.

..
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MURDOCK APPARATUS
CONSISTENTLY AND PERMANENTLY GOOD

...) $4.00

$4.00

.

(EXTERIOR)

Variable

(INTERIOR)
Condenser No. 366

The best variable condenser ever made for amateur use, offered at a price
so low that every owner of an amateur station can afford to add this remarkably handsome and efficient instrument to his receiving set. It has a
capacity of more than .00i mfd. It has 43 plates. It has a polished composition case with scale and indicator. It has every refinement which
contributes to excellent appearance and superior operation. It rivals in
looks and in sensitive precision the best professional apparatus. It surpasses in constructional detail and radio efficiency any amateur instrument
ever manufactured. It is a perfect example of the sensitive, substantial
apparatus which has made the MURDOCK product the standard by
which amateur operators invariably judge.

The Murdock -nameplate on any instrument is
a symbol of satisfactory service. Tie combination of the Murdock nameplate on Condenser
366 and the rockbottom $4 price, compels the
careful consideration of every wise amateur.
Send the price TODAY. Say "Let me try V.C.
366." If by any chance you cannot agree that
it is the best bargain you ever obtained, ship it
back, and get your money.
of fine
page catalog, telling the whole story of the mcst complete line
really
in
those
interested
to
request
upon
sent
will
be
amateur apparatus,
A 48

good instruments.

WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY
Carter Street
- MASS.
CHELSEA, 40

San Francisco
Street,
Murdock Apparatus sold by
J. J. DUCK CO.,

680 Howard

432 St.

Clair Street, Toledo, Ohio
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.

NAVYTYv

c.BRANDES.

..

Many of the head sets sold for wireless
are merely high -wound telephones.
Brandes' Receivers are designed and sold
for use as wireless receivers only.
Send stamp for our

New

Catalogue-Just Out.

C. BRANDES,
7

AGENTS

Inc.,

Liberty Street, NEW YORK

Los Angeles: Southern California Elec. Co., 625 So. Main St.
Central States: J. J. Duck Co., 430 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio.
Chicago: Winger Elec. & Mfg. Co., 711 So. Dearborn St.
Australia: G. C. Hamilton, Ltd., 177 Elizabeth St., Sydney, N. S. W.

The SIMPLEST, MOST ECONOMICAL and RELIABLE
PORTABLE electric light made, for the home, factory,
garage, farm; on the automobile, motor boat; when camping or any occasion where an artificial light is required.
ABSOLUTELY SAFE-Can be thrown into hay, straw or
other inflammable material without danger, as there is no
flame to ignite or heat to generate combustion.
LIGHT IS CLEAR, BRIGHT and STEADY. Not affected
by rain or snow. The strongest gale cannot blow it out.
Absolutely reliable where a candle, oil lamp or lantern
would be valueless.
Economical in the use of current. The RED SEAL DRY
BATTERY will give approximately 50 hours of intermittent
service. Every up-to-date electrical house, garage or hardware store carries the RED
SEAL DRY BATTERY-which
does not deteriorate when not

,

`,-.

Wireless Receiver Specialists

-

.-

in use.

It

1.,

o1'

1ti

is made of brass, nickel
plated with tungsten miniature
lamp, reflector and lens.
Extremely simple in construction and will fit any standard
size battery, so if the Red Seal
Dry Battery cannot be had,
other dry batteries will answer.
EVERYONE NEEDS A REDSEALITE
occasionally
and
many constantly.
Get
one.
It is an absolute necessity.
Once you appreciate its value
you will never be without one.
Nn. 5337 Redsealite complete
with battery
$1.00
Get your name on file for a
copy of our new pocket catalog
A28, ready Feb. 1st.

FOR IGNITION

toot

ANPEMGE

"

--a
o

.

Illustration full size.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.

New York
17

Park Place

Chicago
114 S. 5th Ave.

St. Louis

1106 Pine St.

San Francisco
604 Mission St.
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SPECIAL TUNERS
TYPE K2
For Ordinary Wave Lengths, 200 to 1500 Meters
A loose coupler of standard design, wound with

TYPE G3

For Very Long Wave Lengths, 1000 to 17000 Meters
For receiving the new High Power Stations now
testing.
The last word in efficient receiver design.

--w`"" t

silk -covered wire, primary fitted with a roller contact (silver wheel) and secondary fitted with the
regulation type of end switch.
Finished in mahogany, hard rubber and nickel.
We supply nothing cheap in quality and this instrument is no exception.

Price $5.00

-

1er

,1

Type

G3-Price

$50.00

Two $15.00 models, one with a range of 1000 to 8000 meters, and one with a range of 7000
to 17000 meters, will be ready Dec. 20th.
NOTE:

THE STUDENT'S SUPPLY COMPANY,

Increase
e

your
effective

radius

This
Transformer
gets the power
out of a small
condenser
Imagine what your sending set
would do on 13200 volts. Your
signals would carry to operators
you never reached before. You
would get results and pleasure
not possible with a low voltage
transformer.
This 13200 volt transformer
K.W., has 30000 turns
changes of power. Complete
in paraffine filled case $15.00.
former only $9.00.
You can't beat it. Write
(29)

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Wireless
14 Copper Aerial Wire, Per Lb. - - $ .25
No. 12 Copper Aerial Wire, Per Lb. - - .25
No. 14 Aluminum Aerial Wire, Per Lb. .45
10 In. x 312 In. Green Silk Tuning Coil, Double
Slide
- - . - . .
1.75
Spark Gap, Insulate Uprights, Mahog. Base 1.25
1 In. Spark Coil
- - - . - - - 4.50
Mahogany Finished Helix, 10 In. Dia. x 8 In.
High
2 75
SEND 2 CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE

DORON BROS. ELEC. CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO

THE

"Albany" Combination Detector

`

Unmounted trans-

for circular.
WARREN, OHIO

-

s

has a capacity of
of wire and four
transformer set up

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.
545 DANA AVENUE

Meigs Bldg.,

r

$2.00 Postpaid

Have you received our descriptive circulars? if not let us send them to you.

MAGUIRE & SHOTTON
814

Lancaster St., Albany, N.Y.

CORE

WINGER'S CLOSED

TRANSFORMERS
1/4 K.W., 14000 volts,
if
if
1/2 <<
<<
<<
3/4 44
1

.
.

.

$10.75
15.90
20.50

Same Transformers without special standard
and casing, $9.00; $14.00 and $18.50 respectively
ti

WINGER -ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

Send 2c stamp for our WIRELESS
Supply catalogue and folders

711 So. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, Ill.
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"Boy Scouts'
" Interstate Telephone Wireless De- Bull Dog Spark
Wireless Outfit." Wireless" Re- Receiver. 75 tector. Guaran- Coils. Give Hot
Guaranteed to send ceiving Outfit.

Ohms, Hard rub- teed to receivelong Spark. Fine finish.
Receives messa- ber shell, power- distance message Perform 1000 exwith our $0.39 tele- periments. Great
phone receiver. or for Wirelese.
3á
money back.
in. Spark $ 1.98, 34
1043 l
l
Our Cyclopedia in. Spark $2.08 1
sent FREE with it. in. Spark 53.98.
Weightgibe.$5,95
Price
Weights 4, 5, 61hs.
lbs. Price
Price
lb. Price $O.19
Y V V PREPAID $0.10 Guaranteed 1 year.
The goods shown here. are only a very small part of our large line. Smallest TungLamps. 314 Volts.
We carry the largest stock of experimental electrical
goods In the sten Flashlight
give brilliant light
world. end are the originators of the Wireless experimental Business.
We made. Powerful
Weight 4 oz.$0
have made a specialty of it since 1904. ASK YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT° Iight.Weightfl0 70
09.
Price
US. When ordering goods from this page enclose postage, else goods 4 oz. Price .
Speed Counter..
must go by express. Shipping weights are given. We ship in 24 hours.
Hustler Motor.
Counts revolutions,
Send today 3 cents postage for a copy of our famous
of anything runCyclopedia No. 14, containing 400 illustrations, 1,600 articles. Electrical
"Treatise Runs on 1 dry cell.]
ning. 2 x l in,
on Wireless Telegraphy" and 20 coupons for tree Wireless Course, also copy Size 3 x 3 x 4 ins.g
Weight 4 oz.$1.10
of Magazine "The Electrical Experimenter". With Detector. books free. Weight 1 lb
$0.10
Price
EverythingfortheExperirnenter" THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO. 229Fulton St.. N. Y Price . .
Static
Machine.
Lighting
Autat.
Storage
s,ateyo
Ter lash- i ynamo. Very
s Turning crank
Gives continuous tery. 2 Volts. 10 light. Fool your powerful. Gives 6
gives powerful 3 in. light for 80 hours. Amperes.
For
friends,pull
Volts, 6 Amperes,
spark.No batteries Lasts 4 months if lights. experi- light shoots attrigger
them. Lights 12 tungsten
required. Made of used 1 hour daily. mente. San glass Gives powerful
lamps. charges
eteel and bard 5candlelamp. Has
to show work- light, looks exactly storage Cells. runs
itimen rubber. Performs 3 batteries! box, jar
ings. Capacity like automatic re- as power motor.
500 experiments.braoket.
guaranteed. Beet volver. Takes reg- NOT A TOY. Size
Size S x 5 x 10 ins. switch, etc.
plates.Sizs6x3x1 ular flash battery. 6 x 6 x 6 ins.
70 Weight 10
Weight6lbe.$3
in. Weight
Weight7lbs.$3
Weight l lb.$1
36
6513
1
Price .
lbs. Price . 1.95 Sube Price 1.20 Complete
23 Price
.

from 1-8 miles.
Has 1 In. spark
coil, Rey. sending
Condenser. spark
gap. Size 0 x 73
x 14 ins.

FlashlIghii

'

ges 300miles. H as ful magnet. With
tuning coil.detec- two phones and no
tar.telephone re- batteries, you can
ceiver,condenser. talk 500 feet. Size
size 9 x ex 6 ins. 2 all x 1 % ins.
Weight 4 $3.10 Weight 1

'
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ROTARY

JUST OUT

SPARK

Transmitting Sets for the Amateur

tS

.,{.r----

OUR NEW

GAPS
Our Rotary Gaps have made a decided hit. No Wireless
Station complete without one. No ~tiling, run very steady.
and on 60 cycles give a tone similar to a flute: run on 110
D. C. or A. C. Suitable for i to
K. W. Motors have 4"
shafts. Two different 11, P.
Mahogany Bases. $11.50 and
$12.59: Marble Rases. $12.50 and $13 50. Full details in
(*statue. send 5c in stamps for New Illustrated Catalog 11-24.
Positively none otherwise.
F. B. CHAMBERS & CO., 2046 Arch St., Phila., Pa.
1
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Complete set mounted on a finely finished cabinet
comprising transformer, condenser, rotary spark
gap. oscillation transformer, connected ready to
use, designed to comply with the requirements of
the Federal law. Made in M., ti and I k.w. sizes.
Our bulletin illustrating and describing these sets
and parts of same sent anywhere on request.

The Wireless Mfg. Co.,

Canton, Ohio

At Last!
A Fixed Detector

:.

.7:_

:

MARK

-The most recent discovery in wireless fields; it cannot even
be jarred out of adjustment. This means that all your messages
will be received complete. Q Moreover, it is the most sensitive
detector on the market-bar none-strongly made and should
last a lifetime.
PRICE $20.00

Finished in Early English Oak or Mahogany

237

Goodchild Electrical Co.

Greenwich Street,

Discounts to the trade

New York City
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Get the Genuine Article!
1/2

KILOWATT COMMERCIAL STATION'

f4695

Receives up
to 2800 miles.
Sends up to
60
miles.
Consists of
kilowatt

Receive the Time from Arlington and
all newspaper and ship reports.
OUR SPECIAL

In

OUTFIT.

TIME SIGNAL RECEIY.
PRICE ONLY

$10.85

vibrator
transformer,

Rotary Spark
Gap,

n e w

type oscillation transformer, variable condenser, loose
coupler and
loading coil
-tunes u p
to 3300 meters
detector, buzzer
test and potentiometer.
Complete in
every detail

-

ready to
work.

Send Stamps for Bulletin
"D. 40.,,

Complete in every detail. Tunes
up to 3200 meters.
Complete Receiving Stations from
$1.85 up.

Complete sending and receiving
sets, $5.95 up.

RELIABLE GOODS ONLY

NICHOLS ELECTRIC CO.
THE HOUSE

1-3 West Broadway

FOR REMARKABLE VALUES

r
:. .

15.00

'

`

;`
,`,

,

Navy Type Commercial Receiver

tat
1.1!

The many distinctive
features of "Radio"
app a rat us positively
command your atten<<.
..,
tion. Our Audion receiving set shown
'4%.1&"5above represents the
latest design in
delicate receiving
_.....j` y
circuits, whose
degree of selectivity has never before been attained.
If interested in really efficient Radio apparatus
send 5c in coin, for our catalogue; we issue
new editions to it frequently.

,I

$15.00

THIS Loose Coupler, while moderately prced, embodies all the
features contained in others selling at $18 and higher. The
material and workmanship is the best and is fully explained in
my literature. Can make deliveries in 3 days. If you are looking for
an up-to-date Loose Coupler, of stunning appearance, and whose efficiency is its strongest feature, send in your order to -day. 1 stock
hand polished cabinets. the finest line of switch points, rubber knobs
and contacts, sold anywhere. special size knobs made to order. A 2c
stamp will bring my literature which will be sure to interest you.
135 East 119th Street, New York
J. F. ARNOLD

.

NEW YORK CITY

'-td

'

THE RADIO APPARATUS CO.,
POTTSTOWN,

PENNA., U. S. A.

New Halcun Detector
OSO

.ó.

:

t.

.,,'.:.'}

Holds five separate crystals, Cat Whisker
Type, molded composition rubber. base,
nickel plated.

PRICES
With receiving condenser in base Without receiving condenser in base

-

$2.50
$2.00

-

HALLER-CUNNINGHAM ELECTRIC CO.

428 MARKET STREET

San Francisco, California
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On the Job 'twill helpyou.
Follow' tsinstructions andyour
workwill pass inspection.

Excellent instruction for home study.
Preparesyouto do any kind of

inside wiring

YOUR HELPER
When you're up against a stiff job, here's the book you want to tell you
exactly what to do, and how to do it in strict accordance with the National
Electrical Code. In a simple, compact form, it fully covers. light and power
installations.

Electrician's
Manual
Wiring
Electrical Inspector Chicago Board of Underwriters

By F. F. SENGSTOCK,
The book that thousands of `Viremen, Contractors and Electricians have been waiting for. Not merely a discussion on Code rules. But straight talk by a man who knows
the game from A to Z and gives you the benefit of his many years' experience. Shows
you just how to proceed so that your work will -pass the most exacting inspector. Every
step explained in detail, made clear by 415 careful drawings. A chapter of practical kinks
-tricks of the trade unknown to most wiremen-representing the experience of hundreds
of practical workers, is alone worth the price of the book.

Twenty-Seven Chapters, 410 Pages, 415 Illustrations of Sound
Practical Information, Flexible Leather Binding, Pocket Size
1-Tools and Symbols. 2-Preliminary Suggestions on Building Wiring. 3-Moulding. 4-Flexible Conduit. 5-Rigid Conduit. 6-Fixtures and
their Installation. 7-Switches. 8-General Suggestions on House Wiring. 9-Installing Household
Electric Utensils. 10-Wires and Cords. 11-Motors.
12-Transformers.
13-Switchboards and
Panels. 14-Motion Picture Theatre. 15-Bell Circuits, Annunciator Circuits, Gas Lighters, Burglar
Ala' -ms, Bell Transformers, Door Lock. 16-Elevators. 17-Wiring in Damn Places. 18-Outside

Wiring.

19--Grounding

and

Ground

Detectors.

20-Inspector's Report on a Defective Electrical
Equipment.
21-Estimating and Specifications.
22-Tables and Formulas. 23-Electrical Circuits,

Calculation of Wiring, Line Losses and National
Electrical Code Discussed for the Beginner. 24Alternating Currents Simply Explained. 25-Some
Things the Electrician should know about Storage
Batteries. 26-Underwriters' Requirements in the
Installation of Wireless Telegraph Equipment.
27-Practical Kinks.

Price $1.50 Postpaid

Tust think of it -410 pages, 415 illustrations, bound in real flexible leather, pocket size, for only $1.50.
We know you will want a Limy to have on the job with you at all times, giving you the latest tncthoda and
a certainty of having your work approved.
- 800 copies sold before publication when announced as containing 22 chapters, 240 pages, 20C illustrations. Since increased to 27 chapters, 410 pares, 415 illustrations without raise in price.

Modern

Order Now-Use the "Money Back" Coupon ,ñ'tached
Pub. Co. Book Dept., 32 Union Sq., New York, N. Y.
.w

MODERN PUB. CO. BOOK DEPT.
R

1I

COUPON

32 Union Square, New York, N Y.
I enclose $1.50. for which send me the "Electricians'
Wiring Manual" as advertised.
It is understood that samq may be returned
within 10 AaT,c, if not satisfactory, and money

will be refunded.

fi ma

Name
St. and No.
City

State
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3 New Wireless Instruments 3

ELECTRICAL

The

Crystaloi
Detector
This wonderful little Detector is the
height of mechanical and electrical
achievement and will simply astonish you
in its performance. It will not burn out
or go dead, will last indefinitely and is
the MOST SENSITIVE and practical Detector ever designed. All elements are
sealed in the little cylinder which is rotated
to secure finest adjustment. You can hear
signals with this Detector that you never
heard before. Write for full information.
Price $3.50. No postage

Electricity Simplified
By T. O'Conor Sloane. The object of Electrlaty
Simplified" is to make the subject as plain as
possible, and to show what the modern conoeption of electricity is: to show how two plate* .f

different metals immersed in acid can send a
message around the globe; to explain how a
bundle of copper wire rotated by a steam engine
can be the agent in lighting our streets; to tell
what the volt, ohm, and ampere are, and what
high and low tension mean; and to answer the
Questions that perpetually arise in the mind in
this age of electricity. 158 pages. Price, $1.00.

How to Become a Successful

Electrician

By T. O'Conor Sloane. Every young man who
wishes to become a successful electrician should
read this book. It tells in simplest language the
eureet and easiest way to become a. successful
electrician. The studies to be followed, methods
of work, field of operation and the requirements

of the successful electrician are pointed out and
fully explained. 202 pages. Price, $1.00.

Constant

Standard EIectrical Dictionary

Amplitude

Test Buzzer

BOOKS

By T. 03Conor Sloane. A practical handbook of
reference, containing definitions of about 5,000
distinct words, terms, and phrases. 632 pages.
393 illustrations. Price, $3.00.

'x

This is an ideal
Buzzer for wireless work. It is
provided with a lenient back -check which
prevents the armature from overreaching.
Has pure silver contact points-and is enclosed in a non -resonant composition case
with three binding posts.
Price 75 cents. Postage 10 cents

Test Circuit
Resonator
When installed in
the Buzzer circuit
this instrument has
the ability to augment the sound in
the ear phones six
times their normal
test audibility, and causes the crystal of
any Detector to become extremely sensitive. It is wonderful when used with the
CRYSTALOI. Full information on request.
Prico$2.00. Postage 10 cents

EUGENE T. TURNEY CO.
2595 THIRD AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Wiring a House
By B. Pratt.

Shows every step in the wiring of
a modern house and explains everything se as to
be readily understood, Directions apply °Quell,
to a shop. Price, 25 cents.

Electric Toy Making, Dynamo Building
and Electric Motor Construction
By T. O'Conor Sloane. This work treats of the
making at home of electrical toys, electrical apparatus, motors, dynamos, and instruments in general, and is designed to bring within the reach of
young and old the manufacture of genuine and
useful electrical applianoes. 140 pages. Price.
$1.00.

Arithmetic of Electricity
By T. O'Conor Sloane. A practical treatise on
electrical calculations of all kinds reduced to a
series of rules, all of the simplest forms, and
involving only ordinary arithmetic: each rule
illustrated by one or more practical problems,
with detailed solution of each one. 133 pages.
Price, $1.00.

Telephone Construction, Installation,
Wiring Operation and Maintenance
By Radcliffe and Cushing. A practical reference
book and guide for telephone wiremen and contractors. Every phase of telephone wiring and
installation commonly used to-day is treated in a

practical, graphic and concise manner. Intricate
mathematics are avoided, and all apparatus, circuits and systems are thoroughly described. The
appendix contains definitions of units and terms
used in the text. Selected wiring table*, which
are very helpful, are also included. 175 pages
fully illustrated. Price, $1.00.

Commutator Construction
By Wm. Baiter. The business end of a dynamo
er motor is the commutator, and this is what is
apt to give trouble. This shows how they are
made, why they get out of whack and what to de

to put 'em right again.

Price, 25 Dents.

MODERN PUBLISHING CO.
32 UNION SQUARE

NEW YORK
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Why Pay a Fancy Price 2

41

Price is no indication of quality. Our large output enables us to produce at a moderate price the No. 9723 Radio Head Set, equipped with
concealed cord connections, universal ball joint adjustínent and waterproof 6 -foot cord. Woun1 to 2000 Ohms per set with pure copper wire.
\Ve guarantee to increase your receiving efficiency or refund your money.
Send $8.25 for complete sample set today and test it thoroughly in your
own way for ten days.
Write for Bulletin No. 1006

STROMBERG CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
TORONTO, CAN.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Telephone Electric Equipment Co.
J. H. Bunnell Co.
J. J. Duck Co.
AGENTS SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
TOLEDO, OHIO
Radio Head Set

°

J

=

V.

-
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NEW

No.

325 Page

Electrical &Wireless

ThadJDU

~DIG E[ECTRtGL
Catalogwlp,

.

jz.

TOLl00 OHIO

100 Pages entirely new,

CONTAINS

Mailed to anyone upon receipt of 8c in stamps or coin

deduct

d yon

first dollar purchase. Great cost of catalog and low prices prohibits distribution otherwise. This catalog of unrivalled
values compels the steady and continued patronage of nearly everyone that receives it. This unprecedented and
unheard of record is not without a reason.

WHY THIS ENORMOUS PATRONAGE
Our patrons would tell you:

Because our name stands for quality; low prices; a square deal, i. e., money back if you are not satisfied.
Because our catalog contains anything and everything worth while in the fields of electricity and wireless at prices challenging comparison anywhere at any time.
Because our catalog is a veritable treasure house of electrical and wireless knowledge, and is a Beacon
Light as to what to purchase in fields where the purchaser must usually repose the utmost
good faith in the seller.

What This Big Catalog Contains

Wireless Apparatus for Commercial and Experimental use;
Rail10 pp. Miniature
pp. Wireless Raw Maways;
terial;
5 pp. Electric
Lighting
pp. Transformers;
Plants;
pp. Storage Batteries;
10 pp. Ammeters
and
Appapp. Telegraph
Voltmeters;
rates;
10 pp. Ford
Automobile
pp. Motors and GeneAccessories;
rators;
13 pp. Victrolas;
pp. Miniature Lamps;
25 pp. Electrical and Me pp. Flashlights;
chanical Books;
pp. Massage
Vibra- 30 pp. General Electrical
Supplies.
tors;

125 pp.

10
5
8

15
42
10
8
5

Improved Type RJ4 Audion Detector
Contact Points-FinerAdJustment-More Sensitive Than Ever.
The Audion Detector Is 1% to 3 times as
sensitive as any form of crystal or electrolytic detector. These two characteristic testimonials from Council Bluffs, Ia.,
and St. John, Kans., speak for themselves.
__--"I auppose it sounds almost unbelievable
when I say that I can hear Port Arthur
(VBA) with the phones a foot away from
my ears and (NAIL) Key West almost that far, but such is
the fact."
"I set the Audion up and after a few adjustments I was able
to hear Sayville, Colon, Panama, Key West and a host of
others that are here closer at home."
5

$18.00

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO., 432-434 St. Clair
St., Toledo,
(Our former name, "The J. 7. Duck Co.")

Ohio

YOU NEED OUR NEW CATALOG No. 27-M

4r-

s
-

I,

....,

,

Illustrating the most complete line of
Wireless Keys, Tuners, Helices, Condensers.
Spark Gaps, Leyden Jars, Receivers, Head
Bands, Anchor Gaps, Antenna Switches,
Spark Coils, Variable Condensers, Potentiometers, Transhrmers, Motor Generator Sets,
Buzzoplex and General Electric Apparatus.
WRITE FOR IT NOW.

m

l

!

... ::'_.:7,'

Mascot Rotary
Variable Condenser $7.50
(Eleven Stationary and Twelve
Movable Plates)

J. H. Bunnell &

Inc.

Standard Spark
Electrical Manufacturers
Gap, $3.60
32 PARK PLACE, (Broadway Block), NEW YORK
Co.,
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BOYS

YOU WANT

Licensed Agents for the Sale of

THE BEST

PERIKON
G

CRYSTALS

The Prominent Features of

(By the W. S. A. Co.)

"H -C" Radio Receivers

FOR AMATEUR USE ONLY

- are -

$1.00 PER SET

R{

1.

High pitch-very easy
to read through static.

2. Extreme sensitiveness

Send for free descriptive

circular

GEO. S. SAUNDERS & CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

168

Washington St.

11

Devonshire St.

on weak signals.
3.

Light weight-and
comfortable fit.

Every Set Guaranteed to
please, or your money back.

"H -C" Radio Receivers
are best for amateur or professional
Weight only 10'z ozs.-Send for Booklet

20E3

HOLTZERCABOTELECTRICC°
i3

O K 101L I NAVlNUó.
E.
PARK
O.OJ LNBW_YORK

R O

50 GTAT. .T.

14145
_CH ICA

M A

S

S.-

1001 UMOM TRUfT

/12/0
BAlTI_MOR.a

NOTICE, BOYS

This is the time of year to set up that wireless
set or get those electric novelties you have been
wanting.
We can save you money in Wireless and Electric
Goods of all kinds. Send stamp for catalogue and
sample of Burning Wire.
TOMLIN BROS.
Evansville, Wisconsin

WIRELESS
and

Electrical Novelties

GREATEST VALUES IN THE COUNTRY
Send stamp for our bulletin o) remarkable values

RUTHTON ELECTRIC CO., 35 Frankfort St., N. Y.

t

5farrft Toots
No matter what kind of a job you
have; whether it is in the shop or at
home, there is a Starrett tool well suited
to your needs. For taking measurements there are Starrett rules, tapes,
calipers, verniers, micrometers, etc. For
general work there are Starrett pliers,
screw drivers, and hack saws.

BM INVITATIa1i1
.

MCMBCR

MLw

or

V055.1.1.%

Free 320 page catalog No. 20W describing 2100 styles and sizes sent
free on request.
BUY STARIRETT TOOLS AND TTACK SAWS AT ANY GOOD

HARDWARE STORE.

The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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Wireless Telegraphy
and Telephony
(Including Wireless on Aeroplane and Airship)
of the Science of Wireless
Transmission of Intelligence BY CHAS. C. ASHLEY, E. E.,

`

An Oelerstandable Presentation
aed

CHARLES B. HAYwAAD,

Geseltle( Eatleler, Member, Society el Aetamelllo Wooers

D

Another New
and Improved
Tool of Millers
Falls Make

Here is a new hand drill designed
to do a better job in quicker time
with less effort and less trouble and
fulfilling each purpose perfectly.

MILLERS FALLS
HAND DRILL. No.306
It ís provided with

:a

Contains 144 pages. It treats in a simple
concise manner of the earlier forms of wireless, electrical waves, development of radiotelegraphy, radiotelegraphic apparatus, and describing systems of radiotelegraphy.
The section on Wireless Telephony covers
Bell's radiophone, selenium cell, Bell's photo phone, "light telephony," telephony by means
of Hertzian waves, nature of a high -frequency
telephone current, oscillation generators, telephonic control of oscillations, transmitting
circuits, receiving arrangements, two-way transmission, and systems of radiotelephony.
The section on Aeronautics covers the wireless on dirigibles and on aeroplanes, giving
the earliest experiments oh balloons, dangers
from electric discharge, preventive methods,
wireless on tke Zepplins, Horton's experiments,
recent records, and general problems.

Price $1.00

MODERN

By mall extra 12c

a simple and effective
ratchet, located on the crank handle, which
is of great convenience when working in
cramped corners or on a delicate job. The
handle is detachable and hollowed for holding twist drills up to the largest size within
the capacity of the chuck. The chuck is of
the famous STAR three jaw pattern closing
evenly on, and centering accurately, round
shunks from 0 to '4 inch in diameter. Jaw
springs are protected from injury.
Solid steel frame. Cut gears with a small
steel working gear and steel idler gear to
equalize bearings, both encased and rendered dirt-and -dust-proof. Choice hardwood
stained, all metal parts handsomely nickeled with exception of large gear.
The splendid quality of material and workmanship in this drill is typical of all tools
of Millers Falls make. Ask your dealer to
show you Hand Drill 306 and also Millers
Falls Bit Brace 732, Automatic Bórer 8 and
Hack Saw Gauge 53, new tools that include
new features to make work easier.

Send for pocket
catalog showing
complete line.

"`MILLERS FALLS

TO :.L5'

PUBLISHING CO.

32 UNION SQUARE

NEW YORK

MILLERS FALLS CO

Millers Falls,

For our Mutual Advantages mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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No. 239 Dado Plane

I

A New Stanley Tool
C

I'

This Plane has an extra narrow cutter, only

X of an inch wide, making it an ideal tool for blind
wire grooving as well as for many other purposes.
41 It is fitted with a double spur which prevents
splintering when working across the grain and insures
a smooth, clean cut.

==

A depth gauge is also attached, allowing a

í'

E:.:

-
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For That Boy Who
Likes Shop Work
Is he taking a mechanical course in school or
college, or in his apprenticeship ? Then the thing
that will please him most, yet prove a useful
gift and incentive to future skilled workmanship
is one of

groove to be cut of any desired depth up to the limit of
the plane, X of an inch. Length over all, 754 inches;
weight 1 lb.

Price Each, $2.20
If you cannot procure same from your hardware dealer, we will be pleased to forward you
one, postage prepaid, upon receipt of price.

Address

STANLEY RULE

8c LEVEL CO.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN. U.S.A.

Brown & Sharpe's

Sets of Standard Tools
for Students and Apprentices

The sets are made up of our regular mechanics'
tools, standard for accuracy, handiness and finish
for over 50 years. Such tools are included as
experience shows are necessary for every -day
Machine Shop work.
There are two styles. Set No. 847 above comprises 8 tools in neat leather case. Set No. 849
includes 8 tools and "Handbook for Apprenticed
Machinists" in nicely finished wooden box. Ask
your hardware dealer to show them. If he has
none, drop us a postal for an illustrated folder.
If interested in other mechanics' tools
send for free catalogue No. 25N

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
Providence, R. I.

The
Brilliant Searchlight

Trouble Men's Attention
The Brilliant Search Light is just the light to locate trouble, no matter how stormy or dark the
night. Being worn on the head It puts a bright
light wherever you look, leaving hands free to
perform all duties on the pox c' in the ground.
These lamps are used by some of the leading
Electric Light and Power Companies, in high tension lines.
Style 1-Single lens, $5. Dbl. L., $0. Int. L., $6.50
Style 2-Adjustable Candle Flame Burner, add 50c.
Style 3-Adjuatable Flat Flame Burner, add $1.00

of

,t:

THE NORTHWESTERN CLASP. KNIFE
Opened wit h
Q
one hand, givIng use
other. Blade Is
locked when open or closed. Length over all, 9%
inches. Cutting edge 4% inches. Stag handle,
weight, 4 ozs. Price, $2.50. Postpaid.
Rend for circular.
R.C.Kruschke, E 1006 Superior Sf.,Dirluth,Minne
For our Mutual Advantagel mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Adverti5
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It will pay
you to write

for
" 'Y

the

kee'
Tool Book,"
as offered in
this ad. It
shows all of
t h e famous
"Y a n k ee"
tools for
boring in
wood, drilling in metal
driving and
d r awing
screws,
illustrates the
tools in use
and tells of
their
time and
laborsaving benef .s for you.
a n

"YAN K EE' N9133 0

3 -jaw Chuck

Capacity 3/16
Right-hand, left-hand and

"YANKEE" Hand
Drill No. 1530

double ratchet ;

,,J plain drill; and gears locked:
$2.80.
five adjustments. Length 101 in., weight 11 lbs. drills.
1-,Y

Adjustments made by Shifter, between small gears. Hollow handle forms magazine for

Your dealer can supply you. Look for "YANKEE"

"YANKEE" TOOLS

3~
A bolt
hake

L

,

Wri;usfor Yanles"tool Book" for mechanics and
amateurs;... Yanku' ?Whin the Garret" for motorists

ca

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia

rite
for

You'll

swear

This!

by

Mailed
Free

SEBCO

of
All

Charge

for fastening electrical or other fixtures
to hard walls so they cannot possibly
loosen or wobble. Never has-never clan
fail! Expands when inserted and becomes
practically part of wall. SEBCO Screw
Anchors serve same purpose for smaller
fixtures.

The booklet is yours

STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO.
147-149 Cedar St.

Canal Station 3

CHICAGO

11'
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"WALLACE"
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for the asking

Mathias Klein & Sons

NEW YORK

=

Klein
Tools are

Practical
Holiday Gifts

Write for Catalog and Samples
Carried by Dealers Everywhere

26

63
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Suitable for bending CONDUIT, IRON PIPE, or solid
round, square, flat or square
twisted bars to any angle, Cold;
also "U" shapes for pipe hangers, clamps, etc. We also make
other styles and sizes, such as
Ring Benders, Eye Benders,
Bus Bar Benders, Rod Cutters,
etc., etc.
Send for our 16 -page Catalogue.

WALLACE SUPPLY CO., Mfrs.
Chicago
359 W. Austin Ave.,
New York City
6 Park Place,
when writing to Advertisers.
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This

"Red Devil"
Will Cut Circles

V

g It's the only practical

glass cutter ever made
-.
for cutting full circles, half circles or curves in
any kind of glass,-our No. 263 RED DEVIL. It will cut a 2", or any size up to 22", circle with absolute
accuracy. A useful tool for the garage owner for repairing auto headlights.
ol At your local hardware store;-or send us $1.25 and one sample only will be sent you prepaid
Q Send for booklet of RED DEVIL Tools anyhow.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., Inc., 159 Chambers Street, New York City

:.:::..^...
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Do You Delight

1\\

in Good Tools?

Then you will delight in a Sebastian Lathe. We have been building lathes for '25 years. The big factory at Cincinnati Is equipped
1 O 't With
modern and most improved machinery, and employs skilled labor
only. Nothing is built there but lathes. Specializing on this one tool.
together with the large number manufactured makes Sebastian Lathes

'

y

h

it

}

s=0

n......-

.-

Simple and durable construction makes them accurate and economical.
This Is proved by many re -orders and voluntary letters, like this one from
The Kretchmer Mfg. Co. "The lathe we purchased from you 8 months
ago is giving us entire satisfaction. We have given It severe work in every
way that a Lathe is used, without the least deviation from perfect work.
Should we have occasion to purchase another Lathe it certainly would' be
a Sebastian."
Address: THE SEBASTIAN LATHE COMPANY
Cincinnati. Ohio
101 Culvert Street

..

.

.Our reputation stands back of
every Sebastian Lathe. It has
got to be as represented or you
get your money back. Ask for
our new catalog and look over
the lines of lathes for general repair work, Garage and automobile
work, etc., and when you buy a

r

Lathe-say "Sebastian."

KfEN KUTTI!?
Tools and Cutlery

KIJTTER

GENUINE

S.

!1r

i!asse

THE STANDARD FOR QUALITY AND LOW IN PRICE

-

7s=, -

Made by Men Who Know, for
Men Who Know

ARMSTRONG STOCKS and DIES
FOR THREADING PIPE OR BOLTS

MALLEABLE IRON HINGED VISES

PIPE CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED dY

,

NEW YORK

.

CHICAGO

r, .

For

`,f the best built. neatest and most practical
n everoirered. We ship from our factory

'

s ya

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

KNOWLTON ST.

m,v

----z.-..--....--_-
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THE.ARMSTRONG WIN. CO.
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Machinists. ToolElectricians, Etc.
Keep Your tools orderly arranged in a "Geretner Portable Tool Case. Every up-to-date
5-7 mechanic needs one and you'll find our Cases

TOOL CASES

.

and guarantee to please you or refund

all money. Write for our booklet. It
ebowa many styles.
Ei: e

Mfre of Mechanics' High Grade Tool

Cases, 60 Columbia St., Dayton, Ohio

SIMONDS

NO -SET HAND SAW iue t Pig
dry wood, you need this saw, no matter how many saws
you now own.
It is a most beautiful and workmanlike tool, with a
Simonds special crucible steel blade, straight back, four
brass screws and large hand hole in a carved and polished apple -wood handle. Price, $3 each. If your dealer
doesn't have it in stock, we will send
it charges prepaid on receipt of price.
_

This new Simonds Saw gives a cut which
is almost as smooth as if sand-papered-the
sides of the cut are finished by the saw.

It runs with more freedom and ease than
the ordinary saw-with great speed and

-

trueness.
For finishing almost any kind of work,
for quick cutting any kind of
Simonds Mfg. Co.
me saw Makers"

Fitchburg, Mass.
(Pomaded 1832)

,nrwr,.
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Require the most advertising
and are dear at any price.

The Worst Tools
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THE D. R. "BARTON" The Highest Priced
TOOLS ARE
and the best that can be bought. Send for free descriptive
catalogue. MACK & CO., Mfgrs., Rochester, N. Y.

BRASS GEARS

pIvp7At,

..

WORKS
Chicago

CONTINUOUS

HANDI

ROTARY SCREW DRIVER

15170

4101

GEAR

HAN D -FORGED TOOL STEEL
INS
INS SIZES

-3/8 X
%4 X

E

DEPT B ADBRO MFG. CO

F
NOT SATISFACTORY
I

R VVI N

3-5-7
4-5-7

--512

BY
MAIL
MONEY BACK

PITTSBURGH,PA,

Forged from a single piece of
special crucible steel. This steel
and IRWIN workmanship are
found only in bits made by

BATS

THE IRWIN AUGER BIT CO.,

VALI' .BLE,

HAND BOOK

1'ells how to_-hclp

save mnncy for,
yourself or:. employer. Just the
thing for "M' hanicº, Electricians, En-

139 Broad Street
Springfield, Mass.

MULLINS STEEL BOATS

oat
'X

I

40-X

-

Stag y.xsr Muswvss
VAN' EXPANSION BOLT MFG. CO.
1209B Fort ro ...burn BI.4 ., Chic sweep III.

der.
l

mil' {PP

S b ARTSÓ

Mechanical

or

RIP6
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THE W. H. MULLINS CO.,
The World's Largest Boat Builders

Here it Is!'"

VACUUM PUMPS
Tools,Hose and Parts
for cleaners. Electric or gasoline. For stationary house
or wagon machines. Our
pumpsrugged,standanywear.
Assemble your own machine.
Saves half. Dept. A.

SHAPERS

-

The lock 'you've been
rivets, bolts, or pine. Only five pá ta, locks springs.
places. Operates the same as a lock on a safe. The e

VACUUM SUPPLY CO., Ann Arbor, Mich.

r

GROBET SWISS FILES

'

-411

JUNKUNC Combination Lock

made of rolled brass, neat as a watch finished like
a jewel. Coes
Conies in 7 sizes. Prices
to 51.50.
Bag Agents' Proposition. Write7bc
for dlacounts,
territory and full particulars.

193 Franklin St.
Salem, O.,U.S.A.

Cost Less - Last Longer than Wood. Boats

EXPERIMENTAL AND
LIGHT
WORK
MAto CHINE
132 MILK ST.,
BOSTON

IFoot, power and electric driven lathes. Planers, shapers and
chucks. Making special machinery for U. S. Government for
Years. Every machine guaranteed. Write at once for FREE
booklet. It tells all about special
machinery. Write now, it's absolutely free.
SHEPARD LATHE CO., Rear 209 East
6th St.; Cincinnati, O.

CAN'T S INK

Built of heavily galvanized, tough steel, like
Gov. Torpedo Boats, safe as Life-Boats -A coat
of paint keeps them in commission -Guaranteed
absolutely against puncture and leaking -Equipped with 4 or 2 -Cycle Motors-Silent under water
exhaust -Easily started and operated by beginners.
Write today for beautiful free Motor Boat Book.

Supplies and Material
of all kinds.

- PLANERS _

ERR

;

BARNEY & BERRY

gineers. Contr,.i;torº and Executives:
Write today fu",thia handle elk FREE.

MODEL ENGINES

DART

WILMINGTON, OHIO
FREE»THIS

SETS OF CASTINGS

:``:

When you go skating with a pair
of Barney & Berry skates you arc
using skates that have exemplified
quality for more than fifty years.
Not only that, but they are un- equalled in design, strength, workmanship and finish; an article that
recognizes no competition in the
higher grade of goods.
Sold by all first class dealers. The
dealer guarantees them; we guarantee them.
Our illustrated catalog contains valuable information
about hockey rules, fancy
and figure skating, ice rink
building, and the things
live young people are interested in. It is yours fur the
asking. It will prime you
on the best to buy.

CIRCULAR

SEND

CHICAGO STOCK
18 So. Fifth Ave.

J.d

..

.13

heavier than others. We carry the largest
stock in the world, and every gear listed
is always shipped on date of order.

t".

..::
.

ICE

Out by an entirely new process. The most
accurate made and et prices that cannot be
equalled by others. Every gear has a hub,
center painted ebony back, edges turned
true. bightst grade red brass, and much

'

Y
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,

Are the standard of excellence in rues, end
have been for 'over 100 years. We send
postpaid as an introducer 48 tiles especially adapted for tool makers and machinists- on receipt et
$5.00, This le a chance. to get a aet of Wee you'll epDrce»
and we'll get future orders.

AN IDEAL XMAS GIF:
MONTGOMERY & CO.,
JUNKUNC BROS.
960
103 Fulton St.,
New York City
Street
CHICAGO
41 SWWest411111171stail
OD MD
~ID
EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS PRESENT
The Improved Interlocking Master Slide Rule is the onlyrule in the world that take. Inside
measurements rapidly and

,A

IMPROVED

Ii'erlockl.g-Rust-Proof-Fool-Proof

MASTER SLIDE RULE
TWO RULES
I....P
Extreme
Point

IN ONE
3

4

.. 5

accurately. When closed, all sides are locked together, except the
first slide, which, when pulled out, releases the second and so on. Prevents errors in measuring.
Slides cannot be extended or closed except in consecutive order. Rigid In every joint when
extended. Trimmed with solid brass. The very best for measuring the inside of doors, windows,
boilers, furnaces etc. Takes outside measurements. too. Send 1S cents for lineal foot for
any length rule it your dealer does not have It. AGENTS WANTED.
6

DAHL MANUFACTURING CO.
51-D East 42nckSt.,

'WM
1
1-

4

3

1

1

1

O

NEW YORK CITY
Extreme
Point
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MORE VITALITY
MODEL FOR
YO U..?
AEROPLANES

Send 2c. postage for complete
handbook of Models & Supplies.

1914 Champion Racer
Designed by Harry Shultz.
ModelEditorof Aeronautics.
You build It . $2.50
We build It . . $7.50

will
Á

WADING RIVER, N. Y.

accurate scale drswtngs and knockdown
BvILD"Ideal"
parte will enable you to EASILY build exact 3 ft.
, .
duplicates of man carrying machine.
.,,,
Every boy wants to build and Hy an
Aeroplane. t. eerest plena for classstudents, etc.
. `
rooms, exhibitions,

r,.
i

Wading River Mfg. Co.

\

1111-1,942145;1.

.
,

3

PRICES OF 3 -FT. MODEL SCALE DRAWINGS

_sr

Curtiss Flying Boat,2Sc; Nieuport Monoi{.,iane, 2SC Bleriot Monoplane, Sc;1 Wright
Biplane. 25e; Curtiss Hydroaeroplane, 35c;
cell Peoll Champion Racer, 23c.
Complete Set of Six $1.25 Postpaid

,.,,,

Model Aeroplane Supply Catalog be.
IDEAL AEROPLANE SUPPLY CO.
NEW YORK. N.Y.
80-55 West Broadway
50 pp.

J1
fib r-_

-;i_

"ideal"

200

and youSun
and you Superb

Cornet

asaar. An astounding offer This Triple
Silver Plated Lyric Cornet will be
sent to you for only $2.00. Pay the balance at the rate
of only loca day. Free trial before you decide to buy.

NuRU~r ERYFREE Band Catalog
big

Send your name and address and get our
Mersey NpgpamMia rdne page Band Catalog. Buy direct from the manufacturer. Rock -bottom prices on all kinds of Instruments

.
Free Carrylns Ca..-with
I this
Superb Triple Silver
Plated L

genuine
leather. Write today.

-easy payments. Generous allowance for old
instruments. We supply the U. S. Gov't. Write
today for Free Band Catalog.
THE RUDOLPH WURUT TR CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio Dept. 1401 tAtiCeogp., Dlinole

Our Magnetic Abdominal and Kidney VI
talizer does whnt all the medicine on earth
cannot ao. It gives Life, Tone and Vigor to
the blood and nerves. oveicoming congestion,
soreness and pain, by rapid circulation.

Be Well

MADE FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Send for free book and full information.
Describe your case fully. We advise you free
how to apply Magnetism for treating any form of weakness or disease.

THACHER MAGNETIC SHIELD CO.
110 So. Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Suite 673,

MEDALS, BADGES and CLASS PINS
Front Factory to You
FOR COLLEGE. SCHOOL OR SOCIETY
Special Designs on Request
Mgrs. of W. A. O. A. Buttons

We make Pine and Medals for some of the largest schools
and colleges in the country.
FRINT & COMPANY, 507 Communipaw Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

/' 471 . y' \
*A:1. THE

Iz

and Strong

through this wonderful invention scientifically
constructed to Hood the system with magnetism which gives Strength to the Back, Kidneys. Liver, Stomach and Bowels, instilling
buoyancy, tone and rejuvenating vitality Into
the whole organism making you feel like a
new beinº.

,GOLI], DGESla-

;

F

`-
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it

fffICIALFRULfS

CARD GAMES

:.v

For Social Play
Congress Cards are delightful

to eye and hand. Art backs In
full color. Air -Cushion Finish
makes dealing a pleasure.
Air-Cushion Finish Club Indexes

Boyle up-tor-dateONCRI'SEND
IS
PLAYING CARD

L'

/J

T

j

IN STAMPS

"

(6GESi "
,

rt

acc..t1

trroO..Yf

1,.A

É

Better Cards oan not be had
at the price. Good cards can
notBicycle
be. sold for less than

GOLD60 DOES

_,t

For General Play

RDS

1PLATIN

Ivory or Air -Cushion Finish%

Ili .. t.., i..,..

w~seee

1»,--1»,

THE U. S. PLAYING CARD( CD., CINCINNATI, U. S.A.'1

1f Print Your Own
book
cards, circulars Larger
small newspaper,&c. PRESS
size
$5,

OR

705 So. Dearborn St.. Dept. 50, Chicano. Ills

Sunshine Lamp

Candle Pow er FREES

To Try In Your Own Home

Turns night into day. Gives better light than gas,
tdectriclty or 18 ordinary lamps at one tenth the
cost. For Homes Stores, Halls, Churches. A child
can carry it. Makes its own light from common
gasoline. Absolutely SAFE.

COSTS
1 CENT A NIGHT
We want one person In each
locality to whom we
can refer new customers. Take advantage of our
BYECIAL FREE TRIAL OFFER. Agents Wanted.

SUNSHINE SAFETY LAMP CO.
269 Factory Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

SUPPLIES

Send for FREE Catalog

L.M. CARROLL & CO.
328 West Madison Street
CHICAGO.

THE PRESS CO., Meriden, Connecticut

ie`.tr namo:o=otors,
Telegraph apparatus, Telephone, Lights, Bells, Alarmt, Loth.
Wireless" Current Reverser, Electric Engine, Etc. By Electrical Experts so that anyone can understand IL With CM. All 104 Ppd.

300

TYPE ANO

Rotary $G0. Money saver and maker.
For old or young, business orpleasure.
Everything easy by printed instructions. Write to the factory to-day for
illustrated catalog of presses, type,
cards, paper, samples, etc. Address

Boy Electrician ngnatte

IC. DORN,

PRINTING PRESSES

$18,

ILL.

Methods
Modern
Monthly Magazine
A

for Business Men

Tells the man in the office, store and factory,
what he wants to know about salesmanship, business management, organization, credits, accounting
and buying.
Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year
SPECIAL OFFER-Send $1.00 to -day and we
will send you Modern Methods for one year and
include a copy of J. Horace Lytle's book-"Letters That Land Orders."

Modern Methods Publishing Co.
DETROIT

60 R & B

Building

MICHIGAN

For our Mutual Advantage mention Modern Mechanics when writing to Advertisers.
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What does the New Year mean to YOU?
Is it to be the same

old grind of hard
ii.

a ci.

J-

work, uncongenial

employment and

5

.

>.i

7ir

ír,-,

I

SAr.

F...

More Vmoney

small pay?

-r

Is it to be another

i

IBetterjob 9
:
16
1-01"i:1.15
Advancement
a e.
..s ..
.5

it

, .

s<c

i

' E.,

twelve months of
standing still while
you watch other

.

11125125 27 13 2c1.30
-

--+.rM>..r.~ry,r..

men get the advancement you hoped to
get?

Or, will you make it a year of real achievement ? Will you realize now that the better
job goes only to the man who has the training,
and will you take steps now to get the training
that the better job requires?
If you really WANT the coming year to count
for something, let the International Correspondence Schools help you to make your progress
SURE and TANGIBLE.
t#

It is the business of the
I. C. S. to raise salaries.
For 24 years the I. C. S. have
been training men for success in the kind
of work they like best. During this period,
many thousands of earnest, ambitious men
of all ages and occupations have obtained
better -paying positions in more congenial
surroundings through a course of I. C. S.
instruction.
Let the I. C. S. help you, too.
the army of well -paid men.

s'

am

is the most important

in your life. Get a real start now. The
first essential to success is initiative. Mark
and mail the coupon today.

Tim

s

s.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHooIS
1

1

r

Box 110 Z_J . Scranton. Pa.
Please explain. without further obligation on my part. how 1
can qualify for a larger salary and advancement to the
position. trade, or profession before which I have marked X.

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Dynamo Foreman
W irem an
Mining Engineer
Tel. and Tel. Engineer
Surveyor
Civil Engineer
Automobile Running
Agriculture

Join

Mark the Coupon
The coming year

p

i

1

i
i

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
IL R. Construction

Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting and Build'g
Architectural Draftsman
Plumbing and Heating
Chem 1st
Bookkeeper
Advertising Mao
Civil Service Exams.
Salesmanship

1
1

Name
St.

1

and No

1

State

1

1

Present Occupation
WU

1~ WMa,

Mal 1~1
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Diamonds
o n cric
For Holiday Presents
Special Values .

I

Send for Jewe'ry

Catalog-FREE

This special selection of Diamond -set jewelry shows the most popular of the season's new
mountings. Gorgeously beautiful Diamonds, of fiery brilliancy, set in solid gold. We
have cut prices almost to coat. it's your opportunity to save money. Any selection
sent on approval, delivery charges prepaid. if satisfied send one -fifth of the
price as first payment, balance divided into eight equalamounts, payable
monthly, if not just what you wish, return at our expense. Send
for Our Handsome 116-Page Illustrated Catalog. Over
2,000 suggestions for Holiday Gifts, or for personal wear.
All the new styles in jewelry-rings studs, scarf pins,
ear screws, brooches.
bracelets watches, chalne,watcb
bracelets, silverware etc. Liberal credit terms
on anything desired. Bead for free catalog.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.,

ti The
ti

-

1

9

-$24
1

1

Naloi'st Credit Jewelers

/,9.3

Dept. H 871,108 N. state St.,

CIi cage,

111.

-

Stores in Pittsburgh;

SI.Loafa;Omaba

PIP

will send you two card tricks.
TRICKSWe
very perplexing to onlookers, yet
any one ran do them. Also two
booklets showing over 100 different
Magic Tricks. ALL FOR
The MAGIC SHOP, 30N. 13th St., Phila., Pa.

not

THE

I

+

CORONA

{

'

v

r-

A Typewriter for

Personal Use
J

Boys' Own ToyMaker

Tells how to make a Talking Machine, Camera, Electrical
Motor, Bicycle Boat, Canoe, Boomerang, Bobsled, Wind Mill,
Microscope, W ate« Wheel and Motor, Stilts. Tobsggan, Snow
it Coaster and Sail Boat, Telephone.Electnc Bell. Railroad. Wind
id Mobile, Paddle Raft, Traps, Kites. etc. All 10c, postpaid.

J. C. Uorn, 732 So. Dearborn St., Dept. 84, Chicago, III.

Girls-Girls-Nothing But Girls

Classy pictures of beautiful women in natural
and entianeing poses. Really delightful. They
will increase your heart beats fif you aie
human). Just the kind of pictures that you
may have been looking for. A fascinating set
of pictures sent in plain wrapper for
50c. (stamps or money order). Order a
set and you will want more of them.
BRONX GIRLS' CLUB
417 E. 151st St., New York

Furniture On Credit

s%µ.f

HIS sturdy machine marks the
r.Gd
greatest advance in
:rtypewriter building
since the introduction of visible writing.
For, not only is it a complete modern
typewriter in every detail from back
spacer to stenciling device butit is
the lightest and most compact standard
typewriter ever made.
It is universally accepted as the logical
machine for personal use, in the home or
on the road. Because of the simplicity
of its construction, it weighs but 6 lbs.
or with case, 83/4 lbs. When folded it
fits into the drawer of a desk or a
corner of your suitcase.
BookletX tniebring/nit information.

l

-

i

Write for Mammoth Bargain
Book picturing 4,918 articles
SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO.
1299

17.

:11i lllminia..._

,11

"'"

.

.,SU

1

4.4,1,

years examiner U.S. Patent Office

EDWARD E. CLEMENT
Attorney at Law

McLachlen Building
Washington, D. C.
References: American Nat'l Bank -McLachlen Banit'g Corp'n

2 Dollars a Month

Buys a Standard Typewriter

:,.. :.r.
`IT
', y+`>.."'_fl

t'4

This University discovery to the meet Important health Invention of the century 1 t
remakes and rejuvenates the Human Body It produces normal spines It trees
impinged and irritated nerves corrects contracted muscles shortened ligaments
eliminates congestion, improves cireulatinn and drainage of the body
11 WILL
INCREASE THE BODY'S LENGTH.
THE PANDICULATOR CO., Cievelano, o

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
25 years experience. 8

I,

GROTON N. Y.
New Yoi k Office:
141 West 42nd St.

r:

West 35th Street, Chicago

THE PANDICULATOR

I

CORONA TYPEWRITER CO., Inc.

Your choice of late style Visiblcs etc.
Prices lower than other cash prices.
Perfect Machines only
Guaranteed
Do not Euy a machine until you have
my bargain prices and terms.
Write to-day

HARRY A. SMITH

R. 805-231 N. 5th Ave., Chicago, Ill.
SUPERIOR

SINCE

1904

OVER 100,000 IN USE
Mostly sold through recommendation

For Personal Desk or General Oft re

it

checks mental calculations
Buy through Your stationer

Write for

10 -day

trial Offer

P E GANCBER A A M CO.
14b Duane St New York

Agents avante
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Do You Know How to

Wireless Amateurs
- ---rNa-- 3-

Figure the number of turns of wire
required for the primary of a transformer of any size?

Thirty
Lessons
in
Wireless
Telegraphy

.fí¿rs +"SciEivrcgs

LIE3 á0p3

15Z

Design and build a magnetic leakage

transformer ?
Build an induction coil to give a
heavy, one -inch spark with only a
pound of wire in its _secondary ?

BY

Id

A. P. Morgan

25 Cents

IME

Postpaid

Contains just the
information that
every amateur

-íi+

Y
.
.

25 cents

.

M.-

will tell

you how

PAGOS

PRICE 25 CENTS
.,-- me.os

t.rtt.ua a

dlohrrn fiibllal#ing
32

What It Will Do for You.

L4m Yapurr
Yee

Contains a complete list of wireless call letters,
1,500 in all, enabling you to locate the origin of
any certain call immediately ; also the owner of
the station or ship and power rating. The Morse
and Continental Codes are shown on two large
full page charts so that they can be read from a
distance, also, a B.eginner's Speed Chart so arranged to assist in learning the Codes quickly.
All the abbreviations used by operators to
save time and
labor. And last -ºttooaoomat
I
but no t least
over 100 Hook320CD453
ups and Dia-

94eldraf

n awar.Aaww
Kg

The handiest and most useful book for the wireless operator, amateur or professional, ever pub-

1

This
book at

;

Amateur's Wireless
Handy Book.

grams.

0

THOMAS STANLEY CURTI!

.

lished.

wa

(8onstrurttott of 3nóurtion
(toils anó &atisfn.-intro
«,.,... ..-... ..

should have.

Covers the fundamental p r i nciples of electricity and wireless telegraphy, with a concise
description of each part of the apparatus, showing their purpose and action in connection with
the complete outfit.
'°-"

11...Kng

lawny

Rut

New Revised Third Edition

Construction of Induction
Coils and Transformers

-.

By Thomas Stanley Curtis

No

matter what instruments you
have you will
find a perfect
hook-up that
works in this
book. Blank
pages are provided for keeping a record of
your own hook-

Contains information hitherto unpublished in
book form, written for the amateur in plain
English; practical instructions for building
high and -low -voltage, magnetic leakage, high
frequency, and other special transformers;
interrupters, condensers, gaps, etc. Also
chapter on high frequency experiments.

ups.

Publi shed by

25 Cents
Postpaid.

MODERN PUB. CO., BOOK DEPT.
32 Union Square, N. Y. C.
-

The Modern Publishing Co.
$2

Union Square

New York
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This Book Will Show You How to
Make Things Electrical
Complete Directions For Building Over 100 Pieces of Electrical

Apparatus Together With a Series of Electrical Experiments
A Workshop Manual for the student or experimenter showing the construction of
everything electrical, from a simple battery cell to an electric starter for a balky horse,
Including such useful household appliances as Motors, Electric Toasters, Stoves, Clocks, Bell Transformers, Immersion Water Heater, Soldering Iron, etc. In addition to a wide range of new and novel
devices that every experimenter would like to know how to make.
Clear, concise directions and over 180 careful drawings are features of this book that should not
be overlooked.
No other work contains in such compact form as mañy up-to-date designs of apparatus that can
be made by the experimenter of ordinary ability. Only ordinary tools are required to do the work.

Read This List of Articles Covered
To Take Your Photograph. Photographing Birds. Firing Flashlights Electrically. Homemade Device for Printing Pictures. Ruby Lamp for Dark Room. Construction
of a Dry Cell. Homemade Battery. Gravity Battery.
Crow Foot Gravity Bakery. Closed Circuit Cell. Bichromate Cell. Storage Batteries. Adjustable Water Rheostat.
A Simple Magnet Motor. How to Build a Simple Electric
Motor. Miniature Alternating Current Motor. Construction of a Laminated Motor. How to Build a iá Horsepower
Motor Without Castings. Simple Controller for Toy
Motors. How to Vary Power from Dry Cell Set. How to
Make a Direct Current Dynamo. To Make a Small
Magneto. To Make a Selenium Cell. Watch Demagnetizer. Apparatus for Demagnetizing. A Simple Static
Machine. Odd Static Generator. Reversing Switch
Reversing the Polarity. A Simple Circuit Breaker. An
Odd Telegraph Set. Telegraph Sounder From an Old Bell.
Telegraph Key. How to Make a Polarized Relay. To
Make a Simple One-way Telephone. How to Make an
Electric Bell. High Water Alarm. A Water Level Indicator.
Homemade Caah Drawer Alarm. Electric Bedroom Alarm.
Burglar Alarm Circuit. Door and Window Alarm Contacts. Combined Call Bell ar" Burglar Alarm. A Simple
Door Alarm. Door Alarm. Office Bell. Open Door
Alarm. Tell -tale for the Ice Box Drip Pan. Mail Box
Alarm. Bell as Shocking Device. Shocking Outfit from
Electric Engine. How to Construct a Shocking Coll. How
to Build a Simple Induction Coll. The Magic Buzz Saw.
Shocking Push Button. A Step Down Transformer. A
Simple Transformer. Two Hundred Watt Closed Core

Transformer. How to Make a Bell Ringing Transformer.
Construction of Ring and Core Type Transformers.
Construction of a Tesla High -frequency Apparatus. How
Electrical Clock Operates. An Electric Pendulum Clock.
How to Make an Electric Furnace. Portable Electric
Heater. Electric Stove and Toaster. How to Build an
Electric Toaster. Immersion Water Heater. A Simple
Arc Lamp. Making an Arc Lamp. How to Make A
Speaking Arc. How to Make an Electric Gas Lighter.
Construction of a Simple Michrophone. Simple Galvanometer. Making a Galvanometer. A Hot Wire Meter.
Unique Ammeter. How to Make a Direct Current Ammeter. Electric Soldering Iron. Wind Direction Indicator.
Wind Vane Indicator. Leyden Jar Made From a Fruit
Jar. Construction of an Adjustable Condenser. How to
Rectifier. Electrolytic
Build a Variable Condenser.
Rectifier.
Luminous Goblet.
Wehnelt Interrupter.
Rotating Spiral. Interesting Experiments in Magnetism.
The Magic Toboggan Slide. The Traveling Wheel. To
Make an Electrophorus. Shocking Money. Barlow's
Wheel. Electro-Magneticp Rotation Experiments. Experimental Geissler Tube. Formation of Imitation Crystals.
Simple Experiments With Electricity. The Magnetic
Navy. Electric Fortune Teller. The Dancing Doll. A
Teat Bell. An Electrical Scarecrow. Electric Starter For
Balky Horses. Bed Warmer. Electric Counting Machine.
Homemade Night Watch Lamp. Hearing the Telephone
Bell. To Make Bell Strike the Hours. Electric Bell
Attachment for Dark Board. Turna the Fan Off. Clock
Operated Time Switch. Floor Tread Switch. Steps Turn
Off Cellar Lights.

200 Pages, Price $1.50 Postpaid, 184 Illustrations
Send for this book today.

Our offer of "Money refunded If not satisfactory" protects you if It is not what you want.

MODERN PUBLISHING CO., BOOK DEPT.
32 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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$15.00 Per Month Buys this Motorcycle
TM FEE
1200

Your Worn Tires'

"

as

A CE1111$E

431

For over three years European motorists have been
getting from 10.000 to 15.000 miles out of their Urea
by "half -soling" them with Steel Studded Treads.
In eight months 20.000 American motorists hare
followed their example and are saris. $50. to $200.
a year in tire expense.
without a cent deposit.
We shipon approval
prepay the express and
PP
allow you to be the fudge.
Durable Treads double the life of your tires and
are sold under a signed guarantee ter 5000 miles
without puncture. Applied in your own garage fn
thirty minutes.

Special Discount °itoryLOon

°tar

j

St.. Denver. Celts.

0nl 2Down
LOneYearT&Pa

=LSS MOTORCYCLE tO. J 9 Geese Nat, Basted, Macs

-z

Hold Every Motorcycle Récord

y's

Makers of Goodyear No-Rim -Cut Automobile Tires.

and

MAKE YOUR BIKE A
MOTORCYCLE

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

If 'satisfied you can pay the balanoe at the rats of only SS a
month until machine is paid for. If not pleased at end of 10
days just return the outfit at oar enemas and every peony

FREE!-Leatherette Carrying Case

with brew locks and trimmings will be sent to rhos* who
order promptly. Write TODAY for IN. Catalog Pottier.
Galesuilrg Writing Machine Co.. Dept Till Calesbsrg. M.

1'1

nd.

=..n/DE
Madei
(

1

woad s

Y-

tá

ri.I&00.

AGENTS
WANTED

Michriters

:

K-1119,

CHICAGO

to

1

Manufacturers' Prices

Underwoods. Remington. L C.Smiths, Oliver,
makes. Your choice of any make at a
..- .= -all
bargain. First Chas condition guaranteed. 10
-

days' free trial. Small payments or casb. Rect
Is applied os prim. Write today for catalog lee
TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM. 3446 W. lake Street

:

Be'i Entertainer 53

BOHNERcksat n/FILTER

!4"Se

At

.

iganBl d3.Cdicate
hicago

From one end you can get one
9 gallon filtered Water, pure as
crystal, every two minutes,

DEPT.

TYPEWRITERS
'4

Month Buys This

It's FRED.

16y61/N

ror

á RNGERha

CO.

MEAD CYCLE

OLIVER TYPEWRITER
Nothing Down-Free 'Dial. Less than
Agents' Prices. Shipped on approval.
If you want to keep it. send us $4 a
month. Our booklet is worth sending
for8 because'F tells you how to save

ee21?1(

t.W

"

Visible
i

A

can
ve before
youDELIVERED FREE ONAPPROVAL and SO daps'
I trial.
No ecoen.e to you if you do not wish to keep it.
LOW FACTORY COST, great improvements. anJ
values never before ~deed In our 191a models.
r
WRITE TODAY for our big catalog showing our cosapiste Mite of 1915 bicydes.TtREst sundries and parts. a:1J
learn the wonderful new Viers and terms we will tr've
iyoe, Auto and Motorcycle Supplies at factory to user priers. Do
'not buy until you know what we can do for you.

Rite-Lite Glass Co., 264 N. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y.

n G

r

Galesburg, Kaasss

Dept 36

Money back if not
satisfied.

$4 Per

BOOK

GLASSING

6 in. Diam. $2
7 in. Diam. $3
7 in. Dble. $5
(1 side magnifying
1 side fiat)

Raises and lowers 8
in. Slides 14 inches
l front evf wiow
Nickeled fixtures.
Pic
Bevel plate mirror.
Turns on Swivel.
Excellent Xmas Gift
Dealers or agents
write for terms

3: rIt

FREE

cycles. ail makes, Dew and second hand. $35 and up.
SHAW MANUFACTURING CO.

Price Deflected

Nn SHADOWS SeAVeNOr

small cost by_ usingour Attachable outfit.
Easily attached. No special
ANY B1CYC
Write today for bargain list and

at
Ili FITS

a

you paid as will be refunded. You take no flak.

ADSTABLE
AND DRESSING

Akron, Obi*

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,

visible typewriter. guaranteed 10 years.
l machine will do
that
any hundred dollar machine will do and more
-Does beautiful, even wort. Almost i=pwaihle to get out
of order. You save $65 by buying direct from the factory.
For only ill down we will send typewriter un approval for
Tb:a and

R i t e- L i t e

.

3 of every 4 new motorcycles carry Goodyear Motorcycle Tires. Goodyear Tires hold every world's record
for speed and endurance, amateur and professional.
That's proof enough they stand the strain and grind of
curves, heavy loads, rough roads and hills. Write for
book telling why these famous motorcycle tires are better.

$35 tSIt

J.

111.1915 l$PtIYIMLllS

IM MITOUCTCLE

meuth for only six months. Write quick for catalog and
full details of this big special Peerless Jr. Motorcycle offer.

THE COLORADO TiRE &.LEATHER CO.
1338 Acorns

-

ENC'ME 10111

a

Rider Agents Wanted to ride the Peerless
Jr. while paying at the rate of $15.00 per month.
$
Special Introductory Price Now $149 s 15 odes:

ably new

direct from factory. A postal will get full Information and sample within a week. State size of tires.
Deal wait-write today.
Address nearest factory office.
351Q West Austin Ave.. Weal" III.

71

é d
C. DORM.
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70111

and from the other sod the full
hydrant supply rushes through
and cleansing the stone every time
used. Anyone can attach it without tools or without disturbing the
regular supply.

e

Parlor Games and
Magic, 15 Tricks with Cards, 73 Toasts, 7
Comic Recitations, 3 Monologues, 22 Funny
Readings. Also Checkers, Chess, Dominoes, Fos
and Geese. 9 Men Morris. All 10e. postpaid.

So. Dearborn Street, bopt.a9 Chicago.

GREATEST

BOOK

FUR

We

SPORTING

.
o
Power forYou TYPEWRITER
iª- \ PRICES SMASHED

Guaranteed to Abe ¡
satisfaction or r
t>,rae

m sd

,.m

"!
. '

Beher Mf 1~

PEOPLE. 25 Pictures of Beautiful Boescisg Girls,
á 1,b+ 20 Stories of Adventures, 100 Conundrums, 20
a

s.wait::uAir.
CL 1°°9u
CHICAGO, ILL

Power from within! Strength that is more than mere
muscular strength--t¢e sbsngth or perfect health now within your
ach throfngly theYoR his
retired
Liectrx Vibratori Drive oat tba.
I'
wlioal
u can beCr strongoss and healthy ii you will
Jam; and
.)address on a letter or a post card is womb. and we will send
you absolutely free and prepaid ournew book **Health and
B eaoty." 1 tells you all abont the wonders of vibration and
what it may do for you. It's fro.--if you writ(' at owe.
EindstromSmith Co.,1100 S. Wabash Av. Desk 1401 Chicago

Write for FREE BOOK

A

rt;;
5

'':

Spotty Songs, 1 Book
Courtship, 20 sew Games.
This enure Special lot for only 25e. or 3 lots for
MODEL PUB. CO.. Morton Bldg. rhiago, hl,

%jigr'50c.

=rl

Save 40 to, 60 per cent wrest,'
Buy at wholesale
seetshed pyres_ I am the anceat rebuilt types
writer haver ie U. S. Your choice of

500 Machines at $10 to 51S.
II
Smiths and all eta
machines. guff an
tee to save you money on any make. Write
me find. Flee cirri, Mr.
pp

andard

I

All Machines Guaranteed 3 Years.
When you buy from me yen germ written gguoaarr..

- -

antee for 3 years. **Spot Cash*" Gaerte, Pres.
=- leaders Typewriter Ea1..lept.111. Chid.IU.

s ti -

-

ti If
tits
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Worth -While Books
Here are some books that will receive a welcome in anyone's library,
for they are useful, reliable and instructive. After you have them you
will wonder how you ever got along without them.
5
Munn's Books for Men

_
RI
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The Scientific American Cyclopedia of Formulas.
Partly based upon the twenty-eighth edition of
"Scientific American Cyclopedia of Receipts, Notes
Edited by Albert A. Hopkins,
and Queries."
672 x 84 inches. 1077 pages. 200 illustrations.
$6.50
Cloth, $5.00. Half morocco.
The latest and most complete book of receipts
published, containing over fifteen thousand selected
formulas covering nearly every branch of the useful arts and industries. Never before has such a
large collection of formulas, useful to everyone,
been offered to the public. Those engaged in any
branch of industry will undoubtedly find in this
volume much that is of practical use in their re-

spective callings.
Scientific American Reference Book. Compiled and
edited by Albert A. Hopkins and A. Russell Bond.
5M x 8 inches. Cloth. 597 pages. 1000 illustra$1.50
tions.
A handy, compact, reliable and up-to-date volume
for every -day reference, containing a remarkable aggregation of facts, statistics and readable information along industrial, commercial, scientific and
mechanical lines of interest to everyone. If info-mation regarding anything of present day interest
is wanted, it is almost certain to be found in this
volume.
Monoplanes and Biplanes. Their Design, Construetion and Operation. The application of aerodynamic theory, with a complete description and comparison of the notable types. By Grover Cleveland
Loening, B.Sc., A.M., C.E. 61 x 81 inches.
Cloth. 331 pages. 278 illustrations.
$2.50
This work covers the entire subject of the aeroplane, its design and the theory on which its design
based, and contains a detailed description and
discussion of thirty-eight of the more highly successful types.
Handy Man's Workshop and Laboratory. Compiled
and edited by A. Russell Bond. 6 x 81/$ inches.
Cloth. 467 pages. 370 illustrations.
$2.00
A compilation of hundreds of valuable suggestions and ingenious ideas for the mechanic and
those mechanically inclined. The suggestions are
practical and the solutions to which they refer are
of frequent occurrence. It may be regarded as
the best collection of ideas of resourceful men pub lished.
Home Mechanics for Amateurs. By George M. Hopkins. 6 x 81 inches. Cloth. 370 pages.' 326
$1.50
illustrations.
This is a thoroughly practical work by the most
noted amateur experimenter in America. It appeals
to the boy as well as the more mature amateur and
tells how to make, at small expense, many- useful
articles for the home and workshop.
Experimental Science.- Elementary, Practical and
Experimental Physics. By George M. Hopkins. 2
volumes. 6% x 9% inches. Cloth. 1105 pages.
918 illustrations.
$5.00
This work treats on the various topics of physics
in a popular and practical way and contains a fund
of trustworthy scientific information, presented -in a
clear and simple style. In the latest edition, the
scope of the work has been broadened, presenting
the more recent developments in modern science,
which will assist the reader in comprehending the
great scientific questions of the day.

Munn's Books for Boys.
The Scientific American Boy, or The Camp at Willow Clump Island. By A. Russell Bond. 6 x 8Y
inches. Cloth. 317 pages. 320 illustrations. 18
plates.
$2.00
This is a story of outdoor boy life, suggesting a
large number of diversions, which, aside from affording entertainment, will stimulate in boys the
creative spirit. In each instance complete practical
instructions are given for building the various
articles.
The Scientific American Boy at School. By A. Russell Bond. 6 x 81 inches. Cloth. 338 pages.
314 illustrations.
$2.00
This is a sequel to "The Scientific American
Boy" and describes in detail how to build various
devices and apparatus particularly for outdoor use.
An ideal book for boys, written in story form,
which makes it interesting as well as instructive.
The constructions are fully within the scope of the
average boy.
With the Men Who Do Things. By A. Russell
Bond. 5g$ x
inches. Cloth. 275 pages. 111
illustrations, including 58 page -plates and colored
frontispiece.
$1.50, postpaid $1.65
Recounting the adventures of two young lads
who spend a summer vacation seeing the engineering wonders of New York. We find them with
the ironworker far above the city, with the foundation builder deep underground, with the "sand
hog," driving tunnels under water through quicksand, and in a score of other novel situations. A
story f ull of live interest and thrilling experiences,
telling in a boy's own way what every boy wants
to know.
Pick, Shovel and Pluck. Further experiences "With
the Men Who Do Things.", By A. Russell Bond.
5Y .x 81 inches. Cloth. 255 pages: 110 illustrations, including 58 page -plates and colored iron.
tispiece.
$1.50, postpaid $1.65
A companion volume to "With the Men Who Do
Things," taking the same two boys through a new
series of engineering experiences. A fascinating
and instructive book for boys, relating how many
big things in engineering line have been accomplished.
Magic, Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions,
including Trick Photography. Compiled and edited
by Albert A. Hopkins. With an introduction by
Henry Ridgely Evans. 7 x 10 inches. Cloth.
556 pages. 400 illustrations.
$2.50
This very interesting volume is acknowledged to
be the standard work on magic. It appeals to the
professional and amateur alike., The illusions are
all explained in detail showing exactly how the
tricks are performed.
The Bullet's Flight from Powder to Target. The
internal and external ballistics of small arms. A
study of rifle shooting with the personal element excluded, disclosing the cause of the error at target.
By F. W., Mann, B.Sc., M.D. 7% x 911 inches.
Cloth. 384 pages. 188 plates.
$4.00
A thoroughly practical treatise on the subject of
rifle shooting and gives the cause of error at target
as studied out by the author from .the results of
thirty-eight years of experimenting and' study.
Every man interested in rifle: shooting should have
this book for reference
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Any of these books would make a very desirable Christmas
gift for a friend.

MUNN & COMPANY, Iñc.; Publishers

361 BROADWAY
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NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Pa en s
Offer- Free

Special

73

Trade Marks and
Copyrights Secured
or Fee Returned

Search of Patent Office Records

Send us a model or sketch and description of your invention, and we will make a
Free Search of the Patent Office Records to ascertain if it is patentable. If we report
the invention patentable, we will guarantee to obtain a patent or return our fee,
and furnish a certificate of patentability backed by a bonded contract to that effect.
This Certificate of Patentability will protect the inventor and serve as proof of
the invention until the case can be filed in the U. S. Patent Office.
Our Five Books Mailed Free
(SEE COUPON BELOW)

Send for these books-the finest
publications ever issued for free distribution.

to any address.

How to Obtain a Patent

Our illustrated eighty -page Guide Book is a book
of reference for inventors, and contains 100 mechanical movements illustrated and described.

Money in Patents

Tells how to invent for profit, and gives history
of successful inventions.

What to Invent

Obtaining Assistance for Inventors
Our certificate is of great assistance to inventors
who require financial aid to obtain patents.

()Ur

¢

I

$150,0ooivlldl7
pposite seArtwTar

Wsl'n3t°9ep.c.
l

Contains a valuable LIST OF INVENTIONS
WANTED and suggestions, concerning profitable
fields of invention;

also information regarding
prizes offered for inventions, among which is

Prize of One Million Dollars

offered for one invention, and $10,000 for others.

Patents That Pay

Contains letters from our clients who have
built up profitable enterprises founded upon patents
procured by us; also endorsements from prominent
inventors, manufacturers, Senators, Congressmen,
Governors, etc.

We Advertise Our Clients' Inventions
Free

In a list of Sunday newspapers with two million

circulation, in manufacturers' journals and in the
World's Progress. Sample Copy Free. We save
you time and money in securing patents. After the
patent is granted we assist you TO SELL YOUR

PATENT.
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Foreign Patents

WE HAVE DIRECT AGENCIES IN ALL THE
PRINCIPAL FOREIGN COUNTRIES and secure
FOREIGN PATENTS in the shortest possible
TIME and at the LOWEST COST. Write for our
Illustrated Guide Book- on Foreign Patents, sent
free to any address.
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VICTOR BUILDING
Our new $150,000 building opposite U. S. Patent Office
SPECIALLY ERECTED by us for OUB own us.

WANTED NEW IDEAS

Send for LIST OF PATENT BUYERS who consult us when purchasing patents. Contains requests front MANUFACTURERS, MAIL ORDER ROUSES
and PROMOTERS for patents secured by us, and suggestlons as to New
Ideas they wish to purchase. We invite manufacturers and promoters to
address our Saies Department regarding the purchase or leasing of a
number of meritorious patents secured by us.

REFERENCES

Second National Bank, Washington, D. C.; Union Savings Bank. Washington, D. C.; Chamber of Commerce, Washington.
D. C.; Pitner Gasoline Lighting Co., Chicago, Ill.; R. G. Dun & Co., Washington. D. C.; Smethport Glass Co., Smethport,
Pa.; The Melvin Gauge and Signal Co., Scranton. Pa.; M, Winter Lumber Co., Sheboygan, Wis. ; National Savings and
Trust Co., Washington, D. C.

FREE COUPON!

VICTOR J. EVANS
& CO., Patent Attorneys
IN-Isl
NEW YORK OFFIOES:

breadline

PHILADELPHIA 1/191.1Elliv IMO Obesteet Serest

Main Offices: 760 9th Street, N. W.,
GENTLEMEN
NAME

Please send me TREE OF CHARGE your FIVE Books
.1

u

WASHINGTON, D. C.
described above.

ADDRESS
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rcug'a sketch for free report as
Patents advertised for sale at our
expense in Manufacturers' Journals.
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Attorneys
Established 16 years.
1006 F Street, WASHINGTON, D. C.
sent free.

11ó

Nil
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tarred
offered
if>%`'':for certain inventions. Book "How to
Obtain a Pattnt" and "What to Invent"
it

PATENTS

Senyd

to patentabilit.

I1
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TRY

If you have an invention which you wish
to patent you can write fully and freely
to Munn & Co. for advice in regard to
the best way of obtaining protection.
Please send sketches or a model of your

1.1

-

,

26 years practical expsrleece
in Inventing, making, patInning and selling electrical
and mechanical devices.

Wir

invention and a description of the device,
explaining its operation.
All communications are strictly confidential. ' Our vast practice, extending over
a period of nearly seventy years, enables
us in many cases to advise in regard to
patentability without any expense to the
client. Our Hand -Book on Patents is
sent free on request. This explains our
methods, terms, etc., in regard to Patents,
Trade Marks, Foreign Patents, etc.

H. C. THOMSON

AT' E:!I
966 Easton Bldg., Boetos, Ham
MEExclusive Washington Rep.

,

YOUR INVENTION
Send sketch for free
patentability. Books
book of references
turers, bankers and

export search and report as to
on inventions and patents, and

from congressmen, manufacinventors sent free.

JOHN S. DUFFIE & CO.
N. W.,

St.,

608 F

Washington, D. C.

All patents secured through us are described without
coat to the patentee in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

MONEY
IN PATENTS
or return fee, also help to sell
patent
secure your

MUNN

I

&

COMPANY

SOLICITORS OF PATENTS

your patent. Write for free booklet
"How to get your patent and make money thereon"

MANSELL F. MILLS
Registered U. S. Patent Attorney,

1

!

351 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
and 625 F STREET, WASHINGTON. D. C.

Commercial National Bank Bldg., Washington, D.C.

BUILD

PATENTS

Our free booklets tell how, what to invent, How
To CHOOSE AN ATTORNEY, and save you na oney.
Prosperous clients in all states. Best Bank(
and other references. WRITE TODAY

D. SWIFT &COs,

WASHGTOÑ D."C.

For Interesting and Valuable Information about

PATENTS WANTED
and bought by manufacturers, send 6 cents
postage for large illustrated paper Visible
Results and Terms Book.
R. S. & A. B. LACEY, Dept. 6, Washington, D. C.

PATENT
FREE

MASON, FENWICK & LAWRENCE

Washington. D. C., New York City. Chicago. Ill.
Established over half a century. BOOKLET FREE
Reference: McLachlen Bank'g Corp., Wash., I). C.

THAT PROTECT AND PAY

SEARCH
INVENTIONS WANTED
LLIST
Highest References.
Send sketch or model for search.
Promptness Assured.
Beet Resulte.

__
YOU INVENT. It
WHAT
be valuable. Write me. No.
may

ATENT
attorney's fee until patent is allowed.

OOOKSF

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
Washington, D. C.

622 F Street, N. W.

INVENTORS:

Write for list of inventions wanted and FREE
BOOK on patents; European War has made United
States and Canada dependent upon their own manufactures; this is YOUR opportunity.
H. J. SANDERS, Registered Patent Attorney
2 Webster Building,

Van Buren and LaSa11e Sts..

C. L.

PATENTS

Chicago. Ill.

PARKER

Formerly Member Examining Corps, U. S.

Patent Office. (
PATENT LAWYERS
12 McGill Bldg.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Patents, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Patent Litigation

" Protecting, Exploiting
and Selling Inventions" sent free upon request.
Handbook for Inventors

Estab. 1869

Estab. 1882

"Inventor's Guide" FREE. Franklin H. Hough,
527 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington. D. C.
INVENTORS
EXPERIMENTORS
M
G
Let us develop your inventions and make your

-

0
D
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S

working models.
Our well equipped shop and staff of experienced
model builders are at your service.
We carry a complete stock of gears. Shipment made same day order received. Send 4c
in stamps for booklet Inventors' Supplies.
UNION MODEL WORKS, Established 1882.
117 s. Clark St., Chicago

E
A

R
S
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Protective Patents

procured promptly. Strictly professional ser-

vice. No fee refund, no certificate guarantee,
no so-called prize or free search schemes used in
our business. Inventor's 112 page Blue Book on
Patents sent on request. ROBB & ROBB, 240244 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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flemar1ab1e TREL BOO1S,Today
Complete and full information about patents, everything the
inventor or manufacturer should know, has been included in
these books. Never before has such an inexhaustible fund of
valuable. information been at the inventor's disposal. Regardless of the fact that the compilation of this information cost us
thousands of dollars, we will send to all interested persons any
or all of these books, entirely without charge or obligation.

T

"Millions In Patents"

This volume, 100 pages, tells the story of the romance of invention.
The brain of the inventor is the magician that has made the ancient
fairy tales come true. Millions have been paid for a book, fortunes
have come from a toy. Read "Millions In Patents," and you will
realize that this country and all the nations of the world are
ready to enrich you beyond your wildest dreams if you can contribute one useful or amusing thing.

"What Is asay Trademark
?"
It is not an exaggeration
that billions
dollars have been

P

to
of
made out of trademarks, labels and copyrights. He who can fashion
a trademark or design a label which will make a product stand out
above all similar products is indisputably a genius for whose
brains the world offers almost unlimited money.

"Foreign Patents"

A good invention is bought not by one country but by the world.
"Foreign Patents" shows you how the inventor may be paid by
other countries and other peoples, as well as by this nation, for
his ideas and his inventions. It explains how we, through our
representatives in the capitals of the world, maintain for your benefit an endless chain of opportunities which, if you take advantage
of them, will girdle the earth and make of your product an agent
that may bring back to you rich rewards.

"Inventions Needed

The man who invents needs the co-operation of the man who invests. This book, 132 pages, is a guide to the inventor. It de world needs today, the devices manufacturers are seeking for their
business, the ideas for which the public will pay big money. .It
gives great men's ideas of the most important things needed in
inventions now. Science is the key to wealth, and this key can be
turned best by the inventor. This book tells you why.

"How to Get Your Patent and Your Money"

The man who invents needs the co-operation of the man who invests. This book, 132 pages, is a guide to the inventor. It describes, according to the teachings of our experience and the lessons
of men made rich by patents, how the inventor may secure money,
the right amount of money, for the device which his brain has
constructed. If you have invented something and desire to learn
what it will cost you to get your patent and what you must do
to find your market, read this book.

"Special Bulletin of Patent Buyers"

This bulletin, 52 pages, contains copies of hundreds of letters from
wealthy men who are seeking to purchase patents. Next to the idea
of the invention itself, the most valuable thing to the inventor is a
hint of where there is a man ready to buy the invention or to
finance the inventor so that his device can be readily marketed.
We act as intermediary without one cent of charge, between
the man who invents and the man who invests.

~I

~I
~I ~I 0~
We Secure Reliable Patents, Trade Marks. Copyrights, On
RANDOLPH
& CO.
Most Liberal Terms Ever Offered
130 F St., N. W ., Washington, D. C. I
Send Model or Sketch and description of your invention for I
Gentlemen: Please send me. without obligation
Free Search of the United States Patents
on my part, the books indicated on margin of
this coupon. (Write on margin of coupon, names
Rejected and Difficult Cases are Our Specialty
Iof books desired.)

RANDOLPH
130 F

St., N. W.,

&

CO.

Washington, D. C.
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READING AND BOY WRITING

These Classic

"Bronzkraft"
Book Ends
are precisely as shown
in these photographs,
of solid, heavy
composition, with a
rich verde - antiqúe
bronze finish. They
stand 8 inches to 10
inches high, and will
lend distinction to
any library or livingroom, whether simply or ornately furnished. Each Book
End has a felt bottom
so that moving it
about will not mar
the finest table. They
are packed carefully
and delivered to you
at your door.
If you wish to be
really astounded at
the generosity of this
offer, go to the leading art store in your
city and ask for an
expert's opinion of
the value of these
Book Ends.

-

"

THE OWLS "

An Extraordinary
Xmas Gift Offer
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ALMOST too good to be true-and you may have to rub
your eyes and read it twice, -but it really is true: Your
choice of any pair of these Classic "Bronzkraft " Book
Ends, reproducing famous masterpieces of ancient and modern
sculpture, absolutely free, all charges prepaid, with a single
year's subscription to The Craftsman (excepting the Winged
Victory, which requires two) as stated in the coupon below.

There is no "catch"-no subterfuge-no masked "charges for wrapping and
mailing." Read' this through to the end, coupon and all; and note that you are
sending your subscription to us with the distinct proviso that if either the magazine
or the Book Ends are not precisely as represented-indeed, if both do not
you supremely happy, your remittance will be instantly returned, and you make
may
return the Book Ends to us at our expense.
Or, if you like, call at the Craftsman Building.in New York or the Craftsman
Shops in Boston and Washington, see and examine these Book Ends yourself, learn
all about The Craftsman, and-carry off the Book Ends you select, or
have them
sent to you.
Regarded by many as the
most beautiful masterpiece
of sculpture in existence

z
r

1

4.
THE WINGED VICTORY
" (for Two One-year .subscriptions, or One Two-year
Subscription)

For ear Xatual ddvaatsgs

=sitiea Metier'

FRON T VIEW
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" THE

CROUCHING VENUS "

" MEDITATION "

Your Choice "of Any Pair of These
Book Ends FREE
ft
With a Subscription to The Craftsman
zkra,
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There is no limitation to this almost unbelievable offer. There is only one warning: if you want these Book Ends in time for Christmas, either for yourself or as a
gift, better not take any chances-send in the coupon at once.
Can you imagine anything better than these Book Ends for a Christmas Gift?anything-more beautiful? Apportion these Book Ends among your friends according to their tastes and bent of mind-they will appreciate the subtle complimen'tthey will go into raptures over the exquisite beauty and fitness of these little masterpieces,-and they will always be the object of admiration on the library table.
And so with The Craftsman-you pay a finely flavored tribute to any friend when
you present a subscription to The Craftsman-the magazine that has something to
say and says it well-referred to repeatedly as "the most worth -while magazine in
America"-acclaimed in Europe as the most beautiful magazine published. Each
monthly issue is really a book-a book rich in content and illustration-on the best
that is being done to make our homes, our houses, our cities, our schools, our lives,
better and more beautiful.
We offer these Book Ends for a double reason, because they are in splendid
keeping with our ambition to multiply things that are both beautiful and useful;and because this will help us to gather unto ourselves precisely the kind of readers
who will fully appreciate The Craftsman. If you (and the friends you deem worthy
of them) succumb to the charm of these Book Ends-you are certain to derive great
pleasure from reading The Craftsman.
So you may use the coupon below not only for yourself but for as many others as
you wish to enrich with these gifts. Magazine and Book Ends may go to separate
addresses if you prefer; your instructions will
be carried out to the letter. Write us in any
COUPON
form you like, but don't omit the Coupon.
THE CRAFTSMAN. Craftsman Building.
6 East 39th Street, New York

CRAFTSMAN BUILDING

This beautiful building, on
39th( Street just off Fifth
Avenue, becomes your
Clubhouse when you become a Craftsman subscriber.
Visit the famous Furniture
Shops, the ffornebuilders

Exposition (four floors),
and the Craftsman R,s.
tau rant-that all New York
is talking about.

NOTE CAREFULLY: The Winged
Victory requires two subscriptions.

Please record me for a year's subscription (12 issues) to The Craftsman, be-

ginning with the

Issue, and send me immediately, absolutely FREE,

all charges prepaid, the pair of

" Bronzkraft "

Book Ends entitled

I enclose 13.00, with the distinct understanding
that if either the Ina gazine or the Bonk Ends are unsatisfactory, I may 'cancel my
subscription and return the Book Ends (within ten days alter receipt) at your expense, and you will return the 13.00 immediately.

(Signed)
(Address)

M.M.l
This coupon may be used for any number of subscriptions, and the above conditions as to return of money will apply to all of them.

"MERCURY,

SEATEei
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nquiries from Manufacturers and Other Buyers of Patents
Who Are Looking for Good Ideas

Protected by Owen Patents
Are constantly being received. Hundreds
of ideas are wanted-a market exists for
them today. YOURS may be one of them.
Send for my free books and see for yourself

.. i

-read the

requests for inventions protected by me. Many are simple. You
can help supply this demand.
As soon as my clients' rights are protected I aid in
every practicable way, without charge, to sell. Their
applications are advertised free-their patents are called
to the attention of the proper prospective buyersevery necessary thing is done. Get my booklets and see.

Ill ,eRIlk

N

r
'
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THESE ARE FREE

o

You will incur no obligation by writing me. A simple
request will bring them to you-the finest, most reliable
and instructive patent books published. A postal will do.
``

Successful Patents

"-

a 72 page guide book, tells how
to proceed; describes my advan-

tageous business methods; gives references, testimonials, etc.
gives hundreds of hints of inventions
" Stepping Stones
wanted; articles from interviews of
noted authorities; tells the truth about prizes for inventions:
tells you how to sell; why some
" Patent Promotion
inventors fail; discusses the value
of your idea; how I aid my clients; manufacturing aids furnished you; recent successful patents, etc.
You will also be sent from time to time, as new inventions
are wanted, full information concerning them. Only in this
way can you keep up to date.

""-

Jeri,.

-

aimM..wdail,

nothing.
Write for These T o -d a y_Advice
All communications
costa

confidential. I secure patents or receive no compensation. Your work will
receive my personal supervision-but my fees are no higher than others.

Results Speak Loudest-But Here Are Some References
Columbia National Bank,
National Rack Co.,
Washington, D.
Hanover St..
National Locktile Co.,
Boston, Mass.
Search of Records
Washington, D.
The C. J. Loftus Co.,
C.
C.

61

The Carnahan Press,
13 Spring Common,
Washington. D. C.
Youngstown, Ohlo
Lightning Gun & Cycle Works,
Whitehead Hosiery Mills,
Oklahoma City. Okla.
Burlington. N. C.
Antholene Mfg. Co.,
Dickinson Mfg. Co.,
Hutchinson, Kans.
Des Moines. Iowa.
A LARGE NUMBER OF OTHERS LET MY BOOKLETS.

RICHARD B.

Send sketch or model of your
invention for free search of
Patent Office Records and

report on
OWEN,6

patentability.

OWEN BLDG.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Invent,rs submitting their inventions to me are protected in a tangible manner until their applications aro filed.
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The Trained Man Directs

In war or in peace, the man who leads must be specially trained.
A raw recruit can't be expected to direct a campaign, nor an untrained workman the construction of a skyscraper.
That's the work of trained men-men who are -able, because of their
superior knowledge and training, to successfully command others.

Training will make you a leader

Training is the only difference between you and the man you call "boss."
His knowledge is all that enables him to hold an important job and direct
the
efforts of other men who are just as intelligent as
himself. He's specially trained, and is paid big
Your Opportunity
PP
Y Coupon
P
money for what he knows, not for what he does.
Mark the position you want
Decide to train yourself for responsible, well-paid posiand mail the coupon
now
tion-make up your mind today to become a real leader. You
chn do it easily, in your spare time and in your own home.
...Electrical Engineer
....Lawyer
... Elee. Li ght 1t Power Snpt.
...ilydroeieetrle Engineer
...Telephone Engineer

...Architect
....Arehiteeturai Draftsman
....Building Contractor
...Building Superintendent
....Strueturai Engineer
....Strueturel Draftsman

... Business Law
.... Business Manager
....Auditor

'

....Aceonntant

....Cert'fdPublicAee'nt'
....Private Secretary
.:..Stenographer
....Bookkeeper
....Fire ins. Inpeetor

....Meehanleai Engineer
....Fire ins. Adlnster
....Mechanical Draftsman
....Fire ins. Expert
....Civil Engineer
....Sanitary Engineer
...Steam Engineer
....Pinmber
...Shop Foreman
....Reclamation-Eng.
...Shop Superintendent
....Textile boss
..Sheet Metal Draftsman
....College Preparatory'
We abo prepare for civil service examinations is ail
engineering eshJects
NAME

IADDRESS
POP. ELEC. 7-7

` This

C'

For over seventeen years the American School has been
training men for better jobs and bigger pay. It has prepared
thousands for entrance into the big resident colleges. It has
trained even more in all branches of Engineering, Business
and Law. The American School will give you the training
you need, no. matter where you live or what you do. It isn't
necessary to give up your work while learning, and you can
pay for your course as you progress.
Fill in arid mail the coupon-now! It's the first step toward becoming
a trained man-a man who directs.

merican
School
Correspondence.
of

Chicago. USA.

school has no connection with any other school using the name "American't

ter
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ANNOUNCEMENT
present issue, this magazine
makes its initial bow to the public under
its new name, MODERN- MECHANICS.
The publishers have realized for some time
that the former name of "Popular Electricity and
Modern Mechanics" was so long as to be unwieldly and difficult of pronunciation; hence the
change. The first half of the former title is carried on the cover only of this issue in order that
readers may become accustomed to the new name.
The editorial policy of the past few months
will be extended into the future and the aim will
be to offer the readers bright, snappy accounts of
all that is new and interesting in the field of electricity, wireless, mechanics and science. The
popular, highly illustrated portion comprises the
first half of the editorial section, while the remainder of the magazine is devoted to practical,
"how -to -make" and "how -to-do" hints of inestimable value to the handy man about the
house, the electrician, the mechanic and the serious investigator.
WITH the

The Editors.
December 15th, 1914.
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e Sea. iYi'a Submarine
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Illustrations by Waller Parker.
A

tiny cockle shell of steel, manned by a handful of Intrepid men; its approach unseen, unheralded; Its hidden
that crumples the mighty dreadnaught as if of paper; such is the submarine In modern
wonder -craft confined, in its field of usefulness, solely to the destruction of life and property?
"landlubber" tells of the impressions received during his first and only trip on board a
Incidentally suggests that the dream of the Immortal Jules Verne is Boon to be realized.

arm striking a blow
warfare. But Is this
In this story, a
submarine vessel and

RISING above the waves, two slender tubes, each with an eye in its
extremity like the lantern optic of some
deep-sea fish, followed by an elongated
deck -like superstructure and finally the
shining whaleback of shining steelHow the sight brought me back to the

boyhood days when, with my beloved
volume of "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Seas" I would foliow, with
tense nerves, the exploits of the intrepid
Captain Nemo in his wonderful submarine vessel The Nautilus.
To say that I felt like a second Captain
Neur.o as I practiced a feat of equilibrium in crossing that piece of lumber of
infinitesimal width, known as a gangplank, would be to handle the truth with
extreme carelessness and, as this is to
be a narrative of impressions, each incident must needs be related with all frankness. Therefore truth compels me to say
that most of my dignity and not a little
of my courage slipped over the sides .of
the gangplank during that walk of twenty feet from the wharf to the craft.
As the fiction writers say "It was
in the cold, gray dawn of an early
winter morning." It was cold right
enough and horribly early-just
before sunrise, in fact
and,
as for the color tone, gray aptly describes it ; gray sky, grayish black water, gray wharf and the
sinister -appearing fighting maVVP
"chine in dull gray, on which I
had been so anxious to travel. I
say "had been," for the first misgivings arose within me when I
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started across that swaying gangplank at the base of the ladder, an impression
(also of gray). Arriving on deck my was' formed which lasted throughout the
host, in command of the submarine, at- entire tour of inspection; the interior of
tempted to counteract the effects of the the craft presents a positively bewildergangplank incident by assuring me that I ing array of control levers, wheels,
might never again reach terra firma, once gauges, meters, and machines of almost
I had started in to investigate the mys- every conceivable form. In fact, the
teries of submarine navigation. Perhaps craft as a whole is one compact mass of
he was not so brutally frank in his mode machinery-a veritable engine in itself.
of expression as I have been-but it
Space will not permit of a detailed demade little difference. I'd have taken a scription of each individual department
chance with most anything rather than of the boat as I saw it and a general
go back over that gangplank.
explanation in the words of the comThis cheerful little formality over with, mander prior to our examination of the
I was escorted "below" via an iron lad- craft will have to suffice.
der and through an opening which re"The hull of a submarine vessel is essembled the familiar manhole of our sentially an elongated cylinder of steel,
streets. Entering the operating chamber circular in cross-section and tapering to
'
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point or, more correctly
speaking, a wedge at either
end. Surmounting this cylindrical hull is a superstructure
which forms a deck while the
craft is running on the surface. On the central portion
y
*J.
of the deck is the conning
tower or navigating chamber
in which is stationed the
helmsman. This tower, originally made of
a shape similar to that of a cheesebox, is
now made in the form of a flattened cylinder in order that it may offer less resistance
in its passage through the water. In the
top of the conning tower are fixed the periscopes, slender tubes carrying an arrangement of lenses and prisms by means of
which the navigator cán.obtain a view of
the surface of the sea' by looking through
a device not unlike á telescope. One periscope is fixed while the other revolves
through an entire circle: Inside the conning tower are the controlling devices by
means of which the navigator either directly controls the operation of the boat or else
a

r

g.

l

wAEM
PAR?Gr.R

.,
signals the men in charge
of the various departments.
"The hull is divided
horizontally throughout
its length by an interior
deck, Below
this deck' are
placed the bal_
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last tanks
which contain
'the- water
necessary t o
overcome t h e
buoyancy o f
the craft, the
air flasks which
afford storage
space for the

MODERN MECHANICS
air used in emptying the ballast
tanks, firing the torpedoes, and
in maintaining a constant sup-.
ply of fresh air for breathing
purposes; the storage battery,
which furnishes the electric
current used in propelling the
craft under water; and the oil
tanks for the storage of the
crude oil fuel for the Diesel
engines used for surface pro-

5

-

pulsion.
"Above the deck, forward, is
the torpedo room in which the
torpedo tubes emerge. These
tubes are cylinders of steel,
communicating with the exterior of the vessel and closed
at the outer end with trap
doors which open automatically when the torpedoes are fired.
"Aft of the torpedo compartment is the chamber in which
the torpedoes are stored and which contains the operating mechanism for handling the torpedoes.
"In the rear of this chamber is the
compartment which comprises the living
quarters of the crew and here as in every
other section of the craft, every available inch of space is used to best advantage.

e.

r.
f

"Then we come to the. engine room of
the craft. This chamber contains the
oil engines which drive the boat while
she is running "awash" or on the surface, the various pumps for oil, water
and air, the electric motors which drive
the boat while submerged and which
serve as generators, storing electric energy in the battery, while the boat is
awash ; and the various devices
which cause the boat to dive
and turn.
"Outside the hull, at the
stern, are both horizontal and
vertical rudders which control
the course of the submarine
through the water."
Our little tour of inspection
finished, we return to the
conning tower and the order is
given to clear the craft for a
submerged run. The lifelines
and platform or bridge are taken down and stowed in a compartment of the superstructure,
all hands called below and the
I hatches closed and sealed.
The commanding Officer stations himself at the periscope
and the men at their various
posts. The ballast tanks are
filled and the electric motor
.

6
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started ; the craft settling slowly on an
even kéel as water is admitted. Within
a few minutes the deck is awash and the
waves splash up past the narrow, glass covered slit of a porthole in the conning
tower to which my eyes are glued. Not
a sound is heard save the gurgle of the
water as it swirls around the tower and
the monotonous whine of the driving
motors. Finally the signal is given to
dive ; the horizontal rudders are tilted
and I can see the yellowish -green water
rise as a haze up past my peep-hole. By
this time the sun is shining and I can
see its beams reflected and refracted
down through the water, the surface of
which appears to act as a myriad of mirrors and prisms. The commander calls
me and his voice has an uncanny sound.
I take his place at the periscope and see
a miniature motion picture of the surface of the sea in the most wonderful
colors. Occasionally the craft settles in
a trough between two unusually large
waves and my moving picture dissolves
into a blank wall of green.
We continue to dive and I go back to
my porthole, through which the sea appears merely as a dense mist of deepening green.
Occasionally an object,
scarcely more than a shadow, passes my
window and I take it for a fish that has
had the temerity to venture close to this
intruder of its domain.
Word is given that the "enemy" is
sighted-the enemy in this case being a
target of netting at which one of our
torpedoes is to be fired. I am transferred from my porthole to the torpedo
room, incidentally finding some difficulty
in placing my feet just where they should
go in the simple process of walking.
Arriving in the magic chamber at last,
however, I find an accommodating pipe
to which I cling in a secure, if unseamanlike, position.
The breech of a torpedo tube is opened
and one of the shining cylinders is slid
in place. The gate is closed and, at the
signal of the commanding officer, a
charge of compressed air is admitted to
the torpedo tube with a screaming hiss
and the miniature submarine starts on
its errand of destruction. The destruction in this case, however, was limited

to the perforation of the target, for our
torpedo carried a dummy head. The
torpedo fired, we arise to the surface to
note its effect.
There followed a series of manoeuvres
demonstrating the mobility of the craft
and more than once I marvelled at the
manner in which the vessel answered
every command of its navigator. Truly,
it took me back once again to the Nautilus of fiction and as I recrossed the nervous gangplank on our return, I could
not but think of the wonderful opportunity for subaqueous exploration offered by such a vessel built for this purpose rather than for warfare.
The submarine is an accomplished
fact, not an experiment. It can carry a
crew of twenty-five men and give them
good air to breathe for days at a time
though totally submerged. It can travel
nearly a hundred miles under water with
one charge of its battery and some three
thousand miles on the surface.
It is navigable at depths of some two
hundred feet and, at somewhat less than
this depth, a diver can leave a "lock" in
the submarine and remain in constant
verbal communication with the craft by
means of a telephone.
That the bottom of the sea can be explored and even photographed at a depth
of sixty feet is evinced by the excellent
series of photographs and motion pictures made recently by Carl L. Gregory
in the Williamson Submarine Tube during a sojourn in the clear waters of the
Bahamas. On this occasion, exposures
were made in the one -hundredth part of
a second.
With this graphic demonstration both
of the practicability of the submarine
vessel and of the possibility of carrying
out systematic and intelligent research
at the bottom of the sea, it would seem
but a short step into the future when we
shall have a vessel of the type depicted
by Jules Verne, forecaster of the seemingly impossible-a vessel that shall
carry us to the sunken coral gardens in
order that we may feast our eyes on
their gorgeous beauty and that may open
up the portals to the vaults of untold
wealth lying amid the wreckage of unfortunate ships of ages past.
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AN UMBRELLA DOES UNUSUAL it out over the top. It then fell downWORK
ward, bringing with it a rope of small
The hanging of large electrical signs diameter. Later this rope was employed
from tall smoke -stacks and other incon- to pull a wire of proper strength over
the top and then a block
venient places has long
much
and tackle. By this means
source
of
been a
the large sign was strung
trouble and more expense.
in sections. Several umSteeplejacks have been
brellas were used in the
employed at enormous pay.
Recently a new scheme
attempt, but even at that it
-was
much cheaper than
was devised to overcome
many other methods genthese difficulties. A block
s
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order to carry the initial
string to the top of a tall chimney,
a rather novel method was employed. The string was fastened
to an umbrella that was placed in
the stack so as to be pushed upwards by the heated gases. The
In

a

'
and tackle was successfully placed over
the top of a very tall stack by first using
all umbrella as a parachute to carry the
initial string over the stack. To do this,
the umbrella was pushed up through the
stack far enough so that the hot gases
from the furnaces caught it and carried
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umbrella emerged from the top of
the smokestack and fell to the
ground, bringing the string with it.
Subsequently a heavy rope was
pulled to the top by means of the
string.
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erally employed in accomplishing the
same purpose.

Don't forget, the next cover of this
magazine will appear as "MODERN
MECHANICS."
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THE WATERMOBILE
In the accompanying views is seen
the "watermobile," a contrivance consisting of paddle wheels that are partially submerged and serve to give
buoyancy as well as propel the vehicle.
This machine is the invention of Francis W. Taylor, of Vancouver, B. C.
The demonstrating model shown in
the accompanying illustrations represents the results of many years' study
in an effort to cope with the greatest

Although in the matter of speed the
inventor has not attained the results
anticipated, he declares himself to be
confident that the experience he has
gained since the first type was placed
in the water will enable him to evolve
watermobiles capable of traveling considerably faster than the swiftest speed
boats or hydroplanes. A hundred miles
an hour is the objective of the inventor.
The model shown in the accompanying illustrations is said to have unnecessarily large wheels for the size
of the machine, while the power
plant is inadequate. The engine is
of 15 horse -power rating and has
been taken from an ordinary auto-

This queer water craft is
a `Watermobile " the invention of a Canadian. It
consists of an automobile
chassis .fitted with, floats
in the form of paddle
wheels. It is said that the
craft possesses many advantages, among them high
speed.

r

mobile. But despite these constructional shortcomings, tests recently
made in Vancouver harbor have
proved the feasibility and practicability of this water craft. The watermobile compares favorably in
cost with the conventional motor
boat.

problem encountered in marine con struction-resistance. The wheels are
designed with a view of floating over
the water more than of gliding through
it, as in the case of ordinary hulls. The
body of the car, following similar lines
to the ordinary automobile chassis, is
suspended from the axles of the wheels
clear of the water. A special rudder
contrivance is used for steering. In
other respects, however, the machine
conforms to the same principles as the
ordinary motor car.

KEEPING ENGLAND'S ARMY
WARM

Half a million sweaters are to be ordered for the soldiers in the British
army. according to reports from Philadelphia knitting mills that have been
asked for estimates on 5oo,000 knit
sweaters similar to those recently furnished to the United States army. Yarn
dealers have been hastily notified to figure on the necessary prices for such a
large amount of yarn as will be necessary to fill this mammoth order.

MODERN MECHANICS

TELEPHONE BOX USED AS
MEDICINE CHEST

A

An odd but sensible idea is used in
connection with the police telephone
boxes in Los Angeles, California. Each
box in the downtown district contains
the necessary materials to give aid to the
victims of an accident while waiting for
the ambulance to arrive with doctors.
The package contains antiseptic bandages for the wounds, two antiseptic
compresses of sublimate gauze in oiled
paper, cambric bandages, safety pins,

etc.

The police are instructed in the use
of these things and it means that the
bleeding from an injury is stopped with
medicated materials instead of the handkerchief loaned by some passer-by-an
article that is often not very clean.
The Los Angeles police surgeon, Dr.
Zerfing, claims that the first dressing of
any wound is
the most important a n d
if such is not
cleanly done,
slow healing
4.
and blood
poisoning í s
apt to be the
result.
e.

He also

states

that
the equipment of these

telephone

boxes is, in
the end, an
actual saving
to the city instead of an
as
Package of First-Aid-to-the- expense,
Injnred Materials placed in the p u bl í c
Telephone Box.
hospitals are
often called upon to care for these injured ones who were not properly treated
in the first place, and who have accordingly contracted disease or long illness.
v

The highest mountain in Montana,
Granite Peak, with an altitude of nearly
I3,000 feet, ís in the Beartooth National
Forest.

Views of the Old Method of Propelling Canal
Barges and the New Electric Towing Barges.

AN ELECTRIC TOWING BARGE
An electric towing barge capable of
towing sixteen barges through a tunnel
ín 40 minutes has been recently placed in
commission at the Hardcastle tunnel in
England.
Formerly, the method employed for
getting barges through the tunnel was
rather a crude one. The men would lay
on their backs on the decks of the barges
and push with their feet against the wall
of the tunnel. The time taken in the
journey was over two hours. It was
with a view to lessening the time required that the North Stafford Railway
introduced the electric barge shown in
the illustrations.

Don't forget, next month's cover wil!
read "MODERN MECHANICS."
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OLDEST SETTLEMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES
By Albert Marple

THERE are few people more inter- rock. One of these approaches

is so constituted that in case of attack a huge
stone may be rolled over the entrance

esting as a subject for study than
the native Indians of this country, and
this applies particularly to the Pueblo after all of the Pueblos have reached the
people. The location of this peaceable Mesa in safety-this barring the entribe of Indians, now numbering about trance of the foe. The other entrance,
fifteen hundred, is in Arizona, in one of which is shown in one of the accompanythe hottest parts of that state. They are ing illustrations, consists of a steep stone
accustomed to the extreme warmth and stairway which is of such a character
they do not mind it but it is almost un- that at several points a single Pueblo
bearable to the white person who may could resist an attack of an entire tribe
of hostile Indians. At these points the
venture out near the Indians' quarters.
These Indian people have two distinct entrance is extremely narrow and it
residence sections-one in the valley and would be necessary for the enemy to pull
himself over
one on top of a table
rocks, during which
as
known
mountain
VIEWS ON OPPOSITE PAGE
process he could be very
Acoma Mesa. The sumARE:
clubbed and
Stone
mer months are spent in
Old
Ruins of an
(1)
In
this
Mesa.
on
the
Church
felled
by the waiting
the valley, w h e r e Church the Pueblos of Several
Years Ago Used to WorPueblo. This stairway
throughout that time Hundred
ship; (2)-This View Shows How
is so steep that it is necthese people till the soil
the Adobe Homes Are Built as
Well
as
Stories,
as
Three
High
essary for the one who
and grow the produce as How an Entrance Is Gained by
(3)-Street
Ladder;
is entering the Mesa to
a
necessary to sustain Means of
Scene in a Pueblo Village on
secure fingerholds in the
them during the winter
Acoma Mesa; (4)-Some Idea of
Surrounding
Country
Desert
the
rocks on either side in
are
There
months.
the Pueblo Village May Be Gained
order that he might pull
stretches in that vast by a Glance at This View; (5)-A
Stone Stairway Leading Up to
himself up to the next
where
country
desert
Acoma Mesa. The Dents in the
Take
Climbers
Where
the
Walls
stone. The difficulty of
water is obtainable and Hand Hold Are Plainly Seen; (6)
the ascent would make
it is in these sections -A Pueblo Belle; (7)-Summer
Pueblo Indians in
of
the
Houses
it additionally hard for
that the Indians grow the Low Valley Where They Have
Farms. The Adobe Huts
the enemy to reach the
their vegetables which Their
May Be Seen Near the Foot of
Mesa.
These Indians
constitute a greater part the Hill.
skilled in
Year
of their food.
mounting
this
stairway
in
after year they live
the same manner, growing their food in so that they reach the Mesa from the
summer to last them during the coming valley below with remarkable ease.
It is claimed that this is the oldest setwinter. One of the accompanying illustrations shows one of the valley villages tlement of people in the United States,
of these people, the homes being clus- having been established before the artered on a smooth stretch at the foot of rival of Columbus in this country. It
is known that this settlement existed in
the hill.
In addition to being a place of winter the 14th century, but how long before
abode for these people, the Acoma Mesa that cannot be ascertained. And a peserves as a retreat for the Indians in culiar part of this village is that at the
time of war with hostile tribes. There present time it is being conducted upon
are only two points at which this Mesa the exact lines that were followed in the
may be approached, it being useless to 14th century. Upon the crumbling of an
endeavor to scale the sides of the smooth adobe hut, a new one replaces it.
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Views of Oldest Settlement in the United States
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foundation. .Between the
'corner posts there is
lattice. The doorways
are surrounded by
scrolled ornamentations.
Over each door there is
a panel of artistically
turned'. objects.
The glass windows are
pebbled. Around each
semi -circular window is
a -belt -of. stained windows. - In the peak of
each. gable is a small
window. A set cif mechanical coo -coo birds,

which Mr. Thomas devised, announce the time
of day through these
windows.
Beam of Light
The structure has a
gothic dome with copper
roof. Along the dome of the roof runs a
piece of ornamental molding with small
arches. Within the arches are delicately
toned brass gongs, suspended upon
chains. Each passing breeze causes a musical effect to emanate from the gongs,
which is a very P leasin ;feature
of the
unique edifice.
The house was built by Mr. Thomas
in the idle hours of his ninety-first year
-

The New Motorcycle Electric Headlight throws a
Several Hundred Feet Ahead.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING FOR MOTORCYCLES
A well-known make of motorcycle
has recently succeeded in developing a
system of electric lighting that is proving exceedingly efficient and is reducing to no little degree the danger of
night riding. The head light of this
system is so powerful that it will illuminate a roadway several hundred
feet in front of the motorcycle. For

city riding, where ordinances prohibit
the use of blinding head lights, a secondary bulb of lower candle power is
provided.

MAGNIFICENT AVIARY
In Whittier, Calif., there is an aviary
that cost $70o. It is private property
A

and was built by a man whose name
is W. H. Thomas. The curious thing
about it is that Mr. Thomas was 91
years old at the time he put up the
magnificent bird house and he (lid all
of the work with his own hands.
From foundation to flagstaff the
building is fifteen feet high and eight
feet square. The four -gabled roof sets
upon twelve concreted cobblestone
cornerposts. Each post has a section
of gas pipe through its center. The
pipe is anchored in a two- foot concrete

to accommodate his pet canary birds,

of which there are about twenty. The
doors of the structure are of fine
screen. They do not appear in the view
since it was
taken before

the oors
were hung.
(1

Everything

estimated, the
aviary cost in
the neighborhood of $700.
The structure
is the pride
o f Whittier,
and it is ad-

mired

by

everyone who
chances to see
it. The fame
of this aviary
has spread.

A

Bird House built by
91 -year Old Artisan.

a
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DAYLIGHT AND DUSK-WHICH
IS WHICH?
The two illustrations shown below
were exhibited in the course of a recent
paper before the Illuminating Engineering Society in London by Messrs. J. S.
Dow and V. H. Mackinney, with the
object of showing how easily photographs
can be used to deceive.
Companies interested in lighting appliances now make a special feature of
photographs taken entirely by artificial
light and intended to show the illumina.

13

entirely misleading and false effect.
The two photographs of the house
were taken respectively in full daylight
and in the 'dusk, when the outlines of
the house were barely distinguishable.
These photographs were not retouched
in any way. All that has been done is
to adjust the exposure and development
in the two cases with a view to producing the desired effect. Yet a casual observer could scarcely tell which of the
two views was taken by daylight. It is
only on closer inspection, when the
.

ant

i

.>r

View or House taken in Full
dayIlyht in asubyrban street.

-

a

_

View of same Housé
1-1ken at tfu'sk. '

This Photograph shows how by adjusting condit'io'ns of
Exposure & Development. it- is possible to make..a Night View
& a Daylight View, subst'ntially the same.

tion of an interior, as it actually is. Now
such photographs are a mast useful weapon to the lighting engineer. But it is
important to recognize that all depends
on the conscientiousness of the photog-

rapher.
It is well known that photographs can
be "faked" by retouching and painting
the negative and the print. But it is
perhaps not so well known that even
without having recourse to retouching,
a photograph may be caused to give an

shadow on the roof in the left hand view
and the artificial light shining through
the windows in the right hand view are
seen, that one perceives which was taken
by night and which by day.

NOVEL TYPE OF GERMAN AIRSHIP BUILT OF WOOD
The disasters that have overtaken
several of the Zeppelin type airships
of Germany have caused inventors to
experiment along certain lines in an

MODERN MECHANICS
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effort to lessen the dangers with this
kind of aircraft.
It has been found advantageous to
employ wood instead of aluminum.
After considerable experimenting one
inventor has adopted Canadian pine for
the framework of the dirigible. This
wood is said to be one -eighth as heavy
as an equal bulk of aluminum, yet it is
one-third as strong. It is obvious that
considerable weight can be saved by
employing this wood in preference to
aluminum. In its smallest size the
Zeppelin type has reached 390,000 cu -

.
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THE LAST HOME OF THE
BUFFALO

The Athabasca-Mackenzie region in
Canada contains many fur -bearing animals and it appears also to be the home
of the last wild remnant of the American bison family. The herds of bisons,
as everybody knows, are not numerous
anywhere. No more so are they in the
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and the subsequent ignition of the
gases as a result of a high potential
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Two Views of a Model Airship Frame employing Canadian
Pine throughout. Many Advantages are Claimed for this
Form of Construction.

`

Canadian pine have
been brought down as low
as 230,000 cubic feet.
of

Aside from the advantage of lighter weight, the
Canadian pine frames also
offer many others. For
one thing, the aluminum
skeleton requires special
experience and apparatus
when repairs are necessary and these may not be

available in wartime. Another feature
is that the wood is coated with waterproof varnish that is insensitive to heat,
cold and moisture, while in the case of
aluminum the metal oxidizes. Another
advantage is that the wood is more
resilient and bends in such manner as
to offer the least resistance to the air.
Lastly, the wooden framework does not
become charged with electric currents
as in the instance of aluminum. Several catastrophes have been charged to
the accumulation of static electricity on

region mentioned, where, it is reported,
they are being rapidly exterminated.
The Canadian musk-ox, too, inhabits
this region, and in the spring, when the
rivers and springs escape from the frost,
great flocks of birds, including most of
the migratory game birds of America,
resort thither to breed.
In preparation for the coming fire season in California, no miles of fire lines
have been built on the Sierra national
forest,
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THE SINKING OF TIIE ENGLISH DREADNAUGHT
"AUDACIOUS"
In this view is seen the sinking
the "Audacious," one of the largest and most
modern battleships of the British fleet.of The
was stationed off the coast of
Ireland when it either struck a mine or was "Audacious"
made the victim of a torpedo fired from a
German submarine boat. There are many conflicting statements
as to the cause of the
catastrophe, some claiming that the dreadnavght struck a hostile mine
and
that
the huge battleship was the victim of a torpedo. This view was taken fromothers
the deck
of the S. S. "Olympic" and shows the crew of the dreadnaught being rescued. The port
deck of the stricken battleship is partly submerged and the crew can be seen gathered
on the bow of the starboard side. Two torpedo boat destroyers are standing by.
Photos. Copyrighted International News Service.
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A French battery in
action. Artillery duels
along the entire battle
line in France are constantly maintained.
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Here is a striking instance of what war
means.
In this view
,pnay be seen the bodies
3f soldiers lying on the
ground just as they fell.
A company of French
infantry was ambushed
in this forest and almost every man either
killed, wounded or captured by the Germans.
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A scene in the court room in London
in which Lody, the German spy who was
posing as an American citizen, securing
information of British naval activities and
forwarding his findings to Germany, was
tried and condemned to death. This sensational case came at a time when all
England was highly excited over the spy
peril. Lody was shot in the tower of
London by a detachment of soldiers.
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road in Belgium. Here
is seen a deserted military
wagon as well as a destroyed
farm house. Destruction follows in the wake of the
armies.
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Soldiers of the three allied
armies arm in arm. Here are
seen the British, Belgian and
French soldiers walking together
through the streets of Boulogne,
France. One of the remarkable
features of the war is the genial
companionship that exists between the soldiers of the allied
nations. Although in most instances the British troops are
seriously handicapped by not
knowing French, this does not
prevent them from associating
with the Belgian and French soldiers in every possible way. Interpreters are at hand in large
numbers.
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This view was taken some
time ago while the Belgian
army was still fighting valiantly in Belgium against the
advancing Germans. A Belgian peasant woman is seen
bringing walnuts to the soldiers who are resting between
engagements in the trenches
between Duffel and Lierre,
Belgium.
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At the Left: The effect of a single German shell striking a house in Rheims. This
city has suffered greatly from German shell
Below: French outposts running to
fire.
seek cover from a surprise attack of a German advance squad.
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battery of the famous

French 75 mm. field guns in
action. These guns are said
to be exceedingly deadly owing
to the extreme rapidity with
which they can be served.
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Belgian soldiers operating a telephone field
set.
The extent to
which the telephone and
telegraph are employed
in keeping the various
commands in touch with
each other and with the
general staffs is astounding. A veritable
network of wires is
said to be in the rear
of both the German and
allied armies.
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Belgian
refugees
sleeping outside a hut
in Rosendaal, Holland.
Many of the Belgians
have fled to peaceful
Holland and as a result the resources of
that kingdom have
been heavily taxed.
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A group of British marines studying a map
of northern Belgium where they are aiding
the regular British army. Both English and
French marines have rendered commendable
service in Belgium and northern France.
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Belgian refugees from
Antwerp arriving at
Putte on the frontier of
During the
Holland.
siege of Antwerp by
Germans many civilians
travelled in every available form of vehicle to
the boundary of Holland in order to escape
the horrors of war.
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Japanese
artillery
action on the
plains of Shantung
during the siege of
Biauchau.
After a
persistent siege of
Biauchau, a German
colony in China, the
Japanese troops succeeded in capturing it
with a minimum loss
of life.
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the right: Japanese wig waggers
signalling orders across the plains of Shantung. Above: Soldiers paying their last
salute of respect to a dead comrade.
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Armored train at Ypres with rifles projecting through the loop holes in its sides. The
Belgian army has employed a large number of
these armored trains with telling results.
The riflemen are secure from hostile rifle fire
yet capable of meting out severe punishment
to their opponents.
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A Belgian gunner placing a
shell into the breech of a gun
on an armored train during an
artillery duel with the Germans.
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A group of Belgian sharpshooters firing from
an armored train near Ypres. Not only do
such trains carry facilities for a number of
sharpshooters, but they also are provided with
one or more guns of considerable size.
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- During the last days of the
of Ai twerp, the Belgian and
soldiers
and marines made
numerous armored trains such
one shown in this view.
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This is the first picture
of the Kaiser at the front.
The Kaiser may be seen at

t

:,
:71:4

the extreme right consultgenerals while
ing- his
standing on a pontoon
bridge over the Meuse
River.
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A German dirigible of the Zeppelin
type in course of construction.
From
various reports credited to travelers arriving from Germany, it is understood
that the Teutons are now building a large
fleet of Zeppelin airships presumably for
an attack on the English cities.
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a
Parisians watching a German
aeroplane dropping bombs on
Paris. This was a frequent occurrence until the French aviators became more active.
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A general view of the
occupation of Malines,
Belgium, by the Germans.
German soldiers as well
as Belgian prisoners appear in this view.
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Germans
breaking
up camp in Russian
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Poland. After having
reached the very suburbs of Warsaw, Russian Poland, the German army of the East
was obliged to retreat
before the onslaughts
of the Russians. The
retreat was executed
in marvellously systematic order without
confusion and with
minimum losses.
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Belgian soldiers defending
Antwerp. Here are seen the
Belgian sharpshooters on the
banks of the Nethe waiting
to fire on the Germans advancing along the opposite bank.
The smoke in the background
is that from buildings set on
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Monitors, such as the
shown in the accompanying illustration, have
played an important part
in the battle of Flanders.
The allied and German
armies have been fighting
near enough to the coast
to permit of the light
draft British monitors taking an active part in the
artillery duels. In the
oval the British marines on
board a monitor are seen
firing at a German aeroplane that is flying over
them. The monitors are
occasionally threatened by
aeroplanes and submarines,
but the crews are on the
alert to prevent damage
to their ships.
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British naval gunner getting
the range for a gun while
Belgian members of the armored train crew stand by
ready to load. In no previous
war has the armored train
been used to such a great extent as in the fighting in Bel-

d
r

gium.
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British gunners on a Belgian armored train near Ypres.
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When threatened with the bombs of a German aeroplane flying overhead, the crew of
a British armored train at Ypres brought
their anti-aircraft gun into position and regelled the attack. Guns such as this can be
fired at any angle and have an exceedingly
long range.
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British naval gunner preparing a
meal on board a Belgian armored
train near Ypres for his Belgian
comrades. Room is at a premium
on these armored trains, as may be
seen.
Photos. Copyrighted International News Service.
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Below: The most striking feature of the European conflict has been the
extensive use of trenches.
In fact, earthworks have
proved to be more effective
against the attacks of an
enemy than
the most
powerful permanent fortifications. Here is seen a
regiment of Austrian in-

fantry intrenched.
Pc
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Above :

This view

A
conveys an idea',

¢...,,?,ex i

of the remarkable efficiency of the'?
German army engineers. In order to
check the German advance the Bel- i.
gians blew up a tunnel .on the main
line of a railroad. Here are seen the
German engineers excavating the It
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Belgian refugees boarding

a fishing smack at Ostend.
Belgium. in order to be

transported to England. There
are thousands of Belgian
refugees in England at the
present time.
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This
locomotive
and its train of
cars loaded with
sandbags was turned
loose by the Belgians 'on the railroad tracks leading
from Malines towards
a
German
camp. The Germans
apprehended
the
coming of the wild
train and wrecked
it by means of a

barricade.
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A section of a French
quick - firing
battery
changing positions between Montmidier and
Boye. Each soldier carries a portion of the
mittraileuse or machine
gun to the next position, where it can be
assembled in about one
minute.
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the road leading to
the firing line along the Aisne.
This is quite a common sight
along any road that leads to the
battle -front. A constant stream
of supply and ammunition wagons flows constantly back and
forth bringing the necessary materials for the men on the firing
line.
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Below: A company of French marines
in Belgium. According to reports it is gatheredbivouacing
the French
marines have given a very good account ofthat
in
several of the desperate combats in Flanders themselves
and
Northern
France. These men have proved resolute in holding positions allotted to them as well as valiant and almost irresistible in their bayonet attacks.
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Above: For a hundred francsabout $20.00 in American money
-this French soldier signalled
the position of a French battery
to the enemy near Rheims. He
was discovered in the act and
summarily shot.
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At the Left: During the exoavating of ancient ruins of
native Indians in Peru. this
oddly shaped chair was uncovered. It was probably employed by the Incas many centuries before the landing of
Pizarro in Peru.
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Above: Here is an American
watching a baseball
game. The remarkable growth
of hair of this Indian is much
in evidence. Many Indians
still refuse to have their hair
cut and take pride in braiding it.

Indian
W

Below: One of the common sights in India is the loading of elephants on shipboard. A band of canvas, as
shown in the illustration, is fastened around the huge
beast and connected by ropes to the derrick.
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LAUNCHING A BIG CAISSON
The accompanying views show an interesting phase of bridge building. This
huge caisson, 19 feet wide and 55 feet
long, was launched into the Muskingum
River and towed into position under a
bridge where it played its part in the
construction of a pier.
The caisson slid down the ways into
the river, entering the water with con -

27

messages will not be interrupted by the
activities of the censor as is the case
with the military censors. A carbon
copy of every telegram to be transmitted
for 'an employee of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad will be sent immediately to the
censor, who will scan it carefully, determine whether it contains unnecessary
words or could be properly handled by
mail, note his comments on the message

f

Below: Launching a big caisson
into the waters
of the Muskingum
River.
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Above: Towing
the caisson into
position under the
railroad bridge.
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siderablé splash. The usual custom of
breaking a bottle of champagne at
launchings was suspended on this occasion. A number of engineers watched
the operation to see that nothing was
allowed to go wrong.

CENSOR APPOINTED ON RAILROAD TELEGRAPH LINES
To insure against the improper use of

the telegraph wires by its employees, the
Lehigh Valley Railroad has followed the
policy of the belligerent nations abroad
and appointed a censor.
However, the prompt handling of

and return it to the sender. The management figures it will not be necessary
to point out such useless words continuously, and that the employees will learn
the lesson quickly and save the company
a considerable sum of money in tolls.
The censor will be located in the office
of the Superintendent of Telegraph and
will scrutinize every message from every
office from the highest to the lowest.

Last year the fire loss on the Canadian
timber reserves was the smallest ever
known, only one -fiftieth of one per cent.
of the area being burned over.

AUTOMATIC ARTILLERY IN MILITARY.
SCHOOL
By C. L. Edholm

THE development of the automobile

kept abreast of the times by instruction
with autos equipped with dirigible destroyers, target practice among the
ranges of the clouds being indulged in.
These destroyers with a crew of students made the Glidden tour from Cincinnati to Dallas, Tex., returning to Chicago by way of Omaha. Both students
and cars alike were deserving of great
credit because of the record made on
that severe grind. These two cars were
numbered among the nine successful entrants to complete the tour, although 38

for military purposes is indicated
by the fully equipped fleet in a Wisconsin academy, which operates a number of
machine guns mounted on cars, together
with a couple of field wireless outfits with
telescope masts set in the specially built

bodies.
The history of this motor corps for
cadets goes back as far as 1897, when a
Chas. Duryea, three -cylinder automobile
was secured and equipped with a Colt
automatic gun. The experiment proved
so well worth while that two "steamers"
were built in 1901 in the manual training
shops of the academy ; the pupils doing
almost all the work. These were likewise
equipped with artillery. In 1909 a Cadillac "3o" was added to the fleet.
The Cadillac car was tested over thousands of miles of travel and the results
were so satisfactory that two more of the
same make were added to thé fleet. In
191o, a great year for aviation in this
country, the students of the Northwestern Military and Naval Academy were

started.
Shortly thereafter, the remaining two
Cadillacs which compose the fleet were
secured and furnished with electric generators connecting directly with the engines, wireless instruments and 45 -foot
telescopic masts ; the latter being built
at the academy shops. These two cars
are now used for field work in transmitting radio messages, and in addition, the
automobiles carry a machine gun, an
electric searchlight and a heliograph for
visual signalling, together with the neces-

r4

Various views_ of
the motor vehicles
employed by the students of the Northwestern Military and
Naval Academy. On
some of the automo-
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biles are mounted machine guns as well as
a complete field wireless station.
Motorcycles are also included in the equip.
ment.
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MODERN MECHANICS
sary wires, guys.
etc., for the wireless
masts. Emergency
outfits for use on
bad roads are also
carried, as well as
a x es and shovels,
and coils of rope
which. can be used in
connection with the
"windlass" hubs of
the cars for pulling
the machines out of
mud holes.
This
fleet made the tour

the 1 a t e developments in electricity,
aviation and the motor car, it is encouraging to see these
subjects handled together w i t h academic training.. As
a matter of course,
the students need
s l i g h t encouragement to master
these branches to
the best of their
ability, for it is as
natural for a
healthy youngster to be in-

gilkfv-s
f

-

from Lake

Geneva, Wis..
to the United
States Military and Naval Academies
at \Vest Point

.

terested

lis, the party,
consisting o f

making

in

mechanics a s
for a duck to
take to water
all they need
is a chance.
The practical experience
gained through
actual contact
with and use

a n d Annapo-

thirteen s t u dents and the
c o ni mandant,
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3,000 -mile trip.
of the ma-.
A wireless equipment carried by automobiles. A machine
M otorcycles
chines places
gun is mounted on these vehicles for protection against the
f o r scouting attacks of an enemy.
t lie finishing
form part of
t9uches on the
the corps, which is said to be unique.
education of the young students, preparBecause of the important fact that in ing them as it does for the many probthis mechanical age a boy's edúcátion is lems which are:boúnd to arise in their
incomplete without some knowledge of after life.

HYDROSULPHITE COLORS
It is said that the fastest colors on
the market are what are known among
dyers as hydrosulphite-colors that are

dyed with hydrosulphite in a caustic
bath. These colors are as nearly fast as
any can he made and have been adopted by our Government to be used in
army uniforms after being submitted
to very severe tests.
The dyeing of these colors on cotton
yarn is very simple, especially when
the Scotch tub system of dyeing is
employed. The proper way to dye

these colors is to use the vacuum type
of dye machine, as the dyestuff experts
hold that all air should be eliminated
from the cotton before the dye -stuff is
applied, and this type of machine is
best suited for. that purpose, because
in this system the cotton is stationary
and the dye liquor is forced through
the cotton by means of pumps.
Don't

forget,

the next cover of
this magazine_ will appear as MODERN
MECHANICS.

ross
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IN

view of the fact that numerous reports from Europe state that Iron
Crosses have been awarded to German
soldiers and sailors for acts of bravery
during the present conflict, the various
processes in manufacturing this military
decoration are of unusual interest at
present.

_

The Iron Cross is a Prussian military
order or decoration that was first instituted by the Prussian Emperor Frederick William III as a reward for distinguished services during war. For a
time it was abandoned but again revived
in 1871 during the war with France.
Since then these decorations have been
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Pouring the Molten Iron Into Molds for Casting the Center Portion of the Iron Cross,
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awarded to German, soldiers and sailors
who merit them.
The Iron Cross consists of a Maltese
cross made of iron and edged with silver. It is worn suspended from the
neck .by means of a silk cord or ribbon,
or at the buttonhole. The superior
decoration of
the Grand Cross
is a cross of
double the size
and is reserved
for officers of

31

consists of pouring the iron into molds
to give it the right form for the cross.
Meanwhile, the silver is punched out to
give it the proper shape and recess for
holding the iron center portion. The
silver portion is then cut to the proper
shape with a very fine scroll saw. Thus
the iron and silver parts of the cross are
ready for assembling. Following the
finishing touches that are given to the
cross, the decoration is highly polished
on a buffing wheel, fastened to its ribbon,
and then stored away for future presenWoman worker polishing the finished Iron Cross on a buffing wheel.
Below: An expert workman engraving an Iron Cross.
Photo«. Paul Thompson
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high rank who have successfully carried
out a campaign, won a decisive battle or
conducted a brave defense of a fortress
or position.
In the accompanying views the various
steps in making the Iron Cross are
shown. One of the very first operations

r

Using a scroll saw in
order to cut out from a
silver sheet the silver edge
of the Iron Cross. Previously, the silver squares
have been punched to
shape.

tation to German soldiers and sailors.
The Iron Cross is a decoration of very
pleasing design and is quite conspicuous
among the many orders of the European
nations. Since the present outbreak of
hostilities between Germany and the
allied nations the Iron Cross has been
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Huge Manually -Operated Punch Employed for Stamping Silver Squares to the Proper Shape.

awarded to 'many soldiers and generals
as well as. to naval men. Conspicuous
among the Iatter are. the men comprising the crew of ..the German commerce
raider Eniden and the German submarine U-9.

ELECTRIC PIPE ORGANS
Even the "king of instruments," the
modern pipe organ, has not been able
to withstand the steady advance of
electricity and to -day what are known
as electric actions are being used in
nearly all of the big instruments being
constructed. With this system the organ and the console or keyboard can be
separated ; the organ being often placed
in an entirely different part of the
building from the keyboard. How-

ever, the real object of the electric action is to lighten the touch and, at the
same time, to give immediate response
when the key is depressed.
Several years ago it was discovered
that the touch in large organs became

so heavy'that it was with the greatest
difficulty that the organist could press
the keys. Then compressed air came
to the rescue and tiny currents of air
were used to open the pipes. Although
this action is still used, it is generally
slew in responding and the sound may
not come for some time after the key is
depressed. With electricity, on the

other hand, the response is instantaneous no matter how far the organ is
from the keyboard. In some cases the
electric action has been combined with
the pneumatic.
The electric action is really a miniature telegraph. When the organist
presses a key, a tiny current of electricity is sent through a wire to the pipe.
This little current opens the pipe and
lets the air in from the windchest. The
electric action has. made possible the
placing of the well-known echo organ
in another part of the hall from the
main organ and yet connected with the
same keyboard.
-
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BIG SERIAL IS COMPLETED
Daring scenes in motion pictures are
not enacted without risk to the players.
More than that, injuries are often suffered by the players. The following is
a doctor's report on the injuries to
actors who produced the "Trey o'
Hearts" serial:
"Cleo Madison, a badly lacerated
kneecap and severe bruises about the
back and shoulders ; George Larkin,
one ear nearly torn off and bruised and
battered legs and body; Harry Vallejo,

sprained wrist ; Leigh Smith, poison
ivy over both arms and his face; Ray
Hanford, a cut on the knee and bruises
too numerous to mention ; Rex Hodge,
congestion of the lungs ; Tom Walsh,
sprained back; Wilfred Lucas, a pair
of feet swollen and blistered until he
cannot walk on them ; Johnny Pierce, a
a

broken nose."
Of the entire company not one escaped without injury or illness, and
every morning and evening before the

The "Trey o' Hearts" Company on an Improvised Stage on Waterfront at San Diego, Calif.
tor Wilfred Lucas and Cleo Madison are Seen in the Right Foreground.
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door of the Red Cross tent a line would
form of limping, coughing players, hobbling along with requests for bandages,
liniment, lotions, cough remedies and a
little of everything in the doctor's medicine chest.

REDUCING THE TIME REQUIRED TO DRY FILMS
Speed is a by -word in the motion picture business to -day. Speed is demanded everywhere, in the scenario, in the
studio, in the camera men, in the cameras themselves, in the projection machine and in the developing room. Indeed, the only place that never seems
speed -ridden about a film manufacturing
plant is the drying room where the tens
of thousands of recently developed films
are left draped on drums for hours at a
time to dry. In the past it has been considered impossible to hurry this operation. To turn fans on the moist films
meant that their surface would become
coated with dust ; while to open windows
or construct ventilating systems in the
drying room presented the same drawback. But through the ingenuity of a

veteran in the motion picture game, Mr.
Farini, who is in charge of a large studio
in Yonkers, speed has at last been
dragged into the drying room.
Mr. Farini was recently given a
"batch" of releases to get out in fast
time. It happened that the weather was
particularly humid just at that period
and the films in the drying room were
left hanging for ten hours before they
were thoroughly dry. Ten hours for
drying was out of the question on the
releases Mr. Farini had in hand and he
decided to try an experiment. He visited the local electric light company and
secured the use of four large electric
beer vat dryers; These he had connected and installed in the drying room, and
much to his gratification the steady temperature they produced in the building
dried his releases in exactly half an hour.
That meant that his little discovery had
cut down the time required to manufacture motion picture films by at least three
or four hours. Moreover, on investigation it was found that the films that were
dried so quickly remained very tough
where the films that were left to hang
for hours became watersoaked and easily
torn.
A NEW PRODUCING COMPANY
With a motion picture plant that is
modern in every respect, the Liberty Motion Picture Company started active operations a number of weeks ago. The
plant is situated at Germantown, a prominent suburb of Philadelphia. Mr. N. E.
Milligan, a former stage director in stock
ás well as productions, has been engaged
as head producer. Milligan is at present
absorbed in his fourth multiple reel
photo -play. Howard G. Bobb is general
manager of this new company. The factory of the company has the capacity
for turning out four million feet of the
finished product per week. In the studio
there is adequate space for sixteen good
sized sets.
The releases now in preparation will
be put into circulation in the near future.

Electrio Heaters Used in Drying Room of Studio to
Hasten Drying of Films.

The cover of the next issue of this
magazine will bear the new title
"MODERN MECHANICS."
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ABOUT forty-five minutes from tion of the visitor is a garden that
Broadway, New York, on the fronts the street leading to the buildroad to Boston, is the thriving city of ings. At the time the writer visited
New Rochelle. Many are the industries the studio this garden was laid out
for which New Rochelle may justly be with a ledge of rocks in the backproud, but probably none is regarded ground, down which leaped á waterwith greater pride than that of producing fall. The water gathered in a rocky
basin below and then flowed over nuphotoplays.
New Rochelle is the home of the merous boulders into a cave. Two rusThanhouser studio. Thanhouser and tic bridges, trees and other bits of foliNew Rochelle are inseparable : the men- age completed the landscape. And the
tioning of one calls for the other. Just remarkable feature of this garden was
the word "Thanhouser" on a letter that everything-even the large, rocky
mailed in New Rochelle will speed that ledge in the background-had been
letter straight to the Thanhouser studio. constructed by the studio carpenters, enIf the production of a Thanhouser pho- tirely of wooden framework and canvas
toplay calls for a few fire engines, they painted in photographic colors much in
are immediately placed at the disposal of the same manner as an artist retouches
the producer. Indeed, the Thanhouser a photograph for halftone engraving
directors may consider anything in the purposes. But this is not all. The brook
city at their disposal if the scenario de- entered the cave for a very definite and
mands it. Hence an ultra -liberal amount remarkable purpose.
Under a wooden platform on which
of realism in Thanhouser films.
scenes
are staged when weather perrecently
the
good
fortune
to
visit
had
I
the Thanhouser studio and be shown mits, I was led into a wonderful under
through the numerous departments of ground cave. It consisted, of many litthis industrious community-or should I tle passages, grottoes, out-of-the-way
say "family," for never have I witnessed corners and large chambers, all bound
a more homelike atmosphere and spirit of in by rocky walls marred with the most
good fellowship in a manufacturing es- grotesque stalactites and stalagmites.
tablishment. At any rate, I had an op- Through the cave passed the brook;
portunity of seeing the home of the the water being sufficiently deep to
Thanhouser films from the camera to float a flat bottom row boat. And as
the shipping tin, or, putting it in meta- in the instance of the outdoor scenery,
phorical terms, from the cradle to the the entire cave was constructed of
leaving of home for the outside world.
wooden framework and painted canvas.
The Thanhouser is housed in two
All of this scenery was employed in
large concrete buildings. One of the first certain episodes of "The Million Dollar
things that catch the eye and admira- Mystery." It is indeed difficult for any35
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In one section of the studio there is
a large space devoted to the carpenters.
These men are clever and ingenious artisans, skilled in their calling and capable
of turning out any piece of property
that may be : necessary in producing a
photoplay. For instance, in "The Mil-

one who has seen reels of this serial, in
which the cave is employed, to be convinced that the cave is not a natural
one.
The property room of any studio is
one of the centers of interest. In a
measure it aptly signifies the scope of
the producer-his facilities-or call it
stock in trade if you desire. If the
property room of the Thanhouser be
regarded as a criterion, the facilities of
this studio are well nigh unbounded.
Not even in a large metropolitan furniture store would one find such a coln-
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In the View to the Left is Seen the
Swinging Rock that Covers the Entrance
to the Cave Featured in the "Million Dollar Mystery." This Rock is Made of
Canvas and Operated by a Stage Hand
Hidden Behind it.
In the Oval the
Swinging Rock is Seen Closed Over the
Entrance. Below:
One of the Rustic) Bridges, as
well as Entrance
to the Cave with
the Rocky Door
Swung Back.
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lion Dollar Mystery" the men constructed a safe of wood and cardboard,
painted with aluminum enamel, that
surely defied detection in the film.
r.ven the bolt mechanism could be operated by turning the usual lever handle, although the bolts consisted
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In These Views is
Seen the Woio..,
.
derful Artificial
,
Scenery Erected
..
in the Yard of
the Thanhouser
Plant and Employed in Many Scenes of
The
the "Million Dollar Mystery."
Rocks are Made Entirely of Canvas,
Painted in Photographic Colors so as to
Completely Deceive the Motion Picture
Camera. The Foliage, of Course, is
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plete and varied assortment of housefurnishings, much less the fittings for
offices, bar rooms, churches, schools
and what not. I would unhesitatingly
challenge anyone to suggest some indoor scene that could not be rendered
with the proper atmosphere in the
Thanhouser studio. Perhaps I am too
enthusiastic, for giving the matter further thought it is quite possible that
ancient scenes or others entirely out
of the ordinary could not be fitted up
from stock. But then there are the
studio carpenters to reckon with.

merely of wooden sticks finished in
aluminum. Another clever piece of
property was a rural fire department
pump and hose cart that later added
much mirth to a farce comedy film.
You must not- assume by the foregoing that everything in producing
photoplays is intended to deceive the
camera. This is far from being the
case, for where actual furniture can be
employed it most certainly is. In one
set for the "Zudora" series I have seen
$2,000 worth of new furniture used for
the first time.
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Before concluding the preparation on the floor can reach any part of the
of sets it is but fair to say a word re- surface without difficulty.
garding scene painters. These workers
Aside from the property room conare busily engaged in painting the taining the furniture there is still anbackground and side walls for sets. other room devoted to small pieces. It
They work in a long, narrow room, would be next to impossible to cover
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Views of the Property

Room
In These .Views May be Seen Different
Corners of the Furniture Property Room,
as Well at the Small Property Room
Where Ornaments and Other Similar
Articles are Kept on Shelves. The Variety of Furniture in a Studio Property
Room is Astounding. Furniture of Almost Every Kind Dating From the Colonial days to Modern Times iá at Hand
Ready for Immediate Use in Any Scenes
Called for in Films. The Same Completeness is Much in Evidence in the
Property Room for Small Objects.
Clocks, Lighting Fixtures, Ornaments,
Mirrors. Instruments of all Kinds-in
Fact Every Small Article that is Apt
to be Called for in a Film-are Found on
the Shelves.

along one side of which is placed the
huge surface to be painted. This surface may be raised or lowered on a
suitable framework through a long slot
in the floor, so that a painter standing

j
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the entire contents o.f this room.
Shelves of great length and extending
from the floor to the ceiling are loaded
down with small objects of all kinds.
Here are a few selected at random :
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Telegraph and telephone instruments, every object can be found. Ask for a
doctor's instruments, ornaments of all bedroom setting and the men will bring
kinds, firearms of every conceivable in the furniture in keeping with the
type, picture frames, mirrors, clocks, story, place the various pieces in posi.
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One of

the .Companies Engaged in Producing Princess Brand Comedies at the Thanhouser Studio. The
Three Groups Represent Soldiers, Civilians and a Poilce Force in a Side-Splitting
Comedy entitled "The Dead Line."

chandeliers and lighting fixtures. Take,
for instance, the single item of clocks.
There are alarm clocks, grandfather's
clocks, mantelpiece clocks, bureau
clocks, wall clocks and so on down the
line. The stock clerks know where

tion, use the proper bedding, arrange
a scarf on the bureau with the proper

articles neatly laid out on top of it
and attend to the numerous other details that insure realism.
The studio proper is an immense

MODERN MECHANICS
glass covered room in the same building as the property rooms. At least
ten sets can be employed at once on
this floor; at the time the writer visited
the studio at least one-half of the floor
space was taken up with sets of the
"Mystery" films-left standing until
the series was completed-yet leaving
ample room for six other active sets.
The lighting of the studio is aided
by the glass roof ; the studio being a
daylight one. Under the glass there is
an elaborate system of shades that can
be adjusted so as to vary the intensity
of the light over any particular part of
the floor. When the daylight is not of
sufficient intensity, arc lamps are employed. These comprise several carbon
arcs enclosed in a metal hood and
mounted on casters to facilitate moving
them to any part of the floor.
To properly describe the work of the
directors and actors is rather difficult,
at least in so short a space. To a visitor watching the activities in the
studio the general impression is that
of several independent groups of individuals, each absorbed and at work on
its own particular problem and seemingly disinterested in the work of the
others. The sets comprise a back wall
and two sides, furnished with such fittings as may be necessary. The actors
are quite shut in from the outside
world by the walls. In front stand the
director and the camera man with his
machine. When everything is in readiness for taking the scene, the director
shouts "lights," bringing several electricians on the run with arc light stands
that are soon connected to the source
of current by long, flexible cables.
Elsewhere may be seen stage carpenters busily engaged in erecting a set;
in another part of the studio the carpenters are demolishing a set ; while perhaps in a corner may be seen a director
surrounded by his company to whom
he is explaining the action of the scenario.
The handling of the film is a most interesting part of the Thanhouser
plant. This is accomplished in another building from that occupied by
the large studio, although there is a
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One of

the Rustic Bridges Constructed by Stage
Carpenters in the Thanhouser Yard.

daylight studio of lesser magnitude
housed under the same roof as the developing and printing departments.
The developing room is entered
through a winding entrance, so constructed as to effectively shut off all
light, yet permitting the free passage
of air. For the first few moments it is
impossible for a visitor to see anything
and in consequence he feels helpless.
After a time the oblong red lights are
visible around the room and by their
dim rays may be seen the long, narrow
tanks in which the film is developed.
The celluloid strips are wound on simple wooden frames and allowed to remain in the developing tanks for the
required length of time. The Clark
room hands occasionally lift a frame
from a tank and bring it in front of a
red lamp to ascertain the extent of the
development. In other tanks the films
are fixed and washed.
The room where the films are printed, i. e., where the positive films are
printed from the negative, is perhaps

more interesting than the dark room.
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A General View of

Staged.

the Huge Daylight Studio in which Thanhouser and Princess Brand Films are
In this Picture the Arrangement of the Different Sets is Clearly Seen.

It is also entered through a winding
passageway that excludes all outside
light. In this room there are a number
of printing machines constantly clicking away. It may be added that the
red lamps are brighter in this room

wound on cagelike wooden frames.
When the strips are thoroughly dry,
they are ready for assembling.
The assembling room is equipped
with long, low tables at which sit many
girls engaged in piecing together the
than in the dark room ; the positive film various strips of film that go to make
stock being less sensitive than the neg- a complete reel. It is most interesting
ative. The printing machines appear to watch these girls working, for they
as so many fire-flies with their flicker- are extremely apt at handling the film.
ing red lights. As the negative and Each has a reel and stand at her right
positive strips move along one picture on which to wind the film as fast as it
at a time, a shutter opens for an in- is assembled. Little rolls of film are
stant and permits the rays of a power- piled about, each accompanied by a
ful light to pass through. By observ- strip of paper marked with the name
ing the relative strength of the - red of the film and the number of the scene.
light through the moving film- strips, Each girl has a typewritten list of the
the operators can determine the inten- scenes. in the order in which they
sity of the negative and time the print- should be assembled. The workers
take the different lengths in proper seing accordingly.
they
developed
quence and cement them together with
After the films are
are dried in a special room that is kept liquid adhesive. Another part of this
warm and dry, the celluloid strips being work consists of polishing the film
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Strips. The girls wind the strips on
large, wooden, cagelike frames that
have been covered over with soft cloth.
The surface of the film is then gone
over with a cloth as well as with the
palm of the hand until it is lustrous and
without spots of any kind.
When a film has been assembled and
finished, it is sent; to the projecting
room. Here are found two motor-

the typewritten assembly sheet. It is
his duty to compare the projected film
with the assembly sheet, making sure
that the scenes, leaders and inserts follow in proper order and are without
flaw. After being thus inspected and
found correct, the film is placed in a
flat tin can and is sent to the shipping
room, there to be shipped to the exchanges throughout the United States
and the world. From the exchanges
the film ultimately finds its way to the
motion picture theatres and the audiences.

AN EXCITING AEROPLANE ACT
Sliding down a rope from a fast flying aeroplane and landing on the hurricane deck of a freight train moving
forty-five miles an hour is a job that
would make almost any soldier of fortune look to his laurels. It has all the
thrills of war and none of the emoluments of heroism.
Charles Gorman of the Majestic -Mutual forces did the trick recently near
the Mutual's Los Angeles studios, and
did it not once, but twice. First, he
rehearsed it so that W. C. Cabanne,
director of "Out of the Air," the play
for which the thriller was staged,
should be satisfied it could be done,
and then Gorman "went and done it."
Captain Hodgson, a well-known California aviator, handled the machine,
and F. A. Turner and Signe Auen were
on hand, ostensibly as principals in the
production, but really, as they thought,
to serve as first aid to the heroic dead.
Gorman liked the stunt so well he has
offered to do it again some day. He is
not being crowded one little bit for his
job.

drama to its present state of perfection and importance. He is the originator of many of the now common
effects in photoplays, chiefly the gradual opening and the fade -away at the
beginning and end of a film, the "flash
back" where a story occasionally
flashes from one scene to another to
indicate simultaneous incidents and
hold the audience in suspense, and the
slow and emphatic acting-particularly facial expression-coupled with
close-up photography.

driven
by two
its tin
chines.

projecting machines attended
men. The film is taken out of
and placed in one of the maThe operator has before him

TWO WELL-KNOWN FILM PERSONAGES
In the accompanying view is shown
D. W. Griffith, the well-known motion
picture director comparing notes with
Harry Aitken, President of the Mutual
Film Corporation. Mr. Griffith is credited with having brought the film

Messrs. D. W. Griffith and Harry Aitkin-Two Well
Known Personages in Filmdom.
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ACTING IN SULPHUR MINE
HARD ON SHOES
"Sheriff" Arthur Mackley and Howard Gaye each was forced to purchase
a new pair of shoes as the result of
putting on the Reliance -Mutual thriller, "The Miner's Peril." The company
used an old sulphur mine in the Topanga canyon in the Santa Monica
mountains for the mine shaft. The
ground near the mine shaft was so hot
from the sulphur fumes that it burned
the players' shoes. The company was
able to work only a half hour.

NEW FEATURE PRODUCTION
WITH A CAST OF r5,000
PERSONS
There have been many feature pho-

_

stance Griffith's horse fell upon him in
a mad gallop across country, with the
result that the film had to be delayed
several weeks until he recovered.

MINING CAMP CONSTRUCTED
FOR "MOVIES"
In the new Universal serial, "Master
Key," the director, Bob Leonard, has
gone to no little expense and trouble
in order to have constructed a thriving
mining camp in the midst of the Californian mountains. There are a half
dozen or more shafts sunk into the
side of a mountain at various points,
with car tracks issuing from their
mouths and running on to great dumping mounds. There are the powder
and tool houses, piles of logs used for
beaming the tunnels, scores of ore cars,
well constructed shacks for the miners
and their families, as well as everything
else that is necessary for giving the
scenery a true mining camp appearance. The entire atmosphere of the
mining camp is most realistic and
leaves absolutely nothing to the imagination of the audience.

toplays of six, seven or even eight reels
with casts totaling 3,000 to 5,000 people. But it has remained to the daring
of the famous director D. W. Griffith
of the Mutual Film Corporation to produce a feature entitled "The Clansman"
in some scenes of which appear 15,000
persons. Beyond any doubt this is the
first time that casts in excess of 10,000,
or, for that matter, probably over
5,000, have been employed in a film GERMAN GOVERNMENT TAKING MOTION PICTURES
production.
OF WAR
There are 12,000 actors in this proIt is reported by one of the American
duction who take part as soldiers of
in Germany that the
correspondents
the United States army, as members of
has commissioned
government
the famous Ku Klux Klan, as natives German
of the city in which the dramatic action the Express Film Company, a connectakes place, and as the objects of the tion of Pathé Freres, to take official
wrath of all these people. Three thou- moving pictures during the course of
sand more actors are negroes, fleeing the war. These pictures are designed
to disprove the charges of German
from the Ku Klux Klan organization.
One may gauge the magnitude of the atrocities. Under certain conditions
action by the following incidents : Once scenes of actual fighting are being
the 3,000 negroes, who were driven taken. The conduct of the German solfrom their homes by the Ku Klux Klan, diers after the capture of a city is
really took fright at the savageness being recorded by the motion picture
with which they were attacked and camera.
more than half of them refused to reBeing hoisted from a swiftly moving
turn to work. As a result the director
on to a hydro -aeroplane
motorboat
had to hire about 2,000 negroes and
photograph the scenes over again in while traveling at full speed over the
which the black folks figured. One of Pacific, is the experience of Signe Auen
the leading men, Henry \\Talthall, as in the political story, "On the Wings
well as Director Griffith, both had bad of Love," just produced by W. Christie
falls. from their mounts. In one in- Cabanne of the Majestic -Mutual forces.

,'

THE LATEST IN CONCRETE
In the accompanying views are seen a stone. In the right hand oval is seen
few of the latest applications of concrete a similar idea applied to house numbers.
in Pasadena, Calif. And in view of the In beautiful contrast to the white confact that California leads in the artistic crete are the many bronze lamp posts
employment of concrete, these examples that are being employed in lighting the
may be considered as the
thoroughfares of Pasamost advanced in the
dena. In the lowermost
field.
view is seen one of these
In the center view is
artistic lamp posts as well
seen the Women's Rest
as the name of a home on
gs
House in Library Park, a
a small concrete slab.
~.
striking example of a
It is undisputedly adconcrete building of at'4-;,-"
mitted
'
that in the matter
tractive architecture. In
;'"'
of
artistic
employment of
_....,41+r:'j
the oval to the left is a
concrete for a wide dipark bench, the ends of
y'
..' versity of purposes, the
which are of concrete and
r4'41;
cities in southern Califorserve to hold two heavy
nia are far more adthat
boards
are held in
vanced than other Amer-
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place with pegs. Such a
bench may be constructed
at a cost of about $io.
In the topmost view is
seen a street sign located
on the curb stone. These
concrete signs may be
made at a cost of but $4

and they are proving
highly useful as well as
adding to the decorative
appearance of the concrete walks and curb
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ican cities. Concrete 6
used in many ways and
for almost infinite purposes in California. Many
of these applications are
new and even unknown
to Eastern home builders.
Concrete is not expensive
to employ and is exceedingly durable, while its
appearance, when properly combined with wooden
trimmings, is pleasing.

Photos. Paul Thompson

TUE American Santa Claus

is think-

ing hard these days as to how he
can fill the stockings of his many American youngsters to the brim. His German workshops, heretofore producing
the greatef part of the toys for young'
America, are now closed because of the
European war. It presents quite a problem for this mythical gentleman to meet
the unprecedented emergency, for no aid
can be counted on from Germany. It
is in the United States that the shortage
must be met.
In Massachusetts, not far from the
New Hampshire border, is the town of
Winchendon, thriving in the shadow of
Mount Monadnock.
Winchendon is
America's Toy Town. It occupies the
same relative position in American industry as Nuremburg does in Gerríiany.
In fact, the New Englanders are prone

to call it "The American Nuremburg."
It is to the artisans of Winchendon that
Santa Claus has appealed for the greater
supply of Christmas toys, and .the scenes
of extreme activity in the town are ample proof that the appeal. has been heard

-and

answered.
Winchendon is essentially a Toy
Town. The very atmosphere reverberates with the spirit of Toyland. As the
train pulls into the station the visitor to
the town is surprised to find a huge rocking horse standing on the green near the
depot. It is the idol of the town-its
very spirit as it were-a huge toy that
symbolizes the raison d'etre of the town.
Winchendon is also a manufacturing
town. Yet it has none of the characteristics that are usually closely associated
with a highly industrial community.
There are no closely grouped and ugly
44
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workingmen's homes; no tall, dirty,
smoke -belching chimneys, nor grim factories with barren, cheerless walls,
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ucts as sleds and other similar articles
that cannot be strictly termed toys, so
that eliminating articles of that nature
and considering only the actual toys, the
amount is estimated at about $4,000,000.
When war broke out in Europe, only
one-third of the total amount of toys to
be supplied by Germany had been delivered to American distributors. The remaining two-thirds was to be shipped
some time between July and the Christmas holidays. On the face of these facts
it would appear that American manufacturers must supply additional toys to
the value of $6,0oo,000 to meet the shortage caused by the commercial isolation of
Germany. But in actuality this is not
the case. For one thing, since war has

At the Left:
Women Packing
Wooden Animals
0".5

Above: Workman Using Airbrush to Spray
Paint on Wooden
Horse.
These
Toy Animals are
Turned Out in
Large Quantities
at Winchendon.

.

into
Noah's
Arks.
Below:
Workmen Modeling
Wooden
Horses with Saws
and Scrapers.
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bounded by dark, narrow streets. Instead, the visitor is surprised to find gay,
.1r
<.,
clean cottages that house the happy
workingmen ; the white walls of these
r
homes standing ín sharp yet pleasing
,
..
,
contrast to the neat and extensive
i
lawns that surround them. The three
.
1
toy factories are just outside the village,
forming the points of a triangle the sides
of which encompass the town of Winchendon. The factories are clean and inviting, and surrounded by toy gardens.
-4..
The entire importation of toys from
t
Germany in 1913 was valued, at wholesale
rates, at $8,856,575. During the same
period the American manufacturers produced playthings valued at $8,264,000. broken
But the latter sum includes such prod - receivedout shipments of toys have been
from Germany. True they
".
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were insignificant when considered by
themselves, but figured collectively they
helped swell the total of German toys
now on hand in America. Then again,
there is the large supply of toys left over
from last Christmas. Each year the toy
dealers have a considerable amount of
unsold goods which are packed and
stored for the following year. Indeed,
this is one of the principles of this line
of merchandising.
It is now obvious that the toy makers
of Winchendon have not as great a task
before them as the plain facts would indicate, yet the problem is none the less
a difficult one to meet for this year. And
it is not this year's demand only that
must be met. It is stated by authorities
that should the war suddenly end now,
there is scarcely a chance that Germany
would be in a position to furnish toys for
at least three years to come. Furthermore, with the great costs of the war
that will have to be met by the people of

Germany whether victorious or otherwise, it is probable that German toys will
have to be sold at a price that will cause

their elimination from the American
market in favor of domestic products.
Thus it is plain that the Winchendon
manufacturers have a task before them
which promises to be a perennial one.
To sum the statements that have been
made by leaders in the toy industry : It
is indeed doubtful if America will ever
buy toys in great quantities from European manufacturers.
Winchendon is ready to meet any demands that Santa Claus may make on its
toy shops. More men are being employed
to turn out the toys and wings are being
added to some of the factories. The Toy
Town has heretofore produced about
two-thirds of the toy drums and over
one-half of the musical chimes, rocking
horses, blackboards, and dolls' trunks
made in America. It also turns out a
large percentage of the dolls' furniture,
mechanical toys and pianos that
bring joy to the hearts of the
American children. From the
Winchendon factories t h e r e
flows forth to American markets
a constant supply of wooden

Women Workers Putting the Finishing Touches on Wooden
Horses.

toys such as dolls' houses, bowls,
washing machines and toy boats,
including such games as ten
pins and ring toss. Each day
one of the factories turns out
7,000 toy drums retailing at io
cents each, as well as enough
dolls' trunks to fill seven freight
cars.
The war has not been all in
favor of the toy makers of
Winchendon. Many of the materials employed by the factories
have, in the past, been secured
from countries now at war. For
instance : A certain grade of
burlap used in covering doll
trunks has always come from
Dundee ; the zinc has come from
Antwerp ; the dyestuffs and inks
have come from Germany. But
American ingenuity is rapidly
finding substitutes and the manufacturing of toys goes on undaunted.
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It must be admitted that German toys will be missed this
Christmas. While domestic toy
makers can duplicate almost all
of the German toys-and even
improve on them in many instances-there are certain toys
that they are unable to supply.
Perhaps the most striking of
these are the mechanical toys
turned out in immense quantities
by German manufacturers and
sold at extremely low prices.
American 'toy makers frankly
confess their inability to supply
the demand for these toys this
year.
German manufacturers
have long been making a specialty of simple mechanical toys.
They have devised special machinery to turn out these products in such large quantities and
at such low costs that the field is
certainly their own beyond competition. But American toy makers, in the same breath as the
confession of their inability to
make these toys, will tell you
that the demand for mechanical
Calls for Dexterity and Extreme
toys is negligible in volume. The Gluing of Wooden Toys
Neatness.
They claim these toys are only
sold when shown-that seeing them RAISING STATUARY AT THE
creates the demand which did not previPANAMA -PACIFIC INTERNAously exist.
TIONAL EXPOSITION
is
relying
mainly
on
Santa Claus
The method employed in raising the
Winchendon to have this Christmas great pieces of statuary to their high
mean as much to the American youngs- positions on the buildings of the Panters as ever. His representatives, the re- ama-Pacific International Exposition
tail toy merchants, are looking to Winch- by means of a traveling steam crane is
endon for their goods. With the artisans indeed novel. The statue seen in the
of the quaint Toy Town of America illustration weighs 3,000 pounds and
working 24 hours a day and with added is 14 feet in height. The normal length
facilities of all kinds, the youngsters are of the boom on the crane is 4o feet.
not doomed to disappointment. And The extension, as shown in the picwhat is more, the greater portion of the ture, is 66 feet long, making a total
toys will bear that legend that is coming length of ¡06 feet. With this equiprapidly into its own in every line of man- ment an average of so statues in one
ufacturing-"Made in America"-truly day are raised to their permanent posia feature of this Christmas that must tions.
The height of the parapet
bring cheer to the patriotism of all shown in the photograph is 65 feet.
Americans.
Unusual facilities are offered for crane
work and for the handling cf exhibits
Don't forget that the next cover of at the exposition by reason of the
this magazine will appear as MODERN standard railroad tracks which run into
each exhibition palace on the grounds.
MECHANICS.
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Not only is the railroad system
which extends throughout the exposition grounds employed in the handling of statuary, lumber and various
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may be brought from all parts of the
country without any extra handling.
The cars in which the exhibits are originally shipped are switched directly
onto the rails of the Exposition Terminal Railway and are run into the
buildings to which the exhibits are
consigned.
When all the exhibits are installed,
the tracks will be covered over, buried
beneath roadway and lawn, until the
end of the exposition. Then they will
again be exposed to be used in the removal of all that was brought into the
exposition grounds.
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FOUR FLAT CARS TO HAUL
SINGLE PIECE OF FREIGHT

r'r

2

yf,.. .fy
Steam Derrick Placing a Statue on a Building at
the Panama -Pacific Exposition Site.

supplies, as well as rate trees, including palms from distant parts of the
world, but by means of the exposition
ferry slips where freight cars are landed direct from the trans-continental
lines upon the grounds, 'the exhibits

A steel tube 120 feet long and ten feet
in diameter was hauled- across the continent recently, requiring four flat cars
to haul it. The weight was 149,000
pounds, and it is said to be the largest
single piece of freight ever shipped by
rail for such a distance.- It travelled
from Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to a cement
plant in Riverside, Calif., where it is to
be installed as a kiln in one of the lead-

ing cement producing sections of the
country. The huge tube was set upon
swivels resting on the ends of the cars
in order that it might take the curves.
When the consignment reached the Salt
Lake station in Riverside, the pipe was
covered with inscriptions scribbled by
persons along the route, indicating the
attention that the great pipe had aroused.
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Four Cars Were Required to Raul this Steel Tube Measuring 120 Feet in Length and Weighing
149.000 Pounds.
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A GIGANTIC CANAL GATE
means of signals sent over the electric
Recently a large concern in San Fran- light wires to all parts of the city.
By a code of "winks," made known
cisco finished building for the Panama
Canal the largest floating gate of its kind in advance, everyone who was in the
ever constructed. This gate will be used vicinity of an electric light knew that a
in connection with the maintenance of $2,750,000 bond issue had finally been
the Panama Canal. It will be employed authorized after being rejected at three
previous elections. In many places apas a barrier or dam across the entrance
plause followed the lights' announcement
to anyone of the lock sites when the
that the Municipal Free Bridge that
;át4
mitering lock gates are to be rehas been standing idle for three
paired or painted. It can also be
xL
years and costing the city $490 a
used for unwatering any one of
day in interest, would be finished
the lock chambers in order to
immediately.
make an inspection of the walls
The signals were operated from
and floor of the lock chambers,
the sub -stations throughout the
as well as the cylindrical
city, where the switch was pulled
valves installed within the lock
on each individual trunk line. The
walls.

.. -

End View of the Gigantlo
Floating Gate While Still on
the Ways.
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Below: The Gate being
Towed by an Ocean-Going
Tug to its Destination.
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It required 1,500 tons of structural

steel to build the caisson and 80o tons
of permanent ballast placed in its bottom to give it stability in its light draft
position The caisson has been taken
to the Isthmus of Panama on a tugboat.

NOVEL WAY OF ANNOUNCING
ELECTION RETURNS
The results o-1 a bond election held in
St. Louis, Friday, November 6, were
flashed into 50,000 homes and practically
all of the theatres within five minutes
after the last vote was counted, by

At the Left: The Canal Gate at the Moment of Launching at San P1ancisco.

time consumed in announcing the news
was less than five minutes.

SEARCHLIGHTS FOR EXPOSITION ARE TESTED
Recently a test was made of the 950
big searchlights and reflectors mounted
on the roofs of .the palaces of the Pan-

ama-Pacific International Exposition.
The most extraordinary feature of the
test was the fact that the globe surmounting the Tower of Jewels was
seen 70 miles out at sea. The Tower
of Jewels is hung with 125 cut-glass
gems of many tints covering the struc-
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ture from the summit, 348 feet above ever caught alive and watched carefully
the ground, to a point 98 feet below. for purposes of scientific study as to
On this structure the beams of 50 fixed characteristics and habits, was given to
searchlights located at vantage points Professor Storer, of the Department of
on all sides of the tower will be played. Vertebrate Zoology, by a farmer who
found it in the country near Berkeley,
ELECTRICAL ENERGY SOLD IN California. The snake is about the size
of the ordinary gopher snake, but is
WORLD'S PRINCIPAL CITIES
The use of electrical energy for in- marked by the entire absence of color.
dustrial and domestic purposes is not This peculiar reptile, which has a sort
Nearly so general in Europe as in this
The following table from
country.
Cosmos gives the number of kilowatt
hours of energy per inhabitant sold in
the year in the different large cities of
the world
Chicago 425, Boston 400, New York
36o, London 13o, Buenos Ayres 123,
Berlin III, Hamburg 43, Paris 27.

of fleshy hue with a bit of a pinkish
tinge, is being closely watched by the
members of the class who frequent the
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology for any
developments of unusual characteristics.

:-

It is said that the German invaders
of Belgium, whatever else they may have
destroyed, have been careful not to injure park trees. The cavalrymen, so a
report goes, are forbidden to tie their
horses to trees for fear that the animals
will gnaw the bark.

ALBINO GOPHER SNAKE
DISCOVERED IN CALIFORNIA
What is reported to be the second

AN

albino snake ever found, and the first

DEADLY AERIAL BOMB
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Joseph A. Steinmetz, the Inventor of the Defensive Bomb, Demonstrating his Device which he
Claims will be an Important Fac- f
for in Future Aerial Conflicts.
F

_

At the Left: The Defensive
Bomb that is Swung from a

Small Balloon and Explodes
when Invading Aircraft Strike
a Wire Attached to it. Above:
The Offensive Bomb Used by
Aeroplanes in their Attacks
It Explodes
on Dirigibles.
when the Hooks Catch on an
Airship.
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UNIQUE WATER
MILL
A water mill in Western Ontario has the
unique distinction of
utilizing the water over
rá.
again. After the water
-.
has passed under the
,
mill's turbine wheel, it
flows down the mill
for a short discreek
2
tance until it comes to
a tower. Passing under
the tower, the water 51-714 s` H `
drives a wheel from
M.:
,¡,,t,"
which a wire cable is
"
stretched across to a
e
rC`7v1,
wheel on one of the mill
.
,
.4,...,4»
.r...,
bs,á
walls. The cable thus
The Water Mill Where the drives t h e machinery
After the Water has Passed
Water is First Utilized in Driv- with the water that has Through the Tnrbine
Wheel of the
ing a Turbine Wheel. It is ConMill, it Drives the Wheels of
nected by Cable to Wheel Down- already been used fur- this Tower. A Cable
Transmits
stream.
the Power to the Mill.
ther upstream.
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"LIVE" RUBBER MEN MADE OF
AUTOMOBILE TIRES
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MEDICINE MADE TASTELESS
BY NEW INVENTION
Who has not revolted against a dose
of castor oil, rhubarb or other nau-

In a California street parade was recently entered a float bearing two monstrous men of "live" rubber automobile seous medicine? The placing of such
tires.
These anidrugs in soluble
mated figures were
capsules was a great
forced to perform
step toward making
1
the most ludicrous
it possible to swal"stunts" by means
low without tasting
of compressed air,
them, but even so
generated by an enthere are many peogine that was hidden
4. _
ple who cannot
in the body of the
swallow a capsule.
float. A system of
An ingenious
,.
valves, worked by
Frenchman has
two 'concealed op4
produced ái cup that
°
erators, caused difhas been hailed as a
'b
4
ferent parts of the
boon to persons who
anatomy of the rubhave to take such
ber men to altersubstances as cod
nately extend and
liver oil. He calls
collapse with most
it the "pomponstriking results.
nette." When you
The float was an
drink your medicine
advertisement for a
from it, it gives you
local tire supply
A Float on which are
first some liquid
Mounted Two Rubber Tire
firm.
Men.
that is pleasant to
°

_
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the taste and to the smell. This is succeeded without interruption by the medicine, and this again by a delicious liquid,
each flowing separately without the
possibility of becoming mixed. Thus
you have taken your medicine and have
not perceived either its revolting taste or
odor.
The pomponnette holds twice as
much as the dose you are to take and
it must be drained at one draught.
However, there is no difficulty in this
connection. It has three compartments, one above the other, the upper
and lower containing the orange juice,
wine or whatever pleasant liquid you
may prefer. The middle one contains
the medicine. The two partitions are
movable and must be adjusted to rest

upon the liquid so as to leave no air
spaces. These partitions are pierced
with oblique grooves that make it
impossible for the liquid in one compartment to pass into another except
by flowing horizontally. This prevents
the liquids from mixing.
When you raise it to your lips, you
drink first the contents of the upper
compartment ; when this is almost
empty, the contents of the middle compartment begin to flow, and when this
has gone, the lowest compartment
gives out its contents in turn.
The pomponnette is being used commonly in France for administering
doses of cod liver oil, which, to most
persons, is one of the most nauseous
substances taken as medicine.

A NOVEL MOTOR SLED
Motor -driven sleighs are no longer a
novelty at the present time. But the
type illustrated in the accompanying
view presents many new features. It
was built by an Austrian aeronaut who
applied the method of propelling air-

Another novel feature is presented in
the method employed for guiding the
sleigh. This is very much the same as
the principle employed in steering a
boat. Behind the runners are two
large planes which touch the ground
and are moved to the left and right-by
means of rods, levers and the inclined
steering post. Two pairs of hooks,
which may be pressed down into the
snow through a foot pedal and a lever,
serve as brakes.
In several trials in the vicinity of Vienna a speed of 25 miles per hour has
been obtained on soft snow. On a hard
snow surface almost double the speed
Still greater
has been developed.
speeds have been attained on ice.

I

a,-.13.41;«,-

Bled Driven by Aerial

.

,.

Propeller, Capable of De -

veloping Sigh Speed.

ships and flying machines to this
vehicle.
In back of the body two large wings
are mounted on a shaft that is connected with the engine. These wings serve
to drive the sleigh. It is said that the
vehicle starts up gradually and without
shocks. The engine is placed in the
front and develops 24 horsepower.

A FAMILY FOOTBALL FIFTEEN
A queer football team has been formed
in England. It is composed of fifteen
brothers who form a complete rugby
team and have issued a challenge to any
similar team. Needless to say, they will
have a hard time finding any opposing
team, as very few families of the present day contain fifteen children, let alone
fifteen brothers, and when such a family
is found it is doubtful whether they
could all be persuaded to play football.
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methods used in accomplishing any particular task.
In China or Japan, a workman in removing a heap of stones or bricks or
dirt will not carry one load the entire
distance. Instead, he will carry one load

GIVEN a problem of any type whatsoever to work out, the Oriental
mind will arrive at a mental conclusion
by a process of reasoning exactly opposite to that followed in a Western
mind. The same rule applies to the
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The Dexterity which
the Tub Makers Obtain with their Feet
is Astounding.
At
the Right: Common
Sights Along tha Yellow Sea Coast Towns
are the Clumsy Rope making Frames.
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Above: A Primitive
Rice Mill at Hankow,
China. The Grain and
the Chaff of the Rioe
are
Separated
by
Numerous
Ingenious
Methods, all Employing Manual Labor to

the Fullest Extent.
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ipulation of both hands and feet. The
tub bottom is firmly grasped between the
feet, and the staves are put in, nailed
with wooden plugs and bound with the
hands. The dexterity which the crouching workmen attain with their feet and
particularly their toes is astonishing.
Ropes and halyards for the junks and
sampans of the numerous rivers of
China are made by a laborious process
of hand weaving. A common sight in
the coast towns
along the Yel'y .
low Sea are the
WIMYvw
_. r*
clumsy wooden
, 1.
.
frames for rope
i
making.
Sev¡r s,P.liMr
i
eral lines are
.0.0-1=3
stretched tightly
...
between the up,`y
._.... ... rights, and the
ropemaker plies
a tapering ebony
or bone needle

short distance towards his destination
and put it down. Then he will return
to the pile, get a second load and place
it alongside the first. He will continue
in this way until the entire heap has
been moved a step of the journey. Then
he will repeat the manoeuver until, in
time, the heap arrives at its destination
by a series of short jumps.
Chinese or Japanese building construction methods also differ radically from
those that are
a

employed

in this country.

Instead of erecting an adjustable scaffold and
raising it upward, floor by
floor as t h e

building
progresses, h

. .

t..

finished.
A n unusual
form of tool employed in the
Chinese and
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constructs an intricate bamboo
network about
the contemplated structure.
In effect, the
finished building
i s
completely
veiled until it is
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among the cords
until they are
knit in a solid,

i
3

R.9

,

and out

evenstrand.

Strange

r'

to
say, these ropes
c a n compare

quite favorably
both in strength
a n d durability
In the Oval: The Oriental Saws Cut on the Backward
with
Stroke. Above: Hand Looms in Japan are Diminishing
ropes. It is a
Year.
at the Rate of More Than One Thousand a
fact worthy of
carpentry trade
that
the unpainted
in
mention
the
passing
on
is the saw which is designed to cut
backward instead of on the forward Chinese junks and sampans, although
stroke, just contrary to the way saws are constructed without the use of a single
metal nail, endure the buffets of the conused in this country.
The lack of modern machinery of dif- gested streams and the extremes of
ferent sorts has compelled the Oriental Chinese weather sometimes for more
manufacturer to devise numerous unique than a hundred years.
Rice mills are, of course, very primimethods employing manual labor only.
The making of wooden tubs is an in- tive in Japan and China, although modteresting example of this. Whereas ern machinery for this purpose is being
American tub and barrel machines turn imported to some extent. Usually the
out the finished product from crude lum- grain is flayed by hand, and it is then
ber by a simple mechanical process, the ground by numerous ingenious methods.
Japanese method is painstaking and ex- A common procedure is to erect a large
ceedingly tedious. The staves are cut bamboo tripod, suspend an inverted
and whittled to 'shape by hand, and the wooden cask from the angle and sepaassembling is done by an ingenious man- rate grain from chaff by pounding.

Japanese

Manila

MODERN MECHANICS
More than a thousand hand looms are
being discontinued yearly in Japan with
the importation of improved English
electrically -operated mills. Thousands
of the old hand looms, however, may
still be seen in various parts of the
Mikado's empire.
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is of a serious enough nature, as murder
or piracy, and he is convicted, his head
is cut off with a sharp broadsword.

Experiences with forest fires in the
national forests this year show that automobiles, where they can be used, furnish
the quickest a n d
cheapest transportation for crews of
fire fighters. Motor
rates are higher
those for
teams for the actual
time employed, but
the total cost per
distance traye1ed
and in wages paid
to men in getting to
fires is much less.
The time -saving is

than

self-evident;

trips which ordinarExecuting a Pirate in Canton,
China. Chinese Sampans Built Without the Use of a Single Nail. The
Finished Building is Completely
Veiled Until the Bamboo Lacework
Is Removed.
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Chinese executions of public criminals
differ radically from the hangings and
electrocutions of America. There, a
capital offender is decapitated. He is
given a formal trial, and if his offence

ily require two days' time by team have
been made by automobile in a few hours.
The rapid arrival of the fire fighters
often prevents dangerous fires from

spreading.

Various Views of
a Small Turbo -generator Plant that has
been Built for Use
on a Steam Tug.

The Generator will
Furnish Current for
Forty 25 -Watt Tung
Its
sten Lamps.
Compactness is Remarkable.
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A TINY TURBO -GENERATOR

PLANT

One of the latest wonders in the field
of electric current generating apparatus
is the tiny steam turbine equipment illustrated in the accompanying views.
This equipment has been recently turned
out by one of the leading electrical manufacturing firms for use ón a small tug
plying the waters of New York Harbor.
It is said to be the smallest steam turbine equipment ever constructed for
practical use. It measures 35/ inches
in length,
inches in height and 133/4
inches in breadth. The electric generator of the outfit can supply current 'for
forty i5 -watt tungsten lamps, being
rated at one kilowatt capacity. The only

i8/

-

REMARKABLE CHINESE
EON WHISTLES

PIG-

Probably the most unique musical instruments employed in any country are
the odd Chinese pigeon whistles. The
accompanying view shows a pigeon with
one of these whistles on its -tail. The
whistles' are very light, weighing but a
few grams, and are attached to the tails
of young pigeons soon after their birth,
by means of fine copper wire. When
the pigeons fly, the wind blowing
through the whistles sets them vibrating
56

moving parts of the equipment comprise
the rotor of the turbine and the armature of the generator. These are driven
at a speed of 4,000 revolutions a minute ;
a centrifugal governor maintaining a
constant speed.
This turbo -generator outfit fills a long felt want in the way of electric light
plants. Heretofore, a lighting plant for
small vessels has necessitated devoting
considerable space for installing the machinery. However, this equipment is so
compact that it may be installed in á corner of any engine room without inconvenience. The weight of the equipment
is but 405 pounds. Steam pressure at
full load varies from 75 to 250 pounds
per square inch.
and thus produces a melodious open-air
concert, for the instruments in a flock
are all tuned differently. On a serene
day in Peking, where these instruments
are manufactured with great cleverness
and ingenuity, it is even possible to enjoy this aerial music while sitting in
one's room.
In spite of the seemingly large variety
of pigeon whistles, there are but two distinct types : those consisting of oblong
bamboo tubes placed side by side, and a
type based on the principle of tubes attached to a gourd body or windchest.

MODERN MECHANICS
They are lacquered in yellow, brown,
red, and black, to protect the material
from the destructive influences of the atmosphere. The tube whistles have either
two or three, or else five tubes.
In
some specimens the five tubes are made
of ox -horn instead of bamboo. The

\
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on the principal mouthpiece, some arranged around it. These varieties are
distinguished by different names. Thus,
a whistle with one mouthpiece and ten
tubes is called "the eleven -eyed one."

Some have the shape of a pig's head.
As to the materials and implements

.

.

i

i

-.
A Pigeon

with a Chinese Pigeon Whistle, Showing the Method of Attaching this Musical Instrument. Chinese Pigeon Whistles, from the Simplest to the Most Complicated, are all Hand -made.

gourd whistles are furnished with a
mouthpiece and small apertures to the
number of two, three, six, ten, and even
thirteen. Certain among them have, besides, a number of bamboo tubes, some

used in the manufacture of pigeon
whistles, there are small gourds that
serve for the bodies, halves of large
gourds-a particular species imported
from Shantung to Peking for this spe-
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cial industry-from which stoppers are
made that fit into them, and four kinds
of bamboo : cylindrical pieces of a large
species that grows in the south, used in
making the mouthpieces of the large
tubes; thin sticks for making those .of
the small ones ; hard bamboo for the
large tubes themselves; and a soft kind
for the smaller ones. The separate
pieces are fastened together by means
of fish glue applied with an iron nail
One workman is said to be able to turn
out about three specimens a day, indicating that the work requires some time
and skill.
A

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING SIGN
The latest electric advertising sign
MAMMOTH

gest motograph in existence.. It measures 13o feet in length and 5o feet in
height.
The moving letters are 12
feet high and may be read nearly a
mile and a half away. Every night a
different legend appears on the sign

extolling the virtues of electricity and
of electrical appliances.

WORLD'S LARGEST CHEESE
FEET IN CIRCUMFERENCE

25

The world's largest cheese has just
been finished at West Martinsburg, New
York, and will soon be shipped to the
World's Fair in San Francisco. It is
four feet seven inches high and 25 feet
around. One hundred and six thousand
pounds of milk were required to make
this gigantic cheese.

O.

THROUG`
TRAIN I

A Huge "Talking" Electric Sign that
is being Employed in Chicago for Advertising the Advantages of Electric Light
and Power.

erected by the Commonwealth -Edison
Company of Chicago is located on top
of a building at Michigan Boulevard
and Randolph Street.
This sign is claimed to be the lar-

II

The town forest of Baden-Baden,
Germany, yields an annual profit of $5.25
per acre, or a total net profit of nearly
$67,5oo. Germany is an exponent of advanced forestry.
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HATEVER be the outcome of

these waterways and makes navigation
the war in Europe, whether well nigh prohibitive. Again, in time of
it give to the Czar an open port to the war, there is the vexing problem of Denouter world by reason of added terri- mark's neutrality, and the Danes hold
torial possessions, Russia may confident- the keys to the western gateways of the
ly look forward to a commercial revo- Baltic. True, Archangel is entirely unlution in that her trade routes to the seas der Russian dominance, but the open
beyond need not hereafter be hampered period normally for that far northern
by barriers of ice. At least, that is the port is scarcely more than three months
promise of an American inventive gen- in the summer time, and then the Arctic
ius-a man who has already startled us ice gathers in the White Sea and builds
by his amazing mechanical achievements. a pretty effectual bulwark against the
We refer to Elmer A. Sperry, who has activities of shipping.
found so many helpful uses for the gyroThese are apparently insurmountable
scope.
obstacles, and yet Mr. Sperry says they
It is probably an old story to you that need not be, and he promises to overRussia has longed for many decades for come them by means of the gyroscope.
a port on open waters in the winter time ; This sounds decidedly fantastic, and yet
a harbor that she could control and there is a substantial basis of fact and
which would lead directly to the free accomplishment upon which to build this
seas. Politically or strategically, call it prophecy. However, before we give the
what you may, her outlets on the Black details of Mr. Sperry's plans and his arSea are not unrestrained because there rangement with the Russian Governis the ultimate
m e n t , it is
passage through
needful t
the Dardanelles
we know someguarded by
thing about ice
Turkey. In the
conditions in the
---i,
L
north, her Baltic
*+++
-_
Baltic and the
L
ports serve well
-r
White Sea, and
enough in sumrecall what has
e
mer time, and so
already been
does Archangel
done in the way
on the White
of efforts to batSea, but then
tle with the barcomes that long
rier floes.
interval w h en
When JapanOne of the Big 5.000 -Ton Car-Ferry
Jack Frost grips The -"Ashtabula,"
Steamers Employed on the Great Lakes.
ese mines sank
59
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one of the Czar's battleships outside
of Port Arthur, the Russian navy lost its
foremost scientist, Admiral Makaroff.
Happily, some years previously, he devoted his engineering skill to the design-

drive of her io,000-horse-power engines
was expected to crush the opposing floes.
Admiral Makaroff planned and builded
well, and_her performances confirmed the
Admiral's expectation. The vessel was
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Two Instances of Steamers Ciught in Ice Jams and Obliged to Remain Inactive for a Considerable
Length of Time.

ing of an ice -breaker, and from his plans
there was built that notable craft of 8,000
tons, the Yermak. The ship was structurally of somewhat unusual form and
exceptionally strong. She was meant to
force her sturdy bluff bow up and on the
ice, and by sheer weight and the forceful

really built for service in the Kara Sea,
which is practically ice -bound the year
through, and preliminary to dispatching
her there she was given a rigorous trying
out on an experimental run to Spitzbergen against heavy polar ice.
At times, the Yermak was rushed di-

MODERN MECHANICS
rectly against polar ice 14 feet thick,

but the

floe

cracked sh arply
under the attackshowing the tremendous momentum of the assaulting craft. As
a result of some
weeks of bumping
around in the

neighborhood
Spitzberg-
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vessel touches solid
ice it has to run
through a hundred
feet or so of broken ice. That diminishes very much
the speed of the
boat, which, on - a
second charge,
may make very little headway.
It
happens sometimes
that after the ship
stops going ahead
it wont go backwards, and it may
take half an hour
and the alternate
working of the engines ahead and
astern before she
can be got free."

of
en Admiral Makaroff brought out
the fact that the
prime essential for
an ice -breaker in
that region was
v."
hull strength and i
not necessarily engine power. On
The ice -breaking
L
the other hand,
problem has been
when tried out in
with us for many
The Simple Top Gyroscope-the Principle of
in America,
the Baltic, the con- which
years
is Applied for Opening Ioe-bound Waters to
Navigation.
and on the Great
ditions were quite
reversed. Not that
Lakes navigation is
the body of the ship need not be very kept open for weeks in the late fall and
strong-for that is necessary of course- started early in the spring by means of
but effective work hinged more upon the certain little tugboats that are able to
available horsepower of the propelling break paths open for the big car ferries
engine. Admiral Makaroff also found the and other large steamers which cannot do
fresh -water ice in the Baltic to be strong- this for themselves, strange as it may
er than the salt -water ice in the Arctic seem.
As we shall see, it is not always best to
Sea ; but where the Arctic floes split in
long cracks the Baltic hummocks and follow the advice of that popular song,
drifts were shattered into a hampering "Sit down, sit down, sit down you're
clutter immediately about the Yermak rocking the boat !" The small tugs in
question are purposely designed to rock,
and at the point of attack.
With the Arctic ice the cleverage read- and by this rocking motion they deal sideily opened up a clear way through which wise blows to the ice while their propelthe ice -breaker could push, but the fri- lers are forcing them steadily forward
able Baltic ice behaved in another way. through the broken pieces and at good
Let us quote from a report made by this speed against the solid edge of the floes
notable authority.
"When the ship or hummocks. These tow boats have abinto
it
it,
charges
does not form long normally big rudders worked by
cracks, but breaks under her. When the steering engines, and this sculling mut on
ship passes half of her length in such a rolls the little craft from side to side. Big
floe, she touches so many fragments steamers would do the same thing if so
that they stop her progress by their fric- equipped, but the cost of such an installation and pressure upon the craft's plating tion would be prohibitive. Now we come
forward. When the ship stops, there is to Mr. Sperry's solution, for he makes it
no other way than to back and charge possible for any vessel to break her own
again. This time, before the bow of the way and all because of her capacity to
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roll rhythmically under the impulse or
suitable gyroscopes.
We are not going to elaborate upon the
workings of a gyroscope, because most
of us know enough about this form of the_
spinning flywheel to recall its obstinate
tendency to revolve in a given plane or
forcibly to resist external efforts to disturb it in its chosen path. Now Mr.
Sperry went further than this, for he
showed that the gyroscope could be
swung at will first to one side and then
to the other side of this chosen path by
means of a moderate application of power properly applied, and that the rebelling gyroscope set up reactions of much

r.
---s-

_

-4

that the boat could be rocked vigorously
when lying in still water by the arbitrary
turning of the stabilizing gyros. Learning how the little tugs broke the ice on
the Great Lakes, Mr. Sperry proposed
to install a gyroscopic stabilizing plant
on one of the big 5000 -ton car -ferry
steamers, so that the same equipment
could be used to steady the vessel in
rough weather or to rock her when seeking to break her own way through the
ice floes. Hearing of his perfected plans
for the steamer Ashtabula, the Russian
Government was at once interested. Up
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The II. S. S. "Worden" Showing the Installation
of a Gyroscope on the Deck.
In the Circle:
Method of Mounting a Gyroscope on Shipboard.

greater moment or force than the power
required in the disturbing apparatus. In
other words, he found a way to stabilize
a torpedo boat by merely swinging a gyroscope spinning in a vertical plane to
one or the other side so as to neutralize
the upsetting impulse of a wave. The
bigger the wave the more the gyroscope
was turned to oppose it. Instead of
shifting a large weight from port to starboard on the boat's deck, the mere movement laterally of the pivoted gyroscope
answered the purpose.
The aim in the case of the U. S. S.
Worden was to stabilize the craft so that
she would ride steadily upon a troubled
sea. Just the same, it was discovered

to a point Admiral Makaroff's Yerinak
had proved practical, but, as has already
been explained, even that powerful vessel had the greatest difficulty in plowing
through the Baltic ice because of the
manner in which she was held or gripped
by the broken fragments.
It was clear that an ice-breaker provided with self-rocking power would be
able to do far better work, and a ship'of
8,000 tons fitted with the Sperry gyroscopes would have it in her power to deal
staggering lateral blows to the surrounding ice. While her rolling motion freed

her from the grip of these fragments her
engines would drive her with all their energy forward against the barrier-thus
alternately breaking, crushing, and get-

MODERN MECHANICS
ting clear of the gathering debris. Accordingly, Mr. Sperry has under way designs for this very service, and he says
that it will be possible for him to
furnish the required installation
upon a moderate
weight of not more
than two per cent.
1,k,
,. ,..
of the total displacement of the
craft carrying it.
w
This is really remarkable, because
other stabilizing A Huge Great Lakes
methods call for [ce Pack During Severe
a much heavier
sacrifice and even then do not compare
in efficiency. The beauty of the arrangement is that the same apparatus that
rocks the ice -breaker can steady her
when that is desirable.
With her Baltic ports kept open in this
manner during winter time, it will make
it possible for Russia to maintain her
oversea commerce uninterruptedly. But
what she can thus do in the Baltic, Russia can repeat in the White Sea and
along the northern coast leading out into
the Atlantic. Archangel, which commonly is open to navigation from July to September only, can be made a free port the
year through. The commercial significance of this must be apparent without
further elaboration here.
There is a scientific interest besides in
what Mr. Sperry's invention promises to
make effective in the name of trade.
#,'r.

When Admiral Makaroff carried the
Yermak into the Arctic Sea on his experimental ice -breaking trial trip to Spitzbergen, he then

conceived

the startling plan
of reaching the
North Pole by
of a
kindred craft especially strengthened
I,
to battle with the
..
heavier obstacles
to be met in such
00'
a venture.
We
know that the unSteamer Caught in the
f o r t u n
e
Winter Weather.
Karluk, as other
polar exploring steamers, was caught in
the ice and carried irresistibly to her
doom. An ice-breaker modeled somewhat after the broad design of the Yerºnak and provided with rocking gyroscopes might reasonably be indifferent
to such circumstances, and whether the
objective be the Pole or not, still a ship
of that character might greatly facilitate
Arctic investigations and serve other essentially practical ends in those waters.
For once, there is a goodly measure of
sanity in being able to rock a boat at will,
and out of the toy top has evolved an instrument, thanks to Mr. Sperry's skill,
capable of battling effectively with Nature in both her angry and her grimmest
moods. In effect, he stills the tumbling
seas and he cleaves the frigid bulwarks
that have so often balked the mariner or
crushed his ship.
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IRRIGATION CANALS FOR AL- and laterals, enters the main intake at a
point about thirty miles east of Calgary
BERTA'S DRY BELT
One of the greatest irrigation projects
designed to effectively redeem an enormous acreage of otherwise waste land is
that of the Southern Alberta Land Company. Some 400,000 acres are owned by
the company in the Canadian province, of
which one-half is regarded as irrigable.
The location is in the vicinity of Suffield
on the main line of the C. P. R. The
water diverted from the Bow River to
supply the system of canals, reservoirs

'nd forty

miles west of the celebrated
assano dam. The total distance of artificial waterways is 170 miles, excluding
reservoirs. Some remarkably long flumes
have been constructed, one being 5,0oo
feet and crossing the "Mile -Wide" Valley. Across one of the creeks encountered on the route is an inverted syphon
consisting of a pair of wooden stave
pipes, each 7 feet 6 inches in diameter
and 1,047 feet long. From the intake

'
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UNIVERSITY COURSE IN NEU=
TRALITY

to the first storage reservoir is 45 miles.
The main reservoir runs north and south
and is the most important piece of construction in the whole scheme. It is
formed irl a dry coulee, 21 miles long
and at the widest part about 12,000 feet
across, narrowing down to about 2,000
feet between precipitous banks towards
the southern end. The maximum ca -

The University of California now
offers among its many extension courses
a class in the neutrality of the United
States and its citizens during the present European struggle. This is conducted under the direction of the divi-

Views of Alberta's Gigantic
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Irrigation Work
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Views of the Bas-

sano Dam Forming Part
of a Reservoir that will be
about 8,000 Acre Feet when
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Work as well as One of the Numerous
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Outside of its use for fence posts,
black locust finds its principal utilization
in insulator pins and brackets for telegraph and telephone lines.
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sion of University extension, and is tinder the immediate supervision of the
department of international law. This
is one of the many interesting developments in college curricula as a result
of the war. This course has aroused
great interest and probably other colIeges may follow suit.
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PECULIAR WINDOW ATTRAC- ly closes the contact with a copper
TION
spring and rings the bell whenever the

A chiropodist in a western city occupies the window of a prominent barber
shop, making his appeal to men only.
The window is partitioned off both front

wheels pass over it.

Reports state that it is interesting to
note how pedestrians passing along the
sidewalk intuitively "stop, look and listen" at the instant the bell begins to ring
and wait until the automobile has crossed
the sidewalk into the street. It has been
suggested that local authorities would
do well to enforce the installation of such
a device at the entrance to every garage
located on busy thoroughfares.
A PRACTICAL ELECTRIC LAMP

DISPLAY

A

Western Chiropodist treats His Customers' Feet
in Full View of Passers-by.
r

and back with heavy curtains. In the
front curtain there is a hole for the customer to stick his foot through. By
plying his trade in full view of the public he demonstrates his ability to do expert work in a sanitary manner. The
publicity gained, together with reduced
prices for the work, brings him plenty of
patrons.

An electric company of Hartford,
Conn., has placed a board in the retail
office which shows vividly the scale of
prices for lamp renewals. The lights on
the sign vary in size from five hundred
to fifteen watts, and opposite each one
is the price for a new one. The clerks
found that it was difficult to pursuade
the public that the bigger lights were
sold at a cheaper rate than the smaller
ones. It frequently took five or ten minutes of valuable time to convince a

patron that
the scale was
right. N o w
they see at a
glance a n d

AN UNUSUAL BUT EFFECTIVE
zaowarrs
GARAGE SIGNAL
fárf
1ooWarrs
An interesting bit of "Safety First"
80 WATTS
work has been put in practice by the pro- their eyes.
prietor of a garage in Louisville, KenThe box is
tucky, whose example might well be fol- seven f e e t
lowed in other places.
and
Motor vehicles leaving this garage are
feet
obliged to cross the sidewalk of a busy
of
street along which pedestrians are passing at all hours of day and night, and pine boards,
as a warning a lamp has been installed in as shown.
front of the exit in a large globe, on each Snap switchside of which the word "Danger" is es at the botpainted in large letters.
t o m control
This lamp is lighted from sunset to each light.
sunrise and in itself forms an effective T h e device
cautionary signal. It is, however, sup- w a s built
Light Prioe
plemented by a loud -ringing gong, which by the clerks A Novel Eleotrio
List.
is automatically operated whenever a veand not only
hicle approaches the exit door ; a steel serves its purpose, but is also a good adplate being so placed that it automatical- vertising medium.

believe

long
three

deep,

painted
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Coat Checking Device.

Protective Device for Linemen.

Electric Incubator Control.

New and Improved Devices
Coat Checking Device
An ingenious coat and hat checking
device has recently made its appearance
in the novelty market. The device consists of a series of coat hangers above

each of which is placed a locking member that prevents the coat and hat being removed from the hanger once the
check, which constitutes a key, has been
removed.
The system should find a ready field
in the lobbies of hotels, in restaurants,
theatres, and other places where the public gather and where the "Watch your
hat and coat" signs offend the eye at
every turn. The system will also dispense with the necessity for an employee
in the usual check room in small places
where this expense is not justified.

Protection for Linemen
A new device intended to afford protection for linemen against dangerous
shocks through contact with high voltage
wires has recently been introduced. The
device is a rigid shield of heavy rubber
composition, which rests on the cross -arm
and encloses the conductor, leaving a
three-inch air space on all sides. The
shield is made of an inverted U section
thus allowing it to be quickly placed
over the wire which is slipped into end
sockets holding it securely in place so
that the guard cannot be loosened by

wind or through contact with the lineman's body. The cross -arm on which
the shield rests, bears all the weight and
the shield does not come in contact with
the wire at any point throughout its
length. An additional protection is afforded through the use of slotted flexible tubes adapted to be slipped over the
conductors. These tubes are furnished
with the shields and the latter can be
supplied in successive sizes, making it
possible to "nest" them in order to ecoil
omize on space in transportation.

Electric Incubator Control
Through an ingenious arrangement of

its three electric circuits, a new electrically -heated incubator effects a wonderfully perfect control of its temperature.
The first of the three circuits serves to
raise the temperature approximately to
the desired point. At this point a thermostat is operated and a second circuit
in series with the first is put into operation, tending to maintain an even temperature., In this circuit are one or more
lamps which may be lighted by pressing
a button when it is desired to examine
conditions in the incubator chamber. A
third circuit, operatively connected with
the second circuit by means of a thermostat, is put into operation in case of any
increase in the voltage of the electric current that might tend to raise the ternGt3

=.

Truck Connt«.

Automobile Lighting Generator.

Compact Bell -ringing Transformer.

perature to a dangerous degree. The reLighting Generator for Light Car
sistance of the latter circuit is such as to
An ingenious belt -driven lighting plant
lower the temperature of the incubator for light cars is shown in the accomchamber so that the latter is held to an panying illustration. The belt is pereven temperature without endangering forated with a series of holes which enthe hatch through fluctuation.
gage with spurs on the pulley of the
In one of the accompanying illustra- generator, thus insuring certainty of
tions may be seen the thermostats at the drive even though the pulley be of small
sides of the incubator chamber and the diameter. The complete drive is the
wares which are heated to raise the tem- equivalent of a leather chain which
perature are disposed over the top of adapts itself perfectly to the sprocket on
the chamber.
the generator shaft as well as to the
plain pulleys on the fan and crank shaft.
Truck Counter
The generator can be placed on most
An ingenious machine designed to cars as shown in the illustration, a triautomatically count truck loads of mer- angular drive idea being employed. The
chandise is shown herewith. It is claimed requisite speed for the generator, from
that where any considerable amount of r800 to 2000 revolutions per minute, can
shipping is being done, the truck counter be obtained without the use of an inorwill frequently save its cost in a single dinately large pulley on the engine shaft
day through the elimination of errors because of the small pulley diameter
that inevitably creep in where the usual made possible on the generator shaft by
method is employed. The counter is so means of the spur drive.
made that when the truck rolls on to the
apron, the weight of the truck load
Compact Bell-Ringing Transformer
presses the apron down, the truck wheels
A combination of an exceedingly commove the lever forward and the load is pact bell -ringing transformer with a
tallied. As the trip lever moves for- flush plate adapting it to be fitted into
ward, it also goes down, and with it the any standard single -gang switch box is
narrow apron ; therefore the platform shown in one of the accompanying views.
becomes so nearly level that no resist- The transformer is adapted for use in
ance is offered to the trucker. As the residences where it is desired to place
truck passes off of the machine, the lat- the transformer near the bell. The plate,
ter is instantly set for the next load. The to which the transformer is attached, is
machine cannot be tripped by the weight drilled to fit any standard iron box bell.
of the men pushing the truck or by re- It will also take a flush switch plate
turning with either an empty or a loaded where it is desired to make the finish
truck.
correspond to the finish of the hardware
tl7
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Twin Pull Sockets.

Ir

YNII$

Compact Student's Galvanometer.

in the installation. The transformer is
given a drastic high voltage test for insulation faults and is designed for operation on no -volt, 6o -cycle circuits with

Sign Receptacle.

is particularly adapted to the use of sci-

ence instructors as a portable instrument of great durability, reasonable sensitivity and moderate cost. The galvanometer is mounted on a base at an
a secondary potential of io volts.
angle of 45 degrees so that the face is
inclined to a position in which the readTwin Pull Sockets
Pull sockets with outlets for two ing may be taken most conveniently. The
inches in
lamps have recently been introduced. base of the instrument is
width
including
the
total
height
and
An attachment plug, of course, may be
substituted for one lamp or two attach- binding posts is 3/. inches. The scale
ment plugs may be used instead of two is 2.35 inches in length, is uniformly dilamps. The socket is made in two types. vided and is calibrated 30-0-30. A zero
In one type both outlets are simultane- adjusting device is provided.
It is claimed that in action the galously put "on" or "off" by successive
responsive and
pulls of the chain. In another type, the vanometer is extremely
well
damped
; indeed, it is said that on
straight outlet alone is affected when
the chain is pulled, the lamp in the angle dead short circuit it is periodic.
being "on" all the time. The first type
is useful where it is desired to turn on
New Sign Receptacle
-consuming
and off two energy
devices
A sign receptacle of interesting design
at the same time or where one outlet has recently been offered to the trade.
holds a lamp which is used as a pilot The receptacle goes into
-inch hole
lamp for an appliance connected to the and requires no lug or slot to prevent it
other outlet. The second type is useful from turning. It is prevented from turnwhen it is desired to have a lamp or ing by three fins on the front portion of
other energy -consuming device equipped the porcelain, which bite into the sheet
with its own switch connected to the metal of the sign as the two portions
angle outlet. A shade holder can be at- of the receptacle are brought together
tached to either outlet and can be held with the center screw. The latter does
in its normal position relative to the not come into direct contact with the cenlamp.
ter contact of the lamp and there is accordingly no tendency for the screw to
Student's Galvanometer
loosen by friction of the lamp on the
A portable galvanometer designed to screw -head.
The entire front portion of the remeet the requirements of students in
ceptacle
can be removed and replaced
high school laboratories has recently
made its appearance on the market. It without disturbing the line connections
68
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An Adjustable Hickey.

Automatic Cut -Out.

Since the receptacle goes into a perfectly
smooth hole, ít can be set in any desired
position and then be positively prevented
from turning by tightening the center
screw.

"Hangstrait" Hickey
The hickey shown in an accompanying view should be a boon to the electrician who installs fixtures on ceilings.
How many times is a chandelier found
to be out of true after the crow -foot has
been attached to a crooked stud or a
drop that is out of the perpendicular?
And even assuming that good workmanship has provided a good, level base upon
which to screw the crow -foot, a crooked
thread on the end of the fixture pipe
will produce the undesirable twist in the
fixture.
The new hickey obviates all of these
annoying difficulties. It consists of an
adjustable, malleable iron ball-and-socket
joint of great mechanical strength. The
wires are brought straight through an
opening larger in diameter than that of
the pipe to which the hickey is attached,
hence there is no straining of the wires.
The hickey is low in price and neat in
appearance and it would seem that the
many advantages presented through its
use should justify its employment in
practically every case where a fixture is
to he hung. The hickey is made in a
variety of styles with outlet box studs,
crow -foot or tripod, or to fit insulating
J

oints.
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Automobile Spotlight.

Automatic Cut -Out Device
A compact and serviceable automatic
cut-out has recently been placed upon the
market and it should find ready favor
among autoists and motor boat enthusiasts. The cut-out is designed to protect
the storage battery by making the circuit
when the generator is running at the
proper speed and breaking it when the
generator stops or its voltage falls below
the normal value required to charge the
battery. Thus it prevents the discharge
of the battery back through the generator
when the low -voltage point is reached.

Spotlight for Automobiles
Spotlights are becoming quite a fad
among motorists. They are especially
convenient for spotting out guide boards,
house numbers, and the like, at night or
for following the sharp angles of mountain roads that cannot be seen by the
rays of the stationary headlight. A very
convenient light of this kind has recently been perfected. It is swung on a perfect universal joint, enabling the driver
to throw the light at any desired angle.
The light is made with attachments by
means of which it may be secured to almost any part of the automobile or motorcycle.

Gasoline Substitute Is Given Official

Test

A few days ago an official test was
given to zolinc, the new substitute for
gasoline. A stock Marmon car using
this product for fuel was driven for one
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thousand miles at a speed of fifty miles
an hour on the Indianapolis speedway
under the auspices of the Automobile
Association of America. The results of
the trial run are said to have been entirely satisfactory and apparently this
test proves the practicability of the new
fuel It is said that there was a surprisingly slight deposit of carbon on the
cylinder heads and the pistons and that
what little carbon was found was soft
and quite easily removed.
It is claimed that the new substitute
for gasoline can be made for I% cents
per gallon.

darkness. The reflectors are so adjusted
that the point of light in each is completely hidden from the view of spectators in the street.
A New Portable Lamp
A new and unique development in
portable lamps is shown in the accompanying illustration. It consists of a

A Novel Lighting Effect
A novel idea has been employed in
lighting a cross on a church in a Western city. The cross is painted white and
incandescent lamps are arranged in reflectors on both sides of it in such a manner that when the lamps are lighted,
their rays will fall upon the white cross,
thus causing it to stand out boldly in the
2c,
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A Novel Method of Lighting a Cross on a
Church Top. The Cross Stands Out Prominently
against the Dark Sky.

Portable Lamp of Pleasing and Efficient Design, which May Be used on Table and Wall.

circular mirror, a metal reflector, a lamp
socket, a silk cord and an attachment
plug. The socket is mounted directly
on the base by means of a hinge joint
that permits of the adjustment of the
lamp and reflector through a wide range
of angles. The six-inch mirror is supported by three clips, flushed with the
opening of the reflector. The mirror is
surrounded by an open space through
which the light is diffused. This lamp
was originally designed for the man who
shaves himself. With one adjustment it
illuminates all parts of the face-under
the chin and both cheeks. However,
after the clips have been released and
the mirror removed, advantage can be
taken of its adjustable features by using
it on a sewing machine, the piano, or the
writing desk. The device also makes a
very convenient reading lamp. A lug on
the base provides for hanging it on the
wall when so desired.
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Oil Feed for Drill Press
On a press using taper shank drills,
an oiler to lubricate the drill points can
quickly be rigged up out of parts usually
found around
the shop. The
main part is
the oil cup.
In this case

the steam

chamber

folding variety with a hole punched in
one of the metal ends through which
the base of the bulb is screwed. Such a
lamp with the bulb removed, of course,
can be packed in a very small space and
in consequence is ideal for the traveler.

Contributed by

from an old
1%1 -

Dark Room Lantern
For one who has electric lighting current at hand there is perhaps no handier
dark room lantern available than one
made from a 25 cent candle lamp of the

inch

EDWARD

F. HALLOCK.

steam whistle

was

e m -

A Novel Match Stand
The
The reader will probably see at a
threads were
bored out and glance that the essential parts of this
the hole ta- stand are the holders of two inverted
pered to slide
down to within /-inch of the large end A piece of fine
of the largest sleeve used on the press. sandpaper i s
A block of brass shaped to the curve of
a
the cup was sweated on and drilled and
tapped for /-inch pipe thread. A short wooden roller
/-inch nipple with a valve packing nut and then glued
on one end was screwed into the cup. up to form a
A short piece of 1/4 -inch outside diameter tube which
copper tubing curved to lie in the flute fits the inside
of the drill is pushed in the nipple and of the mantle
the packing nut tightened to hold it in
position. By using the packed joint the A base is made
feed tube may be adjusted to feed oil from a disc of wood and the various
into the flute of any drill from /-inch parts assembled with glue. The wooden
up to the largest. When using drills with roller is of course removed in order that
same number of taper as the spindle the matches may be placed inside the tube
cup is placed directly on the drill shank. of sandpaper. When the glue is dry the
As the oil follows the flute of the drill holder may be filled with matches and it
down to the point and lips, this method is obvious that they are to be scratched
is much cleaner and more economical of on the wall of the sandpaper tube
oil than when the latter is squirted on through the openings between the legs
with a can.
of the gas mantle holders.
Contributed by
Contributed by
ployed.

mantles.

wrapped
around

holders.

.

J. NELSON HILL.

JACK ROACH.
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China Insulating Handles
The china handles used on certain
types of faucets are very useful articles
to have around when constructing electrical apparatus. They present a neat

Pore/oir,

-ross
f7:7.1

fiy.

through. File the heads of the nails
down to points.
This makes a device that is very handy
and serviceable to the box maker or
anyone who has much bench nailing to
do. A few jabs into a box of nails and
it will gather a hand full of them, heads
all one way and ready to be taken off,
thus saving the time and trouble of turning them in the fingers as they are fed
to the hammer.
Contributed by
THEODORE WILSON.

2

appearance and possess good insulating
Tire Patch Clamp
qualities. Such handles can be found
A handy inner tube patch clamp for
on the scrap pile at almost any plumbing the tubes of bicycle and motorcycle tires
shop and can be purchased for little or may be made by bolting together two
nothing. Fig. 2 shows the working part.
of a 3 -point switch made from such a
handle by soldering a flat strip of brass
at right angles to the stem.. In. the switch
referred to the current carrying parts
were all beneath the apparatus table in
a wireless station, only the handle projecting above. Where the stem passed
through the table, a hard rubber bushing
was used.

Contributed by

H. W. SMITH.

Nail Picker
Take a piece of pine board or any
other soft wood six inches long and four
inches wide and shave it to a shape not
unlike a butter paddle, leaving the broad
end about an inch thick. Trim the long

inch pieces of iron as shown in
the accompanying sketch. The holes in
the under piece should be a snug fit for
the shoulder of the bolts, while those in
the upper piece should be an easy clearance fit. It is preferable to employ wing
nuts on the ends of the bolts in order
that no wrench may be necessary for
tightening.
Contributed by
FRANCIS W. NUNENMAC1iER.
3 by 6

Protecting the Edges of a Flag
To prevent a flag from becoming

corners with a knife or file. Drive a
row of ten penny finishing nails into the
end of the broad part near enough together to let the shank of a six or eight
penny nail enter, but not far enough
apart to permit the heads to pass

frayed at its edges it is only necessary
to run a fine copper wire around it.
This will prevent the flag from waving
in sharp and snappy jerks that result
in ripping the edges.
Contributed by
EDMOND VON KAENEL.

CONSTRUCTION OF A PRACTICAL SURVEYOR'S TRANSIT
By R. L. Kenyon
A transit that will comply with near- tion is to calibrate the brass disc by
ly every necessity may be constructed dividing it into 36o degrees. It will be
by the handy man at a nominal ex- a saving in time and money to have a
pense. The material needed will be an machinist do this on a milling machine,
since it will take him but a short time
oak disc 14 inches in diameter and
inch thick, a brass disc io inches in arid the charge will be very slight. The
inch thick, a piece of machinist should be instructed to make
diameter by
inch brass tubing 14 inches long, a every 5th line come into the 3rd circle
inch and every loth line come in a little
5 inch protractor, 6 feet of
square brass rod, four brass ferrules further as shown in Fig. 3. When this
and some glass tubing to fit in the has been done every loth division may
latter.
be stamped with steel numeral dies as
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The oak disc should be turned true
on a lathe and centered. With reference to Fig. 3 in the drawing the holes
may be drilled in the piece of sheet
brass as indicated and the brass disc
fastened to the wood with small screws,
making sure that the centers of the
two discs coincide. The next opera-

L

f9

Fiy. 3

Io, 20, 30, etc., on up to 370. The surface may then be smoothed off with a
scratch brush or coarse piece of emery
cloth, finishing off with fine cloth and
finally lacquering.
The square brass rod is to be cut and
bent into the shape shown in Fig. 8,
and two shoot lengths of the rod are
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cut and both are secured to the supports at the top as shown in the drawing. The blocks may be secured either
with machine screws or by riveting. A
hole should be drilled through each of
the pieces and on through the support
and tapped for an 8-32 machine screw
thread. A hole should also be drilled
in the bottom of each leg and tapped
with the same thread. Two pieces of
-od should be bent to the shape of the
braces shown in Fig. 6 and secured in
position.
The brass tube should next be fitted
in place. A short piece of the square
brass rod is fitted to each side of the
tube and a hole is drilled in each of
these pieces, care being taken to see
that the holes are diametrically opposite. Two short pieces of 5/32 inch
round brass rod are threaded at one
end with an 8-32 die in order that they
may be fitted into the holes in the top
of the supports shown in Fig. 8. They
should be of such a length as to support
the tube over the center of the disc
when the parts are assembled. A cross
composed of two pieces of No. 36 copper wire should be soldered in each end
of the tube. The tube is completed by
soldering the protractor to the underside as shown in Fig. 7. If the extra
refinement of a level is desired it may
be affixed as shown in the drawing.

Torque Rod Bracket Repair
The bracket carrying the front portion of the torque rod on the writer's

automobile broke one day at the point
illustrated in the accompanying sketch.

A two-inch disc of brass is fastened
over the center hole in the oak disc and
precisely in the center a
inch hole is
drilled and tapped. A couple of copper
burrs are placed over the hole and the
upper disc bolted down so as to be
firm and yet free to revolve. The two
levels are attached to the oak disc and
an index to read on the horizontal protractor is placed in position. A socket
fastened to the underside of the oak
base to fit a camera tripod completes
the job.
The zero readings should be checked
so that when the tube level is horizontal the reading on the small protractor

/

is zero.

If desired the two may be

fitted with telescopic lenses and in that
case the cross hairs of fine wire should
be placed at the foci of the lenses. The
cross hairs may be adjusted by leveling

the whole transit and finally the telescope. A pole should then be marked
off to the exact height of the center of
the tube and then the operator may
sight on the pole at a distance of several hundred feet. The ground should
be perfectly level in doing this and if
it is not possible to get so long a range
of level ground a shorter distance may
be taken. After these corrections the
instrument is ready for use. Its operation is essentially the same as any
surveyor's transit of approved design.

The car being an extremely old model,
and knowing the delay occasioned by the
ordering of a new part, it was decided
to repair the break in the home workshop. The old bracket was first removed
from the car and thrown in the junk
pile. A piece of /-inch flat steel stock
was first annealed and then cut and hammered into the shape of a U of the proper dimensions. The necessary holes were
then drilled and the new bracket was
riveted to its proper place on the cross
member. The entire job took but a few
hours and the expense amounted to practically nothing.
Contributed by
AnoLPH KLEIN.
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Hydraulic Ram from Pipe Fittings
The contributor takes exception to
the explanation of the process of purification offered in an article in the November issue of POPULAR ELECTRICITY
AND MODERN MECHANICS under the title
"A Sanitary System on the Farm."

The article in question states that the
absence of oxygen makes the bacteria
destroy themselves and while it is true
that the process of purification is due
to bacterial action, the bacteria are
those that can exist without the presence of oxygen. There are two classes,
i. e., "anaerobic" or those requiring no
oxygen, and "f aculative" or those

/6_1.
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sure per square inch, the spring would
have to be 4o feet above the fixture
where the water is drawn and as
springs are seldom found on a high
piece of land with the house built in a
hollow, this means of supplying water
would not be practicable in many
places. The drawing illustrates a simple form of hydraulic ram that may
be made from pipe fittings and which
will pump water to a height of more
than 5o feet when placed 5 or more
feet below the level of a spring and
supplied through a pipe from 35 to 4o
feet long. The entire bill of materials
entering into the construction of this

o
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that can live with or without the
presence of oxygen. In a sewage tank
these two classes of bacteria use the organic matter as food which has settled
out of the sewage thereby partially destroying it. A portion of it that is not
destroyed is liquefied. For further purification the discharge from the tank
could be run over a small space of
ground filled with
to I inch of gravel
and drained at the bottom.
In order that the gravity water supply from a spring to the house might
produce an effective 20 pounds pres-

/

ram can be obtained at a plumbing
shop for something less than $5. It is
felt that a detailed description of the ram
is unnecessary inasmuch as the construction is shown very clearly in the
appended drawing.
Contributed by
LESTER

J. MILLER.

Handy Tool Rack
A tool rack is an absolute necessity to
the handy man or model engineer. The
rack shown in the illustration is made by
stapling at intervals a length of rubber
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have a lug that may be used to great advantage in many ways.
Contributed by
LACY CONWAY.

Handy Siphon Bottle

of square section to a wooden back. It
is most useful for odd tools other than
sharp cutting tools.
Contributed by
J. N. HILL.

A prescription department in a large
city drug store has a handy utensil
in the shape of a gallon siphon bottle
for distilled water made with two
pieces of glass tubing, a rubber tube,

Storage Battery Containers
A cheap and highly satisfactory container for the elements of a storage
battery or rectifier may be made of
wood as follows : Make a box of the
required size from white wood of suitable thickness, smearing the edges of
the wood generously with an acid proof cement. Also paint the inside of
the box with the cement before assembling.
(An excellent cement for
this purpose was described by Earle
E. Taylor in the July number of this
magazine.) Reinforce the box wherever necessary with battens and permit
a stream of the acid proof compound
to flow down the inside of each corner
and around the bottom of the box. Dip
the top of the box in melted paraffin to
keep salts from crawling.
Contributed by
GEORGE

M. HEARNE.

A Handy Lug
A handy lug or battery connector may
be made from a cotter pin having a hole
in the head sufficiently large to fit snugly
over a battery binding post.
To make the connector, wind a piece
of No. 20 copper wire around the legs
of the cotter pin and secure by a drop
of solder. Protect with tape and you

and an atomizer bulb. When the bulb
is pressed air is forced into the bottle
causing the water to flow into the prescription bottle held under outlet tube.
Contributed by
N. MITCHELL.

A good tinting fluid for incandescent
electric lamp bulbs can be made by mixing aniline dye with a solution of water glass. An inferior substitute for the
water-glass is a solution of gelatine in
water.
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AN ELECTRIC WEATHER VANE
L. B. Robbins

Being a lazy individual and desiring fastened at each corner by 14 inch brass
to save myself the trouble of going to screws. These plates are placed equithe window to ascertain the direction distant around the rubber track and
of the wind by the weather cock on the represent the eight principal points of
barn, I built a device that shows, by the compass. On the inside edge of
closing a switch in the house, which the plates fasten a binding post, D. In
way the wind is blowing.
the center of the base bore a
inch
As will be seen by the following de- hole and fasten a 1% inch bolt, F, in
scription, the device is quite simple and the head of which has been drilled a
inch in diameter and about the
can be made by anyone at all handy hole
with tools. It comprises essentially a same depth. Somewhere between the
vane and a dial.
center of the board and inner edge of
The vane consists of the vane proper plates bore a hole, E, through which
and the vane box. The bottom of the the lead wires may pass.
box, A, is made of a piece of one inch
Now, if you are enough of a blackash or oak 12 inches square. Find the smith, take a piece of
inch round bar
center and describe two circles, 6 inches iron, G, 2 feet 4 inches long. At 1%
and io inches in diameter, respectively. inches from one end weld at right anCut a ring from sheet rubber, such as gles a piece, H, of the same stock 5
is used by plumbers for packing valves, inches long. Saw a slot 2 inches long
with the two diameters the same as the in the end of this arm and in one tine
two circles on the board. Tack this of the fork thus formed drill a hole and
ring to the board exactly over the cir- tap for a machine screw. This is to
cles so that it lies perfectly smooth and hold the contact brush, I, which is
flat. This forms an insulated track, B, made of three or four strips of thin brass
for the eight contact plates, C, which an inch wide and two inches long.
are cut from No. 18 sheet copper and Fringe these at one end for a space of

/

/

/
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about
inch. kVhen laid together_the
plain ends are placed in the slot and
held by the adjusting screw. Through
the other end of the rod drill three
inch holes at right angles to the direction of the arm, the top hole two inches
from the top of rod and the others two
inches apart. Cut out the top of vane
box and through the center bore a hole
just large enough to take the rod without binding. Slip the top over the rod
and box in three sides, making the box
12 inches square. Set the rod in the
socket and adjust the brushes so that
they bear lightly but firmly on the
plates. The open face of the box should
be closed by a hinged door through
which adjustments can be made. The
box when finished should be given two
or three coats of linseed oil to protect it
from the weather and prevent warping.
Now make a vane, J, and rivet to the
rod through the three holes previously
bored. The vane is best made of two
sheets of light galvanized iron riveted
together with an opening left to slip
over the rod.
The dial is a series of eight magnets,
K, arranged to correspond to the plates
in the vane box. On a piece of wood 8
inches square describe a circle 6 inches
in diameter and at eight equidistant
points on the circumference drive a
tenpenny nail, leaving the heads
inches above the surface. Each nail

when wound with a half a dozen lavers
of No. 20 insulated wire makes an excellent magnet. Cut an arrow, L, from
some light non-conductor such as
whale bone and at the point attach a
small piece of iron. Find the balancing
point and make a small depression on
the under side. Mount the arrow on a
pivot in the center of the dial so that
it will swing at a height equal to that
of the magnets and very close to them.
Place the dial in a convenient location in the house near the battery and
switch, and secure the vane on the roof,
with plate marked "North" pointing
due north.
The wiring from the vane to the dial
is shown in the accompanying diagram.
The dotted line is the ground wire,
leading from the bolt, F, to battery and
switch, and ending with a branch wire
leading to one terminal of each magnet. The solid lines represent the wires
from each plate which lead to the second terminal of the corresponding magnet. Thus the wire from the plate
marked "North" leads to the magnet
marked North on the dial. Four cells
of dry battery will be found sufficient
for ordinary distances.
When the switch is closed it may be
necessary to spin the pointer lightly so
it can quickly seek out the right magnet
through which the current is passing and
thus indicate the direction of the wind.

To Fasten Socket Bushing in Fixture
Canopy
Trim about one -eighth inch from the
threaded end of a bushing and insert

which will quickly soften the rubber.
Before it hardens press out edges with
the thumb, thus forming a shoulder
and locking the bushing.
Contributed by

/-

t/

C. K. THEOBALD.

into hole in the canopy. Heat the
threaded end with a match or candle,

A Useful Marking Gauge
The illustrations show a simple marking gauge which the writer designed and
made some time ago and which is now
in constant demand among his fellow
pattern makers. It will be seen that the
gauge head has two working faces, the
disc for straight gauging and the forks
for gauging curved surfaces, two cut-
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Thumb Screw

Disc

Culler
"Tr/

Culler hammerel
over a burdened

Sliver steel shaft

ters being also provided on the shaft.
A pattern is required for the head-a
useful lesson in small pattern makingand if the cutters are properly hardened
the gauge may be used for marking metal
as well as wood.
Contributed by

J. NELSON HILL.

A Boring Tool for. Tight Places
A very satisfactory boring tool may
be made out of pipe fittings as follows:
Cut a five-foot length of 14 -inch pipe
Broce Chuck

and thread both
ends. On one end
place a 14 -inch to
- inch reduction
T. On the other
end place a reduction cross of the
same size. Before
screwing on the T
and cross, place a
disc of cardboard
over each end of
the pipe. The T
is then babbitted
for a bearing by
resting it on end
on a paper pad and
standing a /-inch diameter steel shaft
upright in it. The babbitt cannot escape
as it is poured in around the shaft because of the disc closing the end of the
pipe. A two-foot length of pipe is in-

'/

serted in the other side of the cross and
the cross is then babbitted to make a
bearing similar to that in the T. Two
sprockets are next procured and bored
to fit the /-inch shaft. One of these
sprockets is fitted to the end of a
inch length of shafting and this is put
through the bearing in the cross, being
held in position with a washer and cotter
pin on the other end. A crank bolted
to the sprocket completes the driving
mechanism.
A shaft four inches long is fitted with
the remaining sprocket on one end and
on the other end is fastened a chuck removed from an old brace. It may be
necessary to cut a shoulder on the shaft
to make it fit into the chuck. A length
of sprocket chain connects the sprockets
and the machine is then ready for use.
Contributed by

3/

PATTERSON D. MERRILL.

A Handy Tack Holder
When one has to drive a very small
nail or short tack it is often difficult to

hold until it
h a s "taken
root"
m
the first blow
of the hamThe
simple device

fro

fold on do/%d

mer.

shown

in
t h e accom-

JYhen

panying illus-

tration will
provevery

useful

in
such a case
and it may be

quickly

made

from

r

folded
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bit of tin or cardboard.
The
nail or tack is inserted in the slot and
the overlapping piece of metal serves to
hold it by its head. This gives a sort
of handle by means of which the tack
can be held just where it is wanted and
in a perfectly upright position, ready to
be started with the first blow of the
hammer. The holder can then be withdrawn and the tack driven home.
Contributed by
a

for the purpose of winding. Slots are
cut in the sides of the frame as shown,
thus making the spools interchangeable.
Cross braces are secured between the
sides of the frame, and the rack is suitably fastened to the floor, about one foot
from the wall.
Contributed by
C. K. TIIEOBALD.

Needle In Arm Located by Means of
Magnetism
A Convenient Wire Rack
One of the employees at the power
A convenient wire rack with remov- plant of which the writer has charge had
able spools for holding lamp cord, fix- the misfortune_ to break a needle off in
ture wire and various sizes of other his arm about an inch above the wrist.
wires from which small quantities are The local surgeon worked for some
often taken, may be easily constructed time and, as the wound was in a serious
as illustrated and described herewith.
place, declared the patient should be sent
The frame and spools are made of to a city in order that an X-ray examwood, the cores of the spools being about ination might be made. Through an in3 inches square with rounded corners. genious application of magnetism, howFor the spindles on the spools /-inch ever, this was rendered unnecessary and
crowfeet are used. These nipples are it is believed that the method of prothreaded on both ends so that a crank, cedure which resulted in the recovery
made from /-inch pipe fittings as of the needle, will be of interest to readshown, may be readily fitted to any spool ers of this magazine.
THEODORE GAT II MANN.
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ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIER CONSTRUCTION
By Chas. E. Mullin
This rectifier utilizes both sides of the
wave and may be connected directly to
110-120 volt A. C. without other resist -

E

wide by 4 -inches long, with a lug 1M inches long and 34 -inch wide on one end
of each, as shown in Fig. 4. The single

-4-

A/uminurr>.

fig 6

fi91

large iron sheet
should be cut
-inches
by
-inches, with
-inches
a lug
long and ,34 -inch
wide as shown
in Fig. 5. These
lugs should be
drilled about %inch from the
end with a hole
suitable for a
binding post.
Three discs, about 2 3/16-inches in diameter, to fit neatly into a pint jar, and
three 3 -inches in diameter, should be cut
from the wood. These discs may be
boiled in paraffine to prevent warping.
One of the smaller discs is fastened in
the center of each of the larger discs, as
shown in Fig. I, so as to form covers for
the jars. In two of these covers, two
slots, each 3/16-inch from the center and
parallel to each other, should be cut as illustrated in Fig. 1, each 34 -inch long.
One slot should be wide enough to tightly admit an iron plate lug, while the other
should be wide enough to admit the lug
of an aluminum plate. The third cover
should have three slots, one in the center
to fit the lug on the largest iron plate, and
a slot 5/16 -inch on each side of it, to take
a lug from an aluminum plate, as in Fig.

2/
4/

fig 2
ance, thereby greatly increasing the efficiency. It will furnish 8o to 90 volts D. C.
and will carry as high as 5 amperes on
intermittent service. By doubling the

surface area of the"plates, the capacity
may be considerably increased.
The following material will be required :
2

t

4
7
3

t

sheets of iron 2 X 6/ inches,
thick.*
sheet of iron 2/ X 634 inches,

/-inch
/-inch

thick.*
sheets of aluminum 2 X 614 inches,
inch thick.
Binding posts.
one -pint Mason fruit jars.
piece pine or other soft wood, about
inch thick, 4 X 20 inches.

/-

/

The four aluminum and two iron
sheets should be cut into plates 2 inches
NOTE: Lead or carbon plates of the same sur face area may be substituted for the iron plates.

o.,

2/
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These lugs are forced through their
proper slots in the covers, and bent Lshaped as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, so as
to hold the plates in position, parallel to
each other and /-inch apart. They are
then fitted with suitable binding poststhe screws of which pass through the
holes in the lugs-for connections.
The jars are filled to within $-inch
from the top, with a saturated solution
of acid sodium carbonate, (HNaCO3), in
water. (The commercial HNaCO3, commonly known as baking soda, which can
be purchased from any grocer for about
zo cents per pound, is very satisfactory.)

The covers are then placed on the jars;
the plates extending down into the electrolyte. The plates are now connected
as shown in Fig. 6, and the A. C. 'side
connected to the line through a switch.
The switch should be open when the rectifier is not in use. To start 'the rectifier, the D. C. circuit should be completed for a few minutes through a resistance. For convenience in handling.
the jars may be mounted in a triangular
or long box.
The tops of the jars should be dipped
in melted paraffin to prevent the salts
from creeping upwards.

Repairing Truck and Small Car Wheels
If the rim of a small car or truck

A Non-Acid Soldering Paste

3.

wheel is chipped or broken it may be
easily repaired by the following method :

An excellent non-acid soldering paste
can be made by adding enough paraffine to a five -cent bottle of vaseline to
make the mixture remain solid in warm
weather. Add one-half ounce of zinc
chloride dissolved in a little alcohol to
the foregoing mixture and stir it thoroughly. The alcohol soon evaporates
and leaves the chloride thoroughly
mixed, when it is ready for use.
It will be found that only a small
amount of this paste is required for a
job and that the solder sticks immediately. Furthermore, the work-if it
happens to be copper or brass-will not
turn green. This paste is excellent for
instrument work.
Contributed by
WARREN C. THOMAS.

Chemical Fire Extinguishers
is important for builders of the
fire extinguisher that was recently deCut out the
scribed in these columns to remember
damaged section
that sulphuric acid has the property of
between spokes
absorbing water from all convenient
with a hack saw
sources. It is therefore suggested that
and drill t w o
the acid bottle should be fitted with a
holes in each
spoke for bolts. Have a piece of iron loosely-fitting cork in order to prevent
shaped at any blacksmith shop to snugly the acid from absorbing water and
fit in the opening, drill holes to corre- weakening itself, as well as running
spond with those in the spokes, adjust over into the soda solution. The cork
should be made of lead.
the section and tighten nuts.
Contributed by
Contributed by
WARREN C. THOMAS.
B. W. VERNE.
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MAKING PATTERNS FOR SMALL NAME PLATES
By J. Nelson Hill

Perhaps one of the most difficult jobs and a few remarks as to details together
for an amateur patternmaker is a small with the illustrations appended will
name plate pattern with raised letters. clearly explain the process. To make
Rough wood s/ri,os

Fig 2

If made in the ordinary way each letter
must be cut from
wood or lead and
these letters then secured to a suitable
back plate by means
of beeswax.
The writer recently
.required a small name
plate for a tool chest
and after some consideration he devised
the method
herewith which has
proved more simple
and less time-consuming than the orthodox
one and what is more
important to those

given

of

means
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Finished Poffera

sure that the printing shall be uniform,
the name plate is drawn full size on
paper. This drawing is then traced
through in order to reverse the lettering while held against a window pane.
The ideal wax to use is that employed
in casting talking machine records, but

special tools.
A little thought will show the reader
that if letters were cut backwards and

deeply into a flat surface of wax and a
plaster cast of this then made, the lettering will be raised and in the right
direction. Care is of course needed
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this material is not always available the plaster sticking, but Oil must not
and a good substitute will be found in be rubbed on the wax as it will tend
beeswax. A thin plate of wax with a to dissolve the latter. The pattern is
perfectly plane surface is prepared and cast from superfine plaster of paris
the drawing of the name plate traced which is mixed with water to the conupon the surface. The lettering is cut sistency of very thick paint. This mixinto the wax with a special V-shaped ture is then poured into the mould and
tool made as shown in Figs. t and 2. the cast left to dry. This will take
The tool is held vertically when work- several hours and the worker must be
ing and the user will find that it is very careful to leave the cast in posiquite a simple matter to carve out the tion until the plaster is set quite hard,
reversed lettering cleanly and neatly.
otherwise it will surely break when an
Having finished the mold and de- attempt is made to remove it from the
cided upon the thickness of the re- mould. If it does break, however,
quired name plate, the worker should there is no cause for alarm as the pieces
tack some strips of thin wood or card- of the pattern may be stuck on a
board around the recessed border but moulding board with thick shellac and
well away from it as illustrated in Figs. then neatly varnished all over ready for
3 and 4. The strips are oiled to prevent
the founder.

An Inexpensive Smoking Cabinet
The cabinet may be stained to harThis cabinet is made to hang in a cor- monize with the woodwork in the room.
ner of a room as the drawings indicate.
Contributed by
The door is pivoted at the middle to
J. N. HILL.
swing quite around in either direction bringing the pipes, case
/¢
and pouch holder to view so that
they may be easily taken out
when wanted. The pipe rack itself is a length of thick rubber
stapled at intervals to separate
the pipes. The pouch holder is
a piece of wood screwed to the
PPe Rcit
door on the angle. Brackets are
A
!7
put inside the cabinet both to
_
_
-_
__----- strengthen it and to provide
BrCifef
shelves for odds and ends.
Ci9°re/fe cose ho/r
No special woodwork joints
were employed in the construction, the complete cabinet being
Pouch ho/der q
built up of white wood in a min,mi
.$;$
i,I
,1.
imum of time. The severity of
I1
the plain panels and the door
ksio'eo/'door
may be relieved by incorporating
a fretwork design in some con11_z.-.~-,-,-__..---~,;.----,2-.1,1-~--......-~
\
1lW\VNAM\\l\W\\
/
^\,
trasting wood. The top shelf of
the cabinet is used for the to1 ,"'
Hook for
N.
bacco jar.
_,
honyi/a yro//
Bracrfe/
When the cabinet is suitably
finished and rigged up in posi\,
tion, the maker will be able to sit
within easy reach of his smoking
Jec ton A -B
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SOLDERING OUTFIT THAT IS ALWAYS READY
By Nelson Hill
Many readers may wonder why the
above title has been chosen. The reason
is not far to seek, for it is undoubtedly
true that many of the failures which are
met with when soldering are due to the
fact that the necessary tools and materials are often scattered about, thereby confusing the worker when a cool
head is essential. Considering that a
knowledge of soldering is one of the
chief assets of the model maker or handy
man about the home, it is certainly worth
the trouble of getting together an outfit
that will insure a successful start.
The outfit shown in the sketches is
easily assembled with the aid of a few
tools and a little knowledge of wood
working. It contains everything for soldering with the iron, which is the method usually employed. As the sketches
are figured and lettered, a full description need not be given and a short explanation will suffice. The box shown
at the top of the plan drawing is for
oddments, 1. e., a piece of clean rag, files
for cleaning up the work, etc. The outfit board on which the tools are fastened
is the onetime lid of the box and these
two parts are arranged as shown by
screwing battens on the underside.
The brush for touching up the iron
when heated and the file for the same
purpose are both screwed to the board
thus giving freedom for the hands to
look after the job being done. The file
is only to be used when the iron has
been overheated and requires re -tinning.
The box of flux and the box of solder
are also screwed to the board. The
piece of sheet copper is purposely fastened to the board in order that the
worker may try the heat of the iron, for
if the iron is sufficiently hot to run the
solder on this it will be hot enough to
solder brass or tin.
The two coat hooks to lay the iron on
are screwed into the battens at the front.
This completes the description of the
outfit proper, but before ending a few
tips on the use of the soldering utensils
may not be Inn of place. When heating

the iron do not get it to a red heat or
re -tinning will be necessary. A point
just below a dull red heat is the ideal
state and it is best obtained in an or-

dinary fire or gas flame. Do not buy a
very small iron, f or it will not retain
the heat. When soldering in awkward
places the solder should be cut up in
small pieces with shears, or scissors if
no one is looking, and after fluxing the
place to be soldered, putting several bits
of solder in position ready for running
with the heated iron.
Cleanliness is the greatest point and
the outfit described, in addition to having
the merits before mentioned, will certainly aid in this. With such an outfit
in his possession there is not the slightest excuse for the amateur if he fails to
become proficient in the art of soldering.

Soldering Fluid
A good soldering fluid can be made by
placing a few clippings of sheet zinc in
muriatic acid ; the zinc should be added
in small quantities until the acid will not
consume any more. When the boiling
has ceased, the fluid is ready for use.
87
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Leak -Proof Piston Ring

A common one-piece piston ring can

be made very nearly leak proof by cut-

then be used for marking either straight
or curved surfaces as desired by reversing the head on the rod.
Contributed by
J. NELSON HILL.

Printing Frame for Blueprints
ting the joint as long and slim -as possible as indicated in the sketch. The
longer the cut, the narrower the crack
after the cylinder wears a trifle.
Contributed by
W. F. SCHAPHORST.

Improved Marking Gauge
An ordinary woodworker's marking

gauge can be improved to gauge lines
around curved objects with the expendi-

Ho/%wed ovi

Ca/Mr
Thumb

,ew

ture of a little time and trouble. The
improvement consists simply in cutting
a hollow out of the face of the head as
shown in the drawing. The gauge may

PAINTER'S STRIPING WHEEL
This little device is used to paint

a

A handy idea for use in an emergency
when one has a large blue print to make
from a negative or a tracing and when
no

regular

printing
frame

is

available

suggested
in the illustration herewith. A plate
of clean glass
is backed up
with a piece of the thin wood used on the
backs of picture frames and the two held
together by means of four clothespins.
The negative or tracing and the blueprint paper are placed face to face and
held in close contact between the glass
and the wood. When it is desired to
examine the print in order to determine
when correct exposure has been given,
one clothespin may be removed and a
corner of the wood lifted up without
fear of getting the paper and tracing out
of register.
Contributed by
EDWARD F. HALLOCK.
i

s

The striping wheels or discs may be
made with grooves of different widths
to make stripes of all varieties. A

stripe on wagon bodies, autos, signs,
machinery, etc. It is easily made and
better and faster work can be done with
it than with a brush. The device consists of a disc arranged to rotate in a
slot cut in the end of a piece of brass
tubing which has a rubber bulb attached to its other end. A quantity of dotted line stripe may be obtained by
paint is drawn through the tube into cutting notches in the face of the wheel
the bulb which is gently pressed to at regular intervals.
Contributed by
maintain a constant supply of color on
A. H. WAYCRQFF.
the disc while the implement is in use.

THE SPLIT LOG DRAG
By F. K. Haskell
The successful operation of a drag The drag does the best work when the
involves two principles : The first con- soil is moist, but not sticky.
In soils full of loose stones or even
cerns the length and position of the hitch,
while the second deals with the position small boulders the drag does good service.
of the driver on the drag. Each influ- The loose stones are drawn into a winences the other to a large extent and suc- drow down the center of the road, while
cessful manipulation of the drag is de- the earth is deposited around the boulders
pendent upon an understanding of both in such a way that the surface is leveled.
The approximate cost of a split-log
of them.
For ordinary purposes the snatch link. drag, labor and material is about $3 ; the
or clevis, should be fastened far enough
toward the blade end of the chain to
force the unloaded drag to follow the
team at an angle of 45 degrees. This
will cause the earth to move along the
face of the drag smoothly and will give
comparatively light draft to the team,
provided the driver rides in the line of
draft.
The distance from the drag at which
the team is hitched affects the depth of cost for dragging one mile, going over
the cutting. Shortening the chain tends several times, team and driver, is just
to lift the front slab from the ground; a what you will make it from $t up, delonger hitch causes the blade to cut more pending on the number of times required
deeply. The length of the hitch may be to go over the rough road.
The advantages. to be gained from the
regulated by lengthening and shortening
the chain at the end which runs through persistent use of a road drag may be
the hole in the blade end of the drag. summarized as follows :
The maintenance of a smooth, serviceUsually two horses are enough to pull a
able earth road free from ruts and mud drag over an ordinary earth road.
The object of the drag is to move earth holes. The obtaining of such a road surtoward the center of the roadway and to face with the expenditure of little money
raise it gradually above the surrounding and labor in comparison with the money
level. While this is being accomplished, and labor required for other methods.
all mudholes and ruts will be filled, into The reduction of mud in wet weather and
which traffic will press the fresh earth. of dust in dry weather.

A WIRELESS DASHLIGHT
The small and familiar pocket searchlight has been utilized by a Massachusetts wireless enthusiast as a means of
illuminating the dashboard instruments
of his car. To the case of the searchlight he has fitted an attachment by
which means it is held to the steering
post, just below the steering wheel, thus
making it very accessible to the driver.
The lamp used has a locking device so
that constant illumination may be had
if the driver so desires.

This lamp is very useful and exceedingly inexpensive. It may be readily
placed on any car that does not happen
to be already fitted with an electric dash light.
The Russian government has placed
an embargo on all kinds of lumber, to
prevent its exportation ; walnut lumber,
including Circassian walnut, much prized
by American furniture makers, is specifically mentioned.
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Where Shellac Originates
Dr. Leonard Keene Hirshberg,
A.B., M.A., M.D. (Johns Hopkins)

SEALING wax, furniture polish, var-

About the beginning of July, tiny red
nish, lacquer, hot stiffening and larva can be seen to swarm out of these
"shellac" itself are all from shellac, one incrustations in countless numbers.
of civilization's first aids. Some fif- These spread hither and thither over the
teen thousand and more tons of shellac neighboring twigs. Each iittle larva
were imported into this country last year is oblong in shape, with two minute eyes,
for use in the manufacture of talking- two short feelers and six short legs.
machine records, electric apparatus and
Curious tufts of white, powdery hairs,
many other things.
which are actually the "lungs" of the
The shellac industry is one of the old- insect, grow from its chest. For two or
est known. It dates back beyond the three weeks this "swarming" continues
oldest Sanskrit records and has been just as with bees. Each one sets about
known for thousands of years. Yet this "setting up a claim," as it were, in order
whole, great industry depends upon the to start in business for itself to establife of an insect! Scientists in the em- lish a "siphon" to make shellac on its
ploy of the British Indian Government own account. It must do this within
have just published a monograph on this twelve hours or its fate is sealed. Durwonderful little creature and its behav- ing this time, it takes no nourishment.
ior.
The greater number of them are, of
The scale -insect which makes shellac course, doomed. Enough, however, are
much as bees make honey, is a first cous- "lucky" and find an abiding place somein of those pests of every farmer, to where upon a twig.
At once the successful insect settles
wit, plant lice, the San Jose scale and
other bugs, parasitic to vegetation. It is down to the business of eating and formcalled the Tacehordia lacca, this shellac ing shellac. The female insects produce
insect. It makes its abode upon all sorts a larger incrustation than the males. At
of trees in India. The Banyan and Man- the end of two and a half months the
go trees do not escape them. Each Tace- male creeps out backwards from under
hardia lacca is really a miniature siphon the edge of its scales. It is now seen
and great numbers of the insects dwell to have four eyes instead of two.
together in harmony. At the mouth of
As soon as the males mate with feevery one of them is a tiny lancet with males whom they soon find, they die, for
which they pierce the tree. Through the their life work has been fulfilled. Two
opening thus made each insect leads a and a half months later the females stop
vegetarian life and sucks sustenance. work. They then lie quiet for another
Thus. it draws sap from the tree which month and allow the thousand new-born
passes through its little body and after young to leave their bodies. They, then,
being modified is finally changed into the die also.
shellac which we know, which is exThere are thus two generations every
creted at the back. This "lac" accumu- year. \Vere it not for their enemies,
lates and gradually builds itself up such as birds, cold, frost, caterpillars.
around the insect into a small, dome- siroccos, and the like, India would be
shaped excrescence.
overrun with these insects.
The shellac is collected to -day as it
Owing to the legion of these insects,
they have a tendency to melt and fuse was, perhaps, ten thousand and more
together. Thus, a beautiful incrustation years ago. The natives simply break off
of shellac is formed upon the branches the encrusted branches and sell them to
jobbers as "stick -lac."
of the trees.
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THE HOME CRAFTSMAN
Describing the Construction of a Simple Morris Chair, With
an Explanation of the Mortise and Tenon Joint
By Ralph F. Windoes
Illustrations from drawings made by the author.
IN the greater number of furniture ing gauge against a face that is nut
projects, the mortise and tenon checked. If one does, the chances for acjoint is used almost exclusively. Its con- curacy are greatly lessened. At B in the
struction is rather difficult for the be- same illustration, one will find knife and
ginner, yet its holding power is great, gauge lines represented. Beginning on the
giving it an advantage over other joints left end of the board, measure in t" and
for this cuss of work. The simple de- square around the piece, remembering
sign for a Morris chair that has been the above rule. Actually cut in the wood
selected in order to explain this joint to a depth of about i/i6" with the knife.
will, no doubt, appeal strongly to the as this will give the chisel a start when
home craftsman. In the retail furniture
stores this chair sells for $21.00, while
the home craftsman will be able to make
his own for not over $15.00, depending,
21
of course, upon the grade of leather that
F/aCE M.9RKS
he purchases in the cushions.
7
The lumber needed should be purchased as follows, planed and sand-

papered to exact dimension at the mill:

Legs, 4 pcs. t/"xi/"x23/", plain oak.
Rails, 2 pcs. /"x5"x2t", quarter -sawed oak.
Rails, 2 pcs. 7/8"x5"3:22%;", quarter -sawed oak.
Arms, 2 pcs. /"x4%' x33/", quarter-sawed
oak.
Back rod, t pc. t 3/16"xt/"x20/", plain oak.
Seat supports, 2 pcs. 7/8"x2"xt9", plain oak.
Seat slats, 7 pcs. /"x2"x22", plain oak.
Back verticals, 2 pcs. /"x2/"x26", plain oak.
Back slats, 2 pcs. /"x2/"x22", plain oak.
plain
Back horizontals, 2 pcs.
oak.

/"x2'xt6/",

iKN/FE L/NEZ

l

GAUGE

!-PIw?ED

c.}iHOUL DEL?

Begin the construction of the chair by
cutting the tenons on the rails. Select
the best piece
x 5" x 2 t" for the
front rail. By best is meant the piece
GizIUGE L/NE.3
with the fewest imperfections as to grain
and markings. Measure it very carefully and if it is over-dimension, cut it
D
down to size. Consulting Fig. 1, it will
be found that at A there is a piece rep/9
resented in top, side and end view. Notice the "face marks" --checks on the T
"working face" and the "working edge."
It is from these checked faces that the
joints will be laid out, and in so doing remember this : do not hold the head of the
Cutting the
try -square or run the head of the mark- Fig. 1.-Methods of 8atis.
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the shoulder is pared down. Next measure over from this knife line 19", and
square another knife line around the

piece.

Be

sure to measure over from
the first line

-not
in
from the

other end, as
exactly 19" is
required b e tween shoulders. Set the

marking

gaugewith the rule
rather

than

by the scale
on the gauge

Fig. 2.-Method of Sawing
Shoulder on Chair Bails.

-

for 3/16",
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-so

essential to the proper fitting of a
But notice this, the back of the
chisel must be perfectly straight. If it
has any bevel at all, it will tend to run
out at the bottom of the cut, preventing
the joint from pulling up tight in its
mortise. After chiseling on both ends
in this manner, the piece should assume
the appearance of C, in Fig. i. At D,
we find more gauge lines added; this
time to the cheeks of the tenons and on
their ends. These lines are gauged
from the edges of the wood, making the
finished tenon 4" wide. Chisel on these
lines, very carefully, and the result
should appear as at E.
In this manner all tenons for the chair
are cut, no matter what their size may
be, or where they are located. It is the
method by which the best work is accomplished, and the amateur craftsman
should learn no other.
Returning to the large working drawing, notice that the back rail, on "The
Main Frame of the Chair" will be exactly the same size as the one just described, and that the two side rails will

joint.

/"

and gauge
over the ends
and on the top and bottom edges to
the knife lines-running the head of
the gauge against the checked working
face. Next move the gauge head over
to 11/16" and gauge a parallel set of
lines, as the drawing shows.
In Fig. 2 is shown the method used in
sawing this shoulder. Run the saw about
1/i6" from the knife lines, cutting in
the waste wood, down to the gauge lines.
CLRCIP
Watch the saw on both edges of the
piece and saw straight across, using the
CH/JEL
back saw for this work. With a sharp
PIECE
chisel, cut out the waste wood down.
WOOD
to the gauge lines, being careful to keep
the cheeks of the tenon exactly parallel
to the faces of the wood. You are now
ready to chisel down the shoulders to
the knife lines.
Consulting Fig. 3, an easy method is
disclosed for doing this. Secure a small
block of wood with two edges at right
angles, and clamp it tightly on the piece
at the knife line-one side of the right
angle resting on the face of the board Fig 3.-Suggestion for Chiseling Sharp Corner on
Shoulder.
and the other running straight up from
the knife line. Fasten this securely in
the vise or to the bench top. With a I" have the same sized tenons, but the dischisel, holding its back tightly against tance between their shoulders will he
the block as the drawing illustrates, pare 20/" instead of 19".
When all of these tenons have been
the shoulder down. This method will
make a perfectly square, sharp shoulder cut, lay out the short tenons on the up-

of
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per ends of the legs. Notice the detail
on the drawing. To do this, be very
sure that you measure up 23" from the
bottom ends of the legs, rather than Vs"
down from the top. Cut these tenons
as you did the others.
Next turn to the "Back" in the working drawing. Notice that the horizontals
are tenoned into the vertical sides, and
the vertical slats into the horizontals.
Be very sure that you understand the
drawing, as small details have been
omitted for the sake of clearness. For
instance, the tenons, dotted lines, are
only illustrated in the left vertical, but
we know that the same construction
holds true for the right, as both sides
are alike. On the horizontal slats, only
one tenon is illustrated on each slat, but,
understanding as we do the construction
of such a piece, this omission is not confusing. The same holds true in the
main frame of the chair. Notice in the
front elevation that the tenon on the
front rail is illustrated on the right end
only, the same space on the other end
being used to show the end view of the
side rail. On the side elevation, in the
same drawing, the right tenon of the
side rail has been drawn in, as well as
the end of the front rail and the strip
that holds the seat slats, the result being
quite confusing. On the left end of
same, the tenon has been omitted, result -

111.

4.-Yortties in

Lego of

Mal

to Bold Tenons.

ing in a clearer understanding. Hence,
in our furniture drawings, we will omit
invisible edges where the construction
will be made clearer by so doing, but,
because one tenon only is shown, it does
not mean that the other end of the same
piece has none. If one tenon should be
missing, we will make a note of it in the
descriptive matter.
Next, turn to the mortises into which
the tenons will fit. Consulting Fig. 4,
which is a cross section through one of
the legs at the point where the tenons
enter the mortises, we find that the latter run straight through into each other,
and the ends of the tenons are cut off
at an angle so that the rails can be
brought tight up against the legs.
In Fig. 5 is depicted the layout for
the mortises. Notice that the working
corner is the inside corner, and that a
mortise is cut into each working face.

The reason for doing this is apparent;
since it is desired to have the rails at
right angles to each other when they are
assembled, we are more sure of it if we
use these faces, as they must form a
right angle to begin with. The two opposite faces seldom form one from their
construction.
Lay the mortises out from the drawing, the bottom knife line being 9/"
from the bottom of the legs, and the top
one 4" up from that. The lines are
gauged
and 11A" respectively from
the working corner on both faces. Be
sure that you do not run the gauge or
the knife lines out from the corners
where they cross over 3/16", as the
shoulders of the rails will not cover them
if you do.
With a 7/16" bit, bore a series of holes
between the lines the depth of the mortises, and chisel the cheeks at right
angles to the faces. Fit each tenon into
its respective mortise as the work progresses, and mark both tenon and mortise with a corresponding number when
they close up tight. After these leg mortises have all been cut, fit the frame of
the chair together, and clamp it up, without using any glue, in order to see that
it is square and firm. If you find it so,
glue it together and clamp it tightly, being very sure that the corners are square

/"
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Next, notice the detail of the arms and
work them to shape very accurately.
The left arm, as you would face the
chair from the front, is the one detailed,
and the right is exactly like it but reversed. Do not cut the i 4" slots for
the back rod to fit into until the arias
have been attached. Cut the mortises
for the front leg tenons and fit the arms
in their places before laying out the back
mortises. These, being rather shallow,
will need to be chiseled out entirely without boring any holes first, as you will
then run no risk of the worm of the bit
protruding in the face of the arm. When
carefully fitted, glue and clamp the arms
into place, pinning the tenons from the
dowels.
inside of the arms with
Next, cut the mortises for the chair
back and glue these pieces up. The back
can be fastened to the main frame with
Morris chair hinges, which can be obtained in most hardware stores. They
are attached to the top edge of the back
rail and the bottom ends of the vertical
members of the back, using flat head
screws.
With the back rod made as detailed,
place it into position against the back
and mark the slots. Cut these with a
sharp saw and chisel, so that the back
will swing against the rod evenly and
not touch it in one place only.
Screw the seat supports into place on
the front and back rails, and nail the
seat slats onto them. This completes
the construction. Before finishing, see
to it that every visible particle of glue

/"
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h a s

been

scraped

off and every

rough

or
dirty spot removed. Then
give the entire chair a
good sand-

papering
with No. o
sand -paper, and

dust

I1

thor-

oughly. Stain,
shellac,
fill,
and wax
p r o c e sses that have
been stated
so often in
series

-

this
that they

Fig. 5.-Layout for the Igor-

tue''

need no repetition here .
C u s h ions, such as
the ones illustrated, can be
purchased in

colors to

match ,the finish of the wood.
It is said that a good flexible cement
for rubber or leather can be made by
mixing a small quantity of castor oil
with thick shellac varnish. The oil prevents the cement from becoming brittle
when dry.

IMITATING PRECIOUS STONES ery of the process, that is to say, by the
Those engaged in the imitation of
precious gems very often copy Nature
with conspicuous success.
Zircons are composed of silica and
zirconia. Their luster is deceptive, a
means having been discovered of extracting the color, thus leaving them diamonds to all appearances, although
their falseness promptly proclaims itself under test.
Precious stones are often dyed with
such thoroughness that, it is claimed,
the stone may be broken without discov-

uninitiated.
There is a town in Germany, Oberstein, the sole industry of which is the
manufacture of imitation jewelry and
the dyeing of chalcedony and other
stones. The onyx, carnelian, bloodstone
and agate may be enriched in color by
immersion in the dye -pot. The stones
are placed in vessels containing the coloring matter and are then subjected to
great heat for periods varying from a
few hours to a week or more. In the
case of chalcedony, which shows bands
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of different degrees of intensity, certain
of the bands take the color and others
do not. The stones then receive a
further stewing in pots containing other
dyes.

Fluorspar is capable of great improvement in tint when subjected to a heating

process and crucidolite is given a hue of
blood -red by a similar method.
The emerald and the cat's-eye are of
all stones the most easily imitated. One
family at Oberstein is said to possess
the secret of converting crucidolite into
cat's-eye. Cat's-eye may also be made
of aragonite, some of the hornblendes,
and even of fibrous gypsum.

CURIOUS PHOTOGRAPHY
Curious results are obtained when cer-

tain objects are photographed under different light's. For example, plates of a
landscape obtained by infra -red light
give the sky a jet black and trees and
grass as white as snow. Ultra -violet
light photographs or pictures obtained
through a quartz lens heavily silvered on
one side show white garden flowers as
quite black.
If the moon's whiteness were due to
the presence of zinc oxide, then the localities in which this substance was
present when photographed by ultra -violet rays would not appear white, but
black. This plan has been tried in the
case of lunar photographs, and in the
neighborhood of the crater Aristarchus
it is clearly shown that there is a considerable area whereof the surface material differs from that in its proximity
In ordinary light this shows no variation from the rest of the surface, but
repeated photographs taken with the
quartz lens and silver lens prove that
some unsuspected substance exists on
that spot. The difficulty is to determine
its nature. The only way at present, it
seems, consists in photographing different rocks until one is found that presents the same characteristics as those
of this district of the moon. There
have been unavailingly tried lavas, volcanic débris. and minerals of many
kinds.

THERMOMETERS TO MEASURE
HEIGHT

The measurement of heat is by no
means the sole function of the thermometer, since this instrument is also
employed in the determination of the
height of mountains.
The reason for this employment is to
be sought in the pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of water. The
greater that pressure the greater the temperature needed to boil the water. As
we ascend there is less and less pressure,
and water will boil at a lower temperature than too degrees Centigrade or 212
degrees Fahrenheit. For every one thousand feet of ascent water will boil at
one degree Centigrade lower.
No ordinary thermometer, however,
may be used in scientific work of this
nature. Extremely delicate instruments
must be employed. They must be quite
lengthy, so that the scales may be divided into fractions of a degree. The
apparatus for work of this sort is called
a thermo-barometer or hypsometer.
There is a small metallic vessel for boiling water, and on the inside of this vessel are placed these delicate thermometers. The claim is made that their accuracy is such that the height of a mountain may be determined within ten feet.
It would seem, however, that this claim
is not entirely justified, since the pressure of air does not decrease uniformly
as the ascent is made. Despite this fact,
the thermometer is a valuable aid to the
surveyor.

MEETING OF COMMITTEE TO
FORMULATE NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL CODE
It is announced that the biennial meeting of the Electrical Committee of the
National Fire Protection Association
will be held during March, 1915, in New
York City. The exact place of meeting
will be announced later. As has been
customary in the past, the provisions of
the National Electrical Code as they now
exist will be considered, together with
the reports of all sub -committees, followed by such revisions and additions
as may be found necessary.
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If you have a motorcycle or a motorcycle engine at hand you will find enjoyable use
for it during the Winter months by constructing a motor bobsled. But even if you have
no engine and must purchase one, you will be amply repaid by the fun and usefulness
derived from the motor sled. The construction of the motor bob may be altered, while
such accessories as brakes, lamps, comfortable bodies, etc., may be added, at the desires
of the builder. In an early issue of MODERN MECHANICS there will be described a cyclecar
employing the same motor and transmission, so that the investment may be worked to the
utmost during every season of the year.-THE EDIToa.

NOT all of us, unfortunately, reside
in those portions of the country
where the flowers blossom the year
round and where snow never falls. For
such of us as do make our homes under
these ideal conditions, the open season
for motorcycles or cyclecars, as the case
may be, extends from one end of the
year to the other, barring a few wet days
which only serve to make the dry ones
more enjoyable.
For the great majority of those who
make use of the light motor vehicles
either of the two or four-wheeled type,
the first touch of frost, heralding the
coming of cold weather, hastens our efforts to find a suitable place and put our
niachines in "dead" storage for the winter. But as we take our bobsled from the
barn or the cellar or other convenient
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place in order to make room for the motor vehicle that is to lay inactive during
the winter months, one cannot help but
feel that the enjoyment to be gotten from
coasting down the long inclines and icy
slopes on the steel -shod bob would be
ever so much keener were it accompanied with the knowledge that the vehicle was also capable of transporting
its load back up the hill again. And the
thought of the power plant of the motor vehicle lying passé, so to speak, during the months to come leads a few of
the more progressive and ingenious to
attempt to devise a plan whereby the
motor can be made to propel the sled
with the same vim that it exerts when
on the wheeled vehicle. And here's one
solution of the problem, and withal a
simple one that can be worked out by

J8
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anyone with few tools and little trouble.
With the details of the construction of
the sled itself, we will not greatly concern ourselves.. Suffice it to state that,
save for a framework of 2 by 4-inch
timbers which offers a firm support not
only for the flooring holding the passengers, but also for the power plant and
transmission system, it is orthodox in
every way. By way of adapting the
power plant so that it can be removed
from the sled and used in connection
with a cyclecar during the summer
months, it has been designed so that it
is, with its countershaft, a unit that may
be separated from the remainder of the
vehicle simply by undoing a couple of
lag screws which serve for the attachment of the motor -supporting frame to
the framework of the bobsled.
The arrangement of the motor and the
countershaft which serves as a gear ratio
reducing element, is best made clear by
reference to Fig. t, which is a plan of
the power unit with the accessory devices such as the tanks, steering column
and floor boards removed to expose the
more vital elements to view. The supporting frame is made of a couple of
stringers of 2 by 4 spruce or pine five
feet in length, spaced 20 inches overall
apart by means of cross pieces of the
same material. The four-inch faces of
the string pieces are made the vertical
sides so that the greatest strength is obtained. One of the cross members is
placed across the front, directly between
the two pieces, while another is distanced two feet on centers behind the
front member. Six-inch cut nails are
used to secure the joints. The rear
cross member is not interposed between
the two side members of the frame, but
is laid across the top, as is clearly indicated in the diagrams, and nailed down
in place so as to provide greater clearance for the main driving belt.
The motor, it will be seen, is held
firmly in place in the space between the
front two cross members, being attached
by means of anchor plates to a pair of
supporting bars. These bars are formed
of suitable lengths of 34 inch pipe made
a tight fit in holes drilled through the
two string pieces. They are locked firm-

ly in place at either end and insured
against movement by pins which are

driven through suitable holes drilled
through the pipes. These bars, it will
be noted, also serve to make the motor
framework more rigid. The distance
between the bars, will, of course, depend
upon the overall dimensions of the
crankcase of the motor that is used. Before the dimensions can be determined
with any degree of accuracy, it will be
necessary to have the anchor plates,
which serve to attach the motor to the
bars, made by a blacksmith. These
plates are made of
inch boiler plate,
suitably shaped so that holes can be
punched to take at least two of the bolts
that pass through the crankcase as well
as a suitable hole for the passage of the
supporting bar. When the anchor plates
are ready, bolt them in place on the base
chamber and measure the distance between centers of the bar holes on the
respective plate's on either side of the
motor. This distance is the space that
should be allowed for between the holes
drilled for the supporting bars in either
of the string pieces, and obviously, the
holes in the respective frame members
should be equally spaced from the front
of the frame else the motor will not line
pup correctly in the frame.
Before finally setting the motor in the
frame, the overall width of the motor
between the outside faces of the face
plates should be obtained and this measurement subtracted from the distance
between the inside faces of the string
pieces or side members of the frame,
which obviously will be about 16 inches.
The remainder after the subtraction
should be divided by two and four
lengths equal to this dimension of one
inch or t /-inch pipe cut to slip over
the bars between the anchor plates and
the side frames so as to space the motor correctly in the center of the framework and ensure its staying there. These
retaining collars should be put on when
the motor is being placed in the frame
the last time, and obviously if they are
a little tight fit between the members
that fact will prove rather beneficial than
otherwise for it will result in a more
firmly mounted motor.

/
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i. However, the smaller pulley on the
countershaft is but 6 inches in diameter
while the belt rim on the motorcycle rear
wheel which is used as a propelling
wheel and to which it is belted scales at
20 inches. Therefore, the ratio of this
secondary drive system is
to i and
the ratio of the complete drive system 3
times
or io to t. It will be found
that with a motor of this size, the ratio
indicated will give about the best all
around results, permitting the heavily

The countershaft is placed directly
behind the center cross member of the
frame, sufficient clearance being allowed,
of course, between the cross member
and the larger pulley to defeat all chance
of the pulley rubbing against the cross
piece. As for the pulley dimensions they,
of course, will depend upon size of the
motor, or more truthfully upon the power which it is capable of delivering. In
the sketches a single -cylinder motorcycle
motor is indicated and the pulley diam-
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cters are based upon the assumption that
the motor is capable of developing between four and five horsepower, which
is the average performance of motors
of this type. The belt pulley on the engine crankshaft is four inches in diameter and it drives to a pulley 12 inches
in diameter; the ratio is obviously 3 to
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laden vehicle to be started without undue tendency for the motor to stall, and
adapting it to climb some surprisingly
steep hills or push its way through deep
snow without overworking the little
power plant. At the same time, when
the character of the surface which is being negotiated permits, a speed of from
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15 to 20 miles an hour can readily be its socket or working out of place, but
attained and maintained.
the medium through which the oil hole
With a twin -cylinder motor develop- for the lubricant is drilled.
When the holes have been finished to
ing from seven to ten horsepower, it is
readily apparent that the gear reduction the satisfaction of the operator, preparaneed not be so great, for the greater tion is made for pouring the metal into
power and more uniform torque of the them. Four cardboard dams are made,
double -cylinder power plant makes start- properly provided with holes through
slips snugly, and these
ing and hill climbing easier. In this case which the shaft
are
positioned on each side of the rehigher gearing will permit of greater spective string pieces and tacked firmly
speed being attained on the level without in place with carpet tacks. Care should
risk of speeding the motor past its criti- be exercised in positioning the cardboard
cal point and thereby harming the mech- retaining pieces, of course, to see that
anism. In this case the use of a ten - the holes for the reception of the shaft
inch large pulley and an eight -inch small are exactly concentric with the holes in
pulley on the countershaft is to be recom- the string pieces so that the shaft is exmended as producing the best ratio for actly true with relation to the frameall around service.
work. A layer of tissue paper then is
The countershaft itself is a piece of pasted over the ends of the shaft where
cold rolled steel shafting .1,4 inch in di- it passes through the string pieces in
ameter. It is just a trifle over 20 inches order to provide the necessary clearance
in length so that when it is journaled in for free running after the babbitt has
the side members of the frame, it pro- been poured. The shaft is placed in
trudes just a bit over the sides. It is position once again, and to eliminate all
mounted on babbitt bearings which are chance of the metal escaping through
cast into the side members. The method slight fissures around the shaft, the porof forming the babbitt bearings is shown tions of the shaft adjacent the cardby one of the smaller illustrations. After board dams should be wound with asbesthe size of the larger pulley has been tos cord. The babbitt, of good quality,
determined as outlined above, a distance should be heated to a point where it will
which will give the pulley ample just char a piece of wrapping paper
clearance with regard to the cen- which is dipped in it and held for a minter cross member of the frame is ute or two. If it is colder than this it
determined behind this cross mem- will not run freely, while greater tember as the location of the counter- perature results in brittleness in the cast.
shaft and holes rig. inches in diameter The dross should be caused to rise beare drilled at this point through the side fore the metal is poured by stirring in a
members. Care should be taken in drill- bit of paraffine, after which the top is
ing these holes, not only to distance them skimmed with an iron spoon. The metal
correctly from the cross member and should be poured through the vertical
between the top and bottom of the frame hole in the string pieces until the hole
members, but also to drill them perfectly is entirely filled. When the metal has
true with regard to faces of the beams. cooled down, the shaft can easily be
It will be seen that the diameter is a full driven out and removal of the cardboard
inch greater than the diameter of the and all traces of the tissue paper will reshaft providing for a bearing
inch veal perfect journals. A drill then is
thick all around the shaft. Directly over passed down through the cores of metal
the center of these holes and leading into clogging the pouring holes and serves
them, vertical holes '% inch in diameter to make perfect oil holes for the lubricaare drilled, providing the channels tion of the bearings.
through which the molten babbitt is
A wick of twisted cord inserted in the
poured in the making' of the bearings oil hole will tend to hold the fluid and
and afterwards, when the bearing has keep it from spilling and it will also
been formed, the metal core which not serve to prevent dirt and grit from enonly forestalls the bearing rotating in tering.

/,
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A couple of ordinary Ni
hexagonal nuts of proper ..
bore for the reception of
the shaft, and provided
with steel set screws for
attachment to it, serve to
retain the shaft in proper
position and are placed at
either end just inside the
string pieces and bearing
against the babbitt journals. The pulleys are quite
as simply made as the rest
of the device. They are of
2/'-inch face made to take
a 2 -inch flat leather belt
such as is ordinarily used
for the transmission of
power on belt drive motorcycles. They are built up
of three pieces of /-inch
plank sawn to correct diameter and screwed together cross grained to
eliminate all chance of
splitting or warping. The
sawing, of course, is best
accomplished with a jig
saw, but an ordinary keyhole saw will serve the
purpose, if carefully handled, in the absence of the
more expensive tool. When
assembled, the face of the
wheel should be well sandpapered to eliminate all
roughness and the face
should be slightly rounded
or crowned with a file or
rasp in order to keep the
belts centered. The wheels
are provided with /-inch
pipe flanges with the holes
reamed to
inch to fit
snugly over the shaft, and
which, like the collars, have
been provided with steel
set screws to grip the shaft
and hold the wheels in
place. Of course, the wheels
are drilled for the passage
of the shaft.
Before proceeding to tell _w
how to assemble the shaft
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when bearings and pulleys have been
completed, it is well to call attention to the method of control of
By reference to the
the vehicle.
sketches it will be discovered that power
from the countershaft is transmitted by
means of a belt to a 28 -inch motorcycle
or cyclecar wheel mounted at a point
near the middle of the bob. This wheel,
ordinarily, is held in contact with the
snow-covered surface of the ground by
means of a couple of full elliptic leaf
springs which have been procured from
some discarded push cart or from some
wagon builder. It is shod with an old
tire, either inflated, if it be good enough
for that, or else filled with sand or some
other substance so that it retains its
shape. It is caused to grip the slippery
surface by means of a skid chain which
is tightly adjusted to the tire. A pair
of radius rods, made of :/r-inch water
or gas pipe, are interposed between the
axle carrying the wheel and the countershaft and serve to preserve the distance
between the wheels and keep the belt
always at the proper tension. Under
these conditions, it will be readily apparent that the drive wheel is free to
move over rough ground and bob up
and down without in the least interfering with the certainty of the drive.
Provision is made for lifting the drive

wheel clear of the road surface by
means of a lever pivoted to the sub frame member close to the steering
column and handy to the hand of the
operator, which acts through a pulley
and woven iron cable to lift the wheel

from the ground through the intermediary of the radius rods, as is clearly
shown. By this means the use of a clutch
and some special means of starting the
engine are eliminated and the mechanism
considerably simplified. The clutch effect is not done away with, however, for
by gradually bringing the drive wheel in
contact with the icy surface, the vehicle
is gently but firmly started on its way,
provided, of course, that the motor is
running. A latch, obviously, is provided
on the control lever, which may be either
foot or hand operated, to keep the wheel
in inoperative position when need be. As
for starting the motor, that is simplicity
itself. The wheel, lifted clear of the
ground for the purpose, is given a flip
over in the right direction turning the
engine over with it until it fires. Even
a belt idler is done away with by this
means.
The method of mounting the drive
wheel is made clear by the accompanying sketch. A sort of sub -frame is made
inside the larger frame, with two cross
members and two longitudinal struts to
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which the upper ends of the springs are
firmly bolted. The forward cross piece
is placed across the tops of the two
string pieces to provide for belt clearance, but the rear one is between them
and all joints are made fast by nailing
with cut nails. The short axle of the
wheel is discarded, and in its place is used
one of sufficient length to provide bearing
not only for the lock nuts but also for
the Ts which are used on the ends of
the radius rods and for the springs. The
axle can be made up at any machine
shop at very slight cost and should be
made of the best steel and threaded from
both ends for the greater part of its
length to provide for the adjustment of
the ball bearings. If the Ts on the
/-inch pipe should prove loose over the
axle, which undoubtedly they will, the
fault can be corrected by the use of bab-
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bitt metal to fill up the space and eliminate slack. T pieces are also used on
the countershaft end of the radius rods
and in this case the holes are filed or
reamed out until the shaft turns freely
through the holes. The device is assembled as shown in the sketches.
As for the rest of it, that is best left
to the individual tastes or requirements
of the builder. Of course, some sort of
a steering column will be desired, and
an arrangement of the sort is worked
out in the plans. A flooring for covering the transmission elements also is
shown, as well as a dash for the support of the gasoline and oil tanks, but
as was said, these details are best left to
the individual tastes of the builder and
are not vital to the correct operation of
the finished bobsled. A headlight and
automobile horn will prove valuable.

INTERPOLE DIRECT -CURRENT MACHINES
By J. H. Wickman
-11

I

F a number of turns of insulated

wire, connected in series, are rotated within the fields of magnets, an
induced current is set up in the wire.
If no means of commutation is provided, it will be an alternating current ; but if a commutator-like those

used on direct current machines-is
provided to keep the direction of flow
the same, it will be collected as direct
current. Thus we have the main
principle of generating either alternating or direct current.
When direct current is commutated,

Wiring Scheme for an Interpole Dynamo.
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or, as we may say, reversed in the coil,
since this is really what it does, a local
magnetic flux due to the current also
reverses and in so doing sets up an
electromotive force in the coil which
opposes this reversal and is referred
to as a reactive voltage.
When the armature is revolving and
carrying a heavy load, the lines of
force have a tendency to bunch at the
tips of the poles in the direction of rotation, thus causing an uneven distribution of magnetic flux over the pole
face, which also means an uneven dis,
tribution over the armature face as
well, forming one cause of poor commutation of currents and sparking at

the brushes.
Until a few years ago this sparking
could only be counteracted by shifting
the brushes ahead in the direction of
rotation of the armature to a neutral
point which theoretically would require a movement of the brushes for
each change of load on the machine.
In recent designs of nearly all direct
current machinery the auxiliary poles
intermediate between the main poles,
shown in part a of the diagram, have
been introduced in order to obtain satisfactory commutation with a fixed
brush position for all loads, this being
the most satisfactory solution from the
commercial standpoint.
These auxiliary poles are wound to
carry a proportional part of the main
current, being shunted by the series
shunt S and the inductive shunt IS,
shown in part b of the accompanying
sketch. The inductive shunt acts as a
reactance in case of a heavy overload
and forces more current through the
interpole windings, thus compensating for all loads automatically. These
shunts are not used with some of the
smaller machines, and in such cases all
of the main current passes through
the windings of the interpoles.
The windings are proportioned to
provide a magneto-motive-force at
any load sufficient to neutralize the
armature magneto -motive-force and
to provide a field of sufficient intensity to neutralize the reactive voltage
set up in the armature coils while

short-circuited under the brushes, or, in
other words, the function of the interpole is to provide a magnetic flux of
force opposite to and greater than the
flux which produces the reactive voltage in the armature coils.
SPARKING OF INTERPOLE MACHINES

Sometimes conditions arise to coun-

teract the effect of an interpole; this
defect usually manifesting itself by a
local sparking at one or more of the
brush studs, while the commutation at
the others will remain good. This
effect can be caused by a short-circuit
within the interpole winding, which
may be detected by a resistance test
of each of the interpoles until the
affected one is located.
Frequently at the first installation a
heavy local sparking will be produced
by the reversal of one interpole, although in this case the effect on the
operation at this one particular brush
stud will be a worse sparking than if
the coil were short-circuited, because
by reversing an interpole it will increase the reactive voltage instead of
decreasing it. The reversal of the entire interpole circuit will usually-but
not always-manifest itself by heavy
sparking at all the brushes on light
loads. A polarity test-which is nothing more than to take a small hand
compass and go around the pole pieces
while they are magnetized quite
strongly and see that they are in the
right relation with reference to the rotation-may be applied in order to
correct any reversed condition.
The diagram, in part a shows the
correct position of the poles with reference to the direction of rotation
which is shown by the arrow. The
remedy, after finding the wrongly connected pole or poles, is to reverse the
connections in order to maintain the
series of interpoles alternately N and
S in the periphery.
When making the connections of
the interpole circuit, care must be
taken that the polarity of this field is
correct with reference to that of the
main shunt field, that is, the connections must be such as to place a N
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pole of the commutating field ahead of
the N pole of the main field, that is,
beyond it in the direction of rotation.
With reference to the diagram, No.
I N commutating pole lies ahead of
No. I main pole with reference to the
direction in which the arrow is pointing.
CARE, OPERATION, ETC.

The general care, control, operation
and maintenance of this type of ma-

THE PREPARATION OF EMERY
Emery stone does not go upon the
market in the same form in which it
comes from the ground. It is mined in
various places in the form of a loose or
compact granulation. It is found in
Greenland, Europe and Asia Minor. It
has also been found in the United States
at points bordering the Atlantic coast
from Massachusetts to Georgia.
The deposit, after being mined, is
crushed into small pieces. These in turn
are pulverized by stamping. The powder is then put through one of two processes of grading according to fineness.
The first method is the simple one of
merely sifting through sieves of graduated sizes of mesh, beginning with the
coarsest and working down to the finest.
The second method is somewhat more
complex. A number of copper vessels,
graded in size, are prepared, set in a
row, and filled with water. The emery
dust, churned up in water, is then piped
into them, beginning with the smallest
and proceeding by stages to the largest.
The agitation of the emery -bearing water is greatest in the smallest vessel and
consequently the largest grains of emery
will first sink to the bottom of that vessel. The grains which are a degree
smaller will be deposited in the next
largest vessel, and the process may be
carried as far as is desired.
After being thus precipitated the emery dust is either marketed in its pulverized form for polishing purposes or
made into one of the emery products,
stone, paper, or cloth. The stone is made
by combining the dust with clay and bak-
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chine is about the same as any other
direct current machinery, with the exception that when it is necessary to
reverse the direction of rotation by
means of the field connections, the
extra field would have to be reversed
as well as the others. These machines
will carry a momentary overload of
400 or 50o per cent. without undue
sparking at the brushholders, which is
a large factor in their favor.

ing it, the paper and cloth by spreading
it upon the surface desired, which is
first coated with glue.

HOW DYNAMITE EXPLODES

A great many persons entertain the
notion that, in exploding, dynamite seeks
"the line of greatest resistance." They
know that if a quantity of black powder
be placed upon a rock and lighted by a
fuse, it will simply flash, scorching the
stone; and that if a bit of dynamite be
exploded on the same rock, the rock will
be shattered.
Hence the conclusion,
quite erroneous, has been reached that
dynamite follows the line of greatest resistance. Nothing could be farther from
the truth than this. The black powder
ignites and explodes much less rapidly
than does dynamite, with the result that
the force of the powder is soon dissipated in the atmosphere surrounding it.
In the case of dynamite, however, the explosion is so sudden, "the attack upon the
air" so instantaneous, that, for a fraction of a second, the air actually resists.
The force of the dynamite is so tremendous that it is turned into the rock,
which, for the instant, becomes the line
of least resistance.
An illustration of all this may be seen
in lightning discharges. A fork of lightning streaks across the sky. It packs the
air so densely that it can no longer make
rapid progress in that direction ; so it
turns aside to follow the line of least
resistance. It "cannot wait for the air"
to yield. The same is true in the case
of dynamite.

SMALL ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS
How to Make a Compensated Series Motor of One-half Horsepower for Single-phase Circuits.*
By A. E. Watson, E. E.

Professor of Electrical Engineering in Brown University, Providence, R. I.

Illustrations from drawings made by the author.

THE motors thus far described At first the proposals were discounted

have been inherently of the constant speed type. While in some cases
some variation from the normal speed
is possible, it is usually at the expense
of efficiency. As long as the induction
principle is involved, the only satisfactory speed is that which aims towards
synchronism with the generator.
It is certain, however, that many applications of electric motors demand a
variable speed, and that over a wide
range of such operation the efficiency
shall be reasonably high. It is curious
that in the solution of this construction
recourse should be taken to certain
principles found in the very first motors that would operate on alternating
currents, namely, the series type. As
long ago as 1888 motors of this sort
were made, but only in small sizes. It
was observed that while such motors,
if made with laminated field magnets,
would run, it was accompanied with
such destructive sparking at the
brushes as to be intolerable. The substitution of carbon for copper brushes
improved matters a little, but even
then the construction was regarded as
practicable only for such small sizes as
were applied to driving fans and sewing machines. The discovery of the
induction principle in 1891 led at once
to the discontinuance of the manufacture of such series motors.
For more than ten years after this
not a series alternating current motor
was made, but with the demands of
heavy or long distance railroading, inventors began to ask if, after all, there
was not a chance for this type of motor.
This is the last instalment of a series that has
appeared in every issue of MODERN ELECTRICS AND
MECHANICS frnm February_ to July, 1914. and in
every issue Of POPULAR ELECTRICITY AND MODERN
Back numbers may be secured
MECHANICS to date.
at 15 cents each while the supply lasts.

as visionary, for if the construction was
impractical for a fan motor what
chance could exist for one of a hundred
or more horse -power? While some
problems in electric traction can be regarded as by no means yet solved, the
production of effective motors operating on single-phase currents, and
adopted on numerous railroads in various parts of the world, is one of the
most notable accomplishments of present-day engineers.
The two serious shortcomings of the
series alternating current motor were
its sparking and small output. Actual
heating of the iron from the rapid reversal of the magnetic flux was readily
overcome by laminating the field structure as well as the armature, but while
the sparking might perhaps be reduced
to less destructive character, the fact
that a large and expensive structure
would yield only one-half the power of
other sorts promised to be a permanent
handicap. This small output is due to
what is technically denoted as a poor
"power -factor"; that is, the current is
far out of step with the voltage. It is
interesting to note that the final means
adopted to improve the power -factor
were also vital for sparkless commutation. In order to make clear the description of the special winding for .the
motor to be described in this article, a
review of certain principles associated
with electric circuits may well be

brought in.
When a current flows through a simple coil of wire that embraces iron, a
magnetic condition is established. In
many cases this is the very result desired, as for example, in a field magnet.
The more magnetism produced, the
better. In certain cases, however,
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where the coil and the iron are present,
the magnetism may not be desired. In
such cases as resistance coils in electrical measuring instruments, while iron
may not really be present, still a small
yet undesired magnetic flux may be established. The condition can be avoided by winding the coils "non -inductive -
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one will just neutralize that of the
other. It is really no more difficult to
wind the coils with this qualification,
for it is only necessary to loop the wire
in the middle, and to wind towards
both ends, or for longer lengths, to
solder together the wire from two different spools, then to wind coincidently

Pig. 45. Yield Punching for Compensated Series Motor.

ly," by which is meant that one path of
the current is intimately associated
with another part conveying the same
current in the opposite direction.
Evidently the magnetizing effect of

from the two rather than from a single
one. Finally, both ends will be on the

outside, thereby allowing convenient
connection to binding posts. Now, current flowing in by one wire will be ex-
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actly parallelled by an opposite current in the other wire. The attitude of
such a winding towards alternating
currents proves its difference from the
ordinary, or inductively, wound coil,
for while such currents find great obstacles to their passage in the latter,
they will flow through the other quite
in keeping with Ohm's law.
The application to the case of the
armature of a motor can now be foreseen. Any such definite winding is inherently inductive. This can be proved
by taking any direct currrent armature
quite apart from its field magnet, and
sending through it, by means of contacts at the positions normally occupied by the brushes, any suitable
strength of direct current. The iron
core will exhibit poles at as many
places as there are such points of contact. With a ring wound armature,
contact can be made to illustrate any
desired number of brushes, but a drum
armature, of course, is wound to fit
some particular number of poles, and
hence cannot be used in any other than
one way. Direct current will flow in
such a winding quite in obedience to
Ohm's law. Now, if alternating current
be sent through the winding, quite a
different result will be experienced, for
even though many times the former
voltage be used, the actual current may
be decidedly less. The reason is found
in the fact that the winding really constitutes a choke coil, and that the impedance to the passage of alternating
currents may readily be many more
times as large as the resistance.
To have prevented the direct current
from establishing a magnetic field,
there might have been employed a sort
of stationary cage of windings to surround the entire armature, so arranged
that every wire of the regular winding
would be paralleled by one of the cage
but conveying the same current in the
opposite direction. Then, if in one
place the current were trying to establish a magnetic field, it would at once
be offset by the same currrent flowing
in the opposite direction in the neighboring wire. The crucial test to apply
to such a winding is to submit it to al-

ternating currents, when, if effective,
no greater voltage will be required
than for the direct current case.
At first thought it may appear impossible to apply such counteracting
windings to the armature already embraced by the field magnet, but space

for such is found in the face of the pole
pieces themselves. By cutting narrow
slots with still narrower openings space
is found for the wires, and these must
of course provide for as many or even
more ampere -turns than the armature
itself exerts. Another suspicion may
occur to the reader-that such windings may nullify the rotational powers
of the armature winding. The force to
rotate the armature wires is really due
to the main flux set up by the regular
field winding, and the only additional
effect on the compensating winding,
since it is cut by the same field flux,
would be to exert upon it a rotational
effect in the opposite direction, but
being securely located in the slots, it is
unnoticed.
Really the scheme of the compensating winding is not new, for it has frequently been applied to direct current
machines, purely to prevent the necessity of shifting the brushes under
change of load, a result now ,more
cheaply attained by use of "interpoles."
These latter, however, correct the armature magnetism in but narrow belts,
and not over its entire surface as is required for the more complete suppression of sparking. Turbine driven direct current generators have even been
made with both interpoles and compensating windings.
With the armature self-induction
thus eliminated, whereby the operation
will be dependent, as desired, purely
upon the counter electromotive force
due to rotation, the next factor to consider is the field winding. To make it
non -inductive would clearly be a contradiction of terms, for by a field winding is meant one that is inductive, and
the other expression would mean no
field at all. At best, the self-induction
of this member can merely be made of
small amount. As the only hopeful recourse, since self-induction increases as
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the square of the number of turns in
a coil, there will be advantage in winding the field of the motor with relatively few turns, therefore for low
voltage. Although the supply will not
ordinarily be at a presssure lower than
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worth the extra cost and labor involved.
Possibly some wonder may be felt
as to why a shunt winding has not
been proposed. From the considerations just expressed it will be clear
that such a winding, with its numerous
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Fig. 46.-Diagram of Compensated Winding for Series Motor, showing also One of the Regular
Field Spools in Position.

too volts, it is here recommended that
pressure of about 3o volts at the
motor be provided. This will require
the use of either a two-coil transformer
or an auto -transformer, but such devices waste almost no power, and the
gain of the low voltage will be well
a

turns, would have an exceedingly high
self-induction, therefore permit practically no alternating current at all to
get through it. Further, what little
current might get through it would
flow at the wrong time to be useful.
The lag would be nearly 90 deg., there-
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fore quite inoperative on the armature,
for first there would be current in the
armature, but no field magnetism with
which to act; then there would be a
little field magnetism, but no current
in the armature. This out -of-step fatality is perforce absent from the series
motor, for if current flows through one
member of the machine it does so coincidently with the other.
With the acceptance that a series
field winding is the only sort permissible with such a motor, and next that a
low voltage is desirable, the sort of
armature winding to be provided must
be decided upon. Whereas for the repulsion motor, in which an odd number
of slots was advantageous, a series, or
2 -circuit armature winding was described, for this case a multiple winding, requiring four brushes, will be
best. About 20 amperes may be employed for full load, therefore a liberal
size of commutator and the contact of
four brushes will be none too much.
The most prolific cause of sparking
in an alternating current "commutator"
motor, especially at the instant of
starting, is due to the transformer action experienced by the coil undergoing commutation. At that instant
the brush bridges across two segments,
and the maximum value of the alternating flux will be threading through
the coil attached to them. A very
large current will then flow, quite
likely larger than the main operating
current, which rapidly heats the coil ;
then as rotation takes place, this large
local current will be broken at the tip
of the brush, resulting in a flash of
Continued
quite destructive nature.
action of this sort will rapidly destroy
the copper. If such a load is applied
to the motor that it cannot readily
start, the prolonged current in this
short-circuited coil will be liable to
burn it out. There is a feeble current
of this sort constantly produced in a

direct current dynamo, but the electromotive force being merely due to the
inexact setting of the brushes, as regards the neutral region, sufficient resistance to reduce the current to a
negligible degree is offered by the car,

bon brushes. With an alternating field
flux, however, the case is serious, and
even hard carbon brushes are quite ineffective. Since for readily conveying
the large current good conducting carbon or graphite must be used, a remedy
must be sought in some other direction. This is found in the expedient
of employing high resistance leads between the armature winding and the
commutator. Then, in order to complete its circuit, this undesired current
will be compelled to travel through
two such links in series. Since only
those leads are concerned which connect to the commutator segments making contact with the brushes at a given
instant, the internal resistance of the
armature as a whole is not thereby seriously increased, therefore the efficiency of the motor is not noticeably
impaired. A further step towards elimination of sparking will be made if the
number of coils and commutator segments be made as large as possible, the
electromotive force generated in any
one coil thereby being a minimum.
With these various considerations
relative to the principle of operation
of a series motor described somewhat
at length, but presumably in a convincing manner, certainly well verified in
practice, the modifications over former
published designs can readily be stated
and comprehended. For the provision
of a definite line of commutation, a
field magnet somewhat resembling
that for a direct currrent machine will
be advisable. In order to prevent the
flow of eddy currents, the structure
must be of thin sheet iron and well separated by use of tissue paper or varnish. Armature self-induction should
be neutralized by a compensating winding. Field magnet should be series
wound, there being gain in the adoption of a low voltage, with consequent
requirement of but few turns. Although mention has been made of the
voltage, no reference has yet been
made to the speed. Since a series motor is being described, inherently
adapted for variable speeds, no principle of synchronism enters, so by applying suitable voltages, almost any
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speed within wide limits may be utilized. By making the secondary of the
special transformer with numerous
taps, as many different voltages as desired may be readily available.
In Fig. 45 is shown one of the sheets
for the field structure. The builder
will find it awkward to make, and for
constructing a single machine, for
which the making of punch and die
would be a disproportionate expense,

Cer Silver
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ing shown in Fig. 33 of the August
number of the magazine may well be
used, the dimensions for the shaft and
core being obtained from Fig. 32. In
place of the collector rings described in
that article a liberal size of commutator, such as was shown in Fig. 42 of
the December issue, though with 24
rather than 23 segments, will be required. Still better would be 48 segments, with two coils per armature
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Fig. 47.-Details of Brush -holder Yoke, Cross Connector and Commutator Resistance Leads.

recourse may be necessary to drilling,
sawing, .and filing methods. Since the
magnetic density is to be at a lower
value than for the induction motor, a
small cross-section of the outer ring,
or yoke, portion will be entirely sufficient. Some modification will consequently be necessary in the width of
the flange and ring used for clamping
the sheet iron within the cast iron
frame.
For the armature the 24-slot punch -

slot. The brush holders and spindles
of these same articles may be copied.
A four-ended brush holder, with cross
connections for the spindles, as shown
in Fig. 47, will complete the list of
special parts.
After assembling the field structure
with its end -sheets of fiber as in preceding cases, the polar slots being filed
out smoothly and insulated, the compensating winding is first to be placed,
and this will consist of four No. 14
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wires in parallel, fumbled in place
through the narrow openings, quite in
the manner employed for stator coils.
If preferred;the builder may wind each
of these four groups with a single wire,
then finally connect the four separate
coils in parallel with each other. The
actual disposal of the wires will present some difficulty. Space for the
regular field windings must be reserved, so these extra coils must be
bent back and around out of the way.
Reference to Fig. 46 will indicate the
method to be followed. One of the
coils may be imagined as beginning at
"A," and passing through slot I, then
directly back to the inner diameter of
the clamping ring, thence to slot 24,
back to slot 1, and so on, until as many
turns as possible, say four or five of
the bundle of wires, have been placed,
then into slots 2 and 23, finally in slots
3 and 22, each successively larger
spread of the coils requiring disposal
at a greater distance from the center.
Without cutting the coil, continuance
may be made, if the builder chooses,
into slots 4 and 9, then 5 and 8, 6 and 7,
the end being at "B." Since this order
will require the largest radius to be
first used, the builder will decide for
himself whether this can readily be accomplished. A similar start is to be
made in slot 13, ending at B' from slot
19. By connecting A' to B the two
groups will be put in series, then the
other ends attached to terminals on the

ture of the polar bore must be introduced into the winding -form itself.
Cotton tapes laid in the form before the
winding begins can be used to hold
the coil together while substituting
the final covering. The two ends of
the field winding may be led to two
special terminals on the connection
board.
For the high resistance leads of the
armature, thin ribbon of German silver,
say 3/16" or 1/4" wide, and .02" thick,
in strips about one foot long, with well
tinned ends, are to be provided and
insulated with varnished cambric.
Each should then be doubled in the
middle and laid in the bottom of the insulated slot, the open end being left
for the connections as shown in Fig.
47. After placing the coils, which may
well be of No. 16 wire, wound quite
in the manner of any direct current
armature, their ends are to be joined in
the usual method for a multiple winding. While these protruding ends may
be joined by use of fine wire and solder, they are also to be further secured
by bending around them and soldering
one end of each of the ribbons. The
other ends of the ribbons are to be
given a twist and soldered into saw cuts in the commutator segments.
To provide for the cross connections
of the opposite brush -holder spindles,
sheet copper ends joined together by

/"

diameter brass wire
soldering a
makes a simple and light structure.
Two such are needed, one being loconnection board.
After these coils have been placed, cated on the inside surface of the yoke,
the space remaining for the regular se- as seen in the figure, the other, joining
ries coils may be seen, it being a good the other two spindles, being just outprovision to make a sheet metal or side the yoke. By this means ample
cardboard templet that will readily pass clearance is obtained. Flexible cables
over the pole pieces and their protrud- are to join each set of spindles with
ing windings, then to make the wind- terminals on the connection board.
ing -form sufficiently large to fit them Since there will be in all six terminals
all. If a single wire is to be used it -two from the main field winding, two
should be No. 8 in size, and then all from the compensating winding, and
four coils are to be connected in series. two from the armature, and ready
If preferred, No. 14 may be substituted, means should be adopted for connectand the coils connected in parallel with ing them as desired, a good plan will
each other. In either case the wire is be to have a fiber block on each side
so stiff as to preclude the possibility of the machine, each fitted with three
of bending the coils after they are binding posts, one for each circuit. These
wound, so the shape to fit the curva- posts should be of generous size.
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A Lamp for the Piano*
APIANO lamp of pleasing and
practical design is depicted in
the wash drawing. The realization of
both of these qualities is seldom found
in a lamp of this type, for it is not infrequently the case that practical utility
is sacrificed for the sake of artistic effect or vice versa. The design offered
herewith will produce a lamp that may
be adjusted
t o

clearly

i 11

u minate

the sheet
of music
while com-

pletely

shielding
the faces of
the musicians from
the direct

2

pieces 3" long,

t" square.

(D)

4 pieces 2" long, 2" wide, II" thick.
2 pieces 6" long, 'MN wide, 7" thick.

(G)

2 pieces to" long, 5" wide,

(H)

t piece Jo" long, 2" wide,
thick.
2 pieces 4W long, 4/" wide,
thick.

(E)
(F) t piece WA" long,

7A"

square.

/"
/"

thick.

(I)
/"
In addition to the wooden stock enumerated above, the builder will require
two pieces of art glass,
inches long by
4
inches
wide and
t w o pieces
cut t o the
shape a n d
size of the
end pieces I,
Fig. 2. An

g/

/.

electric
lamp

key -

socket,

bushing

rays of

and flexible
cord wit h

View of Completed Piano Lamp.
light ; at the
same time,
plug atthe lamp will prove an inconspicuous tached will also be required. The lamp
ornament on the top of the piano.
socket is mounted as shown in the drawThe lamp is made of a wood to match ing at J. This mounting requires a strip
or harmonize with that of the piano case; of
inch sheet metal bent into an L and
the stock should be ordered planed and drilled with a hole to pass the socket
sanded to the required width and thick- bushing in the long portion and to take
ness and the builder will then have only the round -head screws in the foot.
to cut to the proper length, square up the
Having provided himself with the
ends and assemble. The dimensions of necessary stock of materials, the builder
the various parts comprising the lamp may proceed to prepare them for assemare given in Fig. 2, and the complete bill bly. With reference to the pieces A, the
of materials is as follows :
hole for the dowel may be bored through
each and the ends pointed as shown in
(A) 2 pieces to" long, 7A" square.
(B) 2 pieces Il" long, /" diameter dowel the drawing. The pieces of dowel, B,
rod.
require no description save that one end

/

* This article is one of a series that appears regularly in this magazine, describing the construction of
lampe of many different designs.
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of each is rounded off. The posts C are
pointed at the top and the hole in each is
bored one inch deep with a 94 inch bit to
take the round portion of the spreader
F. The square opening is chiseled entirely through each post to take the piece
A. The pieces D and E require no comment other than that a hole is bored in
each of the D pieces in order that they
may be loaded with melted lead so that
the lamp will not tip over when assembled. The hole in each piece should be
as large as it can be made without splitting the wood.
The piece F is doweled at each end
as shown in the drawing and the diameter of the rounded portion should be a
full
inch, in order that it may be a
tight fit into the hole in the piece C. The
side pieces G are of thin stock suitable
for scroll saw work and in Fig. i is suggested a design for the side of the lamp
as well as one for thé end pieces I. The
latter are of heavier material than the
sides, as the reader will note. The top
piece H, is likewise of
inch stock.
After the design has been cut out of

/,

/

the sides and ends, the builder may proceed with the assembly. The top piece
of the lamp shade is to be secured to the
ends with glue and very slender brads
and its edges given the proper bevel in
order that the sides will fit nicely when
they are adjusted in position. The latter are likewise secured with glue and
brads. The art glass may next be placed
in position within the shade and in this
operation the builder will require a few
strips of thin wood. The lamp socket
may then be affixed and attention given
to the base of the lamp. Reference to
the various drawings in Fig. i will make
this assembly quite clear. The feet D
are secured to the pieces E with glue and
nails after they have been filled with
lead as mentioned previously. The posts
C are either nailed or screwed, preferably the latter, to the bases and the
spreader rod F is secured with glue as
the complete base is set up on a flat
board to insure perfect alignment of the
various parts. When the base has been
assembled and the glue dried, the shade
may be suspended between the arms A
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Drawings of Completed Lamp showing Method of Assembling.
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Details of Parts of Piano Lamp.

by passing the short dowels B through
the holes in the arms and into those in
the ends of the shade.
The woodwork may be finished in any

HOW GOLD LEAF IS MADE

manner desired and it is only necessary
to suggest that the staining and varnishing should be done before the art glass
has been put in place.

it is possible to accomplish it only by
The metal worked by the "gold beat- a slight puff of the breath. The packers
ers" comes to them in wide bars or nug- are, for the most part, girls to whom,
gets. It must be weighed, melted and after the beating of the gold, the leaf is
made into inch -wide ribbons before the handed.
The girls lift the unshaped leaf from
beating begins. The ribbon is then cut
into inch squares and beaten with a ham- the mold with a pair of wooden pincers,
mer wielded by a stalwart workman. flatten it out on a sheepskin cushion by
When each leaf has been beaten thin it gently blowing on it, cut it into a peris transferred to a mold, where it is fect square, place it between the leaves
beaten again for a period of four hours. of the book, and flatten it out with the
The beating is accomplished by means breath. A book consists of twenty-five
of a wooden hammer weighing from leaves, and a skilled operator can pack
seven to eighteen pounds on a sheepskin seventy books in a day.
cushion resting on a granite block.
THE BEEDLE FAN
The gold beaten is usually twenty-two
This is an English invention, in which
or twenty-three karats fine. A little
alloy of copper or silver is added to the revolving blades are made with
make it spread. It would be impossible curved surfaces, of a peculiar form,
for the beaters to handle absolutely pure which impel the air in a direction parallel to the axis of the fan. It is said
gold.
that virtually the whole power is utilized
Gold leaf is packed more by the aid of in making the
air "travel," and very litthe breath than that of the hands. The tle in simply churning it up. It is beoperation of transferring a sheet of al- lieved that the invention may find pracmost transparent gold leaf from one tical application in the propellers of
place to another is of such delicacy that ships and aeroplanes.
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Apparatus for a Spectacular Vaudeville Act*
THE present article, which deals an up-to-date electrical act for the stage.

with the high tension condenser
to be used in connection with the
apparatus previously described, is the
concluding instalment of the series on
the making of the high frequency transformer outfit. The next instalment will

ir
az,a IL_
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Before proceeding with the description of the condenser, it may be well to
state that this particular feature of the
outfit presents many difficulties in its design in view of the fact that the condenser is to be subjected to much rough
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Complete Condenser, Showing Method of Connecting.

handling and moving about. The data
offered herewith is for a condenser having glass plates for its dielectric, but the
author would suggest that this material,
while highly satisfactory for use in a
condenser to be used in but one place, is
obviously subject to breakage and is at a
further disadvantage from point of
weight. Its use is suggested in the pres* This article is one of a series that has appeared
in the September, October, November and December
ent paper merely because the stock is
issues of POPULAR ELECTRICITY AND MODERN MECHANICS.
readily obtained and this at a low figure.
116
be devoted to detailed instructions for

setting up and operating the apparatus
covered in this and preceding articles.
Subsequent numbers of the magazine
will present the constructional features
of various other instruments and devices to be used in the presentation of
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Sheet mica, while several times as costly, is far superior in every way and its
use is strongly recommended to those
who feel that the extra expense is justified by the advantages gained.
For the condenser proper, 120 sheets
of 8 by io inch photographic glass will
be required. This glass, in the form of
discarded negatives, may be obtained
from almost any photographer for a
small sum. In addition to the plates
above -mentioned, the builder will require
some 24 plates additional to serve as
cover glasses for each condenser unit.
A few extra plates to replace possible
broken or defective ones will not be
amiss.
The first operation will be to clean the
emulsion from the glasses and this is
readily done by soaking the plates in hot
water. It is not essential that the plates
be made perfectly clean of the emulsion
if the plates have all been developed and
the silver dissolved, but it is desirable
to get the surface and particularly the
edges for a space of an inch or more
as clean as possible. The plates, when
cleaned and dried, are to be placed in a
warm oven prior to having the metallic
coating of tinfoil placed on each side.
This coating is of the heavy foil used
by florists and may be obtained in strips
48 inches long and 6 inches, wide at
almost any florist's shop. It comes in
packages of one pound and averages
some five strips to the package. The
foil should be straightened out and cut
off into rectangles 6 by 8 inches in size
in order that when secured to the glass it
will leave a margin of an inch all around.
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The condenser is made up into units
of ten plates each and each plate is to be
coated on both sides with the tinfoil. In
all there will be 12 units connected up
as shown in Fig. 13, that is, two sets of
six units each connected series -multiple.
To coat the plates the builder should
provide a lump of beeswax and a
"pounce" made by enclosing .a wad of
cotton within a soft cloth. A warm
plate is taken from the oven and laid
upon a cloth -covered table top. The
lump of beeswax is rubbed lightly across
its surface to provide a thin and even
coating. A sheet of tinfoil is immediately placed in the centre of the glass and
rubbed into close contact with the
pounce, starting at the centre and, with
a circular motion, .working out toward
the edges. This will result in a perfect
union of glass and foil at all points. The
plate is immediately reversed and the
other side coated in like manner before
the plate gets too cold to melt the wax.
The remainder of the plates are to be
treated in a similar manner when they
are ready for the connecting lugs, after
having had their edges dipped in melted
wax far enough to cover the edges of
the foil for a space of an inch or so to
prevent brush leakage.
The lugs are of thin copper ribbon,
tinned at one end and affixed electrically
to the tinfoil at alternate ends on both
sheets of foil with a deft application of
the soldering copper. A little practice
on a scrap plate will soon enable the
worker to master the operation of soldering the copper to the foil without
(Continued on page 12o)

iíeary lines - glass
I,,ght ..
tinfoil
Showing Method of Assembling Plates of Condenser with Lugs Projecting.
Plate of Glass with Tinfoil in Position.

Also View of Single
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Application of Various Currents"
WE have learned in previous

arti-

such a position that it will take the high
voltage from the secondary of the transelectric currents are, how they are pro- former and store it up until the pressure
duced and, in a measure, how they are becomes so great that the current leaps
applied. In the present instalment, the across the spark gap in a succession of
application of the high frequency or os- crashing discharges. While this discillatory electric current will be under charge occurs, the current is surging
consideration. An explanation of the back and forth through the circuit of the
characteristics of this form of current condenser, gap and primary of the high
was given in the October number of this frequency transformer at a speed or fremagazine as were also suitable analogies quency of perhaps hundreds of thouillustrating the principles of electromag- sands of times per second. This high
netic induction. The matter will, there- frequency current will be maintained in
fore, not be reiterated here and it is as- the circuit as long as current is supplied
sumed, in offering this article, that the to the primary of the low frequency or
reader is familiar in general with the ac- step-up transformer for the latter instantly restores the charge in the contion of alternating electric currents.
In the accompanying illustration, Fig. denser as fast as it discharges through
15, a diagram of an oscillatory circuit is the oscillatory circuit. The current in this
given. At the left, the reader will note circuit is flowing at approximately the
the primary of a high tension transform- voltage of the transformer secondary
er. This instrument takes the alternat- and for certain purposes in electro -thering current from the line wires at the apy, it is desirable to employ a much
voltage commonly employed for lighting higher potential. This desirable feature is
purposes and steps it up to a value of readily obtained by applying the transperhaps several thousand volts on the former principle once more and adding a
secondary or right hand side of the first secondary coil of many turns of fine wire
figure in the drawing. From this point to the primary coil of the high frequency
on, the reader will see the true oscillatory transformer. In this case, however, no
circuit which comprises a spark gap, iron core is used, for its employment
represented by the two small circles, the would retard rather than assist the transcondenser, represented by the heavy former action where high frequency curblack lines, and the primary of a high rents are involved. The top of the secfrequency transformer at the extreme ondary winding is connected with a ball
discharger from which sparks may be
right in the drawing.
The condenser is a device for storing drawn or to which the connecting cords
electric energy at high pressure or volt- leading to electrodes may be attached.
The high frequency current is finding
age and in this diagram it is shown in
a most important place in the field of
electro -therapy at the present day and its
Continued from the December issue of POPULAR
ELECTRICITY AND MODERN MECHANICS.
use in many of the familiar ailments has
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cles what the various kinds of
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proven very beneficial. The current possesses the most peculiar properties and
while a thorough discussion of its characteristics from a medical standpoint
cannot be given in the present article
owing to lack of space, still it is believed
that a mere sketch of some of its interesting points will not be out of place.
Many years ago it was learned that
if an alternating electric current be increased in its frequency to a point far
beyond that used for commercial purposes, the current could be applied to the
human body at voltages that would ordinarily cause serious shock or perhaps
death. By increasing the frequency of
the current beyond ioo,000 cycles per
second, the current was rendered practically painless when applied to the body
and its presence was not accompanied
by the characteristic muscular contrac-

A FREAK OF LIGHTNING
A vivid flash of lightning closely followed by a sharp clap of thunder and a
report from the switchboard like a pistol
shot, startled the telegraph operator and
other clerks who had just reached the
office and were getting books and reports
in readiness

for the day's work.
The cashier turned to the safe, as he
had done every morning for months, and
began to twirl the knob, setting it on the
numbers which had opened it hundreds
of times. He was astonished when it
did not open the first time and after repeated failures, called the agent. Numerous draymen were waiting at the window for freight bills, and the bills were
in the safe, which could not be opened
on the combination that had so long been
used without a hitch.
The cashier made duplicate bills from
office records and cleared the office of
draymen while the agent continued his
efforts with the lock without result. Finally he decided on a system. Knowing
the lock contained three tumblers, he
used the old numbers on all but one,
skipping to the next figure and repeating
this with each tumbler, but still it would
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Fig. 16.-Diagram of an Oscillatory Circuit.

tive effects of the low frequency alternating and the direct currents. This discovery practically revolutionized medical electricity as it permitted the investigators to make bolder strides into the
future and to bring to light many facts
of inestimable value to modern electrotherapy.

not open. He was about ready to wire
the superintendent for authority to have
the door drilled open, when he decided
to try it once more, and using the first
and last figures of the combination and a
new figure for the middle tumbler, the
bolt clicked in the notches and the door
was opened.
On examination it was found that
lightning had struck the safe doing no
damage except to knock loose a spring
that held a shoulder in position on the
middle tumbler, leaving it free on the
stem of the knob. It was only by mere
accident that the middle tumbler was
stopped in the right place on the last
trial.

The propellers of aeroplanes such as
are used in the present European war
may be made of selected ash, which is
both strong and light and will not split
under vibration or shock, or of built-up
layers of spruce with mahogany centers.
The framework of the machines, too, is
generally made of wood, spruce being
much used on account of its straight
grain and freedom from hidden defects.

Electroculture Shows Good Results
THE latest reports from experiment- experiment shows that although the sea-

ers who are carrying on research
in the electrical stimulation of plant life
in various parts of the world offer conclusive evidence of success. In practically every experiment the period of maturity has been notably lessened, while
the quality of every crop treated has
been greatly improved.
More to the point, however, is the fact
that the yield has been increased without
exception. In one case reported, the increase was just about 4o per cent. in a
plot of electrically -forced strawberries,
as against an adjoining plot untreated.
In the same test, beets were increased in
yield 30 per cent., cucumbers 19 per cent.
and tomatoes 20 per cent.
However, the increase in profits to the
commercial producer does not lie so
much in the matter of greater yield as in
the advanced maturity which places the
product on the market earlier and so
commands a higher price. A peck of
tomatoes in advance of the regular season when the market is not overstocked,
is worth more in net profit than a barrel later on when every tomato field is
sending fruit to the market by the ton.
In a recent Chicago truck garden experiment, posts eight feet high were set
twelve feet apart about the plot to be
electrified. From these posts wires were
stretched taut both ways, making overhead squares twelve by twelve feet. The
network of wires was electrified in the
manner described in recent issues of this
m gazine.
A report made for the first year of the
.

son was unusually dry, all of the vegetables and farm crops planted in the
electrified area developed an unprecedented growth even when compared to
favorable weather conditions by the ordinary method.
As an example: musk melon seeds
planted the eight of June ripened in a
little over eight weeks and with such remarkable evenness that all the melons
were marketed in six days. The yield
was 365 perfect melons from a plot
twenty feet square or over 40,000 per
acre. But even of more importance than
the heavy yield of salable fruit, was the
fact that they were on the market before
other local melons, and as they matured
in a few days they were all sold before
ordinary stock came on the market.
In all of the experiments reported it
was found that fruit, vegetables and
flowers grew faster, to a greater size and
of a better quality, when thus fertilized
with electricity. Those who have applied the electrical treatment in crop
production find their crops mature about
a month in advance of the ordinary
season.

APPARATUS FOR A SPECTACULAR VAUDEVILLE ACT
(Continued from page 117)

melting the latter. The drawings in Fig.
14 illustrate the location of the connecting lugs and also the way in which ten
plates are piled one on top of the other
to form a complete unit. This asser-120
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bling having been done with the entire
lot of plates, the projecting lugs may be
clamped with the pliers and soldered to
short lengths of copper ribbon ready for
connection with the bus -bars of the condenser. The plates of each unit should
be bound with tape to afford mechanical
strength and ease of handling. A plain
piece of glass is placed on either side of
each unit under the binding tape.
The twelve units are to be assembled
in a strong wooden case and each unit
should be separated from its neighbor
by strips of wood covered with felt. Connections are made as shown in Fig. 13,
to bus -bars consisting of several strips
of copper ribbon fastened together. The
connections with the outside of the case
are by means of heavy flexible cables
made by binding a number of strands of
fine insulated copper wire under one
cover as described in a previous article.
A SLOT MACHINE FOR NEWS-

PAPERS
After all the devices to which we have

been accustomed in the various slot machines, not only for making sure that the
wares will not be delivered until a coin
has been inserted, but to reject all coins
that are not the proper denomination as
well as all slugs, we are indeed sur-

prised at the simple innovation of a
Greek lad in San Pedro, California. He
goes so far in showing his trust in the
public that he has established racks of
wire on the telegraph and electric light
poles at the main corners of the town,
so arranged as to hold a number of
newspapers in such a position that the
upper half of the front page may be
read by all who pass, thus arousing their
interest in the contents of the rest of
the columns hidden from view. The
purchaser merely drops one cent in the
slot in a small red leather box attached
to the pole just above the rack.
At first the trustful Greek did not even
have a lock on the small boxes, but the
raids of the small boys'of other denominations soon reduced the funds in the
"slot machines" faster than he could get
around to collect them. It is a fact-and
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one that has caused much commentthat few people try to cheat the boy who
has inaugurated this convenient and
silent system of selling papers, either by
taking the papers without even making
a pretense of putting in a coin, or by
pretending to slip a penny into the slot.
If all of our papers were sold on this
system of trusting the public we would
not be bothered with a great amount of
shouting on the streets.

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT OF THE
PANAMA CANAL
Nearly two thousand special drawings
were required in the fabrication, and
there were also involved the following
unusual quantities of materials in the
electric equipment of the Panama Canal:
1,300
Special slate bases
i6o,000
Small castings
1,200,000
Screw machine parts
58,000 ft.
Copper rod and bar
g,000 sq. ft.
Asbestos lumber
65o
New patterns
625
New jigs, templates, tools, etc

18.0oo
Porcelain parts
6,800
Special bus supports
21,000 ft.
Gal. pipe (framework)
Special gears
2,390
640
Special instruments
Miscellaneous sherardized pieces 300,000
4.150
..
Cases for boxing

The combined weight of the centralized control boards for Gatun, Pedro
Miguel, and Miraflores is about 39 tons.
In their construction there is employed :
More than 2% miles of interlocking rod ;
About six million feet of control leadsmade up in 5 and 8 conductor cables;
732 indicator motors ;
464 control switches.

All of the lock machinery motors, control panels, centralized control boards,
power station generating apparatus,
switchboards, transmission line substation equipments, coaling stations, and
practically the entire electrical equipment for the wharf terminal cranes and
for the extensive permanent repair machine shops were manufactured by the
General Electric Company.
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Recent Novel Patents
Pineapple -Eye Snip

Apparatus for Cutting Butter

One of the most unique patents that have been
granted within the last few months is an apparatus
for cutting butter. It consists of two hinged members sharpened on one edge and fitted with handles.
The two members can be so spaced as to form any
desired angle and held in that position by a connecting member.

A New England inventor has been granted patent
rights on an implement for removing the eyes of
pineapples. As shown in the illustration, this device
is very much the same as a pair of ordinary pliers,
with the one exception that the jawlike portion is
sharpened so that the two members can be pushed
into a pineapple and then brought together in order
to remove the eye.

Life -Saving Apparatus

Of the many inventions for life saving at sea,
that of a New York inventor is among the most
interesting ones. As shown in the illustration it
is an odd shaped suit that is worn by persons to
enable them to float in the water. A life ring is
placed around the neck portion to prevent the suit
from capsizing. The head of the wearer is held
above water and is protected by a hood.

A Drinking Cup
A very clever form of drinking cup has recently
been patented by a West Virginian inventor. As
shown in the illustration, this cup consists simply of
two sections held together by metal eyelets in such
a manner that normally the cup is absolutely flat.
When it is desired for use, one section is turned
around so as to form a cone -like container.

A Needle Threader

In one of the accompanying illustrations is shown
a simple needle threader that has been patented by
an Oklahoma inventor. It consists of a member
that has a groove on one side in which to place
the needle which is then firmly held by a springy
metal strip; the thread being passed through a hole
in the back of the member and passing through the
eye of the needle held in the groove. Of course,
the walls of the hole gradually converge as they
approach the eye of the needle.

A Clever Electrical Instrument

To an Austrian inventor an American patent has
been granted for an electrical measuring device shown
in one of the illustrations. This device is termed
an Electric Capacitative-Inductive Coupling. While
the exact use to which this instrument can be put
is not made clear in the patent papers, the commendable feature of the device is the mechanical construction. It will be noted that as the handle is
turned, the coil is lowered and the condenser strips
in the center are spread further apart from each
other.

Cream Massage Device

In order to facilitate the application of massage
cream, a Chicago inventor has patented the device
shown in one of the sketches. It consists of a
massage member to which is connected a collapsible
massage cream container by means of a tube. As
the massage member is employed on a patient's face,
a slight pressure on the collapsible tube supplies
the cream in any quantity desired.
It

..

,
.
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A Toy Motor -Boat

A New York inventor has succeeded in obtaining
a patent on a rather novel toy in the form of a
motor -boat driven by a rubber band motor. As
shown in the illustration, the top consists of a light
hull with such ornamentation as smokestacks in order
to give it a realistic appearance, as well as a rubber
band motor under the hull driving a large propeller.
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Device for Pulling On Shoes

Glass Cutting Tool

To facilitate the cutting of glass in any desired
shape an inventor has patented the device shown in
one of the accompanying sketches. It consists of
a base on one side of which is a metal groove that
holds a sliding portion to which is attached a
straightedge. As will be noted, the straightedge can
be adjusted to any angle by loosening the set screw.
The sliding member is made in the shape of a pro-

tractor and graduated accordingly.

A Canadian inventor has just secured patent rights
on a device for pulling on shoes. The device consists of stationary and pivoted members so fastened
that the latter may be given an upward movement
by pulling on a lever. In pulling the movable member upwards, a lower wedge-shaped portion also gives
it a sideway movement so as to form a grip with
the stationary member.

On the straight-

edge slides a member holding a piece of marking
chalk.
In use, the straightedge is set at right
angles and its sliding member is moved to the desired width. By sliding the straightedge at right
angles a chalkline is drawn on the glass.

Paper Box for Mailing Purposes

In order to meet the demand for a safe method
of shipping eggs by parcel post a patent has been
taken out for a paper box by a New York inventor.
As will be seen in the sketch, this box is designed
much along the same lines as the usual egg boxes
fitted with partitions. However, it has a double
wall in order to take up shocks. Furthermore, a
metal strip fastened to the front of the box, passes
through a slot in the lid of the box when the latter
is closed and can be bent back to secure it in place
during shipment.

A Shoe Attachment
Among the many recent patents granted for articles
of Winter use is a simple attachment that may be
fastened to any shoe by means of a simple strap.
The attachment consists of two metal pieces crossing
each other with spikes on the undersides in order
to permit of sure footing on ice.
A back strap
is provided for holding the attachment in the rear
while a strap with a buckle is fastened around the
toe portion of the shoe for holding the front.

Device for Drawing Circles

A simple device for drawing circles is the subject of a patent that has been secured by a Michigan
inventor. This device is exceedingly simple, consist-

ing of a center member for holding a swinging arm
the arm portion, a clamp sliding on the arm and
holding the writing member, and lastly, the writing
member. The arm is graduated and it is only necessary to move the clamp to the desired degree to
secure a circle of any radius within limits.

Novel Shears

inventor has recently patented a design of shears possessing many unique features and
advantages over existing types. As will be seen in
the illustration, the shears consist of two blades of
the usual variety, a wheel member to which one of
the blades is connected, and a handle. As the
shears are pushed along on a surface, the upper
blade is given a cutting movement through the rotation of the wheel to which it is connected. Adjustments are provided for regulating the length of the
cut. Obviously, such shears make it a simple matter
to cut through fabrics of all kinds.
A Michigan

Mailing Bag for Bottles

A New York inventor has recently secured a patent
on a novel mailing bag for bottles. which is shown
in the illustration. It consists simply of a bag made
of waterproof material and which may be closed by
drawstrings at the top. A smaller inner bag is also
employed and between this and the outer bag is a
space filled with suitable material for protecting the
glass bottle from breakage. The material will also
absorb the contents of the bottle should it be acci-

dentally broken. One feature of the bag to which
the inventor calls particular attention is that the
bottle stopper is held firmly in position by the upper
portion of the bag closing over it.

A Coaster Sled

A sled of entirely new design is the subject of

patent granted to a Pennsylvania inventor. The
sled consists simply of a board in which two holes
for gripping with the hands are provided, a single
runner and the necessary framework. Inasmuch as
the sleigh has but one runner its operation requires
considerable skill, while on the other hand, it will
probably develop greater speed and provide more
enjoyment than the usual type. The rider sits on
the board firmly holding each side and balancing
himself while coasting down the hill. One novel
feature is that the framework can be folded up and
the sled carried without difficulty.
a
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BOOK REVIEWS

III

EWE 11

Reference Book on Modern Motor
Cars
Under the title of "The Modern Motor
Car" there has been published a most excellent work of reference on the modern automobile and everything pertaining to automobile engineering.
Even a casual glance through the many
pages of this work* does not fail to reveal
that the subject is covered in a thorough and
understandable manner. Another feature that
is immediately noticed is that the various
phases in automobile engineering are considered in proper sequence-a point in favor
of the book if it is to be -employed as self instructor on the subject. Briefly, the work
covers its field in five parts, as follows : The
gasoline engine, carburetors and carburetion,
oiling systems and lubricants, cooling, and
ignition.
"The Modern Motor Car" is profusely illustrated with comprehensible diagrams clearly
showing the construction and operation of
every important part of an automobile. The
text is clear, to the point, complete, yet devoid
of any unnecessary description.
This book will be found a very valuable
reference for anyone having to do with a
motor car, whether he be a repairman, owner,
driver, student or salesman.
* The Modern Motor
lished by Laird & Lee,
over 512 pages and 217
leather, flexible covers.

Car, by H. P. Manly. PubInc., Chicago, Ill. Contains
illustrations. Bound in full
Price, $2.50.

Handbook for Electrical Engineers and
Students
Although there are many excellent reference
books for engineers that are compiled in a
condensed, handy form, it is doubtful if there
can ever be a superfluity of such worksespecially good ones.
Another splendid reference work for engineers and students has recently been published
under the title of "American Handbook for
Electrical Engineers."* There is scarcely a
single subject on electrical engineering or any
topic akin to the electrical field that has
not been covered in this work. Of course,
everything has been condensed, yet the very
essence of each subject is given. The work
contains many excellent tables and formulas
that will be found a great aid to anyone engaged in electrical engineering.
It would be impossible in a review of this
kind to enumerate the subjects covered. Suffice it to state that there are over 2,000 pages
in this work and in each description of a sub-

ject not an unnecessary word is employed.
This will give one an idea as to the immense
scope of the book. One important feature of
the book is that all subjects are arranged
alphabetically, beginning at the front and arranged in regular order to the last page. This
greatly simplifies the matter of referring
rapidly to any desired subject.
We do not hesitate in recommending this
work to engineers and students in electricity.
It comprises a splendid reference library in
itself and will be found a constant aid.
American Handbook for Electrical Engineers
compiled by a staff of specialists headed by Harold
Pender, Editor -in -Chief. Published by John Wiley
& Sons
New York. Contains over 2,023 pages.
Profusely illustrated.
Bound in leather, flexible
covers. Gilt edge pages. Price, $5.00.

A Reference Work for the Experi-

menter.
Mr. Edelman has added another contribution to his already numerous works devoted
to the experimenters and wireless amateurs of
America. His latest work is entitled "Experiments"* and deals with the hobby and profession of experimenting.
The work is divided into two main parts.
The first part is devoted to numerous experiments that may be performed by anyone.
Most of the information has been secured
from the leading scientific magazines; the experiments being culled from these various
sources with commendable judgment. Not all
of the experiments have been the suggestions
of other writers, for there are many by the
author of the work, prominent among which
are those comprising the series on simple experiments in chemistry which appeared in
Modern Electrics several years ago. The second part-in reality an entirely separate
work-is devoted to teaching an experimenter
how to conduct his work systematically so as
to obtain the greatest benefits from his labors.
Inasmuch as this portion of the book is said
by the author to be a compilation of many
methods and suggestions of the leading experimenters of today, it is quite unique and invaluable to anyone engaged in research work.
"Experiments" covers a field that is yet
comparatively barren of reference works. It
is a forerunner of many other books that will
sooner or later be published to aid those who
devote their time to developing new devices or
processes, or discovering new principles, of
importance to mankind.
* Experiments,
Experiments by Philip E. Edelman. Published
Minneapolis, Minn. Conby Philip E.
tains 258 pages and is profusely illustrated. Cloth
bound. Price, $1.50.

Interesting information on telephone receivers for wireless purposes as well as a code
chart and time signal facts is contained in the
catalogue of C. Brandes, Inc., 1 Liberty Street,
New York. A copy will be mailed on request
to anyone sending a two -cent stamp.
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Questions and Answers
This department will appear regularly in MODERN MECHANICS, subject to the following
regulations: The questions must be legibly written with typewriter or in ink on one side of
the sheet. Each question must be definite and cover but one point of the subject under consideration, although a letter can contain more than one question. On the 10th of the second
month preceding the date of issue of the magazine. all the questions on hand will be considered and those which are put in the most intelligent manner and of widest general interest
will be selected for publication in such issue, the number being governed by the space available.
All other questions will be returned to the writers with a statement of the price for which
they will be answered by letter. Return postage must be enclosed with each letter containing
Questions, and the letters must be addressed to the Questions and Answers Department and
contain nothing relative to other departments of the magazine.
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PREVENTING BELL TROUBLE.

(I) W. H., Brooklyn, N. Y., asks :
Q. i.-Can the sparking at contacts of

electromechanical gongs be reduced? The coils
have 4o ohms resistance and the batteries give
15 volts. Eight bells are operated in parallel.
A. I.-The use of high resistance shunts, as
you suggest, will be advantageous, but to predetermine just what number of ohms to use
would be only a matter of experiment. There
would be the disadvantage, however, from the
use of such resistances in that there would always be a leak of current through them. Your
best plan will be to use condensers, and a
large variety of sizes are now available at
very low prices. Address the Western Electric or the Automatic Electric Company, of
Chicago.

o

o

please explain the meaning of the fourth number in each report.
A. I.-While this matter has been covered
before it seems worth while to repeat it because there seems to be considerable misunderstanding as to the meaning of these reports.
At eight o'clock every evening the weather is
observed and reported by telegraph to Arlington, where the combined bulletin is sent out
broadcast at ten o'clock each night. This bulletin is divided into two parts, one for the
Atlantic Coast and one for the Great Lakes.
The report for the Great Lakes is only sent
during the open season or from April to December. The letters used in these bulletins
designate the following places where the
weather conditions are observed: S-Sidney,
N. S.; T-Nantucket ; A-Atlantic City;

CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES.
(2) L. L. F., Cornish, Me., asks :
Q. i.-Can a 6-volt, 6o -ampere-hour storage
battery be charged by means of a 14 -volt,
3 -ampere direct current magneto generator ?
A. I.-Yes, and 3 amperes is a good rate
for such a size of battery. Be sure you have
a voltmeter of the permanent -magnet type
when testing for polarity, else you are likely
to reverse the charge, with consequent great
injury to the plates. Of course, you also require an ammeter, and the current can readily
be adjusted by use of an iron or German silver wire inserted in series with the cell.
Q. 2.-Is the current obtained from a mercury arc rectifier or any form of electrolytic
rectifier pulsating or quite uniform?
A. 2.-It is pulsating, therefore it is not altogether adapted for operating such .electromagnetic devices as have solid iron cores, nor
for exciting the field of an alternator.

WEATHER BULLETINS.
(3) A. A., Pittsburgh, Penna., asks:
Q. I.-What do the additional letters
by Arlington when sending the weather
letins stand for? They formerly only
eight, but now they send seventeen.

o

o

used
bulsent
Also
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Hatteras ; C-Charleston; B-Bermuda; KKey West; P-Pensacola ; these make up the
Atlantic Coast and Gulf Division. The Great
Lakes Division is: DU-Duluth; M-Marquette; U-S. S. Marie; G-Green Bay; CH-

Chicago; L-Alpena; D-Detroit; V-Cleveland; F-Buffalo. These latter stations do not come in the report directly after the Atlantic Coast stations, but after the wind forecast for the Atlantic Division. The numbers
following these letters consist of the following information : The first three numbers are
the barometer, the first figure of the barometer report is omitted as it is unnecessary. The
next or fourth number is the direction of the
wind, the compass being divided into eight
parts for this purpose. North is I, Northeast 2, East 3, etc. The fifth or last number is
the velocity of the wind in the Beaufort scale.

ELECTROMAGNETS AND ACCUMULATORS.
(4) W. B., Cleveland, O., asks:
Q. r.-What should be the dimensions and
winding for electromagnetic coils suitable for
use in energizing permanent magnets, such as
are employed on ignition generators, the available circuit being no volts, direct current?
A. r.-For such momentary uses it is com-
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mon to allow a current far in excess of what

the wire could permanently withstand. For
instance, if you use the current for only five
minutes at a time you could safely permit two
to three times as much current as would be
safe for a continuously working dynamo. Of
course, you wish the coils to be adapted for
any size of magnets that may come to hand,
and for this reason you can well have the
two spools quite independent, a piece of lamp
cord providing for putting them in series. If
the largest size of stock you find to be /~ x
r/", you can make the rectangular holes in
fiber flanges 5,á" x WI" ; and if the closest
distance between poles is 3", you can then
make outside dimensions of flanges 27" x 4",
except that a good place for attaching binding posts will be furnished by letting one side
of one flange of each spool be about an inch
wider. The connecting member can be of
thin sheet metal, either iron or copper, with
a winding space between flanges of 4". You
can use No. i8 d.c.c. wire, 8o turns per layer,
18 layers, giving a resistance of the two spools
in series of 13 ohms; or you can use No. 20
wire, too turns per layer, 22 layers, with a
resistance of 3o ohms. About 5 lbs. per spool
will be required.
Q. 2.-What are the chemical reactions in
a lead storage cell?
A. 2.-On the charge the positive plate becomes oxidized (rusted), while the negative
becomes less oxidized and sulphuric acid is
formed. During the discharge the positive
plate becomes less oxidized, an increase in
the amount of lead sulphate taking place,
while at the negative plate also the metallic
lead becomes more or less sulphated. You
will find clear and complete descriptions of
this action in Watson's book on storage batteries.

/"

RADIO TRANSFORMER.
(5) J. L. G., Rosser, Manitoba, writes:
Q. r.-In Chapter r, Section 9, of "Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy and Telephony," Fleming states that an induction coil
can be used as an alternating current transformer if the break and condenser be removed
and the primary terminals be connected to a
source of alternating current. I thought that
the core of the coil must be of the closed
core type before it would work on alternating
current.
A. r.-The statement in Fleming is perfectly correct. There is no need for the core
to be closed before the coil will work as an
alternating current transformer. The earlier
government specifications for their naval radio
transformers up to several kilowatts often
called for open core transformers. The closed
core has a much less reluctance to offer the
flux so that closed core transformers can be
much more economically constructed for
power work, but for wireless work this high
reluctance is often an advantage to limit the
secondary current when the spark jumps, so

that we find many open core transformers

used in wireless work, but very seldom in
power work.
Q. 2.-I am taking up a course in electrical
engineering. What particular branch of that
profession would you advise me to follow?
A. 2.-The answer to this question can only
be determined by you. You know best what
you prefer to do. Do what you think you
will be most contented in, then you will have
the best success there. There is electric traction, central station work, telephone, and other
branches of the profession for you to choose
from. The central station industry offers fully
as good an opening as the other branches.
To get into this work you would probably be
required to serve time in some power station
as operator or load dispatcher, but the ultimate
field is very good.
Q. 3.-What kind of a break will I need with
a 12 -inch spark coil?
A. 3.-The most practical would probably be
an independent hammer interrupter operated
by an auxiliary circuit.

AUDION.
J. S. S., Plymouth, Wis., asks:
Q. I.-Can a step down transformer be used
to supply the current for the heating element
of an audion detector? The transformer is
to be used on Ho volt, 6o cycle alternating
(6)

current.

A. r.-No, a transformer cannot be used to
supplant a storage or primary battery to
supply an audion detector. The audion is
dependent in its action on the fact that the
current through the heating element is emitting
ions in a given direction which enables it
to act as a rectifier. If alternating current
were used the polarity of the grid would constantly be changing and the audion would no
longer act as a rectifier. Having to use a
storage battery or some 'other equally constant
supply of direct current greatly limits the
application of the audion for amateur use.
This is unfortunate, since the audion is a very
sensitive device.

PSEUDO AERIAL.
(7) J. D. E., Parisville, Miss., asks :
Q. r.-I am located about 70 miles from the
high power station at New Orleans and would
like to put up a receiving set so as to hear
them. It is inconvenient to put up an aerial
and we have no volt A. C. in the house but
with no day current. Could I use these electric light wires as an aerial when the current
is off?

A. r.-We doubt if you would have any
great success with this type of aerial, although
it might possibly work if the line is ungrounded. The mass of iron due to the transformer at the end of the line would probably
damp out any received signals so that you
could not use these wires for an aerial. Why
not try putting up an indoor aerial?
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TRANSMITTING SET OF RADICAL DESIGN

A

NEW and rather radical departure in the design of wireless
transmitting equipment is presented in a

army work as well as on aircraft. The
set comprises everything necessary for
transmitting with the exception of the
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fig. 3
Complete Wireless Transmitting Set of Unusual Design, as Well as its Hook-up and Details
of Spark (lay.

portable set recently placed on the market by an English manufacturer. Contrary to the usual procedure of employing a transformer or some form of electrolytic or motor interrupter for operating on either alternating or direct current
circuits, this set has adopted an ingenious
principle that enables it to be employed
on either kind of current and on frequencies varying from 4o to zoo.
The general appearance of this unique
set is seen in the first illustration. It will
be immediately noted that the apparatus
i io-volt generator. These sets have
is exceedingly compact and rugged, per- been made in capacities ranging from
mitting of its use to good advantage for
to z K. W.
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The set includes a step-up transformer
of very small proportions, a special mag-.
netic vibrator, leyden jars, tuning helix,
vibrator condenser and key. The general arrangement of these parts may be
gained from the accompanying wiring
diagram. It will be noted that no or
220 volt current passes through fuses
and a switch to the rheostat and choking inductance R; thence through the vibrator magnet winding M, on through the
vibrator break and around the primary
coil P of the step-up transformer T,
back through the key to the source of
current. Current flowing through this
circuit causes the vibrator to make and
break the flow of current in the primary
circuit many times a second. Frequencies
emitting a tone equivalent to that of a
Soo -cycle set may be obtained with stiff
tension on the vibrator armature. Oscillations are created in the tuned circuit
comprising the inductance P, condenser
C, and spark gap E. It will be noted
that the vibrator gap acts as a spark gap
of the oscillatory circuit just outlined.
This circuit must be tuned correctly, of
course, in respect to the secondary circuit, if best results are to be obtained
with the set.
The secondary transformer circuit is
connected to two leyden jars L, and L,
and also to a spark gap SG and a helix
for tuning in the aerial and ground. The
spark gap is exceedingly ingenious and
of somewhat unusual design, as may be
seen from the sketch of the gap. Al-

though this gap is sometimes termed a
"quenched" gap by some builders of
radio apparatus, in view of the fact that
the gap is open it cannot be considered
to be of the quenched type, since many
gaps of that kind depend for their
efficiency upon the feature that the spark
discharges occur in a partial vacuum.
However, irrespective of the type to
which this gap may lay claim, it is a very
efficient gap for the purpose. It comprises a number of zinc bars B about
x Vs" in section and from 6 to 8" long.
These are mounted on two hard rubber
or fibre bars AA. A clip fastened to a
flexible cord lead permits of any number
of gaps being connected in series. The
individual gaps are quite short, being
about 1/64". Series gaps of this design
are very efficient in producing a sharp
condenser discharge, since they cool
much faster than would a single, larger

PROTECTIVE DEVICES

motors operating a wireless circuit is
shown in the accompanying drawing. A
high resistance carbon rod is mounted
in such a way as to allow the two ends
to be shunted across the D. C. or A. C.
low tension lines, while the middle of the
carbon rod can be connected directly to
earth. By this means the induced currents due to electrostatic induction are
led directly to earth without injuring the
low potential circuits. The carbon rods
offering a very high resistance to low
tension currents only allow the high tension induced currents to pass and they

One of the best and most widely used
devices for protecting generators and
D.0

-

[IC :BA A.C.

A.C.

f

.a

GROUND

Graphite Rod and Connections for Protecting Power
Lines.

gap.

The outfit is so compact and possesses
so many features that many amateurs
could well adopt the principles presented.
Of course, no definite dimensions can be
given and much experimenting must be
resorted to in order to find the best proportions for the various parts. The condenser C, is perhaps the most difficult
part to construct inasmuch as it must be
made of tinfoil and mica, the latter being about eight to ten mils thick. The
vibrator should be fitted with very heavy
diameter or
silver contacts about

more.-H.

/"

`VINFIELD SECOR.
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thus find their way directly to earth,
while the low tension currents are not
affected.
This device is necessary in all cases
where a motor is directly connected to
On transmitters
a rotary spark gap.
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using from 2 K. W. upwards, these protective devices are indispensable and
should be shunted across the primary of
the transformer, the A. C. and D. C.
terminals, and across the motor and generator fields.-GEo. S. SMYTHE.

WIRELESS STATION ON CARIBBEAN SEA
ISLAND
SOME 250 miles north of Colon in

the Caribbean Sea lies a strip of
land two miles long by one wide known
as Swan Island, upon which has recently
been completed a wireless station requiring two 250 horsepower engines when
in operation. The station is owned by
the United Steamship Company and has
in constant attendance

two operators.

/.

or 14
island. Steamships anchor out
once
a
of a mile from the shore about
month and lighter needed supplies and
mail to the men.
Laborers leaving New Orleans or
other ports must sign a contract to remain at least three months. Their transportation is furnished and all expenses
on the island paid. If they leave before
the three months expire they forfeit
their wages, getting nothing for any work they
may have done. Sometimes they stay longer ; a
few have remained two
or three years. No women are allowed on the
island. That may, in a
measure, account for the
difficulty in getting and keeping em ployees.

VELOCITY OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPH SIGNALS
Close and Distant Views of the Wireless Station at Swan Island, in the
Caribbean Sea.

These, with from fifteen to twenty white
men and as many Jamaica negroes, constitute the sole population of the island,
which produces from t5,000 to 25,000
cocoanuts monthly.
The soil is excellent, producing all
kinds of tropical fruits and vegetables.
Duck, teal pigeons and turtle abound.
They have a water distilling apparatus
capable of providing for ioo men and
large tanks for collecting rain water. It
is difficult to keep men on this isolated

Recent experiments of French scien
tists to determine the velocity of wireless
telegraph signals indicate that this velocity is slightly lower than that of light.
The method adopted is to send out a signal from the Eiffel Tower to another
station whose distance has been very
accurately calculated. At the moment
the signal reaches the second station a
return signal is automatically sent back.
The time of emission and reception is
recorded by means of a photographic
micro-galvanometer in which the record
is made on a moving band of sensitive
paper. Thus the time elapsing between
two successive records will measure very
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accurately the time taken by the signal
to travel the double distance. As the
result of these experiments the following figures have been arrived at :
Paris to Toulon, .00237 sec.; Paris to
Washington, .02122 sec., with a possible
error of .0000r sec.

This indicates that the average velocity
of the wireless signal is about 296,000
kilometers (185,000 miles) per second ;
that of light being about i86,000 miles
per second.

RADIO LAW OFFENDER IS PUNISHED
An amateur radio operator residing
in the Bronx section of New York City
has recently pleaded guilty before
Judge Foster in the United States District Court in New York City to the

charge of operating a wireless station
without the necessary government license, using a wave length in excess
of 200 metres which interfered with
commercial stations, as well as using
unofficial radio call letters. He was
fined by the Court and cautioned not
to repeat the offense.
This is the second case of its kind
reported to the District Attorney by
W. D. Terrill, Radio Inspector in
charge, for a violation of the radio
laws. The former case was that of another New York amateur who was
fined by the Court the sum of $50 for
operating a radio telephone without a
license.
These two instances should act as a
caution to all amateur wireless operators. Anyone violating the radio laws
is more than certain to be discovered
and brought to Court sooner or later.

THE BRANAS MICROR.ADIOGRAPH
AT a recent meeting of the French platinum; one of these is attached
Academy of Sciences, M. Branas to the diaphragm of the telephone
described an instrument which he calls T1, and the other is a part of the pena microradiograph and with which he dulum P. The period of the pendulum
has been experimenting successfully. and the pressure of contact are reguThis device constitutes a new method lated respectively by the counterweight
for the reception and registration of M, which is movable, and the screw V.
radio telegrams by means of a Morse The whole is mounted on a block B, suprecorder of the conventional design. ported by springs in order to deaden any
The instruvibration, and
m e n t consists
which may be
of two parts :
enclosed in a
t h e amplifier
glass case to
and the relays.
protect it from
The amplifier
sound waves.
The primary
includes a variable resistance
winding of the
transformer is
contact, an
open magnetic
divided into
two equal
circuit transformer and a
parts P1 and
p otentiometer.
The part
P2.
T h e variable
P1 is mounted
in
resistance c is
derivation
placed between
(Continued over
leaf)
two pieces of
Wiring Diagram of New Wireless Recording Apparatus.
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AMATEUR WIRELESS STATIONS
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THE STATIONS AND APPARATUS IN THE ABOVE
VIEWS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
(1) Wireless transmitting and receiving outfit of Louis W.
Elias of Columbus,
Most
, of the apparatus has been made by the owner of
the station. (2) Wireless station O.
of Royal
Weith, Chicago, Ill. (3) Wireless station of Charles
Reynolds
of
N. Y. Three
receiving sets are employed in this station, any one of which mayBinghamton,
be used for reading time
signals from Arlington, Va. (4) Wireless station of H. Woods, Glendale.
Cal. (5) Wireless
g station of W. Buckner, Paris, France.
(6) Wireless station of
Pierce, Lincoln, Nebr.
h A 1
SW. transmitting set is employed. (7) Receiving and Frank
sending apparatus of T. O.
Thompson, Montreal, Canada.
41111~1111~1110:
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upon the contact c, in such a way
that the current leaves the potentiometer Po, continues across the half of
the primary P1 to the point a, where it
divides to pass partly by the winding P2
and partly by the contact c; thus reaching -the point b and from there to the
potentiometer. The direction of the current therefore changes from one-half of
the primary to the other. The commutator C permits the sending of the cur-

rent from the secondary winding either
to the loud speaking telephone T2 or to
the relay R1. The latter consists of a
contact c' similar to the contact c, and
is mounted in derivation with an ordinary relay R2 which is necessarily in
short circuit while the contact c' is not
broken. At the moment that this contact is interrupted, the relay R0 works
and. causes the operation of the Morse
apparatus M2.

WIRELESS TIME SAVERS
By P. H. Markmann

H OW"raise"
many operators have tried to
a station and, on'
ac-

count of the sharp wave of their transmitter as well as the great selectivity of
the instruments at the receiving end,
have been unable to make themselves
heard?
The above troublesome factors, namely, sharp waves and close tuning, are absolutely necessary; the first is due to
the law and the latter to the .large
number of sets in operation.
The author was troubled in this manner until he came across a method that
permits of obtaining a broad wave
without changing the transmitting adjustments or employing excessive wiring. It is simplicity itself and consists
of a small rheostat regulator in the
aerial circuit. The damping in the circuit depends on the resistance as one
of the factors, with the result that an
increase in the resistance augments
the damping of the aerial thus creating a broad wave. In this manner, if
an operator desires to call a station, he
inserts a little resistance in the aerial
and proceeds to call the station desired.
The operator at the receiving end does
not have to have his instruments closely tuned to the transmitting wave
length in order to hear it. Of course,
as soon as the station has heard the
call and is tuned to receive the message, the resistance is cut out. If the
rheostat regulator or other suitable

form of variable resistance is inserted
in the circuit above the aerial switch,
the same procedure can be employed
for receiving. By adding resistance
it will be found that messages may be
received over a wide range of wave
lengths.
The aerial switch is usually a bore
and it will be found advisable to adopt
a good break-in system. There has
been any number of these systems described in the columns of past issues of
this magazine and its affiliated publications. As a word of suggestion,
however, a system should be selected
that has no spark gap in the ground
lead since it will be found preferable.
Another source of considerable
bother is the rotary spark gap, for it
continues to run long after the current
has been -shut off, seriously interfering
with the receiving operations. If it is
connected to the aerial switch it requires considerable time to attain its
speed, while on the other hand, if a
separate switch is used to control it,
that much extra work is involved.
There are two ways for doing away
with the foregoing disadvantages. In
the first place, it is possible to employ
a gap similar to that of the old Marconi
discharger. It consists of two contacts
on the motor shaft revolving between a
set of stationary plugs arranged in a
circle. One-half of these are connected
(Continued over leaf)
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THE STATIONS AND APPARATUS IN
THE ABOVE VIEWS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
(1) Wireless station of Roy Waller,
Cambridge,
0. (2) Wireless ktation of Alfred
Meuler of Oconomowoc, Wis. Practically all of the
apparatus in this station has been
made. (3) Receiving and sending apparatus of
homeset consists of a one -inch coil operated from a Carl Bottler, Milwaukee, Wis. The sending
step-down
transformer.
(4) Wireless station
of W. E. Merrill of New York City, N. Y. The owner
efficiency and compactness in building his apparatus. (5)of this station has been aiming at
Wireless
station of Ercil Armold,
Chapman, Sans. (6) Wireless station of Edward L. Norton,
Rockland, Me,

.^

.
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to one side of the current while the
other half are connected to the other
side. This gap starts quickly and,
since it carries but little weight, it
likewise stops quite suddenly. Another method is to employ a quenched
gap. Of course, the usual chorus to
this assertion is "It can't be done. I
have 6o cycle current." But it can be
done.: It will give a mushy sounding
spark, to be sure, but the efficiency is
very high. And efficiency should not
be confounded with the tone of the
spark. It merely remains for the receiving station to have a tikker and
great results can be obtained with a
quenched gap.
A tikker is something which every
station should have among its collection of detectors. It can be readily
made, merely consisting of a toy motor,
a grooved brass disc and a piece of
springy brass wire. The disc is placed
on the motor shaft and the wire is ar'ranged to press lightly against the
groove. The motor is driven at full

speed. The wire and the disc are connected in series with the telephone re
ceivers ; the latter being shunted across

a variable condenser employing air for

the dielectric. However, the condenser
need not be gradually variable, and one
with five different capacities, which
will be found ample, can be made as
follows

:

Twelve sheets of aluminum four by
six inches are obtained. These should
be perfectly flat and laid one above the
other in a box of suitable size to hold
them. The sheets are separated by
strips of thin mica laid around the
edges. Six of the sheets are connected to one post and the balance are connected to three contacts as follows : One
sheet to the left-hand point, three to the
center point and two sheets to the
righ-hand point. The switch lever
should be wide enough to bridge two
contacts. A little thought will readily
demonstrate how five variations of the
capacity may be obtained by using the
contacts singly or in pairs.

SILVER PLATING WIRELESS conductor than copper, should be used
INSTRUMENT PARTS
wherever possible in the instrument
Silver plating is particularly suitable circuits.
for the metal parts of wireless instruments, as brass or copper left in its A NEW TIME SIGNAL SERVICE
natural state will tarnish, spoiling the
The Illinois Watch Company, of

appearance and reducing the efficiency
of the instrument. Even if these parts
be nickel plated, nickel is a comparatively poor conductor and whatever is
gained in appearance is lost in efficiency because the high frequency currents used in wireless travel apparently
only on the surface-the plating-of
the metal. The difference is so small
as to be negligible, but when the infinitesimally small amount of current
coming into a receiving instrument
from a distant station is considered, it
can be readily seen that any tarnished
or dirty contacts, or any metal of low
conductivity in the circuit, is liable to
affect the working of the instrument
and should be carefully guarded
against. Silver, being a slightly better

Springfield, Ill., announces the installation of a new transmitter of much
higher power than hitherto used and
invites all amateurs who pick up their
time signals at 11.55 to 12.00 and 7.55
to 8.00 Central Time, to notify it of the
fact by postcard. The signals should
be audible from Denver to the Atlantic.

reported that Peter Cooper -Hewitt, of mercury-arc fame, is working
upon radio apparatus of new and interesting design, in which the use of the
mercury -arc bulb is indicated. While the
time is not yet ripe for a public announcement, still it is hoped that further
details may be available for publication
in the February number.

It

is

How Wireless Stations are Tuned
By Geo. S. Smythe

To many readers the tuning of

a transmitting set is still a mystery. In the contribution that follows the methods of tuning employed by Government inspectors
and commercial companies are
explained at length.

TO tune a transmitting circuit containing an oscillation transformer, three readings are required : the wave
length of the open circuit, the wave
Aerial
i'Yovemefer

Testing

A:

/amp

5
Open Circuits

referring the reading of the
capacity on the wavemeter to the graph
or table on the lid of the meter.* To tune
be found by

to a definite wave length the inductance
in the secondary of the oscillation transformer should be varied until the wave -

meter registers the wave length required.
It is generally found that the number
of turns in the secondary is not sufficient to step up the wave length. In this
case a loading coil is necessary.
The closed circuit should then be
tuned with the earth and aerial connections removed from the helix. The primary of the oscillation transformer and
spark gap should be energized in the
regular manner. Instead of using the

length of the closed circuit, and the wave
length of the complete set coupled in the
ordinary manner.
To aerial
The wave length of the open circuit is
obtained by entirely disconnecting the
Ralorr
oscillatory circuit from the primary of 60p
the oscillation transformer as in Fig. t.
=1(
A small spark gap A is placed in series
To
1B
6rouod
with the antennae and is energized by a
Woveme%r
small induction coil B. When the induction coil is placed in operation high
Lom,a
Closed Cl/'culls
frequency oscillations are set up in the
open circuit, the, period of which can be
fit. 2
determined by varying the capacity c of
the wavemeter until the loudest sound is detector on the wavemeter as in the last
produced in the head 'phones. The wave - experiment, the small lamp should be
meter being now in resonance with the
The author is referring to the Marconi wave However, other wavemeters may be used in
open circuit, the natural wave length can meter.
a similar manner.
135
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Aerial
!'Move

meter

Coupled Circuits
fig. 3
used. The point of resonance between
the wavemeter and the closed circuit
will be indicated by the maximum glow
of the lamp, but care should be taken
not to bring the meter too near the closed
circuit when the key is pressed, inasmuch as the induced oscillations may be
so strong as to burn out the light or
puncture the insulation of the inductance
coil. The circuit can then be tuned to
the required wave length by adjusting
the inductance D or capacity E of the
closed circuit. The arrangement can be
seen in Fig. 2.
After the two circuits have been independently adjusted to the required
wave length, the set should be coupled
in the regular manner as in Fig. 3. When
the circuit is energized the wavemeter

NOVEL INSULATORS FOR
SMALL AERIALS
Large wooden spools on which thread
wound may be easily converted into
insulators for small aerials where a low
power is employed for transmitting, or
in cases where an aerial is employed for
receiving only.
The spools are first baked by leaving
them in an oven for a few hours in order
to 'eliminate all moisture. They are then
is

will show two points of intensity, thus
giving two separate wave lengths. This
is due to the magnetic fields of the open
and closed circuits acting upon one another and causing the antennae to have
two periods of vibration. This can be
effectually minimized by reducing the

coupling of the oscillation transformer
until the wavemeter shows as far as possible a single radiation.
The degree of coupling can be figured
as follows : Suppose the reading on the
wavemeter indicates that two waves are
being radiated, one being 63o meters, the
other being 570 meters, the degree of
coupling would be,
6302
6302

5702

-

=

9.9 per cent.

570

soaked in melted paraffine, followed by
another baking, and finally shellacked.
Spools treated in this manner make
attractive and very efficient insulators.
They may be employed in the same way
as common porcelain knobs. To provide
better insulation two or more should be
employed in series.-JOHN B. RAKOSKI.

The next cover of this magazine will
appear as MODERN MECHANICS.

AN IMPROVED BUZZER TRANSMITTER
WHEN it became necessary for the
writer to employ an oscillation
transformer in connection with a buzzer
transmitter because of the wireless law,
it was found that the distance covered
was greatly reduced. Not wishing to
employ a larger set for local work, it
was decided to change the windings on
the magnets of the buzzer and put on
another contact or "gap." With these
alterations the writer can now cover a
greater distance with an oscillation transformer than was possible with the old
method.
In order to make an efficient buzzer
transmitter that will operate in connection with an oscillation transformer, remove the two magnets from the buzzer
and take off the windings. The iron
cores are then covered with Empire tape.
One of them is wound with No. 20 wire,
while the other is wound with No. 36.
The former is placed nearer the free end
of the armature as the speed of vibration can be better regulated. The inside
ends of the wire on the two magnets are
then connected together and to a binding post set in the upper screw -hole yet
insulated from the frame. The screw

is also used to hold a small lug L which
is threaded for the screw S.
The other end of the No. 20 wire is

attached to the adjusting screw bracket
B as in the regular buzzer connections.
The other end of the No. 36 wire is
fastened tó the insulated binding post
of the buzzer and to the insulated contact on the armature. The contact piece
C is so placed that it forms a small gap
with screw S, the latter regulating the
length of the gap.
This arrangement makes the buzzer a
small closed core transformer, but since
such an instrument will not work directly on battery current, the vibrator must
be employed. A small condenser is placed
around the primary contact to reduce
the sparking as well as increase the efficiency of the buzzer. If the buzzer is
employed in connection with a step-down
transformer instead of batteries, the primary contact may be done away with
and the ends of the No. 20 wire connected with a key in series, direct to the
low side of the transformer.
The gap is synchronous and the set
should emit only one wave length.FRANK H. BROOME.

Hook-up for Buzzer Transmitting Set of Original Design. Such a Transmitter Will Emit Waves in
Keeping with the Wireless Law Restrictions.
i
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of the roof. As this bolt holds the entire
structure in place, it should be turned
LATOR
An inexpensive roof insulator may lie tight, although care must be employed
made from ordinary material as follows: not to place too much strain on the
plates. Both
Take three
ends of the
thick porcelain
rod are
lead-in
To aerio/
plates, one of
:ir.:
then fitted
which should
-.nuinni
F
p/ate
Soup
with thumb
preferably b e
screws and the
a' soup plate,
connections
Rubber
and drill o r
made as usual.

AN INEXPENSIVE ROOF INSU-

otherwise
make a

hole

/incb

through
the center of

N'ofher

f
YIBI

112^1r,

IU10mlilllllllls

\

'

/

ty

Although
the arrange-

ment at first
appears to be a
each. A confragile one; if
venient method
properly constructed it will
of accomplishing this is to
be found quite strong and
use a flat ended iron rod
durable.
!%-inch thick, fitted into an
Aside from possessing
ordinary hand drill, using
considerable strength, this
plenty of emery and oil
form of lead-in insulator has
while drilling. The plates
excellent electrical qualities.
of Inexpensive
are assembled in the manner Diagram
Roof In sulator.
Owing to its unique design
shown in the sketch, being
it is almost impossible for
bolted on a threaded brass
to leak off to the
rod 12 inches long. To make the insu- the transmitting power
insulator is wet
the
even
when
lator water -tight, a rubber washer should ground,
it is obviously impossible
be used between the roof and the second from rain, and
through the hole in
plate. The remaining plate is then tight- for rain to leak inBERNTSWILLER.
ly bolted to the brass rod on the inside the roof.-CHAS.
PO/Or

.eeeee'rim

was less sensitive than the S grade or StandREGARDING THE SENSITIVITY ard Audion bulb and was not equal in sensitive quality even to the best mineral detectors.
OF THE AUDION
compared favorably with the silicon deIn the December issue of Popular It
tector which is far less sensitive than the

Electricity and Modern Mechanics an
article appeared on page 70o entitled
"At Last-A Permanent Detector." In
this article a statement regarding the
new detector reads as follows : "As for
the sensitivity and tone of signals of the
detector, it is claimed to be more sensitive than the audion which is considered
the most sensitive detector - in use today."
The De Forest Radio Telephone and
Telegraph Company of New York, has
taken exception to this statement, writing as follows :

"Two of the inventors of this detector were
present at a test which was conducted in the
laboratory of this company, at which tests it
was conclusively shown that their detector

audion. Tests of the U. S. Bureau of Standards show that the S grade Audion is at least
So per cent. more sensitive than the best mineral detectors and for results of these tests
we refer you to the Bulletin of the Bureau of
Standards (Vol. 6, No. 4, page 540) ."

The writer of the article appearing in
the December issue had no facilities for
testing the sensitivity of the nrw detector. Nor did he cite any of the advantageous features and comparative sensitivity
of the new detector on his own authority. The statements were not claims of
the writer or this publication, but were
made purely from a reportorial standpoint. Furthermore, this magazine declines to enter into controversies which
are properly between manufacturers.

T
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ting a little oil on the tinfoil and after
CONSTRUCTION OF AN OIL
it is laid on the plate, squeezing all the
INSULATED CONDENSER
oil
possible out from between the tinKnowing that many amateurs have
inch margin
never attempted the construction of an foil and the glass. A
left
should
be
on
of the
three
sides
oil condenser merely for fear that it is

/

too difficult to build, I have endeavored in the following article to de -

tinfoil and on the fourth side, one of
the long edges of the plate where the
lugs are to be taken out, the'margin
should be i inch. In oil this margin
will suffice for condensers subjected to
a pressure up to 30,000 volts.
The lugs should be made of copper
ribbon at least
inch wide. These
are laid on the tinfoil in the proper
position before the next plate is placed.
The pressure of the plates when bound
together before immersion in oil will
make good contact between the copper
lugs and the tinfoil sheet. In this condenser each alternate sheet, beginning
with the first, is connected to one terminal and each alternate sheet, beginning with the second, is, connected to
the other terminal. In order to prevent sparking to the lugs, the lugs
coming from alternate plates are staggered, as shown in Fig. i.
The containing tank for the oil and
condenser plates is made of heavy
gauge galvanized iron. It is strongest
when made in one piece, as in Fig. 2,
the lap seams being well soldered to-

/.

Fig. 1.-View of Glass Condenser Plates Assembled.

scribe the essential points in the construction of an oil insulated condenser,
which no amateur should hesitate to
construct.
To save expense, old photographic
plates may be used for the dielectric.
They can be obtained for little or no
cost from a photographer or photoengraver. If plates are used, every
trace of emulsion must be cleaned
from them by several baths in hot lye
water. When clean, the plates should
be bright and shiny with no spots on
them. They may be of any size, from
by
inches up. If lugs are of
proper dimensions to reduce connection resistance to a minimum, the
smaller the plates are the better. Plates
by
inches are large enough for
transformers up to about five kilowatts, but a great number of plates
are necessary and if the voltage is too
high the plates must be connected in
series-parallel, to prevent puncturing.
The tinfoil should be fairly heavy.
One piece is fastened to one side of
each glass plate by means of the oil
in which the condenser is afterwards
to be immersed. This is done by put-

6/

8/

6/

8/

2.-Pattern for

Condenser Tank.

The dimensions of the tank
should suit the .size of plates used, but
the tank must be large enough to permit good insulation between the edges
of the plates and the bottom and sides
of the containing tank. It must also
gether.
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be deep enough to permit covering allows any number of plates to be cut
in or out. The details of this conthe plates with oil.
out
struction are shown in Fig. 3.
The lugs, as before stated, come
To finish the apparatus, it may be
on one of the long sides of the plates
placed
in a mahogany or oak case.
two
between
the
so that the distance
sets of lugs is the greatest possible. Even if not put in a case, some form
of a top must be made to
Tape about ten of the
keep out all dust and dirt.
plates together and put
STRgNQIE , WRCOPPER
LUGS
It is well to remember in
tank
with
in
the
oil
them
finishing t h e apparatus,
the lugs all coming out on
/L4RO RUBBEI? SUPPORTS
FOR BRASS OR COPPER
that none of the conducttop.
Bvs,ES
ing metal should come in
The connection of the
SUPPORTS ARE OFFSET
contact with anything but
alternate plates to the two
To ALLOW GLASS PLATES
To Be W,rNORAWN Win-,
the hard rubber supports
is
ac
common terminals
OUT Ibrr/Ns BRASS Roos (8)
that are necessary to hold
complished by means of
it in place, otherwise an
of
copper
two heavy busses
THE BUSSESOA r BERLY/ND
undue amount of current
or brass rod. They are
OR SO!/ARE Bur AT LEAST
..
%2
//V
s/ZE
will leak away.
the
containing
to
fastened
A good grade of transtank by hard rubber in
parent oil -switch or transpositions parallel to each Fig. 8.-Method of Making
with
Lugs.
Connections
former oil should be used
other and running almost
in the condenser.
directly over their respecOf
course,
the
the dimensions may be
tive lugs. One way of connecting
lugs to the busses is by soldering varied should the builder desire a smallstranded wire to each lug and running er or larger condenser, the various parts
each wire or two to a hole drilled in the being kept in about the same proportions.
buss rod, a set screw being used to hold The condenser will be found very satisthe stranded wire in place. This method factory.-PAUL R. FENNER.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR A TELE-

GRAPH SOUNDER
When a flame is brought between the
two terminals of an energized circuit, the
flame will .be deflected towards the negative pole. This interesting phenomenon
of a flame can be very successfully utilized in place of a sounder for telegraph
work.
Play a candle flame, or some other
source of flame, between two conductors
placed in circuit with a telegraph key and
a battery current of not less than ten
volts. When the circuit is closed by the
key, the flame will immediately assume
a flattened shape, but resumes its normal shape immediately after the key is
released. This property of a flame, it
will readily be seen, can be used for receiving telegraph signals in place of a
buzzer or sounder, as the deflection of
the flame can lie easily read in place of
the ordinary sounder signals.

This interesting phenomenon can also
be utilized in determining the positive or
negative poles of a line, as a deposit of
carbon will accumulate on the negative
pole.-CHAS. BERNTSWILLER.

AUTOMOBILE TOP EMPLOYED
AS WIRELESS AERIAL
The correspondent of an English automobile trade journal writes regarding an
interesting application of wireless telegraphy on a motor car, in which the top
was used as the aerial.
According to the report, it is gathered
that an English cavalry patrol recently
came across and captured a German
touring car in which were two German
officers. The engine had broken down
and the men were unable to make their
escape. One of the patrol chanced to
notice a wire leading to a metal member
of the automobile top. A careful search
revealed a complete receiving outfit.

MODERN MECHANICS
ARLINGTON TIME SIGNALS
FLASHED 4250 MILES
The effectiveness of the time signal
service rendered through the Arlington
radio station is evinced in a recent report
made by Capt. J. A. Hoogewerff, Superintendent of the Naval Observatory at
Washington. The time signals flashed

141

at noon every day and at ten o'clock at
night have been reported from a point
600 miles south of Rio de Janeiro, at
which point the total distance from the
Arlington station is 4,250 miles, according to the statement made by Capt. Hoogewerff in his annual report just made
public.

NEW DETECTOR PROVES EFFICIENT
1 /r

OST wireless amateurs have been
looking forward to the invention
of an ideal detector of the crystal type
combining extreme sensitivity, neatnessyet small, and above all, easily adjusted
and when in that condition, capable of
retaining its adjustment for some time.
Everyone who has experimented with
wireless apparatus is familiar with the
patience and skill that are required to
adjust the ordinary crystal detectors for
securing good results. Furthermore, the
aggravation caused in losing the adjustment by an accidental knock or jar,
necessitating the readjusting of the detector, is too well known to require
further mention.
All that has been sought in the way of
a detector is claimed to be realized in the
invention of Eugene T. Turney of New
York City, of a new detector, namely,
the "Crystaloi," derived from two words
"crystal" and "alloy," which constitute
the elements of the detector. This detector seems to be ideal in all respects,
sensitive, small, neat of appearance, easily adjusted, and above all the ability to
retain the adjustment. It is claimed by
the inventor that it will withstand any
ordinary shock or jar, will not burn out
or go dead, requires no renewal of parts
or the use of batteries, thus eliminating
all operating expense.
All that is needed to adjust the detector is a buzzer, found in most every amateur station. By simply rotating the
small wheel -like cylinder that houses the
elements until the loudest response is
heard in the telephones, it is adjusted to
its maximum sensitivity and is ready to
receive anything within range of the re-

ceiving apparatus. The detector appears
to be extremely sensitive to frequencies
ranging from 240 to Soo cycles, bringing
these signals in much louder and clearer
than the ordinary detectors. Upon inserting the detector in circuit a sharpness
of tuning will at once be noted. It allows one to use more inductance, thereby
making the circuits more rigid, conducing to sharp and selective tuning. Another remarkable claim is that static is
reduced to a certain extent, allowing one
to read signals which otherwise would
be unreadable. A brief description of
the antennae and apparatus used to draw
the above conclusions would not be
amiss.
Antenna of the umbrella type, four
wires 45 feet long; two wires being io
feet high, the other two being 20 feet
high, spaced about 5 feet apart, all connected at highest end-about 3o feet
from ground. Receiving apparatus comprises : inductively coupled tuner, Crystaloi detector, fixed condenser, variable
condenser and 3200 ohm 'phones. Connected up as modified Telefunken Set.
With this set the writer has copied all
stations from V.B.A. Port Arthur; Canada, to Miami, Fla., and ships out at sea
from three to four days ; the Marconi
station Miami coming in very clear and
distinct,
a
non -synchronous
5 -kw.
rotary gap being employed by that station. Messages from the Panama R. R.
Co. steamships K.M.A.; K.M.X., K.M.S.,
K.M.H., when three to four days out,
come in with remarkable clearness, these
ships being equipped with Telefunken
500 cycle sets of the quenched spark

type.-H.

ESKAY ENDERWOODS.

On Polyphase Subjects'
a new volume for this magazine. It has
perforce gone through a period of evolution in the past six months; the work of the
Editors has of necessity been tentative,-a process of feeling out, as it were. And
the reason for this will be readily apparent to the thoughtful reader.

THE present number marks the beginning of

Editing has ever been a more or less thankless task ; no one or two human beings could
possibly contrive to satisfy or even please a family of considerably more than one hundred
thousand other human beings ; the more especially when this family is divided into three
distinct classes, each with its own individual likes and dislikes. Yet this was the physically
impossible task set before the Editors of this magazine when it was given birth through the
consolidation of Electrician and Mechanic of Boston, Modern Electrics of New York and
Popular Electricity and the World's Advance of Chicago. Each of the three magazines
had its own particular following and each was a power in its own field. To combine three
such publications into one and to make the consolidation thoroughly satisfying to the diversified tastes of the three distinct classes of readers was a well-nigh superhuman task.
From the start the work of editing has been carried out as a scientist might carry out
a series of investigations. Experiments have been performed and the results carefully
noted ; the failures weeded out and the successful ones repeated. As a result of this experimental work, a very definite conclusion has been reached-a definite policy evolved.
MODERN MECHANICS starts its new year with a new and far-reaching name-a name the
Editors purpose to make typical of the contents. And a few words will serve to make the
reader conversant with the policy that is confidently expected to achieve this result. The
aim will be to provide for the wants of perhaps two classes of readers and in such a way
as to make this provision a perpetual one. The two types of readers are, first, the layman
who knows nothing whatever about electricity, mechanics or science, and, second, the practical handyman, mechanic or electrician who knows his business, but who is at the same time
wise enough to know that the other fellow may have something of value to tell him. For
the first man there is the bright, newsy, pictorial section with its hundreds of short, interesting articles on the latest achievements in the fields of electricity and mechanics. Herein,
he learns what science is doing to lighten human labor and how it can be made to do his
own tasks. For the second man, the practical man, there is the entire second half of the
magazine, written by practical men, and devoted to the needs of the handy-man -about house, the mechanic and the practical worker in the electrical field.

The layman will be prone to criticise the practical man's section and the mechanic will
say that he is not interested in the popular section ; but let each think for a moment and
realize that at some time or other he either has been or will be, as the case may be, in the
other fellow's shoes. As the layman's knowledge increases, he will wander into the rear
portion of the magazine. He has perchance read a description of some device or machine
that would prove.a boon in the home, office or factory; perhaps the first thing that strikes
his eye as he glances through the practical section is a clear and simple set of instructions
telling him how to make, with the simple tools to be found in the average home workshop,
the very device he has read about in the popular section. Thus, the layman gradually becomes the practical handyman and his interest in the first portion of the magazine gives
way to the new one, born of practical knowledge, in the rear section. But,-we must not
forget that for every convert to the practical section there is another brand new layman
to take his place, and so on, ad infinitum.
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Short CircuitJ
A Narrow Escape

Auto Ailments
"Brother Jim has the automobile
face. Joe has the motor-bike back and
sister Sue has the auto -speed craze."
"Any other automobile ailments in
your family?"
"Well, papa says he has the automobile pocketbook, and it's badly punctured."-Minneapolis Journal.

"Now, Zeke," the parson said, "you
know you must live a Christian life.
Have you stolen any chickens during
the last six months?"
"No sah, no sah," said Zeke fervently. "Ah ain't done stole no chickens."
"Nor turkeys, nor pigs?"
"No sah, no turkeys nor pigs?"
"I am glad to hear it," said the leadWell Taught
er, "and I hope you will continue in
An English bishop, offering an
this way."
Zeke on his way home said to his orange to a little child, remarked
wife in a cautious undertone: "Golly, sweetly :
"Now, my little man, I shall give
I'd suah been er lost niggah of he'd
you
this orange if you tell me where
said `ducks.' "-Successful Fanning.
God is."
"My lord," answered the child, son
of a clergyman, "I'll give you two
oranges if you'll tell me where he is
Surprising
A lady, returning home unexpected- not."-Boston Journal.
ly, found her domestic using the drawA Horse Laugh
ing-room for the purpose of giving a
Motorist (blocked by load of hay)select party to her friends. "Ann, I am
"I
say, there, pull out and let me by."
surprised !" she ejaculated.
Farmer-"Oh, I dunno ez I'm in any
"So am I, ma'am," replied the unhurry."
abashed girl. "I thought you wouldn't
Motorist (angrily)-"You seemed in
be back for a fortnight."-Chicago
a
hurry to let that other fellow's carLedger.
riage get past."
Farmer-"That's 'cause his horse wuz
eatin' my hay. There hain't no danger
A Homely Tale
o' yew eatin' it, I reckon."-Springfield
A new electrical student seeing a large Republican.
resistance hanging on the wall of a laboratory remarked to his professor:
Knew of One Advocate
"Does it not look like a harp?" WhereGabbleton-"Edison declares that four
upon the professor replied, "The only hours'
tune it will play is "Ohm -sweet-ohm." man." sleep per night is enough for any
("Home, Sweet Home.")-lam. H. PrenKidder-"By Jove! That is exactly
dergast.
what my baby thinks!' '-fudge.
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